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A Quality Standard Ensuring Perfect Reception

and Unequalled Long -Life Economy !
in-built quality of Pertrix Dry
Batteries and Accumulators combined
with craftsmanship in manufacture

THE

definitely assures finer, farther and more
pleasing reception. To change to Pertrix
is

to enioy a new experience-an ex-

perience

of

BETTER

wireless,

smooth,

silent power combined with a LONGER
LIFE which
means a new economy.
Made by

BRITANNIA BATTERIES
LIMITED.
at Redditch, who also make:
Batteries for Central Stations

Instal Pertrix to -day and KNOW how good and
how economical your set can become. Of all
good Radio Dealers.

Batteries for Country
House Lighting Biller,

Britannia House,

gency and Stand-by Lighting
Batteries for Theatres,

Cinemas, Hospitals, etc.
Batteries for the Starting
and Lighting, and Ignition

of Motor Cars, Motor Cycles,

Buses and Coaches Batteries for Electric Vehicles,
Trucks, Locomotives, Ships

and Yachts ® The

only
Nickel -Iron Batteries on sale

in Britain that are entirely
made in this Country.

BRITANNIA BATTERIES
LIMITED,

SUPER LIFE

DRY BATTERIES

ACCUMULATORS

233, Shaftesbury Avenue,
London, \V C.2.
Works : Redditch,
Telephone :
Temple Bar 7971 ,5 lines

Telegrams :
Britanieus, West cent
London.
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Buy Your Radio this NEW EASIWAY

61 -Down
R
&A "
SPEAKER. With multi -ratio input trans-

100 " P.M. MOVING - COIL

former.

(Cash price £2 17s. 6d.)

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/2.
AMPLION

SPEAKER

MOVING - COIL

TYPE M.C.6. Permanent magnet, with output transformer. Complete. (Cash price
£3 7s. 6d.)

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/2.
SPEAKER UNIT: 66R.
BLUE
SPOT

With Major Chassis and cone" (37 cm.),
(Cash price £2 10s. Oth)

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/5.
MAGNET
PERMANENT
A2
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. Fitted with
multi -ratio input transformer. (Cash price
£3 3s. Od.)
EPOCH

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/9.
CELESTION

MAGNET

PERMANENT

IMP PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. Complete with

3 tappings, S.G., detector and r2o/150 volts.
For A.C. Mains. (Cash or C.O.D. Price

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5,5.

W.1.F. H.T. ELIMINATOR.
Tapped 60:70 v. S.G., and 120 at 1.2"
(Cash price £2 7s. 6d.)
RECENTONE

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4:2.
GARRARD

GRAMOPHONE

INDUCTION

For A.C. Mains.
Mounted on 12 -in. Nickel Motor Plate
with fully automatic electric starting and,
stopping switch. (Cash price £2 18s. 6d.)
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5,3.
With coils, less
FORMO ECONOMY 3.
valves and cabinet. (Cash price £1 49s. 6d.)
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 5;3.
BLUE SPOT PICK-UP and TONE -ARM,
with Volume Control, Cash or C.O.D.
MOTOR.

Model 202.

£3 3s. Od.

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/5.

PHONE MOTOR. 12 -in. Turntable. Double
Spring. -Complete with fittings. (Cash or

10E.

Cloekwork

GRAMO-

input transformer. (Cash price £3 10s. Od.)

GARRARD

MAGNET
PERMANENT
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. Type D.C.142.

C.O.D. £2 13s. 6d.)
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/10.

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/2.
CELESTION

MAGNET

P.P.M.

PERMANENT

MOVING -COIL

- SPEAKER,

B.T.H. SENIOR PICK-UP and TONE -ARM.

(Cash or C.O.D. £2 5s. Od.)
Balance in 8 monthly payments of 5:4.
Complete.

with Impregnated diaphragm and dual

impedance input transformer. (Cash or
C.O.D. £2 7s. 6d.)
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 6/8.

-

BLUE SPOT SPEAKER UNIT AND CHASSIS.

Type root'. (Cash price £1 19s. 6d.)
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 5/3.
PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING COIL SPEAKER. TYPE P.M.3. With

_vi,B,

3 Ratio input transformer. (Cash price
£2 12s. 6d.)
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/9.

For

input transformer. (Cash price £2 15s. Od.)
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5'-.
ATLAS A.C. ELIMINATOR, TYPE A.C.
244. 3 Tappings, S.G., detector and power.
Output, 120-v. at zo m/a. (Cash price
£2 19s. 6d.)

Balance in 11 - monthly payments of 5:9.

(Cash price £2 17s. 6d.)

Type A.C. 25.

EKCO

MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. Type R.P.M.8,
with 8" reinforced diaphragm. Excluding
MAGNAVOX

H.T. t;fNIT.

ULTRA

multi -valve sets requiring up to 25 m,'a.
£3 17s. 6d.)

Balance In 11 monthly payments of

7,'-.

ELIMINATOR AND
Delivers
L.T. TRICKLE CHARGER.
12 in!a..' Tapped at So v. (S.G.), 120/550 v.
Charges amp. at 2, 4 or 6 v. (Cash price'
£3 19s. 6d.)
EKCO

K.12

H.T.

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7/3.
Kit of parts, with
TELSEN TRIPLE 3.
valves, baseboard, panel, wires, flex, and
screws.

(Cash price £4 2s. 6d.)

Balanee in 11 monthly payments of 7/7.
READIRAD METEOR S. Less valves and
cabinet.

(Cash price £3 153. Od.)

Balance in 11 monthly payments of e 1 0.

10i -flown
With
V.3. RADIO FOR THE MILLION.
valves, less caLinet. (Cash price £5 17s. 6d.

Balance In 11 monthly payments of 10, 10.
COSSOR 234 EMPIRE MELODY MAKER.
Screened -grid, Detector and Power. WIth
valves and cabinet. (Cash price £6 15s. Od.)

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 12/6.

120 -VOLT W.H. TYPE ACCUMULATOR, in crates. (Cash price £4 13s. Od.)
EXIDE

Balance in 11 monthly payments of

8, 4.

716 Down

For A.C.
RECENTONE W.1A H.T. UNIT.
3 Ltappings, S.G., variable and
Mains.
power. 120/150 v. at 25 mta. (Cash price
£3 17s. 6d.)

PILOT PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING -

ATLAS ALL -MAINS UNIT, MODEL A.C.
188. 3 tappings, z variable, r fixed. L.T.

COIL SPEAKER, in handsome solid oak
cabinet, with multi -ratio input transformer. (Cash price £3 15s. Od.)
Balance in 11 monthly payments, of 6,10.

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/10.

Trickle Charger at 2, 4 or 6 v. at 5 amp.
(Cash price £6 Os. Od.)

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 11/1.

Any of thaelsonseumpsplaieddvecrAtissedoirnct.hoi.sprge are

ALWAYS FIRST

ESTABLISHED1919

-

Messrs. PETO-SCOTT CO., LTD., 77, City Rd., Londo n, E.C.1
Please send me C.O.D.'CASH
I enclose

0/.. first deposit for
amount not 7/6 ;;
tf
required.)
1O/i.
(Cross out

Co. Ltd.

77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.I.

Telephone : Clerketuvell 9406-7-8.

62, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1.

Telephone : Chancery 8266.

NAME

ADDRESS
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SEEN IT ?

The March
Number el

moDER

A Wonderful

WIRELESS

Shillingsworth

NOW ON SALE

BRITAIN'S LEADING RADIO MAGAZINEscores another great success with the

March Number, which is now on sale. It contains
many enjoyable articles, on every phase of radio, by acknowledged
experts. Among
the features for constructors are :-

The "BI -BAND"
THREE

AN ECKERSLEY
TUNER UNIT

A logical application of the band -

TO MAKE YOUR SET SELECTIVE

passing method for obtaining super
selectivity, and a breakaway i n3 -valve set design, for the man who
wants " distance " and unusually
good quality.
SSSSSSSSSSSSS te111111112Ctt SSSSSSSSSSSS

The "M.W."

For the many contractors who realise
the advantages of using an Eckersley
Tuner, but who are unable to build
an entirely new set or modify the existing one. This adaptor is immediately applicable to an existing outfit.

"CABINET" TWO
An up - to - the - minute two-valver
built in console form with loudspeaker incorporated. The only
external leads are the aerial and
earth wires, and the set is economical
to make and maintain.

Every Set -Owner and Music Lover will find something to fascinate him in the
Here are the titles of a few of the articles you should read :- March " M.W."
Sir Herbert Austin on What Radio Might
Do For British Trade

Power From Low -Voltage Mains
How H.T. Batteries Are Made
Round The Turntable
Picking Your Valves
The New News Arrangements

Do Constructors Score?
A Radio Reckoner
Questions Answered
The New B.B.C. Dance Band
Trouble Tracking
On the Test Bench

INTERESTED

Recent Record Releases
On the Short Waves
Power Valve Problems
Headphone Reception on Multi-Valvers
That Air Gap
Those Mains Sets
More Selectivity

IN

LONG DISTANCE?-

Then Read

-

THE WORLD'S
PROGRAMMES!
umitast

" M.W.'s " Special Section for

assisting you in- the reception of
foreign stations is packed with live
information about conditions, dial
readings, times to listen, hints on
handling, etc.

PRACTICAL !
PRECISE !

UP TO DATE
What the Distant
Stations are Doing
Radio Spotlights
Getting the Americans
SECURE
YOURS
TO -DAY

Station Information
Yugo Slavia's Big Noise

A Visit to Ljubljana
The Empire
Short -Wave Service

1032:

!

Here are some of the special foreign station features in the March issue: --

Station Alterations
How, When and Where
Coasts of Canada
On the Medium
Wave -lengths

Radio Research

Heard in the Interval
German Technique
Using a Frame

MODERN WIRELESS

ON SALE
Everywhere

1 /-
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IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
OF

PILOT
AUTHOR
KITS

Specification
to
Exact
described in " Popular
HTA As
Wireless." February 13th, 1932.

COSMIC

.Author's Kit,

KIT "A"
CASH

0

C.O.D.
or

EASYWAY :

-1C.O.D.

This is the Kit of Parts actually used and

less valves and - specified by "RM.". TeehniCal Experts.
cabinet.
s. d.
.. 1 0I Baseboard. le deep .. .. .
x Pete -Scott Panel, le x 7' ready drilled 4 6:
.. 16 6
a Cyldon Extensor, Type 'Ex..V
I Telsen " Cosmic " Dual -Range' Coil 5 6
a Telsen " Cosmic " Short -Wave Coil 4 6
a Ready-Redle -00073-mfd. Condenser 3 6
a Ready -Radio ^cum Condenser .. .. 3 6
a Goltone Push-pull " On -off " Switch
7

12, monthly payments of 615
i
S1 : 10 : 6

CASH or

I Ready -Radio 3 -point Push-pull Switch 1
a Pete -Scott Moderator Coil Unit
.. 2
r Fixed Condenser, Type 6 to 1
i Dubilie0003
r T.C.C. oa-mfd. Mica Condenser
.. 3
x Lissen Grid -Leak Holder ..
.. ..
x Lissea 2-meg. Grid -Leak
.. .. 1

Valves as specified,

' Cabinet 17/6.

KIT -BITS

6

,

6
8

0
S
0

.

a Graham Faith .3-meg. Grid Leak .. 1 6
x Graham Parish Grid Leak Holder ..
B,
K IT ' B "
Valve holders, Type THE .. 1 6
A ithor's Kit, with valves but less cabfnet.ILIAO
ix t.R.I.MOS
H.F. Choke, Type II .. .. 6 0
Dux L.F. Transformer, medium
CASH or C.O.D. £5 : 0 :' 6
9
EASYWAY :
, 9 Belling -Lee
Indicating Terminals,
12 monthly payments of 9/3
Type R .. .. .. .. ..
.
2 3
--.,-..... a Sovereign xoo,000-ohm Spaghetti Resistance' .. .
.. .. .. .. 1 3
, x Pete -Scott Terminal Strip, ready drilled
3
KIT " C "
I Bulgin Grid -bias Batter; Clip,No.1
6
1 Author 's Kit complete with valves and Connecting
Wire,
Flex,
Screws,
and
,cabfnet,
3 G.B. Plugs .. .. .. .. ..
6
so ft. Glazed Connecting Vire ..
ti
CASH or C.O.D. £5 : 18 : 0
I Any parts supplied separately. If order
EASYWAY :
value over 101- tent Carriage Paid, or
12 monthly payments of 70/10
-

1

1

Selected Components

1

CASH or C.O.D.

.

"A nay the postman. We pay post charges on all orders
ober 10/-

IISMIC
III
CYLDON Extenser, with disc drive slow motion,

Type Ex.5
Set of t' Cosmic " Coils, comprising Dual Range,

Short Ware and Moderator Coils

Set of Specified Valves
Cabinet as specified

16

£1 10

..

17

1SMIC HI' STAR
ReadiRad lluotune Extenser
Set of " Cosinic " Coils as specified
Set of specified Valves
Cabinet-to specification

..

... 12

-

..

£1 10

17

actory wired and assembled trom specified components.
-eoadcast tested. Complete with valves
d cabinet and including royalties.

7 GNS

21/- down and 11 monthly payments of 124.
;OSMIC III STAR FINISHED INSTRUMENT
actory wired and assembled from specified components.
,roadeast tested. Complete with
elves and cabinet and includin g
valties.

CASH or C.O.D.

COSMIC III STAR
KIT " A"

E8 0

251- down and 11 monthly payments of 13/5

6

C.O.D.

EASYWAY :
12 monthly payments of $1,.
Valves as specified,
£1 : 10 : 6
Cabinet, 17/6.

KIT "B"

II An th or's Kit. with- valvds but less cabinet.
-CASH or
18 : 0

25'

EASYWAY
12 monthly payments of 10/10

D Sex 120 V. H.T. Battery
24; (Triple Capacity Type)
D lex 9 v. C.B. Battery
1 /.
E le 2 v. 30/60 L.T. Accumulator
11,B 3 Spot 100 U. Unit and Chassis .
11-19-6

!kyr

February

20thr, 1932

s. d.

INN

R:COMMENDED ACCESSORIES

Awireldese ss7i

Author's Kit, This is the Kit of Parts actually used and
less valves and specified by !f P.W." Technical Experts.
cabinet.

CASH

COSMIC III FINISHED INSTRUMENT
CASH or C.O.D.

C O.D. fost charges paid.

'!-

Patiel, 14, inlsc
READY DRILLED
AND SLOTTED FOR PANEL CONTROLS 4 8
a Baseboard, 10 in.
1 0

I Ready. Radio Duotime Extenser
..18 6
Ready Radio m0073-mfd. vari. condenser 3 6

Ready Radio '0003-mfd. reaction condenser with slow-motion drive
T.C.C. m003-mfd. fixed condenser

.. 7 0

.

drilled ..
.
Author'3 Kit. complete with valves and 9 Belling
-Lee terminals
; cabinet.
CASH or C.O.D.

£6 : 15 : 6

lEASYWAY :
12 monthly payments of 12/5

ALWAYSFMST.ESTABLISHED 1919

1

3

T.C.C. oox-infd. fixed condenser ..
1
6
T.C.C. or-ridd. mica. lured cOndensvr .. 3, 0
x Gotten° " Cosmic " dnal range ion .. 5 6
a Sovereign," Cosmic "-short-wane coil
4. 0
Peto-Seott moderator coil
2. 8
2 Ready Radio push-pyll "on -off " switches 1, 8
i Ready Radio 3 -contact plis.h-pull switch 1
I Ready Radio radio -gram rotary switch, . 2 9
a R.I. type FYI H.F. choke
76
a LewcotrL.F.T.6 L.F. transformer.. -10 0
3 Telsen 4 -pin valve holders ..
1 6
a Lissen acio,000-.ohm Spaghetti resistance 1 9 ,
a Dubilier 2-meg. grid leak and holder .. 2 8
a Dubilier -3-meg. grid leak and holdeard.y.. 2 9
Terminal strip, ix in. x. 2 in.,
1

3

.. 2 3
6
.. 6

so ft. Glazed Connecting Wire .
3 Battery plugs, screws, flex, eft:.

Any part supplied separate.y. If order
value over 10/- sent Carriage Pail, or
C.O.D. Post charges paid.

Messrs. PETO-SCOT? GO, LTO 77, City Rd., London, E.C.1
Please send -me- C.O.D./CASH/M.P.
" COSMIC " Ill KIT A/B/C

"COSMIC 111 STAR KIT A B 0
for which I enclose £
s.

d.

CASHIH.P. Deposit

NAME

ADDRESS

CO. LTD.

P.W. 5-3-32._

.....

7. STY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.I. Tele hone ^ Clerkenwell 9406.7-8. "65. ITIGICHOLBOUN. LONDON .WX.2. refen hone: Chancery 8266
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Precision Engineering

not at one pointbut at every point!
The above photograph of the chassis and loudspeaker removed from
the walnut cabinet of the " His Master's Voice " Model 435 shows
the clean layout and sturdy construction of the radio -receiver that
has been described in the technical press as " one of the most out -standing triumphs of the British Radio Industry."
(1) Cadmium plated chassis.
(2) Combined " On - Off" and wavelength
switch, automatically presenting appro.
pr late scale.

-

(3) Screened - grid high frequency valve
making all vorth-while stations audible.
(4) Leaky grid detector valve, ensuring
superb quality of reproduction.
(5) Super power pentode output valve.
(6) Rectifier valve enabling receiver to be
operated direct from electricity mains
-no batteries.
(7) Four separate illuminated scales showing
" off," " medium waves," " long waves "
and "gramophone."
(8) Single tuning knob moving pointer
across wavelength scale.

(9) Combined volume control for radio and
gramophone pick-up.

"His Master's Voice," Mcdel 435, three -

valve radio -receiver - Band-pass tuning single dial control - incorporating moving coil loudspeaker. 11 to 2 watts output.
Mains aerial in A.C. Model.

- Voltage ranges and consumption - A.C. :
95-164, 190-260 volts, 50-100 cycles;
35 watts. D.C. : 190-250 volts ; 60 watts.

PRICE 20

or on Easy Hire Purc7rase Term'.

(10) Three ganged condenser and band-pass
filter circuits provide knife -edged tuning
from a single knob.

(11) Specially designed mains transformer
enables instrument to operate from

different voltage ranges by a single plug
and socket system.
(12) New type permanent magnet- moving coil loudspeaker, housed in a dust -proof
cover to keep fine gap clear of dust.

(13) Additional loudspeaker, remote volume
control and gramophone pick-up sockets.
(14) Intervalve transformer may be swivelled

into position, securing the minimum
of hum.

His Master's Voice

The Gramophone Co. Ltd. London, W.'.

GNS.
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Scientific Adviser:

Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.
Chief. Radio Consultant:

CAPT. P. P. ECKERSLEY;
Editor: NORMAN EDWARDS.
Technical Editor: G. V. DOWDING, Associate I.E.E.
Assistant Technical Editors:

'--

K. D. ROGERS,

F. R. BIRD,

JOHNSONRANDA.

HENRY' HALL

S'a.'s AS DETS.

WOBBLY VALVES

.ROUGH- ON SHANGHAI
WILD AND 'WOOLLY
THE COY MOTH

RAM NOTES

ARE WE SLOW'?

! COSMIC"

Welcome to-Henry:Hall.

dry,wePt over the imminent
HAVING
departure of Jack -Payne's band, I feel that it is the proper thing to
bid his succeSsor=to-be welcorne.

Payne's

crowd converted Me. from an inveterate
non -listener to dance Music IMO -an admirer

of their sweet and lively neises, though I
never cared much for the crooning solos.

Well, Enery; I

t

glad to learn that

you like sweet music, and that you are not
going to make the programmes too- " hot."
Ariel " will have his
All the best !
sympathetic eye on yen
..
_

S.G.'s- As Detectors.

" P.W." for January 9th we published

IN an article on the application of screened -

grid valves as detectors, which I hope
you have all duly digested. I was

reminded of this by a letter from
A. S. F. (Southanipton), who tells
me that three months before that

.

eheW on "The Wireless Constructor's " Southport England,Ira. received his
" S.T.300." It's the big:Pest slide I have. - severe attention, and I hope to have an
seen

barring the recent General Election-

and it's backed by solid; sounct-reasons.

-

The year opens well indeed for amateur

radio, and if yoti hear anybody hinting
that home -``.hooking" is dying,- just -say
" Cosmic." For a clean, intellectual, useful

eXplanation shortly.'
If yen want -details of this society and a

cops of their organ, write to the Southport
address- and enclose ,
stamps for
poStage._

Come, Jules

hobby there has been nothing to equal

radio since the good old " B.O.P'Lamazed
our great-uncles in the 80's by telling 'em
ho -w -to make a pin-hOle 'camera out -of a
civarbox
Short -Wave Business.

A LF MANN, who, I am'> glad, to learn,
1-1 is back in London and on a job, has

sent us his thanks for the support

which " P.W." gave to him in his attempt

AM indebted 'to an overseas reader,
A. R. C. (Caen, .France), for a very
interesting note on the state of radio

practice in France, from.which he concludes

that R.F. is one stage in progress behind
"Perfidious Albion." Little or no originality

is shown in design, thd'sets being a mixture of

British and American ideas.
Metal rectifiers are only just coming
into use there, as, alsd is `. band-pass "
tuning.

tt BE

Where is Television ? "

MR. E. T. FISK, an Englishman
and ex -wireless operator, and
now the biggest figure in
Australian commercial radio, being
the Managing -Director of Amalgamated Wireless (Australasia), Ltd.,
says in " Radio Monthly," referring.
to television on -the' scale. of modern

Oh. by the way, A. S. F., your

suggestions have been noted, and the
result is on the lap of the Olympians.
Are We ,So- Slow?

broadcasting : " I cannot see the
prospects of'such interesting -achieve-

ONE cannot -JD-at adinire the slick .
way in: which the E.
Cole,

ments appearing on any large scale
before the year 1935. I am not yet
prepared to predict how soon after
1934 television, on the scale referred
to, will be in existence." And, again.

-

Twelve hours after the fire brigade

had poured a lot of 'Water over the
outfit a nucleus organisation of all
departments was at work, and thirty
hours after, the fire 15,000 dealers_
had received letters informing them
that the delay On-deliVerieS-Would be
so small as not to -count. Let us ""set
this against the complaintswe
hear abotit' slow -'British business

too,

from theirtariff wall against foreign

those given by the dear departed,
with no alteration of connections
or parts.
So there- you are ! That proves

people whacked things 'aboutafter the -fire in -their -factory at
Southend on February 4th.

condensers,

accounts for the exemption of Brita in

article appeared he clapped an S.G.
into circuit in place of a det. which
had gone where the good niggers go,
and had achieved results as good as

it !

Ganoed

are a novelty there, and valves are
inferior to ours-which, probably

PATIENT, NOW-BE PATIENT

.

.

.

it is as yet in an experi-

mental stage."

Edgar Wallace.

one of the most remarkable writers of our generation
has gone in the heyday of his
success ! Edgar Wallace, who used
to be a newsboy in Ludgate Circus.
and who, by his own energy and, fertility
of &hid became a seller arid '6; beSt
and a seller all the time all over the world,
has been removed with a suddenness which
made us catch at our breath.
He won his success in fair fight against

Being in hospital is not half so bad nowadays, especially when the
B.B.C. switches ont the chamber music and, puts on Roy Fox, or
some lively lad who knows how to start " Kicking the Gong
Around." This is a typical scene in St. George's Hospital, London.

firms.

"Cosmic " !
ARE you in this " Cosmic " game ?
Everybody's doing it ! The " trade "

has gone " Cosmic," which is good
business, considering that it has also to

to get new members for the ES.W.R.
Society.-

-

"

Over 100 free copies of -the Society's
Bulletin were sent off and ten new members
were enrolled. My recent note about a
reader's complaint of non -attention by the

society's headquarters at 106; Lord Street,

ALAS !

(Continued on next page.)
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"ARIEL S" RUNNING COMMENTARY ON RADIO (Continued)
adverse beginnings, and enjoyed it as

happily as a boy. Many are the poor ones

who are the warmer and. healthier because of
hi§ bounty._

He has left a big gap, and his memory
will live the longer because his books

appeal when the eri-tclite and sophisticated
ones bore us.
Those Wobbly Valves,

The Study of Radio.

TN reply -to C. W. (Burnley) and others
.

who -Seemed to appreciate: my sugges-

- tion that keen amateurs ought to study
the theory of wireless, and have asked for
my advice on the.. method of approach, I
would say that, without adverse reflection
on many other good books, the best I:know
for the use of beginners is " The Elementary
Principles of Wireless Telegraphy and

play hot and cold with the unscientific art;
so to -speak, of wagering on future events.

All this misconception and surprise is
due to overlooking the fact that unless a
scientific man can demonstrate, by some
pleasing frailty, that he is also a " yuman
bean," there is no room for him in modern
society. And our G.V.D. is very much one
of us.

T is agreed that sometimes the cohesion Telephony,"- by R. D. Bangay, third edition,.
Wireless in the Wild and Woolly.
between bulb and base hath something
-It is written in Simple, luMinous English,
AREPORT which is attributed to Reuter
lacking. Probably this ariseth in that - and
-mathematical. " P.W." froth.
states not only that the Arabs now
the youth of Britain waxeth strong in the timeistonon
time
publishes instructional series.
fix aerials to the humps of their
grip,! 1 have alcamels and listen -in as they bumpetty-bump
'
ready revealed to
New Chairman of R.M.A.
over - the desert, ye that,_ glueLeif
but that they have
will
interest
many
of
us
to
learn
that
the tubish variety
Mr. Leslie McMichael, A.M.I.E.E.,has installed Sets at
-will stick bulb to
been elected to the Chairmanship f the the wells where
base, but as a true Radio
Manufacturers' Association.
Mr. they pull Up
friend of " P.W.,"
J. W. P. (Water - McMichael was one of the earliest of radio " a swift one."

1

.

Fine ! Escprimaux

foot, Lanes) hath
written, right laboriously, I trow,
-to. say that he

uses wax from an old H.T. battery, I hasten

to acquaint ye "thereof, lest his labour be
lost. But I wouldn't bet much on the holding powers of wax as compared with those
abominable and stinking concoctions sold
as liquid glues-Seccotine and sichlike!
It Still Goes On !
THIS 'ere Progress. It still goes on,"
quoth the muddleheaded old

man in " The War in the Air."

Why, I learn that the U.S. Army Signal
Corps now has a 171 -ounce transmitter
which is elevated by a balloon, the sup-

porting wires forming aerial and counterpoise. This transmitter has a .range of 11

miles and can continue in operation for

4 or 5 hours. Its signals are observed by
ground direction -finders, and to the course

of the balloon in the upper air can be
plotted, giving valuable data for aviation

SHORT WAVES.
Very particular young man : " It was my
intention to propose to you this afternoon,
Gladys, but I cannot do so until the B.B.C.

now famous ..for their Yak -back Pack sets.

A hunter in .Brazil finds that he can get

5 S W on a 22 -feet anaconda -aerial, which
- he has trained to swallow a gas -pipe in order
to straighten out the youthful curves ; and

has decided once for all whether I am to call
you my young lady,' my betrothed,' my

fiancee,' or what not."-" Punch."

The B.B.C. apparently takes all the credit
for the recently revealed fact that there is a
wireless set in every second home in Britain,
and assert that they won't be satisfied until

the official aerial of -a Zanzibar listening
centre is a string of monkeys. If one lets go
for a scratch, they tune in on teacher's

EVERY home has its set.

Are they also as eager to claim credit for
the fact that on Sundays nine out of every

ten listeners in London
stations ?

!

B.B.C. Interference.

tune in foreign

SINCE the hunt is up and all are in frill
cry after sources of interference, what

" Is your wife fond of listening -in ? "
" Not half so much as she is of speaking

about the B.B.C. itself ? It inter-

out."-" Answers."

polates any mortal item with those Greenwich time " pips," and I verily believe that,

One of the latest inventions, we hear, is a
radio -controlled collar stud, which will emit
a Morse signal when anywhere but in the shirt

as I have said before, it would interrupt
the Trump of Doom itself with those irri-

collar.

tating noises. -

" Atmospheric disturbances cause a black
snowstorm ' on a television reception screen,"
says a contemporary.

On the part of any entertainer such a
act of sheer lunacy. What can we say,
then, when the B.B.C. is guilty of it, the
maddening display of ill -taste would be an

Or, guessing what they look like at the

and meteorology.

other end, is it the black looks of the televised P

Rough on Shanghai.

IA M sorry, heartily sorry, for the folk in
the Concessions at Shanghai, for I fear

that before these Notes are published
hey will have had a rough time. Machinegun fire at Garden
Bridge.!

Shades of twenty years ago, when
I dawdled't hereon.

in.

Courtship-He broadcasts. She listens -in.
Honeymoon-She broadcasts. He listens-,

Now-They broadcast.

listen -in.

The

B.B.C. which is so careful to preserve artistic
values, etc. ?

neighbours

The Coy, Codling Moth.

They haven't got no gnosis,
The bally B.B.C. ;
Even the word " Erose " is
Not said as they supposes.
They suffer from cirrhosis
Of their mentality.
" Punch."

F television is destined to be a " flop " for

1 some years to come, the makers ci

photo -electric cells may perchance take

:-

rejoicing that I
was seeing new

ill1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111117-:

I found then a

amateurs, a founder of the Wireless Society.
of London (now the R.S.G.B.), and took an

things and people.
very rummy radio
station, but a very
efficient telephone
exchange and a general hospital replete with
all manner of electrical devices of the lighfrequency sort.
After showing me Chinamen being cured

-or relieved-of rheumatism by lying- inside huge solenoids the genial, - though
Scottish, chief of the hospital dined me. at
his house in the French Concession-and I
remember yet his wine and his daughter.
(Ariel ! What is that you are writing ?
Mrs. Arid.)

are training walruses to stand up
and support aerials; Tibetans are

active part in the negotiations leading to
the first broadcasting, which was carried'

out at Writhe and whichr' was quickly followed by the formation of the British Broadcasting Company:

" In Search of Television."

R. DOWDING'S balanced but provocative article under

this title

(see " P.W." January 30th) has in

sonic quarters put the stearine in the stove

the -fat in the fire "-and sur-

prise is expressed by some of his admiring
readers that our Technical Editor _should

heart of grace-and a friendly tip-from
the news that the
New Jersey Agricultural College
thaast
h

discovered
the Codling

Moth, w hi e

mucks up peach
and apple crops,

declines to lay its
eggs in

daylight
or in a temperature

below 60 degrees
F. I can understand its diffidence in per-

forming in the light of day, but not its
quibbling about a degree or two of tempera titre. However, the suggested method of

discouraging the Codler to produce a pos,.
terity is the flood -lighting of the orchards,
the lights being turned: on and off by photo.
electrie rays,
AR/EL
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SEVERAL of our correspondents have
remarked up,oii the fact that we have
avoided giving a full list of stations
and dial readings for the " Cosmic." There
were several reasons which guided us in this
step.

In the first place it is only a single -dial
set, and there is not the difficulty of matching two or more sets of dial readings as with
some sets. With these a " log" is almost
essential.

The Number of Stations.

But tabulating all the stations it is pos-

sible to receive on a " Cosmic " would

make fantastic showing. In that the " Cosmic " covers three wave -bands, it is easy

to compile an honest list of about one

* -.0- -0- -4,- -*--40-1

design from which they have built up their

-*--11.-- -0- -0, -40-.10- -4.-4.

sets.

If you want " fool -proof " sets,
" P.W." can give them to you. But
as we know " P.W." readers are,
in fact, intelligent and highly discriminating radio enthusiasts, we

I don't think this will. happen to many
" Cosmic " constructors, but it is a possi-

bility we had well in mind when we planned
this new tri-band set of ours.

have no hesitation in bringing forward various suggestions whereby
" Cosmics " can be " tinkered "

" A Brick " in the Wiring.

Now what is likely to militate against

a simpleinstrument
instruent success ? What in
could cause : (1) Complete failure --dead
silence ; (2) very poor power ; (3) -inselectivity ?

with to give maximum results in the
worst possible conditions. After all,
it's no consolation for a man whose

results are not up to expectations'
to know that the majority of constructors have been fully satisfied,
and bearing this in mind we
designed the " Cosmic " with a view
to an almost unlimited flexibility

I should say, broadly speaking, three

things : (a) Constructional mistakes ; ( b )
faulty components or accessories ; (c)
abnormally bad local conditions.
The most careful of us are liable, at times,
-

to make little mistakes, but once- a little

hundred and twenty, although it is extremely

dubious whether any

two listeners would
get the same 120 !
And in regard to

COMPENSATION FOR MINOR -FAIL
LINES

can be mighty hard

actual dial readingswell, these will vary

to detect.
Nevertheless, it can
be detected if you are

as with different coils
and condensers, and
can be of little use to

/Wee* Elqict TOR

Co/c,

construc-

individual
tors.

So. although a pub-

by a skilled operator
may be good windowdressing," it is not
always going to cause

10111111111118

I
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1

11111 1111111111

I
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1

over the outfit point
by point with meticulous care.
Reserve Power.

oi1111111111111

,., 1-11

111111111111111

immilinut

anything much more

I

than confusion, and
disappoint'

MI1111111111111

I

1111111111111111

I

111111111111111

I

air " with a new set,

for there is always the
possibility that they
will get very poor results:however good the

Unfortunately, it is
almost impossible for
the constructor to
detect slight faults
in components which
cause
results.

ul""'I'M

sub -standard
Worse still,

such:slight faults are
at' times encountered

First Results.

We believe it is
better not to lead- inexpert constructor's to
imagine that they are
certain to receive an
enormous number of
stations the very first
time they " go on the

prepared to spend a

little time in going

nifiDDIMIMil

lished " log " compiled

perhaps
ment.

mistake is made bathe'
assembly or wiring -up
of a wireless set it

in the products of
some of the best manufacturers. There are

very few firms indeed

who can claim

0003
MFD

100

per cent perfection in
/1100ERAT'OR
COIL

production.
Again, unfortunately,

Zi'on-av 7iRm L
a certain amount of

possible for the constructor to appreciate

Although the Moderator coil 's a right angles to the dual -range coil there is
magnetic linkage between them. This can be increased for greater volume and reduced selectivity by
moving the Moderator to the new position shown above. Actually, if you have been losing power through
some component or other fault, you will still retain good relative selectivity despite the -change of Coil position.

it is not always
- (Continued on next
page.)

.

....
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ON YOUR "COSMIC"

I
I

(Continued front previous page.)

the nature of his local 6onclitions," by
.which I mean not only his geographical
placing, but also the relative efficiency of

his aerial -and earth system.
But we are confident that the " Cosmic ".
.

has sufficient reserves to bear up against a fair

percentage of failings due to the faults in
class. (b) and (c), although there must inevitably remain a residue of constructors who
will find their " Cosmics " unable to do all
that they believe they ought to.
For Any Eventuality.

However, we have " something up our
sleeves " for these. (Some of you may be
inclined to ratetS for not telling you every --

thing at the beginning, but we did not do
this because for many - the following will
be quite unnecessary, and its early publica-

tion would have made you think that the

" Cosmic " is a finicky set that .needs to be
experimented with before it willgive good
results.)
.

211111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII11111111111111111111111[111111111111111:

NO CONCRETE COMPROMISES 14E.*

= HAVE BEEN MADE IN THE 72
" COSMIC."

-

article lest what I am going to say implants
in them. the seeds of -suspicion, doubt and
discontent.
It is so easy; even if you have the biggest
and most efficient

set in the world,' to

1933.

to believe they are not getting the resalts
they should be getting.
It has been said several times in preceding
articles that selectivity and power are under

IS YOUR REACTION SMOOTH ?

imagine that you could
get better iesultSL.--

Y/679

that ;is, if 'y-ou -can
make

no clear-cut
comparisons or scien:
tific measurements to
convince yourself that
you have attained
something approaching Perfection.
The ' " Cosmic " is
a Detector -2 L.F. set
and you are not doing
it justice if you mentally compare the
results it gives, say,

4*
0.0003

I

MFD

.

/08

(57 (3

BOO

on medium waves,with
an S.G. set or a superheterodyne.
Compare its over-all
qualities with any-

thing you like Take

its simplicity in con-

struction, o p er ati on
and maintenance, and.
its three -band effectiveness, and then com-

pare it with any. other
tri-band instrument,
or with any two:band

Det,L.F. receiver for

that matter-they are
Actually it is the other way about.. The
Cosmic " is extremely flexible, and it was
our several months . of experimenting with
the circuit that enables us, and you, to. be
prepared for almost any eventuality !
Those many readers who have " COsMies

working to their present full satisfaction
should at this juncture cease reading my

your fair bases of
comparison.

I think these will
force allto agee that

3 POINT WRVE CHI?NGE

the '` Cosmic " is an
outstanding production.

But now for those

who have good reason

L .7:-

Although this *0001-mfd. fixed condenser will, in some instances, add power
and improve the reaction of a " sub -standard " " Cosmic," it is only fair
to say that it is liable to increase the minimum tuning on short waves by a
matter of, perhaps, seven or eight metres.

DEALING WITH ABNORMAL BREAK -THROUGH
/1678

a

°S

'0003

es

I

MFD

3..

4

0 :Ia

MODERATOR

(Quoir)

-

ponent or other failing, your selectivity or
volume is not what it should be, you can
extend those limits even further by varying
the position of the Moderator coil relatively
with the dual -range Coil.

CO/L

tl

SELECTIVITY AND POWER
ARE
ARE UNDER YOUR CON -

L=

TROL WITH THE "PM."

1.

10

I

'

1

70-P

M/N9Z.

0,,
111 gp

ip
es.

been made.

wide limits by means of the Moderator
control. But if, because of some com-

°

I

and that no concrete compromises have

Well, both factors can be ad iusted within

I

CONDENSER

the Constructor's control in the " Cosmic,"
Moderator Coil's Position.

I

FIXED

SWI TCH

L T+

1111417A:A'

6® st...(:)7

8
I

I

I

::111111111III

"COSMIC " THREE

1111 II IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

1111111111111111111111111111161111117-:

There is a certain amount of magnetic
coupling between these two coils. - If it
is strengthened selectivity will decrease
and power increase, and if it is weakened

the reverse will happen-up will go the
power and down will go the selectivity.
You . can easily test this yourselves.

I

Just remove the screw ..or. screws which

I

anchor the little Moderator coil to the baseboard and, taking care not to pull the leads
off it, move it about a little.

By inserting a small fixed condenser as shown it is possible to eliminate the last traces of "break -through"
even in abnormally bad cases.

(Continued on next page.)
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SELECTIVITYAND POWER
ON YOUR "COSMIC."
(Continued from previous page.)

*
There are -two diagranis accompanying
this article which very clearly illustrate the
way you should do this. But don't feel
everything is not as it should be because

you are unable to maintain the greatest

power without inselectivity robbing this of
its value.
It is an absolutely fundamental principal

that you cannot retain the same degree of
power, and increase and keep on increasing
the selectivity.

As Selectivity goes up, volume goes down,

and the set which can give every individual
listener the best compromise between
selectivity and power in his own local con-

ditions is naturally superior to that one

which has a fixed relationShip between the
two
"Sweetening " Reaction.

The " Cosmic " is vastly superior to the
majority of Det.--2 L.F.'s in this respect,
because you can keep on extending the range
of its selectivity -power adjustment without

the set becoming a mere laboratory for
unpractised research.
The power May, in certain circumstances,
be stepped -up: quite a bit by connecting a

.000l -mid.' fixed condenser between the
anode terminal of the detector valve and
L.T. - , This will also have the -effect of
"sweetening" a reaction that is otherwise
a bit rough on medium or short waves.

The little component costs only a few
pence, and it can be wired in circuit in a

matter of moments, so we are not perturbed

at the thought that many readers will, as a

matter of interest, wish -to try the expedient,

given by a, similar set operating under

not demand the addition. There is a coil fault Whieh.produces what

I say this feelingly, because it so, often
happens that a constructor writes critically

stations tends to swamp in on -the long -wave

investigation, is found to be working under
a handicap of the above variety.
" Your so-and-so three- (or four- or five-)

eVen though, in actual fact, their sets do
is known as bad " break ttrough." That is
to say, one of the medium-Ewave local

dial readings-particularly on the lower
ones.

healthy conditions.

of the performance of a set which, after

-

Happily there is a
most. effective 'mire
for this. You Obtain
a,0 0 0 3 - mid. fixed
condenser and join
it up- in the manner

AN "INFINITELY -VARIABLE" ADJUSTMENT
Y/677

illustrated -by a,_

MODERATOR

further diagram.
You will then find

(QIJOIT)
C-0/2.

that the ." break
through " w i 11 b e

limited te only a
very small- part of

the Moderator adjustthent.
Now I must make
it clear that the
above simple and in-

teresting -experi-

ments will not offset
any and every, failing ; the most which
can be said for theM
is, I repeat, that they
serve to increase the
flexibility Of the

set and enable you.
to " hot " up the
outfit t o abnormal

You can extend the limits of the power -selectivity compromise, and obtain
any intermediate degree by adjusting the position of the Moderator coil,
as shown above.

limits of the power and selectivity obtainable with a detector -2 L.F. set.
Those Hidden Faults.
Battery, valve, aerial and component

failures must be remedied, if such exist,
before you can hope to obtain the results

A SET FOR THE DISCRIMINATING CONSTRUCTOR

valuer is a dud," they write, whereas what

they should really say is something like
this: "Your so-and-so is not working

properly because of some fault which I am
unable to trace." Many. do address our,,
Query Department with such words, as I
am bound to admit.
However, there are, so far, very few of
the tens of thousands of "Cosmicites " who

have to write at all in such a vein; fewer

than with any previous " P.W." set, I
think, and that is saying a great deal in

view of the enormous success already

achieved, by the "Cosmic."

But I have received a number of letters
asking questions -of general- interest regarding the " Cosmic " in action, and these

I propose to answer as best I can in an

article entitled " Cosmic ' Queries," which
will appear in an early issue of " P.W."
,

.

TIPS FOR 'TESTING
Some reminders for the radio
fault-finder.
When a fault such as weak or noisy reception
is confined to one wave -band, special attention
should be given to the wave -change switch and
its wiring.

When reception falls off, a good rough-andready test is to tap the detector's grid terminal
with the finger. ,(It there is no loud response

to this in the loudspeaker, the fault is on the
low -frequency side of the set.)
*

Radio -gram users should remember

There is no " take it or leave it " about toe " Cosmic," as you will be able to see by the accompanying
article. If you don't at first obtain its full efficiency, we show you how to go out and get it,

that
when a set fails on radio reception, the mere
switching over to the gramophone will show
whether or not the fault is on the low -frequency
side.
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THOSE SUNDAY PROGRAMMES
Some more about the " Improved " Sunday -programmes rumour
-

*4-+e-.- 4- -4-÷

that Henry Hall, the new Dance Band
Director, might possibly be allowed to

newspaper a few days ago must have

had a pleasant shock, for therein it

at Savoy Hill yesterday I was informed by
a responsible B.B.O. 'each -a -that the news
of -the appointment Of" a Sunday Director

of programmes and of a revision 'of the
Sunday policy of programmes was quite

unfounded."
In short, the evening newspaper in. question had allowed its wireless correspondent
to become so inspired with the feeling that

that was recently given prominence in the Press, and other
interesting radio topics of the week.
READERS of a certain issue of an -evening

include dance music in Sunday programines

. was announced in big type -that important - if -he could demonstrate to the satisfaction
decisions for the brightening of the B.B.C.'s of the authorities that he could play
Sunday. wireless programmes had been suitable dance music-that is, suitable for
reached.
the Sunday atmosphere so carefully cherished at SaVoy Hill. The idea, apparently;
A Special Director!
was that Henry Hall might be allowed to
The details concerning the ways and play old-fashioned waltz music;, slow foxmeans by which the Sunday programmes trots,' and sort of Home SWeet Home "
were to be brightened were numerous and 'airs with a dance rhythm: And so on.
and according to the Wireless
Correspondent of the journal in question, Too Good to be True!
the B.B.C. had decided that, although the
In fact, a most heartening but, at the
character of the Sunday programmes might same time, a most surprising account of the
not be changed drastically, their quality B.B.C.'s decision to revise its Sunday
should be improved.
.

something must be done about the Sunday
programmes, that all the wonderful things
which were to be done on Sundays-a few of
which we have mentioned above----emanatecl
from anywhere except Savoy Hill !

I was never more disappointed in my life
to see this denial from Savoy Hill in print.

Oh, if it had only been true, and if that

brave decision had been made to do something

about cheering up Sunday programmes
General Ferri&

A' great wireless expert died the other

He was General Ferri& the Head of
the Signalling Service of the French Army.
He died after an operation for appendicitis
day.

at the comparatively early age of sixty-

three:

In the early days of

POPULAR WIRELESS

General Ferrie was

In order to achieve

this, it was reported

that a Director of

Sunday Programmes
was to be appointed.

The new Director
would work under
Mr. Roger-Eckersley,

the present Director
of Programmes,. and
make the Sunday
programmes the best
of the week.

the details of the " Cosmic III," given
in our issue for February 13th, and of
the " Cosmic Star," given in our issue for

February 20th, and will have probably

decided which version of this famous set

advertising medium.

No doubt the fact that " P.W.'s " circu-

lation holds the record has much to do with

Gershom Parkington

Thousands of readers have already built
or purchased " Cosmic." sets, and so great

in itself 'to establish the pre-eminence of
POPULAR WIRELESS and the loyalty of

Quintet-rarely

they intend to build.

We urge them not to delay-build your

" Cosmic " NOW, and don't miss any

ing the. Best Set of The Year.

heard on Sundaysand " of that form
of bright light or-

has been the demand for details of the

chestral music which

You can judge how the "Cosmic " has
attained enormous popularity in an amazingly short time by reading the following

Joseph Lewis fea-

tures in the weekday programmes."

" Cosmic Star " that already over 293,000

copies of the issue of " P.W." for Feb-,
rusty 20th have been sold.

decided to see the

letter from one of our leading advertisers.
READY RADIO, Ltd.,
Eastnor House,
Blackheath, London, S.E.3..
February 23rd, 1932.

incorporated in the

to know that,our experience this season has

Further, it was

reported

that Sir

John Reith had

best talk of the week

Dear Sir,-I think you may be interested

" Cosmic Star " Receiver has been suMcient

its readers.

Yours faithfully,

For READY RADIO, Ltd.
(Sd.) IVOR W. E. HUSTLER,
Managing Director.

Remember, " P.W." sets have an un-

rivalled reputation-a fact which is chiefly
responsible for" P.W.'s " equally unrivalled
circulation-a circulation guaranteed by a

of
Marconi's early experiments,

invented the

General

Ferric became

greatly interested in
radio and, independently of others, he
elec-

trolytic detector. He
organised the first

Radio

Telegraph
Service in the French

Colonies, and will
always be remembered in France as
the man who made

the French army

realise the tre-

mendous importance

of wireless com-

It was over 34
years ago that he

programme policy.

As one read' on, one
was convinced that at last something had
been done at Savoy Hill to bow to public
demand, and that at last some of the old-

broadcasts.

wave -length instead of two.
The most exciting item in this report was

seen some

A Pioneer.

amazing and exciting account occurred the
very next morning when the " Daily
Telegraph " published the following :

Although the Epilogue was not to be
affected, one religious service was to be
broadcast on Sundays, and on only one

experiment.
In 1898, having

paper in the world.

and unapproached by any other wireless

maidenish atmosphere was to be dispelled
from Savoy- Hill on Sundays.

An Exciting Item.

aft erwards with
reference to the

'munication.

long as it was superior to any other broadcast on a Sunday.
Another innovation which was included
in this wonderful programme of brightening
Sunday radio was that four -handed debates

were to be introduced-such as " On the
9.20 Train " series, which are one of the
bright spots in the Saturday evening

behalf from the Eiffel

`Tower, and kindly
wrote to the paper

Chartered Accountant's Net Sales certificate,

Sunday programmes.

It appears ithat the
talk need not have
been necessarily on a religious subject, as

monstration on our

confirmed me in my belief in POPULAR
WIRELESS as the most effective weekly

longer the pleasure of owning and operat-

regular use of the

,.

YOU CANNOT AFFORD TO MISS THE SET OF THE YEAR.

was to _Ile more

For,instance, there

arrange a test de-

= ARE YOU BUILDING A " COSMIC " ? :

this, but I think due credit must be given
to a bold. Editorial policy and to the class of
reader to whom the paper appeals.
The response to our advertising on the

Debates, Too !

courteous enough to

!I Ili!IIIIIIIIIIIIHM111111111!1111111111111111111111111111111111111111

READERS of " P.W." will have noted

193?.

Alas and alack ! The sequel to this

" It was reported yesterday (not in the
Daily Telegraph') that a special Sunday
Director of B.B.C. Programmes was to be
appointed in a month's time, and that in
future listeners to the Sunday programmes
would hear plays, talks, lighter music, and
possibly dance -band music. On enquiry

first proposed to the
French "authorities that wireless should

be specially studied from the military
standpoint.. He was the man who established the _first army transmitting post.

During the War he did great service -

to the Allies as Chief of the Army Wireless
Stations. He controlled the Eiffel Tower
wireless station, and carried out many improvements there.
.

He was the originator of the historic

broadcast when the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company transmitted the
first wirelss telephone message across. the
Atlantic in 1915.

In. 1923 he was awarded

the. Franklin Medal. in recognition of his
good services, and in: 1929 he was made a
General in. the French Army for life,

11 7
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ON THE OTHER SIDE

A TALK with a FR
LI STENER
Following the fascinating accounts of radio, as
seen by a Russian, an Italian, and a German,

here is a conversation between a French and
stand reception conditions on the other side
a British listener which will help you to underof the Channel.

SIPPING a cognac coffee to the strains of

a café loudspeaker giving out' the

Radio -Paris programme, Lacroix, of
a well-Imown trading 'company, gave me a
good idea of the French amateur's viewpoint.
I told hint of the popular British belief
that French stations are the worst offenders
in not sticking to their wave -lengths.

" It's all very well to suggest that our

stations wander about in wave -length just
to suit themselves," he said, aggrieved.

the B.B.C. could give up a few wave -lengths

able income to the licensing authorities

Complicated Licence Scheme.

State. It would be a jolly good thing if this
quarrel could be settled.
" There are one or two 8406ns working
without any licence at all, id open defiant,
of the law.

" Ali, that is rather involved! " he said.
" We all have to pay a licence fee of one

franc per year-practically nothing, you

might say. This is paid to what is known
as the Contributions indirecie, and we have
to take the fee to some local centre, just as

Changing the Wave -length.

" Engineers at a station do, not change
the tuning just for the fun of the thing.

Riviera this tax results in quite a consider-

to our stations and feel none the worse for
it."
Wisely, I changed the subject and talked
about licences.

A RADIO -PARIS STUDIO

What happens is that during the course of
a programme several listeners 'phone up
frantically to the station and beg that the

because there are many British and American visitors with portable sets.

" There is a long-standing conflict bete-e.g.'

private broadcasting authorities and the

" I can quite understand that on good

evenings these may cause interference with
you British listeners, in spite of the fact that
the power is only a small fraction of n kilowatt.

Censoring the Programmes.
" Our S,lre1 Ginernie (secret police) are

supposed to spot broadcasting stations and.
working hand in hand with the Ministry of
Postes, Telegraphs and Telephones, these
two bodies control all ordinary broadcasting.

wave -length be shifted a trifle to avoid

heterodyning with some German or Spanish
station which. in altering a trifle in its wavelength, has set up a howl.

" Apart from actually tracking down

" What can the engineers do but agree,
even if it means getting a little closer to
some British station ? We blame Great

stations, the St:trete Generale keep a watch

on -programmes and stop such things as
risque stories and the broadcasting of fake
stock market reports which would affect

Britain to a large extent in taking the lion's
share of the Wave -lengths.
" Radio -Paris is working with 85 kilowatts and may be causing interference with
5 X- X, but it has, anyway, a programme of
its own ; whereas your 5 X X is only a relay

share values.
"Both these things caused a little trouble
a few years ago when there was no censor-

ship, and self-respecting Parisians made

of what we over here can hear on fiA,-e or six
so-called National wave -lengths on. the
medium -wave band. That hardly seems

representations to the SiIrete Generale

blame our authorities for altering the wavelengths to get a clear field.

throughout the world.

Internal Friction.

" The Government itself has eleven
stations. These are the Eiffel Tower, Lille..
Rennes, Limoges, Bordeaux, Tou 10k VW
Pyrenees, Montpellier, Marseilles, Superior
School of Ministry of Postes, Telegraphs awl
Telephones in Paris, Grenoble and Lyons."

because they felt that, with the immense
range of the French long -wavers. this kind

of thing would cats

fair to us, and it is still more unfair to

The Government Stations.

" Alors, if the trouble between: independent interests and the State could be cured

there would not be the need for so many

stations. The independent interests blame
the P. T. T. for being narrow-minded and,
in your British phraseology, xed-taped:
" The'P. T..T. insists that -it- must have
control of all broadcasts. Between these
big conflicting bodies we are no better off
than are you British listeners who grumble
at station -jamming by our transmitters.

We do not get anything like the same

programme service -as you dia, especially as

Radio -Paris, with a mainly English programme, is the chief radio entertainment
here in Paris. There is'a strong feeling that

a bad impression

Here is a general view of the big Radio -Paris
studio opened not long ago in the Champs
Elysees.

" I have heard the term C.F.R.," I said.

you English people pay your rates. Motor --- What does that mean 4
car licences are paid in this tray, too.
"The big corporation, The Compagnie
" This isn't all. There is a luxury tax of Generale T.S.F., controLs two other coin -

12 per cent. on sets which cost more than
500 francs, and on parts costing more' than
50 francs. And, although our near is cheap,
one does not get very -much of an outfit for
2,000 francs.

"Foreigners have to pay an additional
tag of 10 francs a year, and down ori the

panics, Compagnie Prancaise do Radio.
phonie and Radio -France.

Radio -France

runs commercial stations, the other on

running broadcasting stations in competition with the State.
" This Corporation is popularly known
(Continued on next mgr.)
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" In our opinion,_ the B.B.C. news service

1 A TALK WITH A
FRENCH- LISTENER
(Continit,a from previous page.)

is nothing 'like so good as our Journal
Palle; because it is so impartial and there
is nothing human about it. Nevertheless,

Daventry s weather reports and news
-bulletins are of vital interest to us.
Useful Bulletins.

as C.F.R., and these letters are lust as

significant as your B.B.C. in England.. It is .
C.F.R. which runs Radio -Paris."

" That's a bone of contention, eh ? " I

'emarked.
1 Sore Point.

" We not only can tell what the_ weather

in the future is going to be like, when the
squalls blow over from the Atlantic and
reach the British Isles before they do Paris,
but, we can tell from British news what
political events of importance will take
place:

"Radio -Paris is probably the most heard
tation in and around Paris, but, speaking
rankly; it is not, the most popular station.

'

Of course, we Radio -Paris listeners get
a news bulletin long in adyanee,of the first
B.B.C. news

1932.

square can be purchased which _includes
the necessary angle, 45 degrees, in its
construction.

The gauge is placed on the wood to be
sawn as shown, and carefully marked with
a hard pencil or a steel scriber.-- Accuracy
in marking and sawing is very essential.'
The wood is then 'placed on the bench
hook and cut . very carefully with - the
tenon saw. When using the saw, try to

keep it in an upright position, or the
mitre.will suffer.

THE ECKERSLEY
TUNER IN
MANCHESTER

;

A reader finds it, rejuvenates the
" Comet."

EIFFEL TOWER'S UNDERGROUND TRANSMITTER

The Editor, POPULAR WiRELEss.

.

Dear Sir,-May I take this opportunity of con-

gratulating Captain Eckersley on the performance of
the " Comet " revised by the inclusion of an Eckersley
coil. I have handled a number of the " P.W." sets-.
especially .Detector and 2- L.E.'sbut this -last set is

greatly ahead of all the others on the grounds of
selectivity, Sensitivity and volume.
The important and surprising feature of the

Eckersley set is its wonderful selectivity-; surprising
because it only consists of a bet. and 2 t.F.'s, which
generally is' not too closely associated with selectivity. Situated in Manchester, 18- mile's from Moor side Edge (North Regional), Rome can be obtained
free from North Regional. Midland-RegiOnal; Which
seems to be peculiarly inconsistent in this district, :is
easily obtainable, free from all interference. A host
of stations can be obtained, including Toulouse,
Miihlacker, Strasbourg, hamburg, Frankfurt, Vienna,
Brussels and London Regional. 'I have been unable
to test the band below London Regional satisfactorily,

as I ha- e not been able to procure a series aerial.
condenser with shorting pin. Consequently the above
results are the more remarkable as no extra selectivity
device has been introduced.
.

This picture provides an interesting glimpse into the famous Eiffel Tower Station, which is located in the
gardens around the base of -the huge structure from which it takes its name. Broadcasting is only one of
its functions, the equipment being Government -controlled.

.

On the L -mg Waves.
The performance on the long waves k also exceptional, being a distinct improvement on the " Comet."
Nine stations are received on the speaker-Radio
Paris, Konigsivusterhaussen, and 1 N. N all being
obtained free from one another.
In view of these results it seems peculiar that the
Manchester dealers should be so prejudiced against
the set. It is a matter of considerable difficulty to
obtain -the parts for the set-the series aerial condenser panel type being unobtainable in Manchester.
Every one of the claims made by the inventor can
be substantiated and the set thoroughly recommended to all readers, especially those who are
situated near to a powerful regional station.
-

" You see, it is too English. The average
Parisian is a patriotic fellow who reads his
daily -papers daring l'heure apeiitif on the
boulevards; and linagines that every one of
your British Chancellors of the Exchequer
is out to steal his francs. He has no violent

anti-British feeling, but he has a secret

dislike of too mach anglisation and Ainerieanisation of French things.
" The idea of Radio -Paris and Toulouse
running special programmes for British
listeners is just as galling to him as though
your .Brookmans Park devoted evenings to
Wagner,in order to please German listeners,
and gave the announcements in Getman !
He dislikes the English announcements
from Rad in -Paris.

Practically every day there
is an exchange and news
report at one o'clock.

" In spite of this, -most sets within range

metres practically every morning, for there
is nothing much else 'art.

" And in the evenings, too, when the

Eiffel Tower station's programme is not too
bright, you- Will' find the average Parisian
tuned in to Radio -Paris or 5 X X. Your

DaVentry comes in' very well, &Spite its
distance:

BARRATT,

THOSE TRICKY CORNERS

agricultural bulletin for
farmers}, at 7.45 and 9.15 in
the evening.
[ED. NoTE.-The next]article

in this exclusive "P.W."

series will be " A Talk with
a Spanish. Listener,"]

*
-MAKING

Long Waves Very Popular.

of the C.F.R. station are tuned to 1,725

Other

bulletins of the same kind
are given on most days at
six o'clock, followed by an

Yours sincerely,

.

MITRE
JOINTS

4, Some Useful Hints for
+
the Cabinet Maker.

THIS type of joint is used

1 ' quite a lot ; in wireless

cabinets. The correct
method of making the joint
consists in first marking out

to

be Sawn-a

In the accompanying short article the best Method of making mitre
joints is concisely explained.
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QUERY

CAPT.
ECKERSLEYS

CORNER
Don't,address your letters direct to Capt.
Eckersley ; a selection of those received
by the Query Department in the ordinary
way will be answered by him.

Under the above title, week by week, our
Chief Radio Consultant comments upon
radio queries submitted by " P .W."
readers.
Using a Tapped Choke with a Pentode.

C. E. T. (Leeds.)-" Why is it that when

using a pentode I find that altering the
position of the tapping point on my tapped
output choke gives me a definite variation
in quality ? Yet, if I use a tapped output
choke with an ordinary power valve no difference in quality is noticeable ? "

It would help a great many people if

they drew a valve as a generator of current,

So if you ask the valve to supply More
current by tapping up the transformer, you
must lose ,bass; because :the lonclapeaker
wants_ more. current, and the tesistanee R
prevents it.
_

Inside the H.T.,Battery..
D. T. (Kennington). ---r", I recently pulled

an old H.T. battery to pieces, and found

that in some cells the zinc casing was

voltage and variable frequency in series -COvered by a white paste, whereas the others
with a large resistance, which for rough Were quite clean.
",Why is it -that seine cells should break
purposes can be the value of what many
people call the " valve impedance," as out in this way. and not the others ? "
Which link of a .chain will break when
shown in my sketch.
G is the generator and R the resistance an apparently uniform chain is subjected
-

The Effect of Filtering the Loudspeaker

Currents..

(.lielsett).-" It is often recom-. mended . to employ a choke- Output filter
to keep the anode current of the ldst valve
from flowing through the speaker windR. 13:

irigis.

right direction with a view to preventing

magnetism iu the permanent
magnets ? I refer, of.,course, to the ease of a
moving -iron loudspeaker."
loss. of

Other things being 'equal. you have a
given flux exerting a given pull on the

(Fig. 1A) and this is equivalent to the valve to the same increasing pull ? One doesn't
with anode impedance Z (Fig. 1n), the output - know. why . such and such a link .goes
first ; one can only say the forging , was
terminals being T, and T2.

THE VALVE AS A GENERATOR

.

" Is it, however, altogether beneficial
.to do this ? Would it not be better to let
the speaker windings carry current in the

VOLTS ACROSS THE
LOUDSPEAKER

not so good, that there was not quite the
same uniformity in the metal-, and so on.
Just the same way in a battery of many

cells: some "go" before the others because
they weren't quite so well made,' etc.. etc.
Someone's got to give way first !
*

*

Overloading a Transformer.

A; 'J, B. (Kettering). -"I am using in
my set a mains transformer for the filament

supply designed to give 4 voltS, 2 amps.
I have been taking 4 amps. for a consider-

able time, and the transformer is still
O.K. Is it usual for manufacturers to
work with such a large safety factor, or
Our Chief Radio Consultant explains to a Leeds
reader that the valve should be considered as the

will any mains transformer do this ? "

It is not usual to be able to work a

equivalent of the factors inside the square-a

transformer at twice its power rating.

resistance.

transformer, you would not find it would
stand up to a double overload ! But in
very small power work you can affordin fact, you sometimes must afford-to have
a larger factor of safety than- when big

generator of variable frequency in series with a

Now if you connect a loudspeaker between

T, and T2 and run the frequency down
from 10,000 to 50 cycles, the voltage
across T., and T2 will fall as often as the

frequenoy gets below some figure-between
1,000 (say) or 100 (say).
Why ? - Because the loudspeaker imped-

If you were buying a 10.000 kilovolt -ampere

powers are considerable.

I should think, however, you would risk

some danger in burning out the transformer,

rising, so the voltage across T, and. T2 gets

using it as you do. Feel it after an hour's
working. Is it too hot to bear your finger
on it ?
It it is, it won't last long. If it isn't, it
may carry on for a bit.

lower and as the resistance R is bigger.
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ance is lower the , lower the frequency,
therefore it wants to take more current-.
but the resistance R prevents the current

less as the frequency of the generator is

Now the resistance R (or the internal

impedance) of a pentode is yen; high, and
the volts output therefore falls very, rapidly
as the frequency is decreased below, say,
2,000. That is why; to prevent this effect
the pentode has to be used with an auto,.
transformer (or transformer), which makes
the c-'rrent -output for given load less.

ONLY IN " P.W."

=
can

you read Capt. Eckarsloy's
replies to listeners' own problems.

'AND REMEMBERE Captain Eckersley's technical artiolei
appear only in

' "POPULAR WIRELESS"
and " MODERN WIRELESS"

Here is a typical output circuit, as referred to in
the reply to the first question. It a pentode is
used instead of a 3 -electrode valve the voltage
drop across T, T. is accentuated as explained.

armature, and you add and subtract flux.
and hence you add and subtract pull on
the armature.

Whatever the value of the initial flux.
and provided its pull is balanced by the

counter -pull of the armature, the additions
and subtractions of flux will give a resulting
change independent of the initial pull.
Let
flux pull and Pa the armature

pull in a quiescent state, and p the extra
pull due to A.C. currents. Then N - Pa

p and Pf - Pa -p are equal to ± or

- p if Pf = Pa -. But it is an integral

part of the design to give Pf and Pa special
values.

The only object in not allowing current
to flow in the windings is to maintain this

Many speakers will not be
affected by the increase of Pf, but it is
on the whole advisable not greatly to
condition.

upset the given conditions.
Besides, it's bad practice to let the
-E.T. get on to the speaker, isn't it ?
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FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOWS NOTE BOOK.

and don't give their full addresses. We
are asked to request our readers to snake

sure that they do not omit such vital infor-

Tested and

mation.

THE H.S.W. SHORT-WAVE ADAPTOR.

Found -

3Jes.srs.

The coils cover a 15 -100 -metre wave -band.

THE "AMAZING" THREE.

I have just, received a complete kit of
parts for building up a, Graham Farish

entirely sound

Its resistance is 5116,000 ohms,

" Amaiing " Three -set.

and the price 5s. 9d.

It is a Detector -2 L.F. receiver, and it
,

A NEW , LISSEN LINE.
Lissen, 'Ltd., have

PLEASE NOTE.

ManufactUreri ainiiraderi are invited

E to 'submit radio aPpaiatnu of any kind

;

details it would seem that it is a very inter-

VOLUME controls of the potentiometer
type have not always been universally
satisfactory articles. They aren't even

samples
arrive I will be in a position to tell you

a device Until it has been- in ilse for scorn°

Flexible cords such as are' usually used

E for review purpOseS. All -examinations
and' tests are carried out in the '"-P.W."
E Technical Department With the strictest
E of impartiality, under the personal. super E vision of the Technical Editor.

esting component, When my

E-

more about it.

And it is not always possible to
gauge the efficiency or otherwise of such
to -day.

" AKROS."

We .should like to point out that we E

= prefer to receive production samples

for londspeaker and mains unit leads generally comprise two rubber7covered wires in
a -tubular fabric sheathing. To preserve 'a
neat, round shape, cotton filling is provided.

time.

A GOOD COMPONENT

.

-2J01111111111Intill1111-111111111111111.11Hq111111)111111111111111111111111,

sent me preliminary details of
their new Dual;Range Shielded
Coil.
And from'these advance

THE READIRAD VOLUME CONTROL.

Hustler, SiMpson & Webb are

marketing a short-wate adaptor, completely
assembled in a -Solid oak cabinet, .at 35s.

construction of the component
is

1932

E.'

picked from stock, and that we cannot,
in any circumstances, undertake to
return them, as it is our practice E
112

E thoroughly to dissect much of the gear E

It is this filling or 'padding which tends

in the'course of our investigations

E

And readers. should note that the P.
a tidy joint when such material has to be. subsequent reports appearing on this
, = page are intended as guides to buyers;
cut to a length.
Also, it is not a completely satisfactory = and are, therefore,,framed up in a readily
readable manner free from technicalities =
method, inasmuch as the cotton readily E- unnecessary
for that immediate purpose. I=
to make it difficult for constructors to fashidn

,

7-7

absorbs moisture.

'

Therefore, its elimination is most desirable, and Messrs. Ward & Goldstone, Ltd.,
accomplish, this in their new " AkreS"' by
making each rubber -covered Wire - Sethi -

f111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

retails at the very low price of 38s. 6d.
Among the special features in it are a

,
circular in shape.The fabric sheathing then fits snugly, and
an entirely satisfactory result is achieved:

" Akros " costs little more than'ordinary

connecting cord, and is available -in a useful
range of gauges and finishes.
WORTH SENDING FOR.

The pamphlet dealing with the Permanent
Magnet Moving -Coil " MOtor " 'Speaker,
published by the Tekade Radio & Electric

A good movement and a completely protected
resistance element are features of the ReadiRad
L.P. Volume Control.

The most usual troubles encountered :are
contact failures and an upset in the resistance element value.
The first may make itself very noticeable
in an erratic variation as the"coruponent is
adjusted. But the second is much more

insidious in its effects if it is not accom-

panied by the first.
A bad fault of this nature can seriously
throw the.set off its performance without it

Co., Ltd., should be in all constructor's

bands.
-

.

screened coil of special design.; a moulded
bakelite panel having all scales, markings,
and indications engraved on it ; a moulded
bakelite " well " Chassis, with. position for
each component engraved and, as with the
panel, all fixing holes drilled.
It does seem to be a Very nice job, and
it is apparent that thought and ithagination
have been put into the _design. The designers have visualised the needs and special
requirements of constructors and have
arranged the layout, etc., accordingly.,
-

GIVE YOUR ADDRESS.

It is pointed out that many people write
to radio manufacturers for catalogues, etc.,

During the week I will be testing this
" Amazing " Three, and shortly-perhaps
in the next issue-a report on its performance will probably appear.

AT THE SIGN OF THE

MAGIC LAMP"

being obvious to the inexpert ttat the

volume control is to blame, for there may

-

still be a smooth control in regard to
relative volume.

But a freedom from this sort of thing is
guaranteed in the ReadiRad Volume Control
by a special method of construction. The

resistance element is completely sealed up
and contact is made to' it through a series
of small stud affairs.

Thus two ends are served, for there is
also an effective contact and no wear
imposed on the resistance element in the
process.

-

The action is particularly gratifying ; it
is smooth, even and positive. And the

The
The Cosmos Social Club gave a dance at the Cosmos Lamp Works and, no doubt, the lighting was as

brilliant as the scene was gay

It is at this huge factory that the famous Mazda valves are made.
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LOW CONSUMPTION
HIGH EFFICIENCY

PENTODES

FOR THE MAN WHO
USES
BATTERIES

PEN 220
Here is the solution to the output stage problem in
battery operated receivers. The Mazda Pen 220 gives
an astonishingly high undistorted output for an anode
current of only 5 mia. It is the ideal output valve for
portables.

PRICE 20f -

* FOR THE MAN WHO
HAS AN ELIMINATOR
iM11211101=111!

Mazda Valves are 100% British made and designed
by British engineers.

The amazing

PEN 220A
A valve which delvers

a huge undistorted power
output for an anode current of not more than 18 mia, the
Pen 220A needs only 150 volts on the anode and can
be made to give excellent results with 120 volts and a
current of only 12 mia. !t is undoubtedly the valve for

the man who wants really magnificent volume for the

PA
Bits
VALVES
coAZp

The Edison Swan Electric Co. Ltd

operation of large moving coil speakers.

PRICE 20'-

EDISWAN RADIO
155 Charing Cross Rd., London,WC.2
v.1:7
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T, the present
time there is
a

garding any station
on thesewave-lengt hs
as reliable.

certain'

amount of unrest
amongst European.
stations. There. is

rather

Above 250 metres

matters are very

much better.

lot of

Toulouse

Gleiwitz,

wave -length wander-

PTT,

i ng `and listeners

Leipzig, Turi

are reaping the

by,
,Hei ls-

berg and Bratislava

unpleasant- c on, s e

Some practical, distant -programme Notes compiled by a special
have not 'suffered at
quences in the large
contributor who nightly searches the ether in order to obtain
all from interference
number. of. li?teroreally "up. -to -the -minute information for " P.W." readers.
and all are receivdfries that they find.
able in normal eonTake the case, of Pale' Juo. Time wave- work. One may try in vain to obtain the .dition with -excellent voltirne
and finality.
length assigned to this station is 542 metres call -sign of many of4hem, and they seldom
I still have not definitely identified
Nvhich rightly belongs to Sundsvall. Palernio -use the same wave -length on two consecu- Tallinn, though this station; which works on
tried this _wave -length for a time,. though so tive nights.
the channel immediately below Hilversum's
far as I can make out he never got exvfly
Representation must have been made by (299 m.), is shown as having an output
on to it on any night:
the U.LR. and it is' to be hoped that the power rating of 11 kw. Perhaps readers
governments of the countries concerned living in more northerly districts have been
More Wave -Length Wandering
will take appropriate action.
luckier.
Then he shot down almost on to Riga's
Reception. on the long waves is particuwave -length, and Since then he has been larly .good and there'is much less hetero-: A Few Bright Spots.
wanderingabout at the top of the broadcast dyne trouble, tip there: Radio -Paris,,
Rilversumis particularly good at present
band, heterodyning now this station, now though, suffers "-occasionally from the and 'Bordeaux_ is quite_ free from interferthat. -Another poisonous heterodyne is attentions of a stationapparently Russian ence. Genoa is usually rather mixed up
that' which- has been caused with, Brussels -working. on ahnost- the same wave- with other stations, but one can occasion'
No. -1 by the arrival Of a new Russian length.
- .
ally receive him quite free from interference.
station Which begair operations . only one
Motala has riot been up to the mark for The same applies to Marseilles.
kilocycle away.
. a little while and Kalundborg has had
-seems to be rather below par,
Bad. offenders in the matter of wave- periods of curious weakness. Otherwise the butGoteborg
Breslau is strong and reliable. Working
length wandering have -been Sair Sebastian -long-wave ; stations are first-rate.
,upwards, We have good stations in Brussels
in - the neighbourhood of _455 metres, the
No. 2, Brno, Strasbourg and Frankfurt.
Not Very Reliable.
.

-

-

.

.

-

NerWegian relays just below, Radio L L
(who has heterodyned Hamburg), Radio
Vitus (Cardiff has been a sufferer), Radio

For reasons already given, the bottom of
the mediuM waveband has not been a good
hunting ground recently. It is generally
worth while to run rather rapidly over the
portion between about 220 and 250 metres,

Lyons and Radio Liege.

DOWn below .250 metres wave -length
Wandering his been worse than I have ever
knoWn it, One rath& disquieting sign is
that there appears -to be a big number of.
Unauthorised. or'. experimental stations at

THE Technical Editor remarked a fort;
night ago, in his description of the
." Cosmic Three Star," that shortwaYe fiends never seemed to show any
Waning of interest or any desire for sleep.
This was admirably. confirmed two days

for often there is a station or two to be

pieked up quite clear, of interference. But:

possible heterodynes prevent us from re-

SHORT-WAVE

him

a

free from

heterodyne.

Katowice is an immense signal and. on

many sets wipes out Dublin on the,one side
and Sottens on the other. Toulouse Midi is
generally very -good and I can record splendid

reception from Lwow on many nights.

Stockholm is -rather, below normal, v but
Rome keeps up well.

of the broadcast programme when one is
listening on an oscillating short -waver.

This is almost invariably due to the

re -radiation of rectified current from a
near -by broadcast receiver in W. AV.'s
case it is a four-valver next door. Whatever

-

ago by the arrival of a package of prodigious
dimensions; which turned out, to ba a log
of stations heard -since' our. competition.

station the broadcast set is tuned to, that
station occupies the whole short-wave

band, but only when the short -waver is
oscillating.

Still At It

This came from W. H. R., who won the

broadcast side of the competition, but,

News and views regarding an exciting

thirst for DX that he keeps on at 'high

By W. L. S.

When " P.W." runs to 200 pages I shall
be able to print one of W. H. R.'s logs in

to the wonderful letter mentioned last week.

and fascinating wave -band.

nevertheless, possesses such an insatiable

detector should cut, it out entirely.

Dailies call." an unprecedented :sensation."

On top o what I term " the usual DX,"
W. H. R. has apparently logged Johannesburg, during the afternoon, on 49.4 inetres.
Other star turns are Chi-Hoa, Nairobi
several times, and exceptionally consistent
reception of W 3 X A L. I would -like to
live in Plymouth-I can't get them myself
near London with anything like the consistency of W. H. R. !
The only other matter of interest in' the
week's post has been a Very tame sequel

2

51

use

141

151

I wonder why it is that some folk, having
made a set as per specifiCation," imme-

-

An " Empire Listening " Movement !

25

full; It would probably cause what the

3

I used to find that the omission of the

earth -lead on the short-wave set cured, the
trouble. If it doesn't,- I think the provision

of an untuned S.G. stage in front of the

pressure !

inches
er? 11

Hamburg is good only when you' Can

catch

W. W., among many otherS, Mentions the

excellent way in which Nairobi has been
diately turn and rend the designer if it` coming over of late. COnditions 'certainly
doesn't do everything claimed for it within are abnormally geod. for. South -Africa, for
the first two days ? In spite of the general I find that the South African " ha " are
simplification of published sets nowadays quite good on the 407metre band, where I
there is always the need for a little patience,
hardly ever remember hearing them before
and, especially, careful re -reading of the this year.
author's remarks about the construction
I think our. next Competition will have
and operation of the set.
to take -on an "--Empire''-flavour,
view
W. W., of Exeter, in the course of an of the signals. from Nairobi, Johannesburg
interesting letter, mentions a little trouble and the various Canadians; It would -certhat I remember having Met myself. I tainly cut down the field for searching to
refer to the picking up, at goodly strength, something of easier dimensions.

ri-us Rti_cf 3
161

17 pig
pili11111111111jUihallillIfilfflillifflillitillillihilililth

ro MEA-S LORE
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Attach the AERODYNE Shortwave Adaptor

to your set (a few seconds work) and

practically all the world's stations are at your
finger tips. You can switch from New Zea-

land to New York-Pittsburg to MoscowSouth Africa to Canada-from practically
anywhere to anywhere, ALL WITH CLEAREST REPRODUCTION made possible by

that, judging from the short test I made, the
adaptor will make almost any Bia rec. a. loo..% Short
say

Waver.

Special Super -Het Model (for use with Receivers
incorporating one M. more stages of H.F. amplification).
PRICE 45]... CASH or £1 down and six. monthly
payments of 5/-.
.

Coils supplied, for the Amateur Wave -bands of so and
sbometres. so metres, 4/6 each. x6o metres, 5/6 each.

the amazing selectivity of the AERODYNE
Shortwave Adaptor. (If you wish to listen

POST COUPONFOR RETURN POST DELIVERY

simply disconnect the adaptor and replace
valve.) The Aerodyne Adaptor gives you
ANY WAVELENGTH FROM 15 to 100

HUSTLER, SIMPSON & WEBB, LTD.,

Read this extract of a letter from the wireless expert,
Mr. C. E. Runeckles (SUERS).
" I would lih. to, say how favourably impressed I was
with the appearancd, and above all, with the performance of
this adaptor.
I tested it cinder the most unfavourable

- Please despatch to me carriage iree, an
AERODYNE Shortwave Adaptor Standard Model,
AERODYNE Shortwave Adaptor Super Het Model.
(cross out line not required).
for which I enclose

back again to the ordinary programme

Post to :

311, Hoe St., Walthamstow, London, E.17 -

METRES.

Illustration of chassis only

NOT A " KIT." Your Aerodyne Adaptor

arrives ready to use in handsome Oak
Cabinet-tested under broadcast conditions before despatch.
TWO COILS SUPPLIED : No. 1, 15-50
metres. No. 2, 50-100 metres.

CASH PRICE 'ONLY 35/..

tor 15/- down & 5 monthly payments of 51-.

conditions,

i.e... before

two

transformer -coupled

det, Valve.

I can

receivers

Dear Sirs,

stages,

not re -coupled, and somewhat to- my -surprise- there was
no trace of threshold ,howl, that bugbear ,of S/W receivers,
and reaction was very smooth indeed, using a Cossor 21.0

I

cash with order..

or

I

'

I

I

-.I

first hire purchase deposit.

I

-

claim a pretty extensive knowledge of S/W
of all sorts, being an amateur transmitter,

and !Older of one or two records, as well as being the
holder for the past'- year of the Radio. Society of Great Britain's " Wortley Talbot" Trppky,..awarded ins for
lily pioneer work on ten metres, and
can truthfully.

NaMe

I

r.

Address
I

-

(I I0
I
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USE WEARITE

COILS IN YOUR
"COSMIC"
-and get the performance
that the designer intended
These WEARITE components will help

With such an efficient receiver as the " CoSmic " the
tuning circuits must be above suspicion. Make certain
of the performance of your " Cosmic " by using

you to better results
WEARITE

H.F. CHOKE
An efficient choke

working Wont 10

to 2,000 metres
without marked

resonances.
List No, H.F.S.
PRICE

6'6

WEARITE

WEARITE
4 PIN VALVE
HOLDERS
Soundly built

ON -OFF
SWITCH

A single hole selfcleaning pushpull action switch
of compact design.
List No. G. 22.
PRICE 1

" WEARITE " coils - coils
that are backed by a reputation second -to -none.

holders with
spring sockets.
Of highest quality
bakelite.
List No. S.1.
PRICE

If you have any

1 /3

difficulty in

Write for Special Lists applicable,

obtaining your

USE THIS WEARITE EARTH TUBE !,

to us direct
quoting the

Wearite
portents,

RADIO COMPONENTS

COM-

write

AV EA 117

dealer.

PRICE 3;6
WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD., 740, High Road Tottenham,
Telephone

THE FIRST NAME IN

name of your

No screwdriver. No Spanner.
Just a Match.

-

Tottenham 38471819.

91- per pair
or 5/6 for the Dual -range, and 3:6 for
the Ultra Short -Wave range.

N-17*

COMPOIVEA"
9910

WE BUY FROM YOU
IF YOU BUY FROM US
Here is the chance you've wanted for years! Tell

us in detail what you have to sell and we will
give you a price without any obligation to you.

I WANT TO SELL
SET

MAKER

YEAR BOUGHT

VALVES

SPEAKER

SPECIAL. POINTS

TYPE NUMBER

MAKE

TYPE NUMBER

MAKE

TYPE NUMBER

MAKE-

TYPE

NO OBLIGATION.

sender's address. If you

have had no reply, please
apply again.

COSMIC III * READY RADIO KIT " A " ..
(Including specified Mullard valves) " B " ..

.

£4 19 6

£5 17

6

(Including valves and cabinet)
" 0 " ..
.,
.. £6 18 0
CELESTION PPM PERMANENT MAGNET MOV1NG-CO IL
R

SPEAKER (complete with dual -ratio input transformer) £2 7
& A "100" PM MOVING -COIL SPEAKER (complete
with multi -ratio input transformer) ..
....
,. £2 17.

6
6

OR

STATE WHETHER CASH OR H.P. TERMS

ADDRESS

NAME

F08M

7

HOW MANY VALVES'

MAKE

SENDING

have

been received without

I WANT TO BUY

CABINET OR PORTABLE

MAINS OR BATTERY',

Many applications

pugsy'llitTS
MUTUAL RADIO BUYERS
I
235, Regent Street, London, W.1.

lUNDER
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AMPLITUDE modulation, because of
fading at the receiving end, has proved
unsuitable in radio -picture transmissions, for half -tone pictures on short waves.
This is why the black -and -white processes

had to be resorted to in such cases, the

various shadings of the original photo
being. either by photographic or electric

* By---------0----*
Dr. ALFRED GRADENWITZ.
The description of a new scheme
which enables pictures to be sent

through the ether at increased speed
to places thousands of miles away. I
Before discussing this, the following
should be understood : The actual limit of
'the ordinary method ,is dependent not only
.

A COMPARISON

upon considerations relating to the fine-

ness of subdivision, but, in the case of short
waves, as well on Echo. Phenomena.
The New Method.

The new method of transmission developed at the Telefunken Laboratories is not
affected by Echo Phenomena to any larger
extent than a picture transmitted over long
cable lines is affected by differences in the
times of travelling of various frequencies.

However, this method also makes due
allowance for other peculiarities of shortwave transmission : Fading, in connection
with the reception of modulated carrier waves, is known continually to vary

within the side -band, a' phenomenon knoWn
as " selective fading."

Whereas fading of the carrier -wave invariably results in the omission of signals,
selective fading at any given -moment-only
affeets a narrow frequency section of modulation, and if a signal be built up of several
frequencies, it is still transmitted, though
with a certain distortion. The causes
of selective fading is

a mutual shifting of
phases of the two side -

bands, due to fluctua-

photo -electrically by the half -tone shades
of the scanned picture, will act alternately
upon the amplifiers of the transmitters.

The new method is based upon the
current curve as obtained in connection

with the usual photo -electric scanning of a
half -tone picture and which, in the case of
transmission through a cable, is immediately
supplied to the receiver.
Iii the case of a short-wave transmitter,

the continuous amplitude modulation is
converted into a discontinuous scale of

graduated frequencies, the range of amplitudes being subdivided`into a corresponding
number of intervals being made to correspond with a given shade modulation upon
which the length of the carrier -wave, in turn,

will depend in actual practice.
Quartz Crystal Control.

The continuous variation of luminous
shadings is thus converted into a stepwise
variation of the transmitting frequency, the
steps of which should be kept constant with
the best means available. A heterodyne is made use of in the -re-

ceiver to obtain given intermediate fre-

quencies. The various ranges of luminous
shadings in the picture being made each to
correspond with one of a series of ducts.
This scheme is obtained in actual practice
hy.ineans of a loop oscillograph, the mirror
of which is turned through an angle proportionate to' the amplitude of the incoming
picture current, thus moving a light index

over a certain number of photo cells.

WHICH IS THE ORIGINAL?

tions in the times of
The top picture is the original photo and the
bottom one shows how it was received on
short waves and the old-time modulation,
method. In the centre you see the picture as
it

came over in accordance with the new
" channel -shifting " scheme.

travelling.
The new method of
li a I f -tone transmis-

sion, then, was based
upon telegraph keying
and heterodyne recep-

means, converted into a pure alternation of

tion, and what was

effect this have been devised.

the heterodyne

An Interesting Lecture.

ceiver by altering the

black and white, and special methods to

In a lecture recently delivered in Berlin
at a meeting of Radio engineers, Prof. Fritz
Schroeter gave an interesting account of.
a new method developed by himself and
his assistants in the Radio -Photographic
Laboratories of the Telefunken people.
The new scheme is what Dr. Sehroeter terms
a " channel -shifting " method.

aimed at was to shift

frequency in the recarrier -Wave itself.

The bast way

of

altering the radiated

carrier -wave was
found to be the use
of several distinct
c o ntro 1 frequencies,

which, being- selected,

A photo and its radio -photographic reproduction at a distance by the new
method. The original is on the left.
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NEARER
CLEARER

MORE LIVELY
THAN BEFORE

THE SECRET OF PERFECT
RADIO RECEPTION
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HANGING over to Telsen is like taking

the wool out of your ears "-that is

the verdict of an enthusiastic Telsen construc-

tor which inspired the illustration on the

Telsen Components in your
set give you a realism which is astonishingthey enable you to sit back and hear, without
straining forward to listen -they bring every
item on the programme nearer, clearer, more
lively than before.'
opposite page.

TELSEN

DUAL RANGE AERIAL COILS
TELSEN 174
46

(Short Wave)

TELSEN 154

5,6

(ELF. Transformer)

TELSEN W.76
(Selectivity Control)

7,3

TELSEN

Logarithmic Variable
Condenser .. 4,6

TELSEN
Bakelite Condensers
Reaction from ..

Differential
Tuning ..

2, -

26
2,6

TELSEN
6
Pre-set Condensers
TELSEN
Mansbridge (Typo) Condensers

Prices from 16

TELSEN
Fixed Condenser

Price 6d.

(Thor. Pat. No. 202S7:30)

TELSEN
Push -Pull Switches

(Prot. Pat. No. 14125,':;1)

..
Two -point
..
Three-point
Four -point (2 pole)

Price 1 Price 1,3
Price 1 6

100% BRITISH
RADIO COMPONENTS

Al!z.

I The. Tehran Fled* Co., Ltd., Aston, Birmingham.

-

C

-r
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I THINK it is reasonable to assume that
J.

of the vast number of readers who have

built, or who are bililding, our new
" Cosmic" receiver, there will be manypOssibly even the majority-who have

never before operated a set on short waves.
Well, let me assure you right at the very
beginning that you have got a real treat in
store !

I've handled dozens of short-wave sets
during the last few. years, and on those
grounds alone I think I might almost be
forgiven for saying that I consider myself
reasonably " hard baked " when it comes

\'

quently I have spent many an
entertaining evening roaming
round the world with the
"Cosmic," and for the present,

at any rate, I have given up
all hope_ of becoming healthy,

wealthy and wise-Lthat is, if
going to bed early has got anything to do with it !
I don't want you to imagine

from that that it is absolutely

necessary to spend half the
night " knob - twiddling " in

order to hear these stations

frOM thousands of miles away.

Nor do I wish to convey the
impreSsion that there is nothing worth hearing during

THE VOICE OF ITALY

Conventional listening hours.
Stations Galore I
That is just the

-_

trouble.

By G.2
who gives you solo
on the subject of io
together with a fey
concerning "P.W.

there is always so much of
interest to be heard below 60
metres that when you do start
roaming round time slips ley

brat

before you know where you are,

and it is only when you hear
anything such as atime signal
from some far-off country and decide,. just as

ROUND THE SHORT-WAVE

.

a matter of interest, to see what time

The short-wave station at Rome comes over remarkably well. His advertised wave is 80 metres,
although the transmissions -are sometimes heard
on 25'4 metres.

to getting a kick out of short-wave ether -

probing. And yet I begin to have my
doubts !

eight o'clock with the firm intention of
chucking it by nine at the latest, and I

finally crawled up to bed in the very small
hours of the morning !

ONE OF THE "PUNCH

_ "P.W.'S " Chief Radio Consultant,
CAPTAIN P. P. ECKERSLEY,
=
has an interesting message for YOUand it is going to be part of " P.W.'s "
gi

special

broadcast transmission from
Station C T1 A A.!

E MAKE A LARGE CROSS AGAINST
MARCH 18TH

= And look out for the Full Details in
E.-

For on the very first evening that I took .
one of our "Cosmics" home to give it a half
hour's run on short waves, I started at

But that is only one instance.

1933.

" Popular Wireless."

MdiddlIdiddiuntitddiddiffilidudiddmidlimindifiddIF.:

difference there is between that particular
country and your own, that you wake up

to the fact that you should have been
between the sheets hours ago !
I am seriously thinking of setting the
-MERCHANTS!
alarm clock when

.

Subse-

next I settle down to
an evening with the
" Cosmic" on short "waves. From previous

experience with this

remarkable set, I'm

not at all sure that

such a scheme would
not he well worth
while !

Be Prepared.

You might be won-

dering what all this

has got to do with an
article entitled " Your
,` Cosmic'

on

Short

Well, it is
just a timely warning
Waves."

of the sort of thing

-that you can expect
when you manipulate
that transformation
switch at the back.

It is all very well

This programme comes to you through the courtesy of . . . " Yes, this is
the studio at K D K A right enough. Almost every listener to short-wave
stations is familiar with the powerful transmissions that emanate from
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania,

to say in advance that
you won't get all that
excited- about it, but

just wait till you get

This specially preparelshort-wave
clock will prove useful to all
who are interested in short-wave
reception. It tells you is an instant
"which of the more powerful

LOW 30 META

ABOVE 30 mom
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that_ you will be able to get a clear idea of
the exact procedure to be adopted when
searching round on short waves.
'On the table before us is the " Cosmic "
all connected up and ready for use.
We will assume that this is our first test of
the set on short Waves; and that in conse,'.
.quence 'we must go through the normal procedtire necessary when testing out a new

yourself "away and go to bed !.

I'll take -my hat off to you if

you succeed.
As I _have said previously,
I expect the Cosmic." will
-

have raked in a great many

who -have never before tackled

this fascinating, short- wave
business, and, .,,to be. quite
candid, it's not quite so

-

straightforward as ordinary

broadcast reception. But that
is _only to be. expected when
it is remembered - that the
anoveinent of the transforma-

short -waver.
Well, the first thing is to find out whether

it will oscillate satisfactorily.

So let us

DOWN UNDER!

tion switch brings about an
increase in frequency of approximately ten to one.
It's Kilocycles That Count.

After all, it is frequency
that count's when it comes to
tuning considerations, and
with a ten to one increase in
going froth broadcast to short
waves, it_is only logical that
the dial Will need to be turned
ten times more slowly in order to achieve
the same Measure of success.

:Y

table advice
le reception,
inary' details

dal

tests, and by that means I am hoping

"hitched " to a really distant
station, and then try and drag

Lisbon

K WITH THE "COSMIC"

IIII1Wlnit IUIIIlllllutllll

If YOU want to hear the inimitable
Captain " P.P.E.'s

voice via the ether,

Melbourne (Australia) is often heard very well in
E.

make a special point of calibrating

%It WM
Id.
E.,

your set in advance !
You can- do it to -morrow (Friday) EE
night from 10 to 11 p.m.

this country under the can -sign at V K 3 Id E.
Here you see a section of the well laid -out shortwave transmitting gear.

switeh it on, There-now we can soon find

-

.12

THE WAVE -LENGTH IS 42'9 METRES -;
i::.-1-

-4,

'And you will probably find it between 165 and 175 degrees on your "Cosmic" =
tuning dial.
.

.',11111119111111111191(1111111191101119191191111111lIlltill11119111111:

It is rather necessary to stress the im-

portance of this slow manipulation- on short

waves, for I am con-

'

vinced that it is failure

to observe this pro-

out.
Ilm ! Sounds lively. enough, anyway, but

we must be- systemattc and start with the
What's thattuning -dial at mminatim.
why have I set it at 100 degrees 1 Well,
that is minimum of one-half of the ettenser,
and on short waves, although it doesn't very
much matter over which half we tune, it is,
"

(Continued on next page.)

BEHIND THE SCENES AT SCHENECTADY

-eedure that accounts
'for considerably- more

'than' half the " no -

'signals " troubles With

'new hands = at the
game.

But I do not

- want to -create the

that you

- will-require months of

-experience before you

can hope to succeed.
Not a bit of it.
Practice Flakes Perfect,
Like most other
things, there is

knack in it, and when

you've had a couple.
of evenings with the.
" Cosmic." on shortwaves you shouldn't
have any diffiCulty
in obtaining results
every' bit as -gooa. as

wavers you can expect to receive

at any hour of the day or night.
Oct It out whep you have read
your " P.w." and keep it handy
for reference.

mine have been. But
more about that liter...
For the moment I
want you to -imagine
that you are with me,
spiritually, on one of
my recent "Cosmic"

_

-

It is hardly surprising that W 2 IC A F and W 2 X A D, the twin short-wave
transmitters at Schenectady, should also be referred to as " punch -merchant "
stations, for our picture above shows only a part of the giant transmitting
apparatus that is used by, them.
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YOUR " COSMIC ON SHORT -WAVES

station calling " C Q," which is a sort of
general call to all stations. But we won't
waste time listening to that ; let us get on
up. Eightt-nine--and so up to twenty,

t

then plie-oci=ee !

(Continued from previous *tie.)

Gosh ! this

carrier, let ustrY and resolve it.

is a good
-

Notice the carrier -wave whistle is exactly

if anything. slightly better to tune over the
half that is normally long -waves.,
Now let's see if it oscillates. Slowly
advance in 'a clockwise direction this knob

on the -right until-yes, it oscillates there

:

the' same as on broadcast waves-it starts

right up high, and as you very slowly adjust
-

the tuning it comes down .to a low growl
and then goes up high again on the other
side. Now to resolve it we must endeavour

1932.

the question of conditiorl_has a -lot to do
with it, you can always count on finding
something of interest.

. And if, On account of thoroughly bad
conditions, you do not succeed in getting
America the first time, well, don't immediately jump to the conclusion that your set
is at fault, lust give it a rest for a day or
two and then have another go.
Nothing to go Wrong.
If it oscillates satisfactorily,

and it
seems reasonably lively, well, you can take

it from me there is nothing- very Much

"P.W." CALLS UP LISBON

wrong with the set.

By the way,. talking of oscillation, I'va

got an -idea that one or two of .you "P.W."
readers still go in :for "uutsizes
aerials. To which you may feel inclined t5
retort. "'Well, what has that gotto do -with
oscillation ? "
-

Well, the fact of the matter is- that. in

designing the aerial coupling for the shcirt-

wave side of the "Cosmic" the turn
numbers and spacing. ere adjusted'to giyethe maximum efficiency in conjunction
with average -size aerials. It is just possible,

therefore, that if you use the "Cosmic"

on short:waves with a large.aeriaLyou may
.come up against "dead 'spot." difficUltieS.

Dead spots can be detected 'by' the

complete absence of oscillation over certain

narrow bands here and there in the tuning
range, and they can very easily be overcome on our flexible " Cosmic " by using

a neutralising -type series -aerial condenser
between the- set and the aerial lead-in. I
don't anticipate for one moment that many

of you will find such a condenser to be
necessary, but. ifyou do, then you must
not forget .to short it out when the set is
in use on broadcast and long wave -lengths.
A Little Wrinkle.

This interesting picture was taken while " P.W.'s " Technical Editor, Mr. Dowding, was discussing with
the manager of C T 1 A A the final details of our special broadcast. Mr. Kelsey is seen on the left
making notes of the proceedings.

all right. How do T. know ? Wel], can't you
hear -that- noise that sounds somewhat like
escaping steam ? Yes, that's oscillation.

You see, you just advance this reaction

control knob until you reach the point
where it seems almost as if' you have
opened the safety -valve of a steam-engine.

And -when you go beyond that point the

set is Oscillating. Simple, isn't it ?
Next thing is to:determine whether it will
do that all the way up the dial.. Left-hand
on the tuning control, right hand adjusting

the reaction knob, and so we advance

twenty degrees at a time, noting carefully
whether it still oscillates at every readjustment. -Yes, 'it oscillates right up to 200
degrees, so how we can listen for signals.
On "The, Edge '? of Oscillation.

Best to start down at minimum again,
and we must adVance the reaction knob
until it is just a fraCtion beyond the point
where the " escaping steam" commences.
And we must not forget to thin this tuning
control ten times more slo-ivly than we
should- on the normal broadcast waves.

Slowly-very slowly-one hundred and
one, two, three, four, five-swish, now the
set has stopped oscillating; So we must
advance the reaction knob a trifle more.
Yes, that reaction control requires almost
constant readjustment in order to maintain
the set in a state of oscillation.
Six-seven-ha, here's a
" dan
d
dah-dah-di-dah." It's a C.W.

Here's another wrinkle you might like to

try, although I'm not at all sure that I

to keep that low growl position while we
decrease the reaction control to the point
where the set just stops oscillating, and
then, if the station is strong enough, we shall
hear speech. You will notice that I have

to make very delicate adjustments to the
tuning control in order to keep that low
growl condition
decreased.

as

Ah, music - sh ! it
has stopped : " This
program

to
you through the
courtesy of the Baked
Beans Corporation."

the

reaction

is

ought to tell you this one, because the last

thing in the world that I want to convey

is that it is possible by:drastic action to im-

prove upon the fundamental " Cosmic "

design ! That, very definitely, is not possible.

But the conditions under which short -

Wave reception can best. he Attempted vary

so tremendously that, hoWever universal
(Continued On page 1504-)

THE "HELLO, ENGLAND " SIDE OF IT

comes

No need to tell you

that is American'! A
hundred- and -twenty
degrees, that is about
twenty - five metres ;

yes, that is W 8 X K.
Get the idea ? You

see, it is all a matter
of careful tuning and
delicate adjustment,

and when you go
about it in that wax,'
there is really nothing
very difficnit, You
will find you can tune
in stations like ,that
all

the Way up the

dial, and although in
is part of the elaborate equipment at Lisbon that will enable YOU to
the reception of the._ This
participate in this highly -interesting broadcast. Be sure
not to miss
really distant stations
" P.P.E.' via the ether I

-
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You must use a

DUOTUNE CONDENSER
for your
COSMIC STAR
The Readirad DUOTUNE is essential for
the" Cosmic " and for every modern all wave receiver. It is the only condenser of its
kind. Not only does it provide automatic
switching from medium to long waves (on
the famous Extenser principle) but also at
the flick of a switch it -is converted from a
0005 - rnfcl.

READIRAD

DUOTUNE

1.5,6

(Extenser Model. Patent Pending)

READ IRAD

MODERATOR COIL
wound strictly to
specification. Price

2/6

Readirad .00075 Modera- 36
tor Condenser -

condensei to a 00025 - mfd.

condenser. It combines all the advantages
of -wide tuning range with easy station
separation.
An important feature is that all the plates
are in use all the time so that no losses are
introduced and maximum efficiency is
maintained over both tuning ranges.
The DUOTUNE was specially designed for
the "Cosmic" Star by G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.
Fit a _DUOTUNE in place of your present
condenser and bring your present set right

up to date. Full - size blue print of the
" Cosmic " Star is supplied with every
DUOTUNE showing the connections..

READ !RAD EXTENDED
ANTI -CAPACITY SLOW

MOTION REACTION
EQUIPMENT as specified
for the "Cosmic " Star.

The ideal reaction control
for every all - wave set.

slow
(Consists Of 20 to
motion drive, anti -capacity
insulated
with
extension
.1

coupling, mounting bracket
and .0003 - mfd.
variable condenser.)

f

FULL-SIZE BLUE PRINT FREE.
Send -four 11-d. stamps for a copy of Mr. Kendall's
Book entitled "10 Brows for Modern Radio- Con-

structoi's " (published at Gil.) and we trill include
0" Cosmic" Star Blue Print FREE.
COUPON

To : READY RADIO LTD., Eastnor House, Blackheath'', S.E.3.
I enclose four 114. stamps. Please send me a cow/ of Mr. Kendall's
Book and free full-size blue print -of the ".Cosmic ":Star together
with complete list of Ready Radio "Cosmic " Star CoMponents.
Name
Address
P.W. 5.3.32

READY RADIO LIMITED, Eastnor House, Blackheath, S.E.3
TeleNione---Lee Given. 9678. Telegrams,,--"Readirad. Blacken."
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Build your COSMIC STAR
with a

This heauciful polished walnut Table
Cabinet has been specially designed
for the .`'-.Cosmic'; Star, but is alSo
equally suital4e- for any set with a
panel not exceeding s" X 7"
and baseboard 14" X I 0". Pik: 21f -

READY RADIO
Official
Blue Print Kit
KIT "A"
Complete Kit of Components together with

panel (ready cut and drilled), baseboard,

Jiffilinx for easy non -soldering wiring and
free blue print.

/

LIST OF PARTS

as shown on Blue Print
s. d.

1 Ebonite Panel, 12" x 7", drilled to specification - 4 0
I Plywood Baseboard, 14" x 10"
- 1 0
1 Ebonite Terminal Strip, 14" x 2" - 1 0
2 L.T. Switches - 1 8
ReadiRad .00075 Moderator Condenser - 3 6
1 Duotune Extenser - 15 6
1 Slow -Motion Disc Drive for above - 3 Q
1 ReadiRad 0003 Extended Slow -Motion
Reaction Condenser with Bracket
- 7 0
3 Valve Holders - 1 6

1 R.I. " Cosmic " Dual Coil Unit
- 12
1 ReadiRad Moderator Coil
- 2
1 T.C.C. 001 Fixed Condenser, Type " S " 1
1 ReadiRad Standard H.F. Choke
-4
1 Lewcos 100.000 -ohms Spaghetti Resistance - 1
1 ReadiRad Radiogram Switch
1 T.C.C. -0003 Fixed Condenser, Type " S ". 1
1 ReadiRad Wave -Change Switch. - 1
1 R.I. Hypermite L.F. Transformer -;12
1 Grid Leak, 2 megohm and Holder 1
1 T.C.C. -01 Fixed Condenser, Type 40 - 1
1 Grid Leak, .5 megohm, and Holder
- 1
9 Belling -Lee Terminals, Type " R "
- 2
1 Packet of Jiffilinx for wiring - 2
3 Belling -Lee Wander Plugs
Flex, screws, &c.
- 1
£11,

6
6
6
6

89

OR BY EASY PAYMENTS

10/3 down and

10/3

9 monthly payments of

yy oCi)ndrillepteonenEtist

as

Kit

"A"

5.17.0

specified MutlloagredtiNi-eativelVitanlid free blue print.

OR BY EASY PAYMENTS

11 /- down and 11 monthly payments of 11 /

6

9
3
6

6
4
9
4
3

6
6
2

0

9y

of Components

II
OR BY EASY PAYMENTS
VD

together with
I 113
Table Cabinet illustrated above and free blue print.

15

12/9 down and 11 monthly payments of 12/9

IMMEDIATE, DESPATCH

9 6

Any Component can be purchased separately

Official Blue Print
FREE with every
READY RADIO KIT

l"isit our Show -rooms at 159, Borough high Street,
London Bridge, S .E.1 (2 minutes from Lone/on Bridge
Station) to see and hear the wonderful" Cosmic" Star.

READY

Advt. of Ready Radio Ltd., Eastnor Hottse, Blackheath, S.E.3.

BATTERY AND SPEAKER EQUIPMENT
1 Pertrix 120 volt H.T. Battery
- 15 6
1 Pertrix 2 volt 30 amp. Accumulator PXC3 11 0

1 Pertrix 9 volt G.B. Battery 1 R & A type 40 Loudspeaker Chassis
'

-

1

3

- 16 6
£2

43

Kit A, including above. Deposit 12/6 and 11 monthly
payments of 12;6
Kit B, including above. Deposit 15/and 11 monthly

payments of 151 Kit C, including above. Deposit 17,and 11 monthly

payments of 17/.

TO INLAND CUSTOMERS.-

Your goods are dispatched post free
or carriage paid.

TO OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS.Everything Radio can be supplied
against cash In case of doubt re-

'Phone : Lee Green 5673.

gardine the value 01 your order, a
deposit of one-third of the approximate value will be accepted and the
balance collected by our Agent upon
delivery of the goods. All goods
are very carefully packed for export
and insured, all charges forward.

'Grams : Readirad, Sedist.
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MAKE A JOB OF
Build a Cosmic.
Radiogram with a

Ready Radio Cabinet

and accessories
46 COSMIC " STAR RADIO GRAM KITS

BY EASY PAYMENTS
Kit " B " (full set of components and valves)
with Radiogram Cabinet and R dic A type 40
Lou Li speaker Chassis.

Deposit of 20/- and 11 monthly payments of 18,6

The above Kit may be purchased in combination
with any of the. accessories 'listed. Examples :

Kit " B " with RadiograM Cabinet, Speaker,

Pick.Up, Volume Control and Gramophone Motor.
Deposit of- 251; and 11 monthly payments of 25 -

Or Kit " B" with Radiogram Cabinet, Speaker
and Battery Equipment as detailed on opposite
page.

Deposit of 20:'- and 11 monthly payments of 21,6
s. d.
ReadiRad Pick-up
ReadiRad Volume Control Collar° B.lo Double
Spring Gramophone
Motor with Automatic

Stop

-

-

7

6

5

9

13

0

£3- 6

3

Chassis

1

IVclown and g monthly
payments or 9:-.

or

ReadiRad Pick-up
ReadiRad Volume Con trol
R & A type Loudspeaker

As above but with Collaro A.C.
Induction Motor - £4 13 3
dnando? monthly
Or
10f6 payments 1016.

Mains

or

-

-

£4

5

9

IVdown and 9 monthly
payments of 9,6.

CASH or C.O.D
ORDER FORM

-

-

E2

or 1016

d.

7

6

5

9

16
9

6
9

down and 5 monthly
payments of 9/-.

-

As above but with R & A type roo
Permanent Magnet Moving Coil
Speaker, with Matching Trans-

£4 10 9
former
or 11011. down and 9 monthly

payments of 10/6.

ReadiRad type B.S. AC. Mains
Unit, 15o volts H.T. & Trickle
Charger for 4 or 6 volts £5 17 6
or

As above but with Macom Motor,
type A, suitable for D.C.

-

e.
1

hown and ix monthly

.10'9

payments of 10/9.

Atlas or Ekco D.C. Mains
£1
19 6
'Unit
or 816 clown and 5 monthly
payments of 7:-.

To : READY RADIO, LTD.,
Eastnor House,
Blackheath, S.E.3.

Ready Radio Radiogram Cabinet

With this beautiful cabinet you can convert your present set
to a Radiogram of the most modern and artistic design.'
This cabinet is of highly polished walnut with lift -up lid,
automatic support and a needle cup. Overall -size 3' 3"
22" x 17". Suitable for any receiver having a panel not
exceeding 12" x 7" and a baseboard 16" x 10".

Price £3 . . 6

or deposit of 15/- and 6 monthly payments of
To : READY RADIO, LTD.,
Eastnor House,
Blackheath, S.E .3.

EASY PAYMENT

ORDER FORM

Please dispatch to me the following goods

Please dispatch to me at once the iollowing goods

(a) I enclose(cross out line%

11
for which { (b) I will pay on delivery knot applicable/ Xi

for which I enclose first deposit of

Name
Address

Name
Address
P.W. 5/3/32

P.W. 5/3/32

10,'-.
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YOUR -,cosmic

to conclude

giving you just an approx-

imate idea of where to adjust the tuning
dial of your " Cosmic " for certain wave-

ON.

lengths, and I am, also going to say. 'a word

SHORT- WAVES
t

(Continued from, page 1500.)

*
in its application our original design may
be, almost inevitably there are bound to be

a certain few for whom ,a minor adjustment
may make it possible to obtain just that little
bit extra that counts for so much on short
.waves.

or two concerning the more powerful
stations to look ouCfor.
The small band of stations in the neigh-

-

them at about 125 degrees on your tuning
scale.

scale, which youwill probably' find is about

30 to 32 metres, there is a whole bunch
of interesting stations. Just to mention a
few of the more important ones, there is

Logging the "Landmarks."

There are, of course, a great number of
stations between 32 and 40 metres, but we
are 'Only concerned at the inonient with
" landmarks."
When you get the Set
roughly calibrated you will be able

of the transformation switch at

to find dozens of really loud stations

the back.

that we haven't Mentioned. The beginning of ..the amateur
band . will probably- be found at
abont 1.90 degrees on your diid,
and when ypu reach_ maximum;
then pull oul the Capacity -change
switch and -turn the condenser
back to 165 degrees, which roughly
corresponds with the wave -length
at which you left off on the lower
-

-

Well Worth Trying.

You will notice that I say to the

plunger of

the switch. . Well,
that is because this' alternative
connection scheme must not be
common to any of the other terminals on the switch when the

1.-

plunger is pushed in, As a matter
of fact, just for the sake of trying
it out, you have no need even to go

range.

The setting of 165 degrees with
the capacity -change switch pulled

THE DETAILS CONCERNING
"P.W.'s"SPECIAL SHORT-WAVE

CALIBRATE YOUR SET FOR

PROGRAMME FROM LISBON.

42.9 METRES BEFORE THE DATE!
A special announcement of interest to every
" P.W." reader will be made at the commencement of our Lisbon programme and
in order not to miss the opening, you would
be well advised to calibrate your" Cosmic"
in advance.

DATE. FRIDAY EVENING, MARCH 18.

TIME. COMMENCING AT 10 p.m.
WAVE -LENGTH. 42.9 METRES.

CT I A A. can be heard every Friday
evening from 10 p.m. onwards,
and his
signals are usually received at remarkably
good strength in this country.

POWER. 2 KW.
CALL SIGN. CT1 AA.

to this trouble, for you can quite

out you will probably find to be
about 42 metres. Proceeding up
the scale, 175 degrees will bring
you in the neighbourhood of 44
metres, 185 degrees to 48 metres,

easily bend up a piece of stiff -wire

to form a third centact to be

shorted to the other contacts only
when the switch plunger is pulled

out. That will do the trick all
right.
Then, if you find the little wrinkle
appears to be advantageous, well,
you will probably consider it worth

lib.

1741

air INA
Ah7

while going to the expense of a

four -contact switch in order to do
the job properly. After all, the new
switch will only cost you about 9d., and it
is not as if the present switch is wasted,
for there are dozens of uses to which you
can put that at some future time.

and right at the top of the scale
will give about 54 metres.

In

There is one little tit -bit that I
have saved up as a sort of happy
concluding note, and that concerns

a station to which I haven't yet
referred.

Use a Four -Point Switch,

So that if you happen to be one of the

be joined to three of the terminals on the
new switch. and the remaining terminal
will be joined to the terminal I have indicated on the short-wave coil. That's all
there is to it !
Now I am afraid that I am getting towards the end of my space, so I am going

.

Schenectady (W 2 X A F) on 31.48 metres,
and Bandoeng on 31.86 metres. The next
jnmp is to 40 _ metres, where dozens and
dozens of amateur stations begin to come in.

So that if you are one of the " certain

which go to the present switch will, of course,

.

Between 155 and 165 degrees. on your

bourhood of 20 metres will probably be Agen at 30.75 metres, Sydney (Australialat
found at the very minimum of the tuning_ 31.28 - metres, Melbourne Australia) on
condenser. As to whether your particular the same wave, Zeesen on 31-38 metres,

few " who can't quite get to the ends of the
earth with your Cosmic " on short waves.
well, try the dodge of connecting a piebe of
wire between terminal No. 3 on the shortwave coil (No. 2 on the coils numbered from 1 to 6) and the plunger

few for whom this little alternative scheme
seems desirable, well, take my advice and
do the job properly by fitting a proper four contact push-pull switch. The three wires

1932.

-

version will get down to the two .American
stations just alai:AT 19 metres is a matter
Whieh will depend upon the wayin which
you have carried -out your wiring. If the
Wiring is short and well spaced, well, you
will probably-' find- that you can just tune
them in.
- The two stations in question, which come
in ery.well indeed at times, -are W2XAD
and "W 8 X K on 19.56 and 19.72 metres
respectively. Anything much below 20
metres is ustially considered to be what is
known as a daylight -wave, and, in conse-

quence, the best time to listen for them is
late in the afternoon, while it is still light
over the best part of the Atlantic.
Two more good " landmark " stations,
W 8 X K and G 5 S W, are in the neighbourhood of 25 metres, and you should find

Locating Lisbon.

Between about 160 and 170 with the

capacity switch pulled out you will
find station C T 1.A A on a wave-

length of 42.9 metres. It is from this
station that "P.W." is glad to be able to
announce that a special programme for
" Cosmic " owners will be transmitted on
the evening of March 18th, commencing
at 10 p.m.

Every single reader of " P.W." is

cor-

dially invited -to participate in this important test, and, although we are unable- to
give you complete details until the next

issue, we can tell you -that the voice

of

" P.W.'s " Chief Radio Consultant; Captain
P. P. Eckersley, will -be heard Over the air
on this occasion. Be sure not to forget
the date, March 18th, at ten "pip:en:am"!

Popular Wireless, March 5th,
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A II -British

Unilernealh of
Chcssis.

build it
and listen

to -night
With the production of
ary receiver, Graham Farish-makers
of famous Radio Components for I I

Selectivity is far above the average
for a set of the straight three"

typei Regional station separation is
years-enter the Kit -set field. The as defined as that of any set costing
"AMAZING 3" (amazing in more many times the price ! As for
ways than one) incorporates -Graham assembly-every Component " falls in
place " ! Your dealer
Farish components exhas the " AMAZING 3 "
clusively, built around a
in stock now. Ask him
specially -designed dual for the FREE Descripwave coil of remarkable
tive Leaflet-or use the
1
-British
efficiency. A I

coupon below.

and Continental reception
over the entire waveband
becomes a commonplace !

assemble
to -night !

can

You

the

Kit

case

of difficulty send this coupon

A specially designed

A Moulded BAKELITE PANEL, with scale
.

.

readings and indications in
relief and fixing holes
drilled.
A Moulded BAKE.
.

LITE well CHASSIS, with

position for each component

outlined in relief and fixing
holes drilled.
The majority of wires
.
.
concealed beneath chassis.
A factory -built appear.
.
ance when finished.

No

Spanner and Screwdriver-

the only tools

TV

required ----

provided with each Kit.
Each Kit packed in attractive Orange and Black
Container.

Already .

. !

Eastbourne:

"I got splendid results, both at

home and abroad. 1 consider gnu
are quite justified in claiming /lot,
Kit as the ' .4mazing 3.'"

Nottingham:
"Hobe got the Ama,ing 3'
built, and it is truly aina,ing. f
have never. heard a -better set, and

for FREE

Descriptive Leaflet to GRAHAM FAR ISH LIMITED,
Bromley, Kent.

" I must first congratulate you on
producing such a fine Kit as the
Amazing 3,' which 1 think is great
value

Address

Use a Graham Farish Speaker for best results from your '1 AMAZING

am snore than pleased with it."

Liverpool:

munch,.'

Cornwall:
"On tbst the set is stable, and
the gualitu of renroduction excellent.
Taking the set on finish and price
basil, it is certainly an. "Amusing

Name

9

.

soldering.

SCREENED COIL
In

.

SCREENED COIL..

Single -knob tuning.

GRAHAM FAR I S H

AMAZIN

The
ONLY KIT with

3."
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THE MIRROR OF THE B.B.C.

--- -

--*
By 0.H.B1

BEECHAM AND THE B.B.C.
BOTHER ABOUT SUNDAY

#

PROGRAMMES-SIR KINGSLEY
WOOD'S INTEREST-THE BIG DANCE BAND CHANGE -OVER.

.. ...

*

THE Delius programme is by no means
the whole story of forthcoming' cooperation between the B.B.C. -and

1

tra which, on Thursday, March 15th,
takes over the work so admirably carried
out by Jack Payne and -his Boys.

Beecham himself, nor those at, broadcasting

The band consists of fourteen members,
among them two players from Mr. Hall's
Gleneagles Hotel Dance Band-F. B. Gillis,
leader of the saxophone section, and E.
Cramar, another saxophonist ; Harry
Robbins, drummer, and one of Jack
Hylton's famous players ; 'W. Mulraney,

allied interests appear to realise that in
future much closer co-operation seems to be
inevitable if the interests they represent
are to be served.

Bother About tunday Programmes.

There is probably on the average one

trombone, previously with Percival Maekey ;

sensational
leading " -story about the
B.B.C. every week. One can tell, however,
what is happening inside by assessing the

Frankie Wlson, trumpeter, who has played

are F. Williams and

J. Denahey, saxophonists, who are wellknown London playerS ; J. Phillips; - a
pianist from Edinburgh'; T. Farrar,- bass,

frOm the Midland Hotel, Manchester ; and
G. Dickinson, guitar and tenor saxophone,
from Liverpool -

Unlike Jack :Payne, Henry Hall has

decided not to make any announcements
himself ; this side of the programmes

Henry's Men.

headquarters responsible for operatic and

will be done -by Val Rosing, a vocalist whose

voice is already familiar with listeners to
I understand that
negotiation§ are going on for filming the
band in action as part of one of the news
vaudeville programmes.

reels which will be shown. in cinemas
all over the country during the week of

the band's first broadcast.
No doubt the band will wear its uniform
of

blue tunics with black collars and
cuffs, which Mi. Hall

nature of the reaction.
This is particularly true of the storm of
resentment which greeted a recent amusing

SAVES TIME IN RUNNING COMMENTARY

Considers more appro-

priate than the conventional
dress.

imaginative effort about prospective reforms
of Sunday programmes. There was nothing
in the story actually, but the B.B.C. has
become so self-conscious about the weakness
of its position on week -end programmes
generally that the denials were furious.

Meanwhile,

well

gional
programme
with the 'Nesbitt
Brothers, Stainless
Stephen, Peggy
Cochrane,
H a r r -y

on broadcasting in' time for the Prime
Minister to make up his mind about the
this year.

Hemsley, Patric IC

Incidentally, a good many Members of

Waddington, Mamie
Soutar and Blake,

Parliament are disappointed that the terms
of reference of the business committee of

Adams. and Ash moor Birch.
National listeners
in the same week Are

investigation into the Post Office do not
appear to include the B.B.C.
The answer to .this is, I believe, plain.

This cheery chap is pleased because nis held -glasses don't need nolding,
being strapped on like a pair of headphones, as shown. He finds the running
commentary quite easy now.

Lord Plender, the moving- spirit of the
enquiry into the Post Office, nominated

1

THE LISTENER'S NOTEBOOK
A rapid review of some of the recent radio programmes.

The large studio on the top floor at

THE "COSMIC ". THREE
Dear Sir,-I feel that I must write to you

r ----

- and 2 L.F. type, whilst the volume leaves
nothing to be . desired.

'17'

E
This is the first time 1 have
been =
=
on the short-wave band and soever
cannot
=
compare results, but I got several tek,pfiony =
stations on the loudspeaker and - a good =
few Morse; too.
all feel sure that this set will
be El
one of the most popular you prove
have toever
E

=

.

.L7t,

'

designed.
-

Yours truly,
Roman Road, Barnsbury, N.7.

S. G.

MR. DU GARDE PEACH'S production.
The Mary Celeste," was a fine piece
of realism. Creaking Winches, nioarring winds, lashing seas, sea -shanties, blas-

English all too frequently. By the way,_
need the plot have been laid in America at
all?

superstitionsi-c11 were there to' lend colour

. Although the effects in " The Mary
Celeste " were good,- they were only possible

phemous old sea -dogs, their fears and

regarding that marvellous set, the "Cosmic" =
= Three.
I have never before heard so
many stations on a three-valver of the (let. .E..

N _=
2E.

Fa111111111111111111filliffill11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110

(Cont. on page 1515.)

*

The Big Dance Band Change -over.

Broaalcasting House, the first, of a score
to be completed- and. decorated, has been
used foe the past fortnight' fin' rehearsals

appearance in

in the London Re-

Sir Kingsley Wood's Interest.
Sir
as Postmaster
General, is having to make a special report

Mr. 'Harald Brown, the new Governor of tlie
B.B.C. 'Mr. Neville Chamberlain approved.
There is a strong movement to support
the continuance in office of Lady ,nowden
after this year.

un-

vaudeville on Wednesday, March 9th,
When they take part

exclusive advance inforthation of
policy changes, if any.

Governors after

1

Payne and his Boys
will make their fare-

give

of

evening

derstand that Jack

I am watching the situation, and shall

Board

1932.

in eiro's and the Dorclester House bands.
Others, are J. -Hichenor and Cyril Stapleton, violinists ; R. Matthews, oboist,. all
of whom have come straight from college,
the last-named being only 16 years of age.
Other members

by Henry Hall's new B.B.C. Dance Orches-

Sir Thomas Beecham. And the curious
thing about it is that neither Sir Thomas

Popular Wireless, March 5th,

to a good story, and, what was most remarkable, there was a total absence of
staginess about it all. Every character,
from captain to deck -hand, was well drawn
and well played ; but if there was an out-

standing one it waa " Dutchy." I liked
hini, because he had no lapses. He was

DuiCh - and
through.

good

*
.

..

Dutch,
.

.

....

too -- all
.

That's more than I can say about the
" Americans " in the play that preceded
". The Mary Celeste." - They lapsed into

because of the excessive bawling of the
ship's crew. Nothing could drown that.
There is, however, a very great danger of
losing the thread of a story when effects are

too obtrusive, and particularly when the
dialogue is given in conversational voice.
*

*

*

I always think this does_ happen in the
Saturday night Train Conversations. In
this type of show we -certainly want.to hear
the subject of the conversation ; the noises
are of secondary importance, and will
(-Continued on page 1516.)
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EVERY BATTERY -SET SHOULD
NOW HAVE "PENTODETHEOUTPUT"
Lissen Power Pentode Valve takes

AN

no

more current than any

AMAZING
STEPUP
IN

ordinary power valve. It
consumes actually only 7 m/A

of H.T. current and can be
run economically off ordin.
ary batteries. THERE IS,
THEREFORE, NO REASON
WHATEVER WHY EVERY

BATTERY. DRIVEN SET
SHOULD NOT EMPLOY

THIS POWERFUL LISSEN
VALVE.

VOLUME

If you ,want extra volume, try this valve. If
von want all the foreign stations at full loudspeaker strength, try it. Particularly in conjunction with a cone loud -speaker try this

Lissen Power Pentode Valve-it produces a new
brilliance of tone which pleases every ear and
automatically corrects the tone balance of
the music.

You do not have to alter the wiring of your
set at all. You do not have to increase the
battery power. This one valve gives you
much more volume, much dearer, louder,
finer radio altogether. Ask for the
Lissen Economy Power Pentode
PRICE
P.T.225.

74e 1.1.51ttl
THE LIVELY
LISSEN DETECTOR
It you want to lien up your tuning
-if you want extra range, greater
sensitivity-get a Lissen Detector
Valve for your set. You will find
its lively responsiveness bringing
In the foreigners like magic.
\latch it up to a well-built set and work it
in harness with other suitable Lissen valves,
and you will be amazed at the results you

get, the distance -searching you can do.

Ask for Lissen H.L.210.

LISSEN LIMITED

.

PRICE

5'6

WORPLE ROAD

ECONOMY

POWER
PENTODE
ISLEWORTH

.

MIDDLESEX

150S
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The second switch niastaet to tho bottom tcyy0i
ea tine ModeraterealPeneit..
The third An'tfict eeetact to 3 on the dust-reagin

The fourth switch contact to M on the Modred
condenser and to the number 1 terminal on the dtu
range coil.

Don't forget that, the new wiring should he

short as possible, and well stancvd. And tie sdrekk

only a 4 -point snitch of the right type, with &good,
strong, positive action that makesRrut eoutact at alt
four points.

COUPLING THE OSCILLATOR.

M. W. E. (Brighton).-" My super -bet has
a band-pass unit in front of the first S.G. and

the E terminal of this does not go direct to
earth, but goes via the (separate) coupling
coil of an oscillator unit.

"Thus the oscillator coil is in the main

All Editorial communications should he addressed to the
Editor,

POPULAR WIRELESS, Tallis House, Tallis Street, London, E.C.4.

aerial -earth lead, and it seems to Me to ha
(Continued on page 1510.)
dillIllit11111111111111111i11111111111111111111P1111111111111111111111111Pli

The Editor will be pleased to consider artietes am! photographs dealing tetti,
oil subjects appertaining to wirCtrss
755 Edito, calm:: accept responsibility fur
or photos. Every
core will be taken to return
MSS. not. accepted for publirolfoo. A stumped andmanuscripts
addressed envelope must
be sent with eceru article. Alt
inouiries concerning advertising rules. etc., to h, addressed
to
the
,`_ole
Agents, Messrs. John H. Lite Ltd ,
4, Ludgate Circus, Louden: E.V.4.
The constructional articles which appear from titc.- to tint: ftt this journal are
and experimental, work carried out with
the outcome of research
a
to improving
technique
wireless reception.
As much of
the
information
given in the columas of -thisview
paper
rupee/us .the
be most recent of
developments
in the radio
some
of the arrangements
world.
and specialties described man be -the
subject

appeared and is spoiling your radio reception ?

" If so, please give the necessary wiring

much faster than formerly ?
Whatever your radio problem may be,
remember that the Technical Query Depart.

IS YOUR SET GOING

work

of Letters Patent, and the amateur
and the trader would be well advised to obtain peen fission of tie patentees
to use the patents before doing to

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS
7 -'HE

" COSMIC " WITH AN ORDINARY
TUNING CONDENSER.

A. L. (Rotherhithe, London, S.E.).-" As I

cannot possibly run to the price of an Extenser.
I was hoping to use an ordinary '0005 instead
for tuning the ' Cosmic.'
"Is it possible to :do this; as. I have the eon -denser on hand ? And also a 3 -point and a
4 -point wave -change switch.
-

in words."

It can be done, using a 4 -point switch of the type
that separates all four contacts in the one position,
and joins them all together in the other.
NVhat you have to do is to join one of the contacts
on the switch to the moving vanes of the tuning con-

denser, and then treat the other three contacts on
the switch exactly as if they were the self -changer
contacts on the Extenser, wiring them as shown on
the blue print..
For the.sake of clarity, we give the wave -change
switch connections below. (Note that the switch
must be a 4 -point, of the kind described above.)
-.One switch contact to moving vanes of the '0005Trifd. variable condenser (and also to F of V,. V5. V,,
etc., as shown on the blue print connected to mooring

WELL ?
Perhaps the snitching doesn't work pro
reriy ?
Or some mysterious noise has

Or one of the batteries seems to run down

ment is thoroughly equipped to assist our

readers. and offers an unrivalled service.
Full details, including scale of charges, cart
be obtained direct from the Technical Query
Dept., POPULAR WIRELESS, The Fleetway
House, FarrIngdon Street, London, E.C.4.
A postcard will do. On receipt of this an

Application Form will be sent to you post
free inunediately.
This application will
place you under no obligation whatever,
but, having the form, you will know exactly
what information we require to have before
us in order to solve your problems.
LONDON

READERS. PLEASE NOTE:
Inquiries should NOT be made by 'phone or
in la son at Fleet tray House or 'maws House.
-,i111111111111i1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111t11111111ili

YOUR COSMIC III A SOVEREIGN SET
Build it with the Sovereign "Cosmic "Kit

HIS is Sovereign time ! Never before has such great
value been offered in Kits for a " P.W." boom set.
90°0 of the components in the Sovereign " Cosmic III "
Kit are made by Sovereign and the rest are equally
reliable. The whole kit has the approval of " Popular
Wireless." You have read what the wonderful "Cosmic"

III will do-now build it with Sovereign-you will be
astonished at the results. If you have difficulty in
obtaining one of these Kits send direct to the makers.
Remember, Sovereign is specified In the original
" Cosmic " Sets.

Complete kit in sealed
Sovereign carton less

valves,
ca binet
baseboard
Sovereign " COSMIC " Short -Wave Coil
(specified in original " COSMIC " III STAR)
Sovereign 100,000 -ohms

and

4f

Spaghetti Resistance I!3

(specified in original " COSMIC " III)
Sovereign " COSMIC " Dual -Range Coil

g

(officially approved for both" Cosmic " Sets) ir
Sovereign Moderator Coil

(officially approved for both" Cosm c " Sets) 2/6
Sovereign 00075 -mid. solid dielectric Con-

denser for tuning the Moderator Unit

3/.

Sovereign 0003 -mid. Reaction Condenser 2't

See page 1419

of last week's issue

of "Popular H'ireleas '

5216
SOVEREIGN
IS

SPECIFIED

IN BOTH
COSMIC" SETS
THIS

IS YOUR

GUARANTEE

SEND FOR THE SOVEREIGN CATALOGUE-IT'S
INVALUABLE TO " COSMIC " BUILDERS.
SOVEREIGN PRODUCTS LTD., 52/54,
ROSEBERY AVENUE, LONDON,E.C.1
Telephone : elerkenwell 2788/9.
S F

RIM

1563
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ELECTRIFY YOUR SET

WITH REGENTONE
-the experts' choice
Manufacturers of famous sets specify
Regentone Mains Units for their sets.
Experts have proved them satisfactory

with the best kit circuits. The wireless
press praises Regentone :.for their efficiency ; for their unfailing reliability ; for
their freedom from mains hum.
Electrify your radio with Regentone.
You can get a Regentone Mains Unit for

7/6 DOWN

Regentone Model W.1.F. (H.T.
only). Three tappings (S.G.,
Detector and Power).
Output 120-150 volts. 12 m,'a.
Price 50, -

your set from 7/6 down-less than the

cost of a new H.T. battery.
Write for the Regentone Art Booklet all electric radio-or get it from your dealer.
REGENTONE LIMITED, REGENTONE HOUSE
21 BARTLETT'S BUILDINGS, E.C.4.
Telephone :,Central 8745 (5 lines)

'

Irish Free State Distributors: Kelly, 0.Shicl, Ltd., 47 Fleet's!;..

This OSBORN RADIO

FWIRELESS"
CABINET
" COSMIC " THREE
Model No: 178.- Specified
he

Popular Wireless." " COS-

MIC 'THREE:"- A Radio-- Cabinet
in --Figured Oak or Mahogany,
14q. X' 7'. Inside measiikement,
_.-10.1.frombackito front, allowing
annaii rBeinii 1e baseboard. Opening at top, Fine workmanship
ihroughont.

PRICES:- to AsMachined
Ready
Oak, 7/-; Mahogany,
semble :

816.
Assembled
Ready to Polish:
Oak, 10/-; Mahogany, 11/6.
Assembled- and . Polished:

Oak, _131-; Mahogany, 14/6.
All Models 'Carriage -Paid.
Rend 3d. in stamp, for new 1932
Beautif Ian Illustrated Catalogue.

CHAS. A. OSBORN,
(Dept. P.W.),

The Regent Works, Arlington St., London,
21,
Telephone: C.1.3rkenwell 5095. And- at
Essr,r; Road,. Islington, N.1. Telephone: cierkenuen
5634.

N.1.

IDENTIFY
FOREIGN

PRICE 14/6

FOR BEST

RESULTS
use only

STATIONS

AND LOCATE THEM IMMEDIATELY .WITH -THE AID,- OF
'THIS CLEVER RADIO WHEEL

WHICH IS A HANDY AND
RECORD
PERMANENT,
AND CAN BE HUN() ON YOUR
SET.
WIRELESS
DOUBLE

SIDED.
INS.

DIAMETER -10

/-

40, / LOOK OUT FOR THE NEW WHEEL

41>

GARDENING "At -a -Glance "

GIVING (6 POPULAR ANNUALS AND VEGETABLES.
4tZICM7M.°)vPRINTED AND ILLUSTRATED IN 8 COLOURS.

At all Stores, Stationers, Bookstalls, etc., or if any difficulty write, direct to
FRAN'E PITCIIFORD & CO., LTD., WELL ST., LONbON,

Wiring diagram sent on
request.

Write to

ARTHUR PREEN & CO., LTD.,

Golden Sq., London, WA.

cONDENSER
OFFICIALLY SPECIFIED FOR
"COSMIC III"

1510
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tuning condenser, I can mbkd the milliammeter 'RADIOTORIAL
drop perhaps I of a taliamp by careful
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS: adjustment of this control, Then I can drop it,

still another .1, or perhaps .2,, Jay -adjusting
aerial tuning also.
-

(Continued from page 1508.)

--the case of. the ordinary grid leak and condenser:*
arrangement) this received voltage causes thel
detector plate current to deerease.
,When the detector's grid circuit is brought aacthv;
in tune with the. received impulses the. yoltage
veloped at the grid is greater than when.the circuit.

" In addition. I have- a selector coil, and when

possible to :take- it out.. and couple it instead
to the s,e_eitincl, band passcircuit via the reaction winding there,:which'ianottiSed
" 1 presume .1 shout use a Condenser to
couple it. Do' you ,think it ;Would,- be ..Worth'
trying, and, if so; what value,,Icoridenser

.

:

this is adjusted (leaving the other two alone) I
cariget vet another drop in the reading,accompanied also (as in the other gases) by stronger

MISSING T LINKS No. 29
A GOOD THREE-VALVER.

reception as I get exactly 'in time on the
selector.

" There is also a potentiometer controlling
the screen voltS, and adjusting this will 'often
cause a still further decrease in plate current, of
the detector.
Finally. there is a selectivity condenser,
which also affects the milliammeter. Why -do
USING A MILLIAMMETER TO CHECK _all
these controls cause detector plate current
.TUNING ANHA1THER ADJUSTMENTS:to d
9
,D. B. (Cranbrook Park, Ilford).-" I likor.e...
" It
makes exact adjustments
got a milliammeter connected in. the plate possible,certainly
but I should like an explanation, as
circuit of the detector of my three:valve 'a -et,. thrown* any one of them out shows up by a
which is 'an II.F.-Det.--15.F trim; A C valvis -slight movement on the milliammeter needle
I cannot tinttersten4 the working of
once, whilst taking the aerial off of trne
as regards a check on tuning, .and Should be, at,
switching
off of the station causes quite a
glad Of your explanation. As stated in
tremendous rise in plate. Current., Why is this ?"
It Would certainly appear to be worth trying, as
the alteration is very slight, and it might result in a
cleaned -up input. -,AMT
rural condenser would
do, saiy;'0002. (In many cases no condenser is needed,
but it woidd be safer to use one.)

1932.

--

-

" P.W.' PANEL. No. 61. ACCUMULATOR ACID.

The electrolyte for accumulators isdilute- sulphuric acid, which is poisonous.and corrosive.
'IF:

Ej.

'Alfa

111
,MMIM

oa

This 'diagram shows the two " oomponenti "

that were purposely omitted from last ween
diagram.

It will be seen that one was a 1-megohmgrid

.

leak, and the other a .25-megohm resistance used
as an H.F. stopper between the grid leak and the

If spilt on a carpet, on clothes, curtains, or similar fabrics, it will quickly '-,'.eat away " the material. 2
Should such .an-aceident Occur; the spilt acid must ,be !' neutralised " birliberal applications of
ammonia, xir washing..teada,followed -by plentiful 'washing in clean water. Such treatment will corn- E
pletely remove the danger of -damage.

grid.

is slightly out of tune, so exact adjustment is possible-!
by watching the needle's response.
Similarly, the aeriabcireuit tuning supplies greater
voltages to the following stage -when it. too, is brought
exactly into tune. By correctly timing this stage you
cause the detector -plate current to drop still farther. ,
By_adjusting the selector you carry the process a

'

'

-I find that the plate current is reduce4-7-quite a

You are observing some very interesting effects
when- tuning with a 'sensitive milliammeter `in the
detector circuit as described.
What is happening may be briefly accounted for as

Int.-When 1 tone' in: a strong. prograname.

But there are no less than five controls on the
set which can be made to affect the detector's
plate current in this way.
" Foe instance;if I tune In -London Regional

roughly,- by ear, and then adjust the II.F.

step farther, and a further slight drop in. anode

follows :

current 'results because the aerial delivers maximum
voltage when brought exactly in time. -.All the foregoing adjustments have -derived the
extra sensitivity from accurate tuning. But extra
(Continued on page 1512.)

With no -programme tunect-in the detector plate
current will be a certain value, say, 2 milliamps. But
if a station is tuned in, its carrier-wave has the effect
of setting up a voltage on the detector's grid, and (in

SPECIFIED

E PO

POP :THE

PERMANENT MAGNET

COSMIC III

REAL PIONEERS -YEARS

AHEAD

in experience, research and design
MODEL J.1.

emonthser
p'i8On

before

theth emanyproduction
soc a l

eedf

claims to

the Permanent Magnet Moving -Coil
Speakers, Epoch designed, developed and manufactured the first practical Permanent;Magnet. Epoch's leadership in this class is definitely established by a new
standard 'of comparison for performance and price set by Model J.I. The
lowest price 9 %-cobalt steel Permanent Magnet Moving -Coil Speaker on the
market.
Comparable to instruments 'costing pounds more.
The 3 -Ratio
Transformer fitted makes it ready to work instantly from any set with Pentode or
Super Power output. When purchasing a Movini-Coil insist upon EPOCH.

Send for Free Art Booklet P.S.5.
Complete with aluminium, covered
cobalt steel magnet, one-piece
moulded linen diaphragm and 3ratio input transformer. Ash your

dealer for it. -lie will gladly de-

2,4-onstrate this or any Epoch Model.

if
have any difficulty send for
n ea rest dealer's'-'itae or call at

ona
(Ciiiete
3-R irsito
Transformer.)

Our view, showrooms and hear it.

Input

THE LATEST MODEL. 1 lb. HEAVIER MAGNET. EXTRAORDINARILY SENSITIVE. NO ADVANCE IN PRICE.
-EPOCH RADIO MANUFACTURING

laea

EXMOUTH

HODhE,

TD
EXMOUTH STREET
At the iiinchna_ol. Rosebera.Avenae and Farrinadon. Road
CO.,al

E:C.1

/?ate:o 9ifitat ,N,c(40401-#1m
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CIRCUITS

AND
FOR "COSMIC"
APPROVED
FULLY
BY DESIGNER

" original
SPECIFIED
" GOLT ONE

cwc

Insist on
COILS which
COSMIC
P.W." designed to obtain best
have beenresults.
-Class
possible
from all First

MODERATOR
COD.
t
AS SPECIFIED

CM 26

216

Obtainable

.e

..... .........

REFUSE SUBSTITUTES
direct.
write
If any difficulty
Sent On Request

ONLY,

Radio Catalogue

In

1

PER PAM

0
Wr. Al

RED
IF

OW119

DWI/S

SEP ARATELY

DEStRED.

-

-22_

Goidsion
0 WESTINCHOUSED
A

CONSTANT H.T. SUPPLY

LIMITED

The Best in the West

H.T. 6
METAL
REC-

175 v.

for the

TIFIER

25 MA.

OUTPUT

S.T. 300
COSMIC THREE

COSMIC THREE STAR
AUTOTONE

Price 15,' Your radio set demands ample, steady arid silent
current. Without it, reception and reproduction
are bound to suffer.

Give it what it wants by using an eliminator
incorporating

THE WESTINGHOUSE

METAL RECTIFIER

and the

which ensures a permanent and adequate H.T.

QUADRADYNE

All the best eliminators are fitted with Wedinghouse Metal
Rectifiers. Our booklet "The Alt -Metal Way" contain:
full particulars, together with circuits and details for building eliminators. The attached coupon and 3d. In 4,1,4'
',Lai hi lug you a copy.

London's Telsen Stockists

WILL DAY, LIMITED,
19, Lisle Street, Leicester Square,
London, W.C.2 G.,1g)d°Z6.

supply.

WESTINGHOUSE PUBLICITY, Is, York Road,

Cross, London, Ni..
Please send me a copy of your booklet, " Tb: All Meta'
Way," for which I enclose 3d, in stamps,
NAME
ADDRESS
P

'

TheWESTINCHOUSE BRAKE & SAXBYSIGNALCold.

82,YORK Rd., KING'S CROSS, LONOON,N.1

1512
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

TWO TRANSFORMERS IN *` ECONOMY"
THREE..

(Continued from page 1510.)

the famous Economy' Three, and although it
has been going. good for over a year it is still
wonderful propesitiOn for long distance and
good quality. A friend has asked me about
building a similar set for hint, but he wants

sensitivity can also be obtained by correct setting of
the screening -grid voltage.
When -this is done the voltage amplification by the
S.G. valve will be increased, and this, too, will have
the effect of building up the voltage on the detector's
grid. The effect on plate current will be another
decrease.

Note that the more sensitive you Make the set the
more the plate -current falls. Any slight irdstuning
will cause it to rise a little, and thus-, in the arrangement you are using, you have a valuable check on the
working of the various H.F. controls.
You can get tar more aceurate tuning this way than
by ear, so it is particularly useful for preparing
tuning curves, etc.

we strongly advise you not to make the change
suggested m the " Economy' Three.
Our reason for this is that the set, as its name

P.'14. G. (Great Yarmouth).-" My set is

Implies, was built as a low-cost receiver, with the
very minimum lit exPeitsive apparatus,

such a change as you suggest would be liable to upset
the stability of the set. -

You might find that it would tend to " motor-

boat " or be unstable, or produce unpleasant quality
compared with your own receiver, all of which could
have been -avoided by sticking to an It:0.Q unit for
thelow-frequency stage in question, instead of using
two transformers as suggested.
'

to inakb a slight Change in it.
" Instead of using R.C.C. between the

detector and first .valve, and a transformer
between the other tiro- valves, he wants to
employ two transformerS, one in each plate
circuit. Would this be quite O.K., or do you
think that the resistance is better ?

"KNOCKING OUT THE TWINS."

G. V. C. (Huddersfield).-" I am told that
the best way of knocking out the twins, when
searching for distant stations, is to put in a

aiiiiimitiminntimmilmotTitnitioniumnintiumminimmimminumumummulliiiinionnmommitiumfitimonme
=
.

CONNECTIONS OF A DOUBLE -GRID VALVE.

" DounLn-Gnm " (Chesterfield).-" Could
you give me some information about -the new
double -grid or Bi-grid ' valves which are
now being used ? I have never seen it stated,
but I want to know :
" (a) The order of the electrodes inside the
valve, i.e., whether control grid is placed
nearer to the filament or to the plate ?
" (b) Is the extra terminal connected to one

..

.-2-

station identification.

Intimate, interesting and informative.

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW
--2

The price of the " Atlas " Mains Unit D.C.

15/25 is 39s. 6cl.; and not 35S, -.6d. ars-We -were
given to understand in the original specification.

_

.

F..

ON SALE NEXT THURSDAY

P.

POPULAR WIRELESS - PRICE THREEPENCE

s-.--.

smumminiumminumimminttommuittimmimmiimmimmittmminumilimuniiiiiiiinumumiumimminummilinti

" We should Connect the markings on the
transformer exactly the same as the markings

on the _resistance capacq unit, which Svc

A PRICE CORRECTION.

.

PICK-UP PROGRAMMES ON THE COSMIC"

Regarding (a), the order of the electrodes is,

pond with those of an ordinary valve, namely, two
filaments, and in line between them the grid (nearer)
and opposite this the plate.

of

A - TALK WITH. A SPANISH LISTENER

actual pins are as near as possible like ordinary
valves, with the filaments and possibly grid
or plate connections as in other valves 1)."

corres-

.

article dealing with the fascinating subject

of the grids or to plate ? (I presume the

filament, next extra grid, next control grid, first,
and
finally plate.
(b) The extra terminal or fifth pin is joined to the
extra grid, and thus alt,he other electrodes

NEXT WEEK
:=
FINDING THOSE FOREIGNERS
A Jorig, illustrated

understand is qUite 0.1:"

So far as electrical connections go it is quite O.K.
frequency transformer :to those formerly, occupied
by a resistance -capacity coupling unit. Nevertheless,

to connect up the corresponding points in -a low -

Brooknian8 . Rejector, like the one described
in P.W.' When the 'London station Was. new.
It was one in which two
coils Were used,

and the tuning condensers were of the solid
dielectric kind, with switches Mounted beside
them to cut off one or other station, as -necessary.
(Continued on page 1514.)

SETS FOR OLD"

BE UP-TO-DATE WITH 1932 ALL -MAINS OR BATTERY
YOUR OLD SET BEING TURNED I
INTO MONEY, AND TAKEN IN PART -EXCHANGE. SET,
Any
make of Radiogram, Set or Kit
supplied, balance in Cash or Hire Purchase. Home-made
sets accepted, but not parts or components.
a
a
a

a

BEST -ALLOWANCES GIVEN FOR SETS -ONLY
Send for testimonials from satisfied clients from all parts of
the world, enclosing 11-d. stamp

PLEASE INFORM US OF YOUR WANTS BY FORWARDING
THIS FORM.

for reply. I

ENQUIRYFORM (Without obligation)

To RADIALADDIN Ltd. (Dept. P.W.), BERNERS HOUSE, BERNERS STREET,
LONDON, W.1.
I am interested in purchasing the undermentioned Radio Receiver
Make

:-

Mains or Battery

Model

Valves
Remarks
Mains
or Battery
Valves
Date of purchase
Present condition
Original cost of set
Whether new when purchase
Balance of purchase price would, be payable by me as
follows :---Plan A. Whole of balance in cash.
Plan B. Vilhole of balance over (Six, Nine, Twelve*)
months.
* Delete unwanted words.

Present set: Make

a

NAME (in full), (Block Let!ers)

N.B.-An extra charge is made for Hire Purchase facilities.

ADDRESS

DIALAD IN

LT
a

.gi

THE LARGEST RADIO EXCHANGE DEALERS
IN THE U.K. 1
(Dept. P.W.), 47, Berners Street, Louden, W.1.
Telephone: Museum 1821.
maaammaaimmaimmansammassmumamaamaamisommaaaammmamammamammmaaammummummaimamammum
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eal for Short Wave

ork

y the new

ELECTRON

SCREW

AERIAL
is a tremendous

r'chosen

r use
ith the

advance upon the

old -type Mast!

10SMIC HI

Size: 22' x 21".

!.iort-Waver

Patent Electron Screen
SCIENTIFIC.
is a scientifically constructed metal plate

" Aerial

iRICSSON TELEPHONESIII

At to be good to be chosen for use with the COSMIC
fart -Waver. Found on every DX fan's bench. Clear, pure
El sensitive. Extremely comfortable in wear during long
..11s at the dials.

All good dealers stock them,

or

direct from

ERICSSON TELEPHONES, LTD.
67;73, Kingsway, London,, W.C.2.
A120, 2,000

fi

inouhted on a strong wooden frame, and is designed to "pick up" the ether flow to a maximum.

easily be fixed
The Aerial can
SIMPLE.
a high part of the house in a few minutes.

ELECTRON

6d.
6

INSULATOR i per box of
PINS

these pins a direct Tonal aerial can instant111
11" ill?

obt a ifted by firing at
different angles across the
he

colours
Various
available in Oak, Mahoaantl,
room.

and

Black or White, to match

,OOO ohms.

BRITISH
SUPERSENSITIVE

TELEPHONES

lo
Very good results are also obtained by suspending
it in the loft.
SELECTIVE. The Aerial is in advance of
1r any other. and its highly ,:.ensitive properties
ensure both aelCel !silo and -volume,
Each
Once fixed, it slays fixed.
outfit is soppiic,1 with 4 largo f_ahaoised
No more fear of storms. as ill Seism' Aerial
instantly heroines a permanent, fit lure

SECURE.

UNLESS better results arc
* Ouaranteet
than from your existing \arta]. your

obtained
money will be refunded instantly without questioo.
always use SUPERIAL. 75ft. 2-6.
For your
100ft. 3;6. 50ft. 119. 25ft.
Dour decoral ion s.

2/6

Master Pale it No 260089.

The

`,The NEW LONDON ELECTRON WORKS Ltd
elephone

GramT/woo d 141)8,9.19 EAST HAM, LONDON, E.6

iniummininwaL

'The BEST Magazine value

BY TEST THE

in the WORLD!
Such is the ARGOSY MAGAZINE,
every issue of which is packed with
a wonderful selection of the world's

The short story-highest form of prose-writing-is well
represented. Every issue contains
best fiction.

FOR

EVERY
TEST

examples from the pens of the
masters. The novel ?-that, too, has

Be your own radio doctor with

its place in THE ARGOSY, for there
is a complete book -length novel in
every number. If you appreciate
cultivated fiction you will appreciate

L.T. (0-6 volts): H.T. (0-150
volts) : Current consumption

THE

ARGOSY
Magazine

-

- Monthly -

the famous Wates " 3 in 1 "
Pocket Meter. Its dead beat

BRITISH
MADE

accuracy finds every fault. Tests

(0-30 milliamps). High resistance. All readings on one dial.
This proved best meter is
BRITISH made and finest value
for your money. Ask your radio
dealer or send for details.
STANDARD BATTERY CO.,
184-8, Shaftesbury Ave., London,
W.C.2

1V

Of all Radio
Dealers or di -

red from us.

8 16

Smart Push lined
Case,

if required,

1 /9

* WRITE FOR
EXPLANATORY
LEAFLET
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,

This might not be detrimental. But, if high frequency currents started to flow -across -the resist -

exactly what Is required to prevent H.F. voltage

to - do),- they would give rise to, high -frequency
voltages on the screen which would upset the working
of- the valve. It is to prevent this possibility that
the by-pass, condenser is used, and it is joined right
across between the screening -grid and filament in
the case of battery vales, or to the cathode circuit

As far as the high tension is concerned the condenser, of course, acts as an insulator, and it- is,
therefore, possible to arrange the steady voltage on
the screen to the desired potential without shorting -

toshortcircuitingthegrid tothe earth, which- is

-CONNECTIONS FOR THE DUAL -RANGER.

=
=
=

of POPULAR WIRELESS I would like a little
information. I have built the Dual Ranger,
but I cannot get it to work. properly. I donot,
seem to see the wiring on my coil quoits. The
one on your blue print is lettered, but mine
not. It has got three leads, a black, a green:
and a White. ' There are also two tappings,

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS- ance (as they might easily take it into :their heads
-

-

,

(ContinUed- from page, 1512_4
'
.

.

" Could put give me pt list of the : parts
necessary and the internal connections ? "
-

,

All you need it a couple of terminals (Al and A2), a
couple of on -off witches (Si and S2), one -6003 fixed

*.

cbridenser. one -0005 :variable vondenser, and two
-00075 variable 'condensers. You will also need two
plug-in coil holders, and the necessary coils for the
Wave -band on which you wish to use the wave trap
Suitable coils for your case would be'One 50 and one
00 or 73 X coil. The conections are as follows :

The Al terminal goes to the moving' vanes of the
0005 variable condenser, to the fixed vanes -of one
of the .200015 variable eqndensers, and also to one side
o the -0003 fixed condenser. The remaining side of
this fixed condenser is connected to the remaining
side of the -00075 condenser, and also to the plug of
one coil holder, and to one side of the SI switch.
The other side of this switch goes to one side of the
other switch, to the -socket of the coil holder referred
to above, to the remaining side of the -0005 variable
eendenser, and also,..by a flexible lead, to the tap on
/he-6ot which will be-plabecl'hi the other eon holder.
The, pin end of this second coil, -holder is joined
to the .remaining side of S2, to the A2 terminal, and
to the - fixed vanes of the second .-00075 variable
condenser.' The moving vanes of this condenser are
joined to the other side of -the second coil holder,
And that completes the connections.
The aerial is then,joined to Al, and the A2 terminal
goes to the aerial terminal on. the set.

in the case of A.C. valves.
Such a condenser has very little impedance from a
high -frequency point of view, and is almost equivalent
--

.
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THE S.G, BY-PASS CONDENSER.
P. C. A. (Lincoln).-" What is "the object of

having a large fixed condenser connected tothe screen of an S.G...valve when it is effectively isolated in the valve itself and is not

supposed to carry any current from the
distant stations "

The screen of the S.G. valve needs a fairly high
voltage On -it from the II.Tr battery in order that it
may work -correctly, and thin; it is joined to H.T.
positive, generally via a resistance. The other end
of the H.T. - supply will- be connected -to earth, and
normally a steady current will flow from the battery
through this resistance developing a small voltage
across it.

.F -

TECHNICAL

E.--

.._-_,

_

TWISTERS

E.-

-

No. 103.-CONNECTING CELLS SIN SERIES.

E CAN YOU FILL IN THE KISSING LETTERS P
-If.

1932.

When similar cells are joined in.

=
= series the

- added

of each will be E

to the other's, so the total

....... will be that of one multiplied

= by the number of cells.
=
*
*
F.:

:.--_-

E.

=

*

The eurrent supplied by such an

able from ...
*

*

*

" And could you, tell me why there is

copper foil on some three vah-e sets and not

on others ? "
The coloured leads mentioned correspond to the
following connections. Blank - L.T. neg. and
earth, green = reaction. white = grid.
Copper foil is used to prevent the Magnetic fields
surrounding the various coils, etc., from reaching out
and affecting other plots of the circuit where they are
not wanted.

not much room to spare inside the set so that the

components have to be placed rather closer together
than is normally desirable..
Generally the multi -valve sets must have copper
shielding, etc., because the more power that is being
handled the more necessary it becomes to keep dorn
this unwanted feed -back from one part of the

The ordinary high-tension battery
consists of a number of 11 -volt units
joined in series, and thus in a 60 -volt
- battery there are
cells.
*

5 P V. (Plymouth).-" As a regular reader

necessary to use copper foil, but generally speakinc
it is required when very high magnification is being
handled (in such eases the fields from the coils reach
out a comparatively long way), and -when there 'is

approximately the same as that obtain-

..=

the battery, at the same time maintaining the
screening grid effectively earthed so far as high
frequency is concerned.

There are various reasons why it is not always

arrangement is not increased, and is
E.-

-

differences appearing there and upsetting the operation of the valve.

*

set to another.

A disadvantage of the series con-

THE " COSMIC " 3.

nection is that one defective cell renders
faulty.

= the whole

"Cosmic" builders are reminded that a large

=Last week's Missing Words in order
a' were : Voltage, Voltage. Cipacity,
FE.
Number. Sixty, Two. Current.
=

-
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free wiring diagram showing the exact wiring for

the "Forme Extenser in the above circuit
be obtained from the makers on request.

-can

Applications should be addressed to Arthur

Preen d Co. Ltd., Golden Square, London,

LET YOUR

LOW-TENSION

ACCUMULATOR
PROVIDE YOUR

HIGH-TENSION

CURRENT-

THE Unit consists of indestructible nickel iron cells which are

Many People have

already scrapped

their
ELIMINATORS
in its favour.

They always do!

12.19.6
150 Volts
£3.19.6
£4.19.6
In the United Kingdom.
-

mulator will require very little more
charging than formerly. It seems

too good to be true-but, never-

90 Volts
120 Volts

kept charged automatically front
the L.T. accumulator-by means of
a series -parallel switch-thus supplying a steady and ample stream
of H.T. Current. The L.T. Accutheless, it is. Absolutely abolishes
H.T. worries.
The " Alklufn "
nickel and iron plates are entirely

free from the trouble customary
with lead plates. Suiphation -is
impossible and cells cannot be
damaged by any rate of charge

or discharge.
Will
milliamps per hour.
Write To -Day for Full Particulars:-

supply 40

-1VIILINJES
RADIO CO.
Cottingley .Bridge, BINGLEY-YORKS.
'Phone: Bingley 5oo.
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MIRROR OF THE B.B.C:
(Continued front page 1506.)

hear Leonard Henry sponsoring a
rlesqued American programme on

nday, March 7th while on Saturday,
rch 12th, there is another of the popular
tertainments by Street Artistes.
Music Ha11.'",

Quite a new experiment in broadcast

ndeville presentation will be tried at the

ge studio at Big Tree Wharf on the

th side of Waterloo Bridge on Saturday,
roll 26th, when the artistes will " do their
ff " on a stage with the orchestra below

em and the microphone strung in .the
r.

The programme is appropriately entitled
0Music Hall," because it will approximate
Bore to an actual music -hall relay, but
mbining the advantages of studio aeons -

s and a fairly big audience in front of
performers instead of, as happens at

ivoy Hill,. being 'located behind the
ayers. Eight separate turns will be
Joked -for the show, the intervals between

in; filled with music provided by the

.13..C. Theatre Orchestra.
Crown For Sale."

" Crown for Sale," an operetta which, as
, mentioned last Week; has been specially
itten by Denis Freeman and Mark
-

is
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PLAYING THOSE
RECORDS!

,._.

SPEAKER
transformer.

E

;.

,

-

1114111-1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I11111111111111

11bb0Cli to suit the personality of Violet,
oraine, And performances of which are to
given on Friday and Saturday, March
0.th and 12th, is a story which promises
.ell for microphone drama.
J It concerns an American millionairess
ho having agreed to save a small central

6d.

Order

BLUE. SPOT SPEAKER UNIT 66R with With
Major Chassis and Cone (37 cm.) Cash price
£2 10s. Od. Balance in 11 monthly payments
of 4/7.
order

COSSOR 234 EMPIRE MELODY MAKER
Screened Grid. Detector and Power. With
With Valves and Cabinet. Cash in/
Balance in 11 gui
price te 15s. Od.
order
monthly payments of 12/6.

Permanent magnet, with output With
transformer. Complete. Cash price £3 7s. 6d. 612
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/2.
'order
EPOCH PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING- with
COIL SPEAKER. Type 2.\..2. Cash price

COSSOR MODEL 235

4,7

AMPLION MOVING -COIL SPEAKER, TYPE
"M.C.6.

£3 3s. Od.

order

W.B. ' PERMANENT MAGNET MOVINGWith
COIL SPEAKER, TYPE P.M.3.
Cash price
3 -ratio input transformer.

4/1U

£2 12s. ed.

ments of 4/10.

Balance M 11 monthly pay-

ALL ELECTRIC

,,

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5,'9.

S.G. Detector and -Power. Ceralolete With
' with Valves and Cabinet. Caih Price IQ/3
£9 19s. 6d. Balance in 11 Monthly
Iner
of 18s. 3d.
P

other

MAGNET with
PERMANENT
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. Type R.P.M.8,with 8 -in, reinforced diaphragm. Excluding Of
input transformer'. Cash Price, £3 10s. Od. order Balance in 11 mont-bly"paymenfs of 5,1.
CELESTION P.P.M. PERMANENT MAGNET With
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER.,Nyith impregnated
CELESTION

V.3 RADIO FOR THE MILLION

With Valves less Cabinet. Cash price With

£5 17s. 6d.

Balance in 11 monthly 10/.

payments of 10E. 10d.

former. Cash Or_C.O.D. £2 is. 6d.
order
Balance in / monthly payments of.6/6.
PILOT .PERMANENT MAGNET MOVINGith
COIL -SPEAKER, in handsome solid oak
cabinet with multi -ratio input trans- 6111
former.- Cash or C.O.D. £3 16s. Od. only. order
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/11.

1,oraine, to break the news to the Prince.

She is mistaken for her mistress and

a public receptiOn. In such
story other complications. are, of course
evitable ; but I think I have divulged

keeorded

nough -to whet the appetites of most
'

etter Relays.

The installations of special broadcast
,ircuits by the Swiss authorities between
heir leading cities has resulted recently in
ITeatly improving the relays from Geneva
international importance. What are

,'alled ".music quality " circuits, that is ines that have - a , sufficient range of. feetueneies to allow of the faithful transmission
A musip, are now available from London.to.

,

order

READIRAD METEOR With
3

-

Less Valves and Cabinet. Cash price
£3 15s. Od.

CASH PRICE £2 : 15 : 0

5/.

Balance in 11 monthly payments, of

ORDER

ATLAS A.C. ELIMINATOR,- TYPE A.C.244.

Three tappings, S.G. Detector, and Power.
Output, 120 volts at 20 m/ a. Cash price
£2 198. 6d.

W.5A

COMBINED

H.T.

616
order

With

One adjustable S.G., a variable and a fixed 816
tappings for H.T. L.T. charging fore and 6 order
volts. For A.C. mains. Cash price S4 12$. ed.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 8/6.
H.T. ELIMINATOR. With

Tapped 60/70v. S.G., and 120V. at 12 mia.

,

With Coils less Valves and Cabinet.
Cash price £1 193. 6d. Balance in 3/0
7 monthly payments of 5/6.
order

With

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/6.
ELIMINATOR AND TRICKLE CHARGER.

order

FORMO ECONOMY 3

5/-

Complete with input transformer.

Balance in 11 month y 6/11

payments of es. 11d.

ULTRA IMP PERMANENT MAGNET
WITH
MOVINC-COIL SPEAKER.

REGENTONE W.I.F.

publics are more economical to run. The

Renevii.

input

17s.

With

art begins when she sends her English
:,laid, whose part will be taken by Miss -

-f

£2

BLUE SPOT SPEAKER UNIT AND CHASSIS.
Type 100 U. Cash price £1 19s. 69.. Balance 515
in 7 monthly payments of 515.
order

REGENTONE

-

Price

THREE

Kit of parts less valves, cabinet, base- With
board, panel, wires, flex, and screws. It /3
Cash price £2 123. '6d. Balance in 6.
order
monthly payments of 8/3.

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/4.

turopean kingdom from bankruptcy by
*Tying the Crown Prince, decided to
'Mange her mind at the last moment and
.a President, because she thinks that

isteneis.

multi -ratio

with
Cash

TRIPLE

TELSEN

With

514

.

PICK-UP PROGRAMMES
ON THE "COSMIC"- THREE.
L E
, USUAL PRICE.
L
E
OUT ON THURSDAY.

R.& A. "100" PERMANENT
MAGNET MOVING -COIL

diaphragm and dual impedance input trans- 616

Don't fail to order next week's " P.W."
in which will appear a long article on

i

OFFER THE EASIEST TERMS FOR
EVERYTHING YOU WANT IN RADIO

4,4

Cash Price £2 7s. 6d.
order
Balance in 11 monthly payments 4/4.
EKCO K.12 H.T. ELIMINATOR AND L.T. With
Delivers 12 al/a.
TRICKLE CHARGER.

OSRAM NEW MUSIC
MAGNET FOUR
With Valves and' Cabinet. Cash
price 210 15s. Od. Balance in 11.
monthly payments of 1918.

With

19/8
order

C.O.D. orders over 10/- sent post
and C.O.D. charges paid.

Tapped at 8o v. (S.G.), x2o/15o v. Charges 712
4, or 6 v. Cash price £3 19$. ed. order
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7/2.

To NEW TIMES SALES CO.

EKCO H.T. UNIT. Type A.G. 25. For multi - With
valve sets requiring up to 25 rn/a. 3 tappings,

Please send me

Cash or C.O.D., £3 17s. 6d.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7/1.

I enclose

*amp. at 2.

S.G., detector and 120/150 volts.
Mains.

GARRARD

INDUCTION

For A. 711

GRAMOPHONE

MOTOR. Model 202. For A.CMains. Mounted

on.x2-in. Nickel Motor Plate with fully automatic electric starting and stopping switch.
Cash price £2 18s. ed. Balance in 11 monthly
payments of 5/4 only.
EXIDE 120 -VOLT, W.H. TYPE ACCUMULATOR, in crates. Cash _price, £4 13$.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 8s. 6d.
NEW B.T.H. " SENIOR " ,PICK-UP AND

order

With

5,4
order
With

816

s.

d

as first

payment for
NAME

ADDRESS -

order
With

Complete. Cash 'price £2 5s. 412
Balance in 11 monthly payments of -48. 2d.
Otc,r
TONE -ARM.

56, Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.4

P.W. 513/32.

.1
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THE LISTENER'S NOTEBOOK if these admittedly talented people aren't

"FAULTLESS
SERVICE"

become less important still as the weeks pass.

"Fourteen
ago 'I

pmrchased-a

Heayberd 0.150

Eliminator

which has. given
Fad/less
Ser-

wrot e

F. E. H. from

Yarmouth,when
plitChig a firther
o d`e r. With

such :excellent

components,

r- -- --

Faultless

Ser-

vice is assured.

Mode C.150. Output :

able to alter their style their popularity

(Continued .from page 1506.)

-

months

50v. at 25 m. Tapp

pings:l 60/80v. Var. S.G.,1 120v. and 150va. axed. I

Westinghouse Rectification. Assembled in I
f neat steel ease ready for miring-mi.

- PRICE
-- arsIv!I ONLY
GUARANTEED THREE YEARS
-----POST NOW-- ----I enclose 3d. in stamps for instructive lists, with
I

circuit diagrams of_ Iferzyberd mains transformers.

Such noises must lose their novelty with
repetition, and, consequently, become stale.

And the conversations themselves.
Though they are good, I think that, at times,
they might be more topical. Wouldn't it be
truer to life to hear folk discussing a play, a
film, a big race that is coming on, or football
==in fact, why not have a medley ;of sport
talk ? After all. isn't this what people do

almost invariably discuss hi a train on a
Saturday night ?
*

*

Have you noticed how 'popular -the word
" fundamental " is With speaker's' nowadays ? It would be nniqUe to hear a talk in
which this word did not occur. Sir A.' Salter
is the latest io follow the,faihicat.
When is: Mr. Desmond McCarthy going to

mention a new book in his " New Books"
talks ? He never mentions one in a 'blue
moon. Fancy dealing with Pepys Diary in
atalk entitled" New Books

M

Address

"

"Alass

'

-

Of the- week's music- I suppose Delius'
" Maas of Life " would be 'Considered the
big thine, PersOnally, I couldn't stand more
than half an hour of it.- It was too complex
for me, and far beyond my comprehension.
I needed enlightenment.
10 FINSBURY ST..LONDON. E.C.2
(One minute from Moorgate Unel. Stn.)

;-ni111111C11111111111111114114C1114taifillillittiliThillifillillill11111

'Consequently. I gave it up in favour of
JOseph Lewis's Community Singing
programme. Here was pleasantly entertained. Mr. Lewis has a most agreeable
voice, and seems born for his job. His wit is
sparkling: which the National Cho/lig seemed

CABINET

For YOUR Radio
USED 8Y " B B C.,"
" Famous Engineers,"

and"Leadino Eamarts "
The sort people desire to possess and keep. Tasteful
beauty-Piano finish-advantages also of PIANO.
TONE baffle chamber.
The BETTER REPRODUCTION that your Set is
really capable of gives YOU a ioyous sense of achievement. Mellow -.rich tone of piano soundboard Sent
ON APPROVAL direct from the makers. Prices
35/- to £15 Wash or Easy Payments) You may

return at our expense if you wish to part with It.
Photographs and List PREE1

Radio Furniture (P.W.).
Albion Road. Bealeyheatki. Rent.

PIONETTS,

to appreciate as much as we did. By the
way, who AVAg the enthusiastic tenor who
came in a -bar or -taro too soon in " Jerusalem " If Bateman was listening, I'm sure
this incident will inspire a new picture with

the title " The Tenor Who--'
*

*

The only adverse criticism I have of the
Community Singing item is that Mt. Lewis
seemed inclined to forget his unseen choir.
His back was too often to the microphone,
with the result that we missed a lot of his
small -talk. The National Chorus laughed
heartily, but we were often left guessing.
*

EXACT TUNERS

- What a lot of Mozart we are having

lately ! I wish they weren't so prone to do

250 to 2.000 metres.
Thousands o f these tuners are In use, and

things to death. Even the best music must
jar in time.

Oculars and circuits-FREE.

Plum of the Month.

we can strongly recommend them. Np further coils are required. Send P.O. for par -

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.,
Croft Works, Priory street, Coventry.

LOUD SPEAKERS REPAIRED, 4/61
(Blue Spot a Speciality;

5/4

Transformers 4/ -,'Headphone's 4/., all
repairs magnetised free.Tested, guaranteed,,',
and ready for delivery in 24 hours.

Disienunt for Trade.

1932.

Clerkenwell 9069

E. MASON. 44. EAST ROAD. N.1.

I was amused recently to hear a new

gramophone:record described as the " plum
of -the month." The singer was a female.
Not a single word of the song could be heard.

If ever a woman sang with " a plum in her
mouth " she did. I hope the record will be
more, correctly described the next time it is
put on.
Have you noticed an attempt -by vaudeville artistes- to introduce fresh matter into
theitturns ? Clapham and Dwyer, Norman
Long, Claude Hulbert and Enid Trevor, all
had hew -stuff to put over, which, I'm sure,
was appreciated. But their manner was
still the saint: Whereas freshness in matter
is always posesible, freshness in style, it seems
to me, is a different and more difficult pro-

position. Familiarity breeds contempt, and

must wane. In their own interests. I think,
artistes should sometimes retire from the
microphone for a while, after which they
could stage a great come -back.

TECHNICAL
NOTES
Some diverse and informative jottings about interesting aspects of
radio reception.
tBy Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F. Inst.P.

t
1

s

That Extra H.T.
WE all know perfectly well from experience how much the working of a set

is often improved by a little extra
H.T. voltage, or perhaps I should say how
noticeably the performance of the set falls
off if [the H.T. is allowed to drop even a
comparatively small amount from its
rated value.
The last 20 or 30 volts makes a very big
difference, and although, as I say, we are
very conscious of this, we, may not perhaps
stop to think of the reason. It is because
the power output of the set increases much

more rapidly than in proportion to the
anode voltage.

Theoretically, in fact, the power output
varies more rapidly than as the square of
the anode voltage. If it varied according
to the square of the voltage, then an increase

of 10 per cent. in the anode voltage would
produce an increase in the power output of
about 21 per cent.

Actually, as I say, the increase is considerably more than this. An increase of 20 per:cent in the voltage will theoretically
produce an increase of over 50 per cent in
the power output. So you see that there is
all the difference in the world between, say,

90 volts and 120 volts H.T., assuming, of
course,- that the higher voltage is suitable
for the particular case.
" Liveliness."

I am led to these observations because a

few days ago I was operating a receiver
rather below the rated H.T. voltage, and
couldn't seem to get any " life " into it at
all. Eventually I was able tondd 30 volts

extra H.T., which brought it rather above
the rated value, but the liveliness of the set
was then most pronounced.
Of course, the above remarks are based
upon theoretical considerations, and in
practice the addition of an extra percentage
of H.T. voltage will not, in all cases, have
the same effect on the liveliness of the set;
sometimes it will be much more noticeable
than others, but it is always worth trying.
I should add that it is assumed in the fore-

going that the grid bias is increased to

correspond to the increased H.T. voltage
and that the input is also raised M accordance with the new conditions. Merely increasing the H.T. voltage without -increasing

the input or grid bias will not, of course,
give you the desired improvements.
Sharpening the Tuning.

Extra selectivity without much loss of
signal strength can often be obtained by a
very simple little dodge. Generally the
(Continued oti-nest page.)
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ELLTO-CELL.

TECHNICAL NOTES
(Continued from priidous page.)

grid condenser is connected to the - end of
'the coil closest to the anode of the H.F. valve.

LEAKAGE

But if it is disconnected from this point
and connected instead to another point a
little removed froni that end of the coil -,-that is, towards the earth end-so that only
a part of the. tuned circuit is included
between the filament and .grid of the detec,

ELIMINATED

tor, the tuning is often sharpened up quite
considerably. This is due to the. fact that
the damping effect of the detector is
-

reduced.

If. the_ H.F. valve is a screen grid, this
sharpening up of the tuning may result in
-he screen:grid valve circuit being set into
oscillation. If this happens you might try

!using a little lower voltage on the screen, or
aiternatively-(as I mentioned in these Notes
Some tune back) putting a little grid bias on
to

the Screen -grid valve..

Of course, if yOu go too far away from
the anode end of the coil-that is, too near
the earth -L -you will begin.to get appreciable

reduction in signal strength, and the secret
lies in findinci, a position for the tapping
1,,hich will give -you the necessary sharpening

i

I
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up of the tuning without serious depreciation
Of signal strength.

'The Lively.

0.!

.

H.F. in the Speaker.

When the loudspeaker is included in the

set with a frame aerial and the two are very
'close together, as in a portable receiver, it
' _often happens that the H.F. current gets
into the loudspeaker, where it may cause all
!sorts of trouble, such as howling and instability generally. Consequently, it is a good

plan in these cases to connect a small fixed
condenser across the loudspeaker terminals
so as to by-pass the H.F. current.
When, the lotidspeakg is a fair distance
away from the aerial, as in an ordinary set,
it is not so necessary to connect a condenser
1 across. the loudspeaker ; but even in these
cases you will often find it an advantage.
At. any rate, there is no harm in trying it
if you happen to have a suitable fixed coni denser handy, and you will soon see whether
there is any noticeable improvement to the
operation of the set.
Pentode Economy ?

I have several times been asked whether

the pentode valve is really economical as
compared with an ordinary 3 -electrode stage.

There is a prevalent idea that the pentode

1

is an expensive valve to run, more par-

ticularly in regard to anode current.
.
Before 'going into further detail the
[ answer to this question broadly is that the
[pentode, the modern version, is no more

Above you see

hmv the current
can creep along
the smooth un-

broken top of the
old -type H.T. Accumulator. Cont

pare with it the

separate air -

are now provided

Air -spaced Accumulators definitely end electrical
leakage, and' give your Set the

ary wander plugs
for tappings.

vital power it -needs.

spaced cells of the'

Lively

Lively' 0 ' (right).
Note also that ad-

ditional means
for using ordin-

MADE IN TWO
SIZES :

TYPE HT Standard so -volt Unit

(2,750 Milliamps)
Each,

56

TYPE LHT
Extra Large
capacity so -volt
Unit (5,500
amps)

Each

!

69

expensive to run than a corresponding

01d -fashioned smooth -top

pocket and your Set.

H.T. Accumulators rob your
Electrical leakage can creep along

their unbroken tops, causing serious waste-stealing
away power for which you have paid-whether you are using
them or not.
The cells of the Lively'0' H.T. Accumulator are separated
by air-gaps-thus electrical leakage is definitely eliminated.
Arid the power stored up is available for working your Set.
Therefore the Lively. 0 ' H.T. Accumulator needs less
recharging --costs less to use, and supplies your Receiver -with
the smooth abundance of H.T. current that is essential for
good reception. Your Dealer stocks the Lively 0'.

Ame

3 -electrode stage and, in fact, in some
cases, is actually more economical. The

only thing about the pentode is that it

requires special output circuits to get the
hest results as regards quality.

Apart from that, it is particularly sen-

sitive to a relatively small input and
reqUires less volts to drive it than the
corresponding triode. On the other hand,
of course, the 3 -electrode valve is cheaper

in the first instance, and you can take
more liberties with it in the sense that it
gives perhaps better quality under ordinary
conditions.
(Continued on next page.)

Oldham & Son, Ltd..
Denton,

Manchester,

and at Loneloii, Glasand
gow,
Belfast
Dublin.
.Matters of
Dry Batteries ' and
Accumulators.
tablisked 1865.

1,4

Es

Con-

tractors to British and
Foreign Governments,
Railway Companies,
eta

MAD
MADE

H.T. ACCUMULATOR
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TECHNICAL NOTES

BUY BRITISH GOVERNMENT BARGAINS.
ALL FIRST-CLASS GOODS.
At a time when prices are increasing we are able to
offer. LOWER PRICES THAN EVER.

,(0,onlinned from previous page.)

Power Ratingv

The reason is that we have made a big purchase
from the Air Ministry of the: contents of an Air Force Depot.
Some of this useful apparatus is listed below, for
others see special Bargain Sale List, post free.

The pentode valve corresponds to +he
screen -grid valve for high -frequency ampli-

more sensitive than the ordinary 3 -electrode

valve in the sense that for a given output

fitted plug panel 9 -way for short to long waves, inductance calibrated 50 to 330 mics. Sharpens tuning on

it requires a smaller input.
For instance, for an output of, say,
watt with an ordinary 2 -volt valve in the
last stage, a grid swing of 20 volts or more
may be necessary, .while with a pentode the
grid swing will be probably less -than half

any aerial, or used indoors alone;if, There are 2 huge
Revolving Frame Tuned Aerials for ground station

direction work. Suit college or lab., 70/, Vacuum
Aerial Lightning Protectors. Small and neat, fix outside
or in. Safe_ and self -setting. One, should he at any
receiver, 1/6 only.
R.A.F. Aero 3 -VALVE RECEIVERS with remote control. All in portable cabinet, 27/6. NavalLong-Range
_ Tf 3 -valve Receivers, 150-2,500 metre -s, are a fine- job.

that amount. The pentode valve has a
relatively. high A.C. resistance, ,often as

Size 9 x 9 x 61 in., only 30/, A number of other
Coine and see. AIRCRAFT RE.
CEIVER, R.A.F. 5 -valve No. 10, with Valves, only,£3.
Receive.rs cheap.

_

much as 40,000 to ,50.000 Ohms although
some recent types of pentode have an A.C.
resistance not more than 20,000 ohms.

WESTERN 7-v. Superhets W.E., with valves, £6.
SuOerhet R.L. 6-v. with valves,' £5 10s. Long range
guaranteed, Batts. extra. FelloWs' 3-v. L.G. with
valves, 35/, 'Fellows: 4-v. L,G. with valves 55/-. All
in fine cabinets. W.D. Mark III Tuners, few only,

This means that the pentode tends to

over -emphasise the upper audio frequencies,

19/6. 2-v. Ediswan, Marconi and T.M.C. with valves,

G.E.C., Victor III, £3, with valves. Ediswan

which gives to the reproduction a rather

AMPLIFIERS. 2-y. W.E., with valves, 22/, M. III 3-v.,
25/. ; with valves, 35/0. D.C. Mains Amplifiers,i3 10s.
WAVE0METERS. In neat

high-pitched quality sometimes described as
" tinny." As I mentioned in these Notes"
a little' time hack this effect, whether

351.-

S.G.3., £7 10s.

mahogany case.

Cost R.A.F.

with a pentode valve or any other, can be
largely overcome by means of a tone cOntrot consisting of a condenser and -a fairly
high resistance in series with it, the whole
arrangement being connected across the

£10. For correcting your receiver, as Interference Trap or

Reception strength tests. Service
types N.M.T., 190 to 3,000
metres, 70/, Soiled Forward,

Townsend. Pahl & Silvertown.

Offered at 25/. to clear.
dyne 1-valvers, Mark

Hetero.
Wave.

loudspeaker.

IR In the case in question the resistance
may be, say, 15,000 ohms and the edit,

'
meters, 30/,
COMPASSES. Pocket size.
Neat. Just the thing for direr-

denser 0.01 microfarad: This has the
effect of selectively short-circuiting the
higher frequencies more than the lower ones,
and so tends to counteract the over-

tion or frame aerials and portable
3 in. Military Compasses, 3/-.
VALVES, LARGE TRANSMITTING. 250watts for
up to 1,500 volts. Make fine power amplifier valves for
big volume. Cost £8. Sale, 25/, A few -need .new
fira'reeats, 5/. each. Mullard high -power valve , -561,
40 -watt -Osrarn trans._ or_ power only; 9/6. sCossor
Rectifiers, leo rn/a., Snip at 3/6. sets. Sale, at..

,ernpliasis of the higher frequencies.

UNUSED WECO VAL'VES., The famous Western
Electric Midget Peanuts. Work on one volt at amp.
An 816 valve for 4/.. POWER AMPLIFR VALVES
same make foi big volume and 200 milliwatts output
6 volts -13 amps. Cut to 4/6.
TAPPING KEYS. Here we can offer you a fine selection
of Morse and testing, new Tappers from 6d. R.A.F. 51

at 6/-.

Brown's, 716.

Anode Current.

As regards anode current; there is really
little to choose between a modern pentode

and a 3 -electrode valve, in fact in some
cases the latter will actually take more
anode current than the pentode. Another
important point is that comparatively
recently pentodes have been made With a

Combination key:a:rid 3 -way

switch, 7/, Buzzer Practice Sets, with buzzer and key
on panel, standard, 8/6. Special heavy type, 10/-. Push
keys, 6d.

BUZZERS. Tiny Townsend Wave -meter Buzzers, high
note, 3/6 each. Power Buzzers, 4/6. Smaller type, 2/-.

CONDENSERS. 2 rill.' -Sterling and T.C.C.

small output of about 1 watt, whereas

500

originally the pentode output was much
more than this. It follows from all this

volts, 1/6 each, for smoothing. Full,Guarantee. 8 mfd.,
5/6 ; 10 mfd., 10/6. 1,500 volts f mfd., 4/6. Variable
'0005 mfd enclosed type panel, 2/67'

CHOKES. Big Parmeko heavy duty, .1 amp. Chokes,
15/s. B.T.H. Midlap, 12/6. Radiogram, screened type,
10/-. Igranic Chokes, 8/6. Varley,.double wound, 416.
ELECTRIC BELLS. G.P.O. Circular, 2/-. Outdoor, 1/6.
Large Ironclad Bells, 6/-. Single Stroke Signal Bells, 5/-.

PARCEL BARGAINS. As we are dismantling, much
apparatus, 9 lb. Parcels of Radio Experimenters useful

Sundries, terminals, panels and fittings, holders, chokes,
magnets, switches, wire, etc., etc. 7 lb. parcel for 5/-.
10

7/-.

ARC LAMPS. 5 -movement Searchlight type, 10 to 100

amps. 50/, A complete Movie Theatre, full-sized

Film Projector by Gaumont, with motor and spools, as
new. Bargain, £8 10s.
DYNAMOS. About 2 tons of all types and sizes. -Given
away Bargain in H.T. for 22/6.

-

that while consuming only about the same
'anode current as the corresponding .3 electrode valve the pentode, will give the
same power with only a half or one-third of
the input.
One way of expressing ,it is .to say that it
makes better use " of the power which
it draws from the battery. As I have said
before, however, the pentode must always
be considered in relation to suitable output
circuits and proper operating conditions.

DOUBLE OUTPUT

Useful Data Wanted.

D.C. 6
GENERATOR.
to .12 -volts L.T. at 5 amps..

Those who are More experienced in the

and 200-500 volts, IOU to/a.in
inter

complete with H.T. smoothing unit (B.T.14. and G.E.C.
Mackie). Only 22/6 to clear.

D.C. DYNAMOS. This is
the star lot. 12 -volt Lucas
for chaYging 6 to 12 volts.
8 amps liall-bearire, ends
Fitted Auto Cut-out. Cost £1 0. Sale, 17/6.:.40 at -6's.
10 v. 15 10s. 4 amps. 100 v., £3. 10 amps, 100- v.
£6
20 am ps. 100,v., £7,10s. 30 amps 100 v ;£12;
AC. Generators. 500 cycle , Alte ator, 20.aMps.
10 v., £3 10s. Double Type, 5s00 Cycles W. 100 v. 3
amps. A.C. 70 v. 3 amps. D.C. £5 10s.
etc.

Bargain hunter 'should send addressed envelope at
once for new Sale List just printed. It is impossible
to 'repeat these' -goods.

'ELECT RADIX RADIOS,

21 8, Upper Thames St., Lo'adoni-E.C.4
.'

Telephone : CITY 0191.

"h1ORCO"
CABINETS FOR THE
TELSEN

fication, and may be described as a low frequency version of the S.G. It is much

MARCONI STATION SELECTOR or Wavetrap for
cutting -out interference. Fine set, 15/,
FRAME AERIALS, in teak case, 81 in. x 81 in. x 2 in.,

.

of
relationvalve

curves will be

accustomed to the, type of curve showing
the relationship between anode volts and
anode current for different values of the
grid voltage: These curves are of little use

TRIPLE THREE
AND THE TELSEN

VICTOR THREE
THE " METROPOLIS "

CABINET" No.

1102.

In medium colour Fumed
Oak finish with Ebonised
feet and well -designed
N,ignette. Baseboard
supplied.
PRICE 10/ Every Cabinet has a detachable. bac and is mounted

on Rubber Feet.

CASH OR C.O.D. ORDER FORM.

To -::R. MORTON & CO. LTD
MAPPIN BUILDINGS, NORFOLK ST,

SHEFFIELD.
No. 1102

Platte despatch to me
for
for which{ I enclose
pat/

deiiri,)-

ADDRESS
ENGINEERS ! Here is a straightforward proposition.

Will you give us the chance to prove that you can
earn £300, £400, £500 per year and snore ? It will
cost you nothing to investigate, and you are bound
to benefit. A postcard will bring our 200 -page

Hand -Book, "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES,"
which outlines many, unusual chances of well -paid,
permanent, and pensionable employment. Among
other things, the hook also contains details of
A.M.I.Mech.E., I.E.E., B.Sc., Matric., G.P.O., etc.,

Exams, and outlines Home -Study Courses in all
branches of Elec., Mech., Motor, Aero, Radio and
Talkie Engineering, Building, etc. You owe it to
yourself to read our enlightening hand -book -Free
of obligation. Send for it to -day, stating branch of
most interest.
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENCINEERINC TECHNOLOCY,

401, Shakespeare House, B9:31, Oxford Street, London
INVENTORS 'Your ideas may be worth royalties if
submitted to manufacturers -but apply
for your PATENT first . Write f or my FREE -INVENTORS'
POCKETBOOK" explaining how to patent inrenticns.
Submit particulars in confidence for free expert advice.
EDWIN P.AXE,A.1.11.E., 27, Chancery Lane,London

TONAX
is the Cone Adaptor that completely eliminates all ' chatter '
and rattle' ; vastly improves
tone and volume. It grips
securely the reed of any unit ;
makes a snug fitting with any
type of cone.

Single Cone Type -

1,' -

Double Cone Type

t9 the ordinary person, but they help us

' As regards the amount of undistorted

IMPROVED CONE ADAPTOR

output, this may be subject to a good deal
of difference of opinion, which explains
it difficult to placewhy the makers
any -very precise value upon it.,

t(Contintled on next page.)

d.

NAME

1/6
Three chucks, linen, felt and
both deep and standard metal
washers in every carton, also
full instructions.

with regard to the impedanee of the loud speaker to work with the valve under the
conditions in question.

1932.

Ask for 1932 model.

TONAX

From all dealers. or
direct. Post ad. extra.

Garralt Stores (Dept. P), 193, Garratt L,anc, S

.18

PLEASE be sure to mention ".Pclriular Wirelike'
when communicating with Advert!sers. Thanks!
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TECHNICAL NOTES
(Continued from pre.bio-u3 page.)

figures or Curves ?

It has often been suggested- that instead

5 supplying curves with: the valves which,

r all, a great many users do not bother
*th, it would be better to supply, figures.
Yr instance, if the impedanee of the loudieaker, for getting the best results with the
11\ e, were stated, this would be a great
-lp then we might also have the figure

4. the output (under stated conditions)
f b6 expected with this loudspeaker. Of
'arse, the power output required froni the

lve depends upon the type of speaker

m intend to use and again it depends for
given speaker on how much volume you

BULGIN THERMAL DELAY SWITCHES (Patents Pending)
were assured of outstanding success upon their introduction at
Olympia. Thousands of technical experts immediately recognised our new contribution to "Safer Radio." If you are still
switching on your H.T. and L.T. simultaneously; send at once

ant.
alve Improvements.

Someone has been writing to me to say
'iat there is really nothing new in screen lid and pentode valves, as 4 -electrode
grid)

valves . have been known

for full details of this novel invention. -It is a necessity on

every mains -operated set, A.C. or D.C., and can be incorporated
in ten minutes as shown above.

for

Send Jon our :5 -pp. Illustrated Catalogue and Manual.

ars, and it, is onlY a small variation

Enclose 2d. postage.

add further grids.

This is perfectly true, and I do- not

iink anybody pretends that there .is

aything fundamentally new in either the

It really
solves itself into a question of design,
td of ' making valves suitable for par-

I'freen-grid or the pentode.

eular purposes.

%Choice

I suppose it is true' to say in wireless,
in so many other things, that there is
ally nothing new under the sun, every -

I mething already known.

In the old

valve the second grid was
troduced in order to get rid of the adverse
fects of the so-called " space -charge."

1electrode

The screen -grid, although utilising the -

me electrodes, Works on a somewhat

5;ifierent principle, and we all know what
i'-i enormous change it has brought about
the, possibilities

15

Telephones :

London Showrooms: 9,

apparently a variation: of

[dug being

of what you might

The pentode has done the same thing
.1.;

us on the

low -frequency side, and

its accounts for the fact that the majority

sets -to-day=or even non-

t, p, portable

ortable sets, for. -that matter,

where

e greatest use has to be made of the

Minium number of valves-consist of
nee -valve circuits using screen -grid for
,r,,Y. and pentode for L.f,
,

.

1,or Super -hots.

The super -heterodyne set has another

'ype of " twin -grid " valve specially de,igned for cases where the first valve
'as to

act both as oscillator and first

tector. - This is sometimes, done for the
ke of economy in valves.
As you knew, the screen -grid valve may

metirnes be used in this position, one of
e grids of the. S.G. valve being. used for

he oscillator and the other one for the

E-

supply' all good qualitY Radio Receivers, E

As it is not, however, specially designed
the purpose, it is rather stretching
:things to use it in this way ; but the twinvalve, specially

for .the
Impose, does the job perfectly well.'
This is all the more important since
; rid

designed

J

here is no doubt that the super -heterodyne

rapidly coming back into popularity,
lid so it looks as though we have here

;'s

rnother big - opening for a still further
;7ari:int of the 4 -electrode principle.

--

-

TT
TT - Components and Accessories on deferred =

= terms.

We carry adequate stocks and can give E
E= PROMPT DELIVERY.
.

= NEW CELESTION MOVING -COIL PERM =

= MAGNET UNIT, with Transformer. Cash =
Or 51- wi.t.h order and 9 monthly payments of 5/3.

12 EXIDE W.H. HIGH-TENSION ACCU-

=

MULATORS (120 volts, 5,000 mla.).
=
Large capacity type: Cash Price o. £3 15 0 E

with order and 11 monthly PayMents of 7/-.
= OrCarriage
charged on all orders from Scotland. =

- LOUD- ==
= N.B. PARRAND INDUCTORreproduction
= SPEAKER UNIT.-Quality
of
almost equal to a moving -coil speaker: Oasis =
=

= Or 5/6 with order and 11 Monthly payments of 6/6. =

= SET 01' 3 VALVES. S.G., Det. and Power, =
= Mallard or COssor. Oasis Price £1 19 0 =
= Or 6/ -with order and 7 monthly payments of 5/4. =
= NEW BLUE SPOT 66R UNIT. The finest
balanced armature movement on the market, =._
E complete with large Cone and Chassis. Cash
= Or 51 -'with order and io monthly payments of 5/., =
= NEW HEAYBERD A.C. -ELIMINATOR E
KIT C.150. Complete kit of parts for building. =
an H.T. Eliminator, including steel Case. Out- =
Put 25 in/a.,' 150 volts. 3 H.T. tappings, site =

-= Or variable.
Cash Price
.E3 16 0 =
6/6 with order and 11 monthly payMehts of 71-.
...

'

Send tint of requirements. and quotations Will he =
E sent by return. Price. List FREE on request. E

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO.
11, OAT LANE,
NOBLE STREET, LONDON, T.C.2 E

Fr:

TELEPHONE: National 1977.

Puzzles are reproduced in' the Daily
Neither
too hard nor too easy, they possess that
5o

Telegraph Crossword Puzzle Book.

leavening of wit and humour that has brought
a world-wide reputation to the Daily
Telegraph Crossword.

At all Newsagents - - 2/6
or they can be sent to any address for 2110

each (post paid), by the Publisher of the

aitg Zeltgrapt
WET H.T. BATTERIES Th

It pays you to ask your Retailer for

Solve all H.T. Troubles.

genuine guaranteed

SELF -CHARGING,

SILENT,

ECONOMICAL

JARS (waxed), 2f" X if sq. 1/3 doz.
STEM, new type 10d. doz. Sacs 1/2 doz.
Sample doz. (18 volts), complete with
bands and electrolyte, 4)1, post 9d.
Sample unit, 6d. Illus. booklet free,

WAVEMASTER
Variable Condensers and Extensers

Bargain list free.
P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road

for all the latest circuits
CONDENSER CO..
LTD.,
42. Hatton
Garden, Loudon, E.C.1.

AMPLIFIERS, 30)-. S -valve set, £5.

WEBB

APIPRLEILCEAsTsl N S

For Crossword Enthusiasts

FLEET STREET, LONDON, E,C.4.

fmrposes of rectification.
"or

Grangewood 3266 & 3267.

10, 11, Cursitor St., Chancery Lane, E.C.4.
Telephone: Holborn 2072

EASY TERMS

idl " compact " high -frequency amplificaon.

of &ilia/

A. F. BULGIN & CO. LTD.. Abbey Road, Barkinx, Essex.

STOCKWELL.

for

LONDON

in,Ads,er; P O P U L A 811.

beAdvertisingade theSpaceole Advertising

Agents
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TESTING YOUR SET

INDELIBLE

t

LETTERINGS

TF your new set refuses to- work, or your old ,one suddenly goes wrong, you will

By H. A. RAMPTON.

MAKE YOU

UNi

trace the fault easier and quicker by
testing each stage separately. The first
thing to do is to make sure that the trouble
is not caused by the batteriesbeing run
down, by a faulty earth or aerial, a dud valve
or speaker, or faulty leads.

You will probably have verified all this.
How does one set about testing 0, stage by .
itself ? It is very simple, and once you have
learnt the small alterations to try, you will
be amazed at the ease with -which you can

isolate a fault. When the search has been

narrowed down to one valve and its
associated components, it is often pos:

sible to guess the culprit within a very

BELLING
-LEE
FOR EVERY RADIO

CONNECTION

Advertisement of Belling & Lee, Limited, QueeOzen;),

Works, Ponders End, Middlesex.

TUNE IN TO " R.T.I. (Gt. Br.)"

it you want to earn more money in radio. We.can
Train You at Home for Well Paid sobs Radio and
Talkie Engineering. R.T.I. training in
is complete,
up-to-date and practical-no text -books.

Get Your Copy of " Progress," the R.T.I. booklet
containing full particulars, fees, employment form,
etc., FREE. SEND NOW.
'
'

RADIO TRAINING INSTITUTE OF GT. BRITAIN,
10, Union Buildings, St. John St.,Newoastle-on-Tyne.
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' Incidentally, in looking over a- friend's

set the other day I- traced tha trouble to a
cheap- H.F. choke. Remember always to
use a good component of Well-known make
in,thia position as it is vitally important.
Try Telephones.

:If, with the aerial in its new, position, the
set works satisfactorily, you will probably
find that the first tuned circuit does not
function properly or else the S.G. valve is
not receiving its. correct voltages.
If the set still refuses to work, connect a
pair of telephones or the loudspeaker across
one of the L.F. coupling components. If
you have maina-drive, it is best to connect a
condenser in series with each telephone
lead; the value for -testing is unimportant,
but may be abbut 1 to 2 mfd. With a
leudspeaker this precaution is not necessary.
In the present ease, if the set-now worked,
we .Might assume a burnt -out transformer
primary, wrong voltages or none at all on

the power valve, bad connections, or a

CO'
vlS°
aot
P/16.9"*"

de sk%°P

few moments.
As an illustration, let us take the case of a
typical four-valver in which the first valve
is an S.G., choke -fed to a grid detector. This
is resistance -coupled -to an L.F. stage which
is in its turn coupled by a transformer to the
output power -valve. The detector is de coupled. This is, in parts, probably very
Similar to your own set.
If you have a high -frequency stage, the
first thing that should be tried is transferring the aerial from its connection on the
aerial coil to the-intervalve coil. This cuts
out tine first stage.

6"

Q0661%

faulty or reversed bias battery.
If you connect a Milliammeter in the
anode lead of the power valve incorrect bias
.will show up in excessive H.T. current.
The next position ter the 'phones is across
the coupling resistance (this might be the
primary of a -second transformer in your

set) in the anode of the detector valve.

Don't make a rnistaka and connect it
across the

decoupling resistance as it
would then be impossible to receive any

. sort of signals.

In the correct position, and with the

THE PICTURE'PAPER WITH THE

MOST NEWS

SUNDAY GRAPHIC
and Sunday News

_aerial 'el:inflected to the intervalve coil (the
aerial coil in a det. L.F. set), the set should

:Work: Any fault must now lie in the detector or its associated components. Suspect the grid leak first ; or it might -be a
broken decoupling resistance, a bad connection,,or wrong volts cs.

EELEX
SHORT-WAVE
CONVERTOR
Are you able to receive the ultra short-wave
stations with your existing set? No? Then you
should not fail to investigate the Eelex Short -Wave
Convertor. This remarkable invention converts your
present set into an.all-station receiver, giving you the
chOice of a wide range of programmes on the 16-10
metre band. An additional coil for the 140-190 metre
band is available at 5/- extra.
PRICE
ALL `I\ IAINS MODEL 85/.
601 -Have you read the two -page report in " Wireless World'
Aug.!, 1831.

Write for list Al!.

War J. J. EASTION & SONS,

BELEM HOUSE,111Bunhill Row, London,E.C.1
'Phone: Metropolitan 0314,4, 6.

-EASY PAYMENTS

"There's no place like HOLMES."
The first firm to supply Wireless parts on easy

Seven years advertiser in " Popular
Thousands of satisfied customers.
Monthly
Deposit_ Payments
TELSEN VICTOR 3 KIT 39/6
5/5
7 of 5/5
COSSOR KIT
16/15
10/- 11 of 12/8
OSRAM KIT
.
110/15
19/6 11 of 19/8
METEOR 3 KIT
. 13/15
6/10 I I -of 6/10
EXIDE H.T. Accum., I20v.
6/.
9iof 6/8
15,1Wmentr...

Wireless.. "

BLUE SPOT 66R &

CHASSIS
.
BLUE SPOT 100 U
AMPLION M.C.6

CELEST ION
Speaker

.

92/2/6
39/8
67/6
M.C.
-

-

47/6

EKCO Eliminator A.C.I8 67/-

5/6
5/8
7/5

9 of 4/6
7 of 5/4
9 of 7/5

5/3
7/5

9 of 5/3
9 of 7/5

New Goods Obtained for Every Order.

Send us a list of the parts you require and the payments that will suit your convenience, and we will
send you a definite quotation. Anything Wireless.

H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,
Great Portland Street, London, W.1.
'Phone: Museum 1414.

BUY BRITISH !

A101.111,

The "TONIC " Self -Generating Trickle Charger KIT enables everybody to keep

their 2 -Volt L.T. Accumulators fully
charged at home. Ideal for remote places.
OBTAINABLE ONLY FROM MAKER.

Price 7/- each. Postage 9d.

WILLIAMS. Netherend. Cradle
14(114.11"

Birmin ham.

,CARIEt it 1,4 F2. 'Jr

The " Ashley," 36' high, 214 snide,
14" deep, with hand -carved paw feet
and 1,, hinged top. Vignette cut to
suit tout rut knobs of set. or 14' x 6'
oval, as shown. Speaker chamber 18'
square, -fitted with 7 -ply 'sob -baffle
Hole cut to suit type of speaker used.
1,
3reouic.h
grusilthebdackmefathoNgniatLhy aorrt
wai
nut finish.
Illusfraled hats ol 6NRCieth(*ineis tree.

H. K AY. Cabinet ntnuuraoturer.

Mount Pleasant Rd., London. N.17.
'Plume

waltfitunstow 1626,

PLEASE be sure to mention "Popular wireless"
when, communicating with Advertisers. Thanks!
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Both These Lovely

ART PANE ,S

FREE

To -day

zvith No. 2 of

FILM PICTORIAL
The New Super Paper of the Films

I owe!'

NFAV Super raper of the
Earns printed throughout in

with special
PAGES IN- -COLOUR.

Photogravure

FILM PICTORIAL is a paper for everyone who likes films. It's new, it's up-tothe-minute, it's lively, entertaining and
informative, and no paper at the price has
ever been more artistically produced or
more beautifully printed. It's a joy to

the eye and a joy to read. Here are a,
few of the special features in No. 2not to mention the wonderful double gift.

EDGAR WALLACE

Another, gripping instalment of the famous
author's Hollywood Diary

Why Bid Adolphe

Menjou Leave Hollywood
replies to,

Joan

Crawford

Adolphe, in an exclusive article,
the rumour -makers and reveals the truth

about himself.

SFYMOUR HICKS
" Studios frighten me" declares
-the -inimitable-Seymour, actor
awl writer as well.

Pictorial

Buy your copy to-day-with TWO FREE GIFTS 2d.

P'1

'

xarch 5th, Loa :4

'

SUPERLATIVES are the only possible adjectives in describing this wonderful BLUE
SPOT Loudspeaker Unit.
Nothing like it has ever been heard before. It is thy
nearest to natural that science has ever produced.
Speech, music and song are made living realities,
full of colour and personality-the real thing at last.

This amazing inductor type speaker is as good as
the most expensive dynamic speakers and costs but
a fraction of their price.

It is the best of all speakers

Price complete mounted
to chassis

3916

for use with any of the popular Kit Sets. Hear one and

you will have nothing else.
Ask for Catalogue No.

P.W. 29U
BRITISH MADE THROUGHOUT
IF YOU WANT A CABINET SPEAKER
with the famous xooU unit, the model illustrated
in a handsome cabinet of solid oak is just what
you need.
Ask for Catalogue No. P.W. 29S.

Price
complete

6310
MARK immimmins

TRADE

1111

EMI fI CZ CORtIPANY CUD

BLUE SPOT HOUSE 01/96 ROSOMAN STREET ROSEBERY AVENUE
LONDON E C I
Telephone : Clerkenwel/ 3570.
Grams :

Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and

" Bluospot, Wing, London."

North Wales :-H. C. RAWSON (Sheffield and London), LTD., 100 London Road, Sheffield;
22 St. Mary's Parsonage, Manchester; 183 George Street,
Glasgow.

Hutcheonad

Printed and, published every Thursday by the Proprietors, The
Amalgamated Press, Ltd., The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street,'London, E.C.4. Advertisement'
Office* : Messrs. John H. Lilt, Ltd., Ludgate Circus, London,
(Telephone : City 7261), Registered as a newspaper for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post.
Subscription Rates : Inland and Canada, 17/4 per annum ; 8/8E.C.4
for six months.' Abroad (6xcept.Canada),
19/6 per tnmum; 9/9 for six Months, Sole Agentti fOr A ostrAlla
mitt' Nev Zealand ; Messrs. Gordon cf; COWL Ltd. ; and for South Africa
: Central News Agency, Ltd.
'

Saturday, March 5th, 19'12,

S.S.
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No. 510.

Every Thursday

PRICE

3d.

Ire less
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To Past, Present and Prospective Advertisers :-

FIGURES OF WHICH WE ARE PROUD
During the month of FEBRUARY
P.W." carried over 164 pages
of paid advertising in addition to
FIVE ADVT. PAGES in FREE BOOK-" 501 Radii© Questions Answered "
-and ADVERTISER'S BLUE PRINT INSET througli:ut FEB. 20 issue

Our SALES for FEB. 20

Our SALES for FEB. 13

EXCEEDED

EXCEEDED

25 ,000 294,000

We greatly appreciate the following unsolicited testimony to the pulling power of "P. W. "
LTD.
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REMEMBER!
"POPULAR WIRELESS" HAS THE LARGEST RADIO CIRCULATION
IN THE WORLD. -THEREFORE GIVES BEST ADVERTISING VALUE.
4dvertisement Department, JOHN H. LILE, LTD., 4, Ludgate Circus, E.C.4. 'Phone:

CITY 7261
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BUY YOUR KIT FROM US

C.O.D.

.

'ISH

...FAMOUS FOR RADIO SINCE 1919

H. P.

Any parts for Kits advertised in this Page supplied separately. If order value over 10,1- sent carriage paid or C ,O.D . Post charges paid.

TELSEN TRIPLE 3

KIT -BITS

O BASIC KIT

Selected Components

Sets described in Telsen Radio-Mag.
parts
exactly as advertised by Telsen
and sold in Sealed Pilot-Telsen
Kit Carton. Less valves, panel,
baseboard, terminal strip, connecting, wire and screws.
Comprising

Kit

of

CASH or C.O.D.

or 7 monthly payments of

2'6
8/3

* PILOT TELSEN FULL

KIT

co uprising Basic Kit as advertised by Telsen, with panel,
baseboard, terminal strip, wire,
screws and flex as above.

CASH or C 0 D.
SPECIAL PETO-SCOTT COIL

EASYWAY:

OFFER FOR COSMIC SETS

Valves as spee'fied,

Blueprin t.

12'6

C.O.D.

TELSEN SHORT

WAVE THREE.

BASIC KIT.
As described in Telsen Radio-

WAVE ADAPTER.

BASIC KIT. As described in Telsen Radiomag. All components

All components
exactly as specified by
Telsen, less panel, baseboard, terminal strip,
connecting wire and
mag.

screws.

Cash or C.O.D.

42/3

or 8 monthly payments
of 5110.

FULL KIT. Comprising
Basic Kit as above with
panel, baseboard, ter-

minal strip, connecting
wires, screws and flex.
Cash or

C.O.D. 44/
or 8 monthly payments
of 6/2.
COSSOR ALL -ELEC-

TRIC MELODY MAKER

exactly as specified by

Telsen, less panel, baseboard, -terminal strip,
connecting wires and

screws. Cash or
G.O.D.

With
Valves and Cab- 1813
inet.
CASH order
PRICE, £9 19 6.

Balance in 11 monthly
payments of 18:3.

nA19

(only) L'1.1

FULL'101% Comprising

Basic Hit as above with

panel, baseboard, terminal strip, connecting
wires, screws and flex.
Cash or

C.O.D. (only).

27,6

COSSOR EMPIRE
MELODY MAKER 234.

(Type 235). For
A .C. mai ns. With

MODERATOR COIL

With valves
and cabinet.

With

CASH PRICE,

Moderator

is reislereil.

and cabinet.

:CASH PRICE,
" £3 15 0.

6/11
order

Balance in 11 monthly
payments of 6/11.

CYLDON E xtenser, with disc drive slow
motion, Type Ex.5
Set of " Cosmic " Coils,

comprising Dual
Range, Short Wave and Moderator Coils

Set of Specified Valves

£1

Cabinet as specified ..

r ReadiRad Duotune Extenscr

..

V.3 RADIO FOR THE

MILLION. Screen -grid,
Detector
and With
Power.
With

valves, less caCASH

PRICE, £5 17 6.

6

12
10
17

6
6

£1

order

Balance in 11 monthly
payments of 10/10.

less calves and cabinet.

3.

With coils,

CASH PRICE, 41

19

Balance in 7 monthly payments of 5/6.

6.

With

516
order

CASH or C.O.D. £5 : 0 : 6
EASYWAY :
12 monthly payments of 9 3

CASH or C.O.D.

CASH

Factory wired and assembled from specified components. Broadcast tested. CompliAe
with valves and cabinet and imlud-

EASYWAY :
12 monthly payments of 81Valves as specified,
£1 : 10 : 6

COSMIC III STAR FINISHED INSTRUMENT
Factory wired arid assembled from specified 1:011)1)Qnents. Broadcast tested. Complete

.

0

87'6

C.O.D.

GNSis

or 21/- down and 11 monthly payments of 12/6

eluding royalties. CASH or C.O.D. X

IN:s valves and

cabinet.

COSMIC III FINISHED INSTRUMENT

7

£5 : 18 : 0

EASYWAY :
12 monthly payments of 10,10

KIT A.. Author's Kit,

17

CASH or C.O.D.

value -

10

Cabinet, 17/6.

KIT " B "

0

or 25/- down and 11 monthly payments of 13/6

Author's Nit, with valves but less cabinet
for " Cosmic " Sets.

RECOMMENDEO ACCESSORIES
FOR COSMIC SETS

EASYWAY:
12 monthly payments of 10:10

CASH or C.O.D.

Drydex 120 v. H.T. Battery
24 (Triple Capacity Type)
Drydex 9 v. G.B. Battery 1Exide 2 v. 30 60 L.T. Accumulator
11' Blue Spot 100 U. Unit and Chassis £1-19-6
Ultra Imp Permanent Magnet Speaker £2-15-0
'

; FORM() ECONOIVIY

KIT "B"
Author's Hit, with valves but lee> cabinet

66

ing royalties.

6

COSMIC III STAR

18
12

Cabinet-to specification

£1 : 10 :

Cabinet, 17/6.

cabinet.

16

COSMIC III STAR
Set of " Cosmic " Coils as specified
Set of specified Valves
..

12 monthly payments of 6/5

KIT
"C"
Author's Kit complete with

COSMIC III

101

£6 15 0
order
Balance in 11 monthly
payments of 12/6.

binet.

29

Sent Post Free

with valves and cabinet and in- p8
READI-RAD METEOR
t3. Less valves With

216

Coil

Author's Kit,
less valves and
cabinet.

70

orders over 101 -

CASH or

TELSEN SHORT

CASH

comprising Reto-Scott Dual As solely speilitied in both Range Coil, Peto-Scott Short Cosmic Sets. Soundly maele
Wave Coil and Peto-Scott in our up-to-date Coil windModerator Coil. Officially ing, department. The design
approved and made to lit the of the Pew -Scott

8 monthly payments of7/6

A

KIT

You pay the postman. We pay post charges on all

Complete set of Cosmic Coils

CASH or C.O.D.

or

COSMIC III

ALWAYS FIRST -ESTABLISHED 1919

£5 : 18 : 0

KIT "C"
Author's Kit, complete with valves and

cabinet.

CASH or C.O.D.

£6 : 15 : 6

EASYWAY :
12 monthly payments of 12,5

Messrs. PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD., 77, City Rd., London, E.C.1
Please send me 0.0.0./CASH,H.P. :

for which I enclose

d.

CASH/H.P. Deposit.

NAM'
A DDItES

CO. LTO.

77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.Y. Telephone: Clerkenwell 9406-7-8.

F.W. /2 3-32.

62, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.2. Telephone: Chancery

8266

1522
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" We're Fluxite and
Solder, the reliable pair,
Famous for Solder.

ing-known
everywhere !

So don't dabble

with Wireless and
mess up your set,
Let US join the con-

nections - t hen
PERFECTION
you'll get !

See that Fluxite sand Solder are always by you - in the house, garage,
workshop-anywhere where simple, speedy soldering is needed. They
cost se little, but will make scores of everyday articles last years longer !
For Pots, Pans, Silver, and Brassware RADIO ; odd Yobs in the garage
-there's always something useful for 'Fluxite and Solder to do.
All Hardware and Ironmongery
ANOTHER USE FOR FLUXITE
Stores sell Fluxite in tins, 8d.,
Hardening Tcols and Case Hardening.
114 and 218.

Ask for Leaflet on improved method.

NEW " JUNIOR" SIZE, 4d. per tin.

FLUXITE SOLDERING SET
Simple to use and lasts for years in constant

Contains special small space soldering
iron with non -heating metal handle: pocket blow
use.

lamp, Fluxite, Solder, etc.,..and full instruction

COMPLETE, '7/6, or LAMP only, 2/6

FLUXITE LTD.
(Dept. 324),
ROTHERHITHE, S.E. 16

-11

ALL MECHANICS WILL

HAVE

FLUXITE

IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

ER,

(REF. 1...f.1.6)
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LEWCOS RADIO PRODUCTS FOR BETTER RECEPTION
THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITED

CHURCH ROAD, LEYTON LONDON, E,IO

V Ps

ON ONE

There is no instrument like it.
You must have one to secure

best reception.

Your radio or Electrical Dealer
can supply. If any difficulty,
write : PIFCO LTD., HIGH ST.,

Tests everything in your Set !

MANCHESTE R.

1523
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THE NEW EASIWAY

ELIMINATORS
B.111, MINOR PERMANENT MAGNET MOVINC-COIL

SPEAKER. (Valve. £210s. Od. Cash or C.O.D.)
And 11 monthly payments of 4/5.

6 hs Down

Eliminators

Speakers
R. & A. " 100 "-

PILOT

-

3
ELIMINATOR. TYPE A.C.244
ATLAS
Tappings, S.G., detector and power. Out(Cash price
put, 120-V at 20 m/a.

-MOVING-COIL SPEAKER.

With multi -ratio input t transformer. (Cash
price £2 -17s. 6d.)

£2 19s. 6d.)

Balance in 11 -monthly- payments of 5/2.

Balance in 11 monthly payments of - 5/5.

AMPLION MOVING -COIL ,SPEAKER TYPE M.C.6.

RECENTONE W.1.F. H.T. ELIMINATOR. Tapped

.Permanent magnet, with output transformer. Complete. (Cash price £3 7s. 6d.)
,Balance -in 11 monthly payments of 6f2.
BLUE SPOT SPEAKER UNIT V6R.

Chassis and' -,cone (37 cm.)
£2 10s...0d.)

60/70 v S.G., and 120 at 12 in/a. -(Cash
price -£2 7s. 6d.)

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4 2.

With -Major
(Cash price

D.C. Mains). 2 fixed tappings at I20 V. and
550 v., one variable 0-550 v. Outpiit 150 v.
at 25 rn /a. (Cash or C.O.D. £2 17s. 6d.)

":-

-

EPOCH A2 PERMANENT MACNET MOVING -COIL

And 11 monthly payments of 5/2.

SPEAKER. Fitted with multi -ratio input transformer. '(Cash pr=ice £3 3s. Od.) -

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/9.

RECENTONE MODEL w.i.c.

SPEAKER. Complete with input transformer.

SPEAKER.

And 11 monthly payments of 6/5.

BLUE SPOT PICK-UP AND TONE -ARM, with
Volume Control. (Cash or C.O.D. £3 3s. On.)
Balance in- 11 monthly payments of 5,9.

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/5;
MACNAVOX PERMANENT MACNET MOVING -COIL
SPEAKER,

-

-

CARRARD

Model: 202.

INDUCTION

GRAMOPHONE

MOTOR.

For A.C. Mains: Mounted on

i2 in.. Nickel Motor Plate with fully auto;
matic electric starting and stopping switch.
and dual . impedance input transformer. `(Cash price £2 18s. 6d.)
Balance in 11 monthly payments of Z/3.
(Cash or C,O.D. £2 7s.
Balance in 7:; Monthly paythents of 6/8.
-- CARRARD 1013. -CLOCKWORK CRAMOPHONE MOTOR.
BLUE SPOT SPEAKER UNITAND CHASSIS. Type
Turntable. Double spring. Complete
soot'. (Cash - price £1 19s. 6d.)
with fittings:- (Cash or C.O.D. £2 13s. 6d.)
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 5/3. -Balance- in 11 monthly payments of 5/10.
CELESTION P,P.M. PERMANENT MACNET MOVING -

COIL SPEAKER. with ImpregRated diaphrggm
-

W.B. PERMANENTAACNET MOVING -COIL -SPEAKER.

With 3 Ratio input transformer.
(cash price £2 12s. 6d.)
Balance- in 11 monthly payments of 4/9.

TYPE P.M 3,

ALWAYS FIRS

-

B.T. N.

.

SENIOR PICK-UP AND TONE -ARM,

Com-

(Cash or C.O.D. £2 5s. Od.)
Balance in 8 monthly payments of 5/4.
plete.

ESTABLISHED 1919

valve sets requiring up to 25 mla. 3 tappings, S.G., detector' and 120/150 volts.
For A.C. Mains. (Cash or C.O.D. Price
£3 17s 6d.)

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7/-.
kadio only.)
Overall: 37 in. high x 2 2 in. wide x 15.1 in. deep
VOXKIT 1932 OAK CONSOLE.

(

Panel (Fret) 12 in: x 7 in. Baseboard IS in. x
12 in. Front panel fretted or drilled to

customers' specification:

(Cash Price

-

And 11 monthly payments of 616.
EKCO

K.12.

H.T. ELIMINATOR AND L.T. TRICKLE

CHARGER. Delivers / 2 M/a, Tipped at
(s.G:y, 120/150 v. Charges amp. at
or 6 v. (Cash price £3 19s. 6c1.)

v.
4

Balance in 11 monthly payments of .7/3.

Accessories

PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING -COIL

Type R:P.M 8, with 8 in. rein-

forced diaphragm. Excluding input transformer. (Cash price '0 10s. Od.)

Type D.C.142, (Cash price
£2 17s. 6d.)
Balance in 11 monthly" payments_ of 5/2..

(For A.C. Mains).

C.O.D. £3 10s. ed.)

(Cash price £2 15s, Od.)
Balance_ in 11 monthly payments of 5/-.

PERMANENT .MACNET MOVINC-COIL SPEAKER.

In handsome solid °II«. a bi n ( -t , with multi (Cash price
lu cr.
ratio input trans or.
£3 15s. Od.)
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/10.
EKCO H.T. UNIT. TYPE A.C.25. For multi -

£3 15s. _Od.)

Three tappings -two adjustable and one
power.. 12.0-50 volts -20 mia. (Cash or

ULTRA- IMP PERMANENT MACNET MOVING -COIL

CELESTION

(For

-ATLAS D.C. ELIMINATOR TYPE D.C. 16.

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/5.

7/6 Down,

"Ws Down

B T.H. SENIOR PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING -COIL

SPEAKER. (Valve. £5 12s. (Id. Cash or C.O.D.)
And 11 monthly payments of 10/3.
E X I D E 120 -VOLT W.H. TYPE ACCUMULATOR,

in crates. (Cash price £4 13s: Od.)

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 8/4.

RECENTONE 141.1 A H.T. UNIT. For A.C. Mains.
3 tappings. S.G., variable and power.
12o/150 v.' at 25 rnla.
(Cash price
"

£3 17s. 6d.)
Balance .in 11 monthly payments of 8/10_

ATLAS ALL -MAINS- UNIT MODEL A.C.1/18. 3
tappings, z variable, I fixed. L.T. Trickle
Charger at 2, 4 or -6 v. at .5 amp: (Cash
price £6 Os. Od.)

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 1111.

Nirearas.ePsEenTgm-SeCgToT.DCAlliTill/..1,

I enclose

(Cro$s out

amoupt not
required.)

.P.
13/-

I

-

City Rd., London, E.C.1

first deposit for
,.

rr

NAME

ADDRESS

77, CITY ROAD. LONDON. E.C.I.
111111111Mk-

00. ,ILTD.
Telephone : Clerkentue/1-9406:-7.8. ."

61, NIGH -HOLBORN LONDON. WC.1.

p. \v.
Te.ep,.one
I I,

ri

_ 3- 32
TIC et y
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HERE is Britain's greatest All -Elec-

tric Wireless value-the Cossor

All -Electric Melody Maker Model

233-a powerful 3 -valve Screened Grid
Receiver that works entirely from the
electric light mains, for only £9.19.6

Think of the convenience of being able
to plug in to a light or wall socket and
enjoy the programmes-no accumulator
to recharge, no H.T. Battery to- replace.
Because it uses the latest type of Cossor
A new edition of the Costar

Station Chart is now available
price 2d. Ask your Dealer for a
copy of this useful novelty or
write to us enclosing 2d. stamp.

A.C. Mains Valves- this remarkable Receiver is exceptionally efficient-it gives

you a wide choice of European pro-

grammes in addition to B.B.C. Stations.
It is just as simple to . use as a battery -operated Set and it uses less power than

the smallest lamp in your home. Use
the coupon below and get full details.

ssor

EMPIRE

Melody Maker
Models 234 & 235
COSS OR LTD.,

...

..

".

..

Glasgow, Leeds,

Highbury
Liverpool,

ALL s ELECTRIC
MODEL 23S
Price includes handsome oak

cabinet
Cossor
Metallised
Screened Grid, Metall Ised Deter.
tor. Power and Rectifier Valves.

Heavy-duty Mains Transformer
all

parts

necessary

for

an
home
assemblyof thecomplete

Receiver

artdus

E0406

Hire purchase terms: 20/. deposit
and 10 monthly payments of 201-.

BATTERY

MODEL 234
Price includes latest type of
Cossor Metallised Screened
Grid, Detector and Power

Valves, handsome oak cabinet
and all

necessary

parts

for

home assembly

lian

15

Hire Purchase terms: 151- deposit

and 9 monthly payments of 151..

Goose, London, N.S.
Newcastle,
Manchester,

Depots at Birmingham,
Dublin
and
Sheffield

9934
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MUSIC OF HUNGARY

RADIO NOTES & NEWS

MY WORD !

H. F. 'SURGERY

THAT FLASH
ON MY BLOTTER
AN ULTIMATUM
THE NEWCOMERS
_

" ADIVIIRAL

after lie began to -live at Bournemouth in inegative electron upon an axis having nort
tic h
1884, ten years before' he died:mid it Was and smith magnet: ie
real
Ambe interested to know that a magni- originally prOrineed in London in 1897.- In ',Wirelessgehoes. Magnet i un, light, and tusk
ficent concert of classical and modern, 1885, you -may be interested to -learn, he Isn't it.; rather debasinv, such a theory
of telegraphists.
apply it to the mere
items
been arranged, for to -night wrote 4to Henley as follows : " The re.7kchniral; by the way, was when it: might instruct the world's greatest
(Thursday March 10th). Quite a number -perusal
,physieists ?
of European stations ,are hooked -up for a Sere- blow; eh, gad. man,- it is a low
this, and you can take your pick from the blaek, dirty, blackguard, ragged piece: vont,
My Word:
Budapest, 550 metres ; Bel- itable in many' parts-simply yomitable."
following
Mass Music

,Httns'ary..

IIRERS of Hungarian music will

grade, 4304 ; Vienna; 517 metres ; Zagreb,
307 metres ; Ljubljana, 574.7 metres.
In addition to the stations of South -East

Europe given above, the concert 'will be
-relayed by Madrid, 424.3 metres, and Barcelona, 252 metres ; ,and also by Hilversum
on 298.8 and Huizeir on 1875 Metres.
--

Two Hundred Performers.

.

.

O.

A Sornevihat Better Play.

N Sunday next the B.B.C. are to broad east a radio- version of "Othello;'-'

departure from the: custonery dead

level of seventh -day f are whielt -is courageous

I

I ..1-.7NDE.R$T-AND:

and commendable, though I think I could - that .1 read thaat in the newspapeh world
einusit swear that it is true. but

if it is. then T. who am. something

OLD FOLKS AT HOME

of a Puritan yet all of an Englishman. .say I hid he decision

through- ,, this
concert of Hungarianninsic,
which, by the way, is: being
sponsored by " Tungsrams,"ithere
is one item of very special interest
-the Hungarian Coronation Mass

abominable.

t he world on the -Board of ( ioverners. wi e shoi MI be better off. I :tin

Lowing a lilt le weary of "manse"
rule in broadcasting. Even Blue -

It wili4oe sung by a choir of one
hundred voices; -Supported by
the full orchestra, of one hundred

beard might announce fat stock
priees satisfactorily to the people
who pay for them-and pay the.

should he really

Governors !

International S.W. Radio League.

" Cosmic."

reader who
A HAMPSHIRE
has not been very happy in
his experiences with this

an' ordinary
" listener " nowadays -than a
technical tinkerer, but I see
quite clearly that with the "Cosmic "

Perhaps it we had

men-and women. it you tikes --(4

Benedictus.

T AM mere

result of Illy

-Board of GoVernors of the B.B.C. Ira;
decided to :ask for the resignation of any
employee of the. Corporation found to
the guilty, part v in a divorce suit. 1 say

HALF -WAY

players. This
-magnificent

as a

assiduous study of the Press: that t

of

League asks for particulars about

it. such not being given in its

colleagues, have given a

"News." Who is its secretary
alVI president, what does it de

new impetus to amateur construction; they have raised it to -a

hesides compiling the "News," and

different plane altogether, and

does it publish a. balance sheet ?
Why does it, give its members no
explanation for ceasing public-

lucky are the " new: Chums:" who
make a start with this extraThis is good old Charlie Coborn, the 80year-old music -hall comedian, ti ning
ordinary set. - The:detters which
ation of the "News" for several
in the. London greetings on his golden wedding -day.
'We have had concerning " Cosmic "
months ? All very pertinent and
have been lyrical in their praises.
I name one esteemed official of the Corporation proper questions, and if Southport cannot
quote at random from one: "Congratulations who will have an acute attack of conscience answer them perhaps the Editor of the
on your really greatest production yet-the about it: Howetor, get ready your Shake- - " News," C. J. Daly, will do so. We
`Cosmie.'--Three---exaetly what many `fans'
speares and prepare -to heat a goodly matter.
deserve that much .attention, having given
have been waiting for along time, as well as Henry Ainley" is to represent the Moor !
,the "League " space out of the goodness
_being a 'DX- nian's'idealallround receiver:"
of our hearts.
That is from E. D. (Southend-on-Sea), for
The Cause of Heat.
whose letter:and diagram we -return thanks..
The Other-S.W. Organisation.
Am glad to observe that Mr. F. Water1-' house has invented an, apparatus for
B. (Rotherhithe) will have observe, t
Admiral- duinea."
use in teaching the Morse code, but the
- that from time to time I have given
play, which was -produced by the advertisement- of it says : "From the
to the club which he menTHIS
B.B.C. a few -days ago, was one of theory of this instrument new light is thrown tions inpublicity
his letter ; in fact, I have treated
Stevenson's " flops." He wrote it in upon the nature of electricity, with formu- it quite as well as the " League " of Soul

A

collaboration with W. E. Henley shortly

lated proofs regarding the rotation of the

(Continued on next page.)

-
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NEWS VIEWS AND INTERVIEWS ( Continued )
port.

Pending .the shedding of light upon

the matters dealt with in the preceding

paragraph, I propose to retire awhile from
the boosting business and devote any paragraphs which I may have to spare to the

interests of local clubs, who never have

appealed in vain to " P.W." for a " leg up "
in the shape of a short notice.
Does your club issue a balance sheet ? If so, may I have a copy, please ?
Righ-ftequency Surgery.

the Grand National (snow permitting 0, the

Boat Race and the Scotland v. England
Rugger match.

IHAVE opposed the school radio business
consistently as a time -wasting irruption
into the educational life of our young.

Therefore I am rejoiced that the Leeds
Mercury " should print an article entitled
" Too Much Wireless for the Schools," in
which I see the words, " Whether the school

broadcasts are any use or not, the point is

study of the effects

tells me that the last two chemistry lessons
he has enjoyed consisted of shows of cinema
films of New Zealand sheep farming

of such high fre-

ff

,-P
Cd

quencies on living
tissues, bacteria,
blood, etc. There
is evidently a vast
field of knowledge
to be opened up in
this. direction, but
many frogs and
other small living
things must be sac-

rificed in the work.
Recent experiments included the paralys-

ing of a frog's leg -and a chicken's brain.
The.chieken remained crouched, motionless,
and with no apparent desire to eat for many

It was then killed for anatomical examination. I hope this sort of thing is

weeks.

really necessary and not merely for curiosity.

That Flash.
WHAT a lot of valves are being smashed
nowadays ! If the makers knew how

mighty is the flow of letters about
the flash " they would buy themselves
Rolls-Royces. Many are the theories to
account for the flash which is observed.

I believe the correct explanation is that
the metallic magnesium which is deposited

on the inside of the bulb, not having a

protective film of oxide, oxidises with such
rapidity. when the air rushes into the bulb
that it is burnt ; hence the flash or flame.
Several readers have given this explanation, and I back it myself. In the case of
electric -light bulbs, I am told that phosphorus is used 'as a " getter," and. oxidises
when the bulbs are broken, emitting a smell
of phosphorus.

that they are not the business of the

B.B.C." There are too many distractions
already provided for our kids. A young boy

,I..-L111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111V

Maid (a wireless fan, speaking at telephone):

OUCHr- I cannot " keep " a diary,
AmIzealous
can and do " keep a blotter," which
office boys frequently equip

vith clean sheets, throwing away my priceless records of tele-

phone numbers,

lunch

appointments, debts, etc.
I find in the lefthand top corner of

this week's sheet
the 21st of March

noted as the date

of the B.RC.'s
international
broadcast of

British music. On the 18th and 19th the O.B.

Department will be heavily engaged with

Television in the U.S.A.

AREPORT from Washington seems to

indicate that in spite of the strides

which television is said to have made

in the U.S.A., the Federal Radio Commission, which reg-

ulates radio work

and play in the
States,

does not

consider that the
art has reached a

stations which can
.be operated without interference.

On the other hand the " Telegraph and

*

The electrical pressure of an onion, we read,

Telephone Age " thinks that the time is not
far distant when every telephone will have

is equal to that of one -fiftieth of a single
accumulator cell, and has, moreover, the
consistency of an electric standard. It is suggested that a suitably wired bed of onions
could Ale planted outside the drawing -room
window for supplying H.T. to our wireless
sets.
This news of the ohm life of an onion is,

a television apparatus attached to it, and
coins the word " Sightophony " for the
business. But if television doesn't improve
a lot they will have to use the word
" myopiaphony," too !

indeed, most el:that:Ting.

A bachelor fan, so 'tis said,
Fixed his set to listen in bed ;
But the talks and wails
And the thrice -told tales
Make him think he's married instead.

An Ultimatum.

THIS is to notify the gentleman with a
step -father in Heckmondwike and a
snag in his " Magic " Three that most

" The BREADCAST will begin at 9.15,"

of his ink is wasted because he is so economi-

says an American paper.
We want ours buttered, not jammed, please.

cal of punctuation marks. We are yearning to help him, but just as our combined
brain -power has given us the drift of one
letter, bang comes another and upsets our
theories. Average length of seven letters
is eight foolscap pages, in violet ink, all

*

WISE CRACKS.

People who live in glass houses should not
use indoor aerials.
Static in radio reception is like a mother-inlaw in married life.

mixed up with the step -father.

A WIRELESS LOVE SONG.

The force between us, you're awareYou'll pardon my insistence -Varies inversely as the square
Of intervening distance.

We should

welcome a letter from the iron bedstead

Johnny as a change. Have you found the
parrot yet ? .We are all on edge about. her.
Especially Mr. Bird.

Who has short-circuited our arcs ?
Let's banish all deterrents
And turn our intermittent sparks
To alternating currents

Newcomers to Radio Research.
7=-

51111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110

Noted on My Blotter.

heirs !

small number of

" Would you mind holding on, please P
Madam won't be a minute or two. In the
meantime, I'll put on a gramophone record."
*

- I say, what rot ! A similar ruling applies,
I understand, to a dog licence. Better take
out all your licences in the names of your

stage of commercial utility, largely
on account of the

SHORT WAVES.
-" Punch."

I advise you,

to whoever inherits your set. That will
make the lawyers sit up and think. But,

Wireless for Schools.

TNTENSIVE research in the realm of
1 surgery by use of waves of about 6
metres is being carried on, and considerable progress has been made in the

penalties he may incur !

therefore, to leave your licence in your will

New Australian Station.

TOWARDS the close of 1931 Riverina
Regional station, 2 C 0, Corowa, the
most powerful of the national broadcasting -stations of Australia, was put into
public-service. It is situated about three
miles outside Corowa, N.S.W., near the
River Murray. It works on 538 metres
(560 kc.), and would strain a " Cosmic "
to its utmost, I'll bet.
However,
hope springs eternal," and
there's no harm done by trying !
You License Yourself.

TAKE note ! If you pay your wireless

licence on Monday and peg out on
Tuesday, the heir to your set should
take cut another licence on Wednesday.
If_ the " van " cops him while he is attending yonr fiineral, goodness alone knows what

T HAVE the honour to announce, on the
1 strength of advices received from
America, that two newcomers to radio

research have just arrived in

Chicago,

where they will get

to work under the

direction of a radio
company, and will
specialise in the
study of the sounds

-

which are outside

the range of the
human ear. These

scientists are na-

tives of Veneznela

and I believe they arc man and wife-a

charming combination, reminding one of
the famous partnerships of the Curies, the
Sidney Webbs, the Brownings, and so on.

But I ought to add that their names are
Poncho and Maritina, and that they are
ringtailed monkeys !

ARIEL.
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ALK WITH A
PANISH
LI STENER

-

SPAIN may be behind the times in some
respects, but in new trade it is getting
very up to date. There is, I learned
while in Paris, a sort of publicity organisa-

- lion which distributes to visitors (at the

pamphlets
and bitch -tires detailing the advantages of
Spanish frontiers) illustrated

'Spanish holiday resorts and giving trade
- opportunities.

This same publicity concern, run by the
Government, sends ,out agents into other
countries when big international contracts
are going. By a lucky chance I met one
of these agents in Paris. He was engaged in electrical work and- was in private life
a wireless enthusiast.
The Madrid Station.

I -asked him -several pointed questions
about Spanish brciadeasting.
" The E A J 7 station,in Madrid," he said,
works at intervaIs from about 11.45 in the
morning' -but if you look at the programmes
of our biggest station, Radio Barcelona,

you Will see the -Sort Of thing which we
-'regularly get : 7 p.m., Trio music ; 7.30p.m,
Market prices ; 8 p.m., Football talks ;
8.15; -Gramophone records ; 9 o'clock. time
signal and weather forecast ; 9.5, Orchestral
.selections; 10 o'clock, News bulletin
11 o'clock, GramOphone records till the close
down at midnight.

1S-ot so complete as
your B.B.C. stations,
eh ? "
" Your stations appear- to shut early,"
I remarked.

* -4-4-1-0-4-4-1-4-4-4,--07-4-4.--4.-4- -4-4-4-4- *

No doubt you have often listened

to the languorous music from
Madrid or one of the other Spanish

stations, and you may have wondered what the Spaniards themselves think of their broadcasting
service.

Well, here is an interesting and
right up-to-date account from the
lips of a keen Spanish- listener, in
which many useful reception -hints
are embodied.

end of the evening. then look out for the,
Buenas Noches. Senores. hasta manana,'
which is the good -night farewell.

The B A J 1 given out by the new

Barcelona station is pronounced Mak-bola-

At Barcelona also they announce
that a station is intlalada en la carafe del
oono.

Tibidabo, Pargne del Hotel Florida, which
you see, is a nice free -advertisement for the
hotel where the station is ! "
I asked about broadcasting organisations.
wireless licences and so on.

*-4.--41-4.-4-4-0-4.---- 4-4.-0-04 -4.--4.--0-4.--4-*

A Powerful Weapon.

written down, the rather gidteral proprobably makes it difficult for you to
understand the Spanish announcers.
" The call E A J 7 given from Madrid, is
pronounced Eh-ah-hOta-Sieteh. The words

my friend. broadcasting has been in a
state of flux, and since the revolution
matters have been even worse.
"When Alfonso was on the throne.
our Government was very anxious to keep
all the various broadcasting concerns

in the Frendh fashion.

very much on the lines of your B.B.C.

nunciation,

so

different from

French,

Union Radio Madrid' are pronounced
This call is given

very frequently beti'Veen items.
Easily Identified.
" It is easy

to identify Madrid, too,

because Siegfried's bugle -call theme from
the opera is played with one finger on the
piano, as a sort of interval signal. If you
don't happen to pick up Madrid until the

"For the past two or three years," said

together and make one central company

Not a bad plan. In fact, had they
been able to get a State broadcasting

together, before the political
trouble started, it would have 'been a
powerful weapon in the King's hands.
concern

" But they didn't manage to get the

organisation through in time, and although

there have been more restrictions as

HOW BARCELONA PUTS ITS PROGRAMME ON THE AIR

" Our stations ap-

" These run broad-

casting on

commercial lines and give

remembered that we
do not go on British
summer-timeand, for
a greater part of the
year, Spain is behind

a small amount of

advertising.

As
many of your visitors

to our Spanish

the French and

.holiday resorts will
know, there are a
multitude of small
newspapers all over

British programmes."
" Can you give

me some hints on
Spanish

the country. and ;,1tliough none of them

asked.,

" Most of us do 'not
know Spanish : it is

se cliff e rent from
French.'

"Although Spanish

is an easy language
to, understand when

of our broadcasting
is still in a muddle.

On Commercial Lines.

pear to close down
early, but it must be

stations ?

tion, the organisation

There are three chief
eompanie. the Union
Radio, Radio Iberiea
and Radio Espana_

Early Closing.

recognising,

a

result of the revolu-

This is a general view of the Barcelona station, E A 3' 1, that works on 349 metres-a little below the
London Regional. Although not a high-potver station, it comes over with a great punch, aunounem:
itself as "Radio -Barcelona."

has any great weielii.
their combined effect
Luis a big influence
on the avers
cit izen's mind.

" Their combined
((Sip

,11,,

ell pa

)
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......
: A TALK WITH A

-4,-40-1 *

SPANISH LISTENER.

o

spaced and the only wave -lengths which are

t

(Continued from previous page.)

effect ix generally directed against broadcasting. There is .a strong. idea that the
real use of broadcasting is for giving

out news, and the minor newspapers feel

that they will be wiped out if there is

any extension of the present broadcast news
service.

Of course his a mistaken idea, because

most of our stations do not' start a main
programme until the early evening.

" We have seven -exclusive wave-lengthi,

not too many, I think, for a country of our
.size. The present stations are fairly well

A good

many. listeners, especially in the. North of

the country, -tune in to your Daventry

News Bulletins..

are those of Barcelona; on 349 metres, and

the new Valencia station, which is now
testing on .268 metres with' about five
kilowatts.

'

-

-

" The other stations -are San Sebastian,
Madrid (E A J 7), the Madrid Espana
station, Seville, and the old Barcelona
station which still works on 252 metres with

an eighth of the power of the new E A J 1
station."
,

EDITOR'S NOTE.-We are pleased to be able to
announce that we have secured, for inclusion in this
exclusive and interesting " PAY." series, an article

dealing with broadcasting in the Far East, and
entitled " A Talk with a Japanese Listener."

f DID YOU ~+
KNOW

.

THE only complete test for a coil is the
practical one of building it into a set
and trying it out under- proper

working conditions.
But only. a comparatively few manufac-

turers, we fear, test every one of their production models in such a thorclugh manner.
Messrs. R. I. are one of these few. It
always has been their practice to put every

single one of the coils made by them
through its paces in an-a-;tual cat.

Readers may wonder how R.I. can take such

QUICK CONNECTIONS!

+,

" From some stations a little news is
- broadcast in the early afternoon and an
ordinary bulletin at ten, but it is mostly
sports news and minor political stuff ;
nothing very. important, I'm afraid."

" What about station jamming ? "

TESTER

absolutely in the thick of the congestion

and Radio Paris and get the world's news
before they go out to buy their own evening
papers !

A COSMIC COIL

I

asked.

pains over. _their work
and yet list their goods
at competitive prices.
The answer is to be seen
in the two accompanying photographs.

THAT?

They show a special

tester built for

If reaction with a
differential condenser is
too.," fierce," the necessity

of removing turns from

IN THE CITY OF MADRID

the reaction coil can
often be obviated by

connecting a condenser
of .0001 or thereabouts
between the fixed plates

Cosmic Coil units.

the moving plates of
the differential.

units.
A coil unit is slid into the grooved carrier
at the back and the lever pulled out. This

which are earthed and
*

" AS far as wave -lengths go, we seemed
to do very well Out of the Prague Conference, but listeners all over the country are
agreed that the present wave -length jamming is worse than hopeless.
" Judging by reception in other countries,
stations. are well. heard even at Madrid,
which is, of. course, hundreds of miles
inland.
Perhaps it is because -Spain is
surrounded by water. The American
stations come in wonderfully."

or

lost

al-

new

coils

and the old.

.t

the best trimmer position
for results near the top of

" They're having the next wave -length conference in Madrid, aren't they ?
I inquired.

for results near' the bottom
of the dial. (Generally

kind of. Prague plan will be settled

Madrid, nobody would be more enthusiastic
than us about cutting down station jamming.

with the coil unit terminals.

various

wave -

meters, etc., are rapidly
operated by alert young
engineers, and a series

of. scientific tests of a
vastly practical nature
are completed in a mere
matter of moments.

When adjusting the
trimmers of ganged timing
condensers, remember that

The Next Conference..

" Yes,' he said, it is a bit of ironic
humour that. the next conference is to be at Madrid. . This is a conference not only
of broadcasting stations mfficials but of
commercial wireless engineers throughout
the world, to whom broadcasting is only
a side line ---and we devoutly hOpe

lever causes the plungers you can see in
the first photo to make efficient contact

A COMPLETE TEST

together by bad spacing
between the

It comprises, in effect,
a two -valve Cosmic set with an ingenious
quick connection arrangement for the coil

The

between aerial and input
to the set is frequently
minimised

*

The sharpened selectivity obtainable by interposing a tuned circuit

These masts, erected in the heart of Madrid, will remind London listeners of
the old 2 L 0, which employed a similar pair of masts in Oxford Street.

The special instrument designed and built by
R.I. for testing their Cosmic coils.

the dial may not be best
speaking this latter is the
more important setting.)
*

*

*

A common error in plate circuit

wiring where the H.F. choke comes
between the plate of the valve and

a coupling resistance is to join
the L.F. coupling condenser to the plate
side 6f- the H.F. choke' instead of to the resistance side.

Instantaneous connection is made to a
terminals of the coil unit.

the
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Constructors of the now -famous " Cosmic "receivers are in a unique

THOSE who
" Cosmic " Three Star or the earlier
model of the " Cosmic " receiver will
have built

either the

by now have realised that they have a truly
remarkable set in their possession. For it

is a set that is not only capable of worldwide radio

reception without any coil

changing. but it is also capable of providing

home-made concerts of your own exact,
choice through the medium of the gramo-

position in the matter of providing themselves with exactly the
programmes they desire. For in addition to the possibilities of
finding broadcast entertainment on one of the three wave -length
bands covered by the set, they are able to " broadcast " home-made
programmes on their sets by means of the gramophone pick-up.
The following article tells how this is done, and gives some
valuable advice upon the operation of the " Cosmic " radio -gram.
By K. D. ROGERS.

phone pick-up.

original " Cosmic '' receiver as a radio -gram
The
Star " set is already
receiver.

An Alternative to Radio.

ease of the other this or a jack can very

This alternative torbroadcast reception is
a very great asset, for it .enables the owner
of the set to have musical entertainment -at
whatever hour of the clay he chooses.
" But," you will say, " this. will cost

Much more than the. set by 'itself, and it
will. entail a fairly intimate knoWledge of
radio -gram operation."
Nothing is farther from the truth. The
addition of a pick-up need cost very little,
and the other odds and ends such as gramophone motor, volume control, and so on,
may not, have to be purchased at all. You
may have them on hand.
At any rate, you need not spend much
even if you have to buy everything fresh.
On the other hand, you can expend many
pounds if vou feel in a luxury mood. " it
all depends on von," as the once -famous
dance number has it.
Perhaps I should explain what I mean by
this remark before I go any farther. Here

receiver ; without getting a complete kit of

provided with a pick-up switch, and in the

radio -gram parts as mentioned above, we
can easily turn it into this dual-purpose set
stage by stage.

easily be added.
We will deal with the " Star " model first.
Assuming that the set has been built without

Concerning the Cabinet.

any idea of making it a complete radio -gram

We will assume for the moment that we

have no gramophone, and therefore no
gramophone mot or

PROVIDING PRIVATE PROGRAMMES

:eel, one at sonic stag.,
of the proceedings.
Refoieweeonic to that,

however, we will

decide whether we are
to house the
whole outfit under one
roof in a ,,,niplete
radio -gram cabinet, or
whether we are to

going

keep the set in an
ordinary cabinet and
have the tfranmplhoiw

motor and pick-up in
another aloipide,

goes !

The constructor of a radio -gram receiver

A Neat Job.

-such as you will have when you have

The former makes
the neater job, aid if

added a pickup to your " Cosmic "-need
only have in addition to hfs set a pick-up
and a gramophone motor ; the latter being
supported on a very rough piece of wood.

set cabinet has
ii -en purchased it will
wail: out cheaper. On
he of her hand, if the
set is already in
no

"The Whole Flog.'-'

ks

On the other hand, he can go the whole

satisfactory home i
may be preferred to
t

hog and equip himself, with the latest
playing desk

and turntable. Therefore we shall have to

with or without

keep the gramophone

automatic record changer, and complete

side separate rather

with pick-up and volume cor4rOl. :,He can
also go to the expense of a record cabinet of

(Ilan to scrap the set
cabinet and put the

the latest self -finding Variety If he does he
will have a bill of SOmething like £40.

whole lot in one piece
of furniture.

is. is c

There is another alternative that I shall
say something about later, and that is the =
purchasing of a coMplete radiogram kit of
the "Cosmic" Star, which is provided for a
very modest Sum by one of the well-known
kit suppliers.
Meanwhile, however. let us see how we

can use either the " Star

model or the

decided, a nd whiehever
is done it makes no

differenee to the extra

hits required to turn
'Pais is a close-up of the pick-up jack insertea.rn tae orktinal oaodol of toe
"Cosmic Three. The jack is an ordinntilbreak type, such as the Urania
P.62, known as a," single circuit closed " jack.'

the set, into a radiogrqm receiver,
(V9n t i n tied on next page.)
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These are the pick-up, the gramophone
motor and turntable, and a volume control

amplified and turned into sound by the set
and the loudspeaker.
Various Loudspeakers.

Now you know that various loudspeakers
have equally various " tones." They prefer

to -reproduce the different parts of the

two main kinds : clockwork or
electrically driven. If you are working your
set from a mains unit (for H.T.) and yOu can

musical scale in various proportions. The
perfect speaker _gives all notes an equal
chance, but that speaker is yet to be found,
though near approaches have been designed.
I am referring to the speaker in rather a
loose -way as applied to one particular set,
to which it may or may not be accurately
matched. But that is how the combination
of set and speaker will affect
your choice of a pick-up.
For, continuing, if the set -

electric motor a very delightful luxury.

(which I

to vary the power of the record reproduction. All these can be conveniently
housed in with the separate gramophone unit,

or in the radio -gram cabinet with the set.
The Driving Motor.

Let us discuss the motor first. This can

be of

afford a few pounds, you will find an

plus - speaker combination

say luxury because it is really that. It
makes absolutely no difference to the
quality of the results, but it does save the
somewhat bothersome winding up every

future as the speaker) gives
very brilliant reproduction-

I

one or two records.

The electric motor can be either of the
A.C. induction type, or a general-purpose,
motor which will operate on either A.C. or
D.C. If you have A.C. mains available the
former type is the better. The cost will
vary with the make and type' from about
£2 upwards.
A clockwork motor, on the other hand,
can be obtained for half that price, and a
reliable motor, too. This is a point, however, that the set owner will have to decide
for himself.
The motor decided upon, it can be fitted
in the cabinet leaving a fair space for the
pick-up (it is perhaps best to get this latter
before fitting the motor) and for the
volume control.
A Wide Choice.

But let us pass on to the pick-up. Here
again one has a wide choice. But unlike the
motor a variation in the make or type of
the pick-up can have a marked effect in the
tone of the reproduction. The various
motors can only offer more or less unimpor-

shall refer

Farish, Ready Radio, - and other makes.
Here, however, let me say that because
a pick-up gives particularly good results
at one end of the musical scale it must not
be assumed that it is lacking elsewhere;
And the best way to choose your pick-up
is, of course, by getting it on trial if you can

from your local dealer and testing it on

your own set at home.
But the foregoing will, I hope, give some

assistance to those who are adding the

gramophone side to their sets.
There are other points to consider, but
before I leave the subject of -pick-Ups I
would remind you that these instru-

EASILY FITTED

to in

the high notes coming out

particularly well-then it will
probably be best to choose a
pick-up that has a useful bass
lift, for we do not want anything above about 4,500 cycles
to be reproduced in the

-

This pick-up is a newcomer which is sold

at a very attractive price. It is the Ready
Radio model, supplied complete with arm
and a good length of flex.

gramophone music, for the simple reason
that it is not there.'
Cutting Out Scratch.

This may sound Irish, but the fact of the
matter is that if the pick-up tries to reproduce notes above that figure it will merely
succeed in producing a lot of surface noise
from the record.
In this case you would only have to cut
it out with a scratch filter before you could

enjoy the reproduction, and it would be

better to avoid this at the start by choosing
a pick-up that does not have this tendency,
but has a useful bass " lift " that will give
well-balanced results with your particular
speaker.

Such pick-ups are to be found in several
makes, among which are H.M.V., Marconi phone, Blue Spot, A.E.D., etc.

Naturally, the reverse set of eirctn-

ADJUST THE VOLUME TO YOUR LIKING

ments can be obtained (not always in the
same make) either with -a tone -arm corn
plete or as an adaptation to take the place of
the sound -box on the ordinary gramophone.

This brings me to another aspect that t

have not yet touched upon. If you have a

gramophone you will- not need the new
motor, for with a pick-up that is of thd

adaptor .type all you: have to do is to,
remove the sound -box' of the gramophone,

place the pick-up on instead, connect it to
the Set, and go right ahead,
Armchair Control.

An excellent pick-up for this purpose

is the H.M.Y. Model 11, as this is supplied

with very long leads and an armchair
volume control.

With the new motor, or the complete
radio -gram cabinet scheme, the pick-up
and tone -arm combined is, of course, the
best. But whatever type you go in for it

absolutely essential that you have a
volume control to enable you to adjust
the power of the reproduction to your
is

liking.

The volume control can be of two kinds :
for fixing on the motor board, or of the armchair variety. There is no room on the set

for it, and if there were it is far more

desirable to have the control where the
pick-up is than to have it on the panel of

the receiver.
This is obvious when you remember that
the set itself will not be touched during the
time that records are being played, and that-

it is quite probable that the gramophone
motor and the' pick-up will be some feet
away from the receiver.
Just a Matter of. Type.
Here is a selection of volume controls which are suitable for pink -up work. The top row, from left to
right, shows a ganged Magnum control (for use when it is desired to control two circuits at once-in
the " Cosmic" only one of these units is required). Next we have the A.E.D., and the H.M.V. armchair
control. Below, the illustration shows e,xamples of the Farley, Clarostat, Ready Radio, Wearite, Sovereign,
and Graham Fetish controls.

taut differences ; the pick-up is the vital
part of the gramophone side of the set.
Let me explain. The pick-up is an
electro-mechanical device which converts

the wobbles imparted to its needle by the
record into electrical variations that are

stances holds aood. If you have a rather
"mellow" speaker, perhaps you can do with

a pick-up that has a particularly brilliant
response, though it must not be deficient
in low notes. Such an instrument can be
found among the 13.T.H., Audak, Graham

That being the case, the choice of the
volume control becomes a very easy job. All you have to decide is whether you will

have the added luxury of an armchair -

control,. such as. -is provided by the H.M.V.

pick-up and volume control; or whether

you will control the reproduction from the
gramophone unit.
In any ease, this control is not a question '
of constant variation, the control is merely

set when the record begins and then left
during the whole item.

(Continued on next page.)

-
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phone reproduction that are not found with
the acoustic gramophone (provided a good

The ordinary typo of pOtentiometer of a
value of some 250,000 or 500,000 ohms is
suitable. unless the Makers of the. pick-up
recommend some other value, and this can

quite easy, but it means the Mounting of a
jack on the terminal strip.
This jack is of the usual break: type with
three contacts. And it is easily mounted
between the wave-chanon switch and the
L.T. plus terminal.
The connections are as follow : Remove
the lead that now joins the grid terminal
of the second valve, holder to the -01-mfd.
condenser, and instead connect the grid to
the outside contact on the jack.

gramophone very easily.

Connecting the Jack.

bands, - and piano records.

PICK-UP PROGRAMMES
(Continued'from-prervious page.)

be Mounted on the motor board of -the

The now free terminal of the -01-mfd.
condenser is taken to the centre contact

MODERN ART

on the jack, the latter having been mounted
so that the two springs that are- close -to-

gether' are on the right as we look at the
jack from the back. f the set-i.e. the frame
is -to the left.

creases volume), a trial and
error test will show whether
it is correctly attached. If

on test you find that the
control works the wrong way,
increasing volume when

of the control to the other tag of the pick-up
and to a grid -bias plug. The centre terminal_

effect a cure.
In each case in the addition

we shall see in a minute,
let us deal with -the

"Cosmic" sets the first valve
is not used when the gramophone is employed. the introduction of switching into
the detector circuit being
inadvisable in a receiver that

which are already connected to various

short waves.

The third is left unattached-the ter-

comes from the centre terminal of the

volume control that we have mounted, on
the motor board of the,,gram6phone. The
other lead from the volume .control (which
We said hadto be connected to one terminal
or tag of the pickup, and _to a gridabias
plug) is plugged into the grid -bias battery
at 1-1 volts ,or so, or ;can be-Cenriected.,
into the G.B.1 plug that is already used in
the set.
That is all that has to be done in the case
of the," Cosmic .Star.
In the " Cosinic "
original, set the addition. of a pick-up is-,
-

But in order to give you a little idea of
what to look out f -or, and so help to save
time, I would sugges, you hear some of -the
records made by Quentin Maclean and
Reginald Food, on various cinema organs
Ambrose, New Mayfair, Savoy Hotel_
Orpheans, and -Jack Payne dance bands ;Symphony, the Berlin State, London Sym-

Records with piano solos are made by
most of the notable pianists, Mark Hama

turned to the left, a reversal
of the leads going to its
two outside terminals will

minal on the left of the switch as we look
at it from the terminal strip.
This is now connected to the lead that

Suitable Records.

jack,

The connections of, the. volume control are
very simple, one end of it being taken to the

Not At- All Difficult.

over.

phony, and for .lighter musk the New

connect the volume control (arranging it so

points in the set.

pick up the type of records you want. An
alternative, of course, is to spend a few
minutes at a fairly large grainoph'one

the control to the remaining side of the pick-

that turning the knob to the right

Cosmic Star " first.
;This has a special switch at the back (on
the terminal strip) for changing over from
radio to gramophone and vice versa. There
are three terminals on ,that switch, two of

concerns' catalogue,,you will soon be able to

and such orchestras as the Philadelphia

If you are not sure which way round to

In connecting up the gramophone unit

I will not mention any particular discs
here, but if you have a look at the latest,
H.M.V., or other notable gramophone

on the plug that makes contact with the
jack spring, and one outside -terminal on

One Valve Idle.

on the potentiometer goes to the set, as

as compared with the acoustic type, and a
cleanness of high notes that is particularly
gratifying. To bring these out -you want
good records of 'such things as cinema organs, symphony orchestras, good dance

store (where they will be likely to have
a. good' stock), and hear a few re -cords

up and to the remaining contact on the

one tag of the pick-up, and the other side

demonstrate very easily.
I refer to the increased bais reproduction
that is a feature of the electrical reproducer

The remaining terminal (the frame) on
tlie, jack is joined to the terminal on the
Znieg. grid leak that -goes -to the grid
bias
1 lead. The fact that -we have the
grid leak still in circuit when the pick-up
is used will not affect the reproduction;

and it will prevent any objectionable noise
occurring when the pick-up plug is placed in
pesition in the jack.
The connect -ions of the pick-up to the
plug are : Centre terminal of the. -volume
control on the motor board to the terminal

If you wish to make your "-Cosmic " Three into
a really " posh " lob it is a good plan to house
it in an attractive radio -gram cabinet. A very
modern design is provided by Messrs. Ready
Radio, and is illustrated above.

loudspeaker is used), and which a careful
choice of a few records will enable you to

in-

Light Symphony.

beurg and Livitsky being particularly
good recorders, while on the syncopated

style we have Raie da Costa, and Billy

Mayen.

CONTROL AT A DISTANCE

of the pick-up, to the

has to operate on the very

When you have chosen
your pick-up and have got
the alterations to the receiver completed. you will
be anxious to try it out. If
you have a ;gramophone, you
w ill

be able to give a tests_

with: some -of the records
that you will no doubt have

on hand, bet if you have
previously not been iMerested in the realm of what

This picture shows the convenience of the H.M.V.-pick-up head (Model

11) which can be fitted on to the existing tone -arm of a aram000ne,
and also the H.M.V. volume control- previously mentioned. An

alternative to the provision of a pick=up and gramophone motor,
etc., is the use of the playing desk shown in the neadia.g-one of
-a
the coniplote outffts Made by the Gramophone 13o.

impolitely, but rather
succinctly called " canned a
music, you will be looking round for some
is

records.

As regards needles, I must leave the

choice to you. It will depend upon the
Naturally. I cannot lay, clown any actual pick-up which type will best suit:
hard-and-fast rules on choosing records, On the other hand, the standard loud steel
but a few suggestions may be of use. needle will suit every make, but it has to be
There are certain features in radio-gramo- changed after every
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TUNING YOUR SUPERHET
Getting the " feel " of a receiver is half the battle in long-distance reception,

but there is a peculiar strangeness experienced when one goes on to a superhet.
for the first time. In this article you will find many tips which will help you to
feel at home more quickly.
By A. S. CLARK.

4

TE superhet. has returned with a vengeance, and apparently returned to
stay. Which, of course, is not so very
surprising since. selectivity is its shining
point, and - is at the same time a most vital
property of a real cistance-getter.

There are many different superhet.
designs, but in one way nearly all of them
are alike. The majority have as principal

controls an oscillator tuning condenser
(or Extenser) and a main tuning condenser
(or again, Extenser).
Single Knob "Supers."

I said the majority, because the science
of efficiently ganging together the oscillator
and main tuners is now sufficiently improved
for single -knob supers to be getting about.

What is here termed the main tuning

is

mostly aerial tuning, but in -cases where an
aperiodic H.F. stage is used this is not the
ease.

No reaction control is needed on a super -

Yes, that's all right. There are two

oscillator readings for practically all stations on a super., so make a note of these
three readings-one aerial tuning and two
oscillator.
Logging the Stations.

Now, having found a point where the

dials are in step, it will be easy to work up-

just possible for two transmissions to come
in at once.

The bottom oscillator setting for one

station may turn out to be, exactly the top
setting of another, and so they will both
come in at once. That is, assuming, of
course, that they can both crowd through
the aerial circuit.
The remedy for this is to use the other
oscillator setting for the wanted transmission. You will be extremely unlucky if
this also turns out to be just right for two
stations as well !
Sometimes, instead of

the two pro-

grammes coming in on top of one another,
one will come through with a heterodyne
of the other on it. The remedy is just the
same ; simply turn to the other oscillator
setting of the wanted station.

wards in readings and note down settings
for Other stations. Stick to the upper or

No Reaction.

will soon have a lot of stations logged.

a receiver that has a reaction control, is
that once found the readings for stations
remain put, and there is not oneparticular
dial on which the setting depends upon

lower oscillator settings according to which
seems the louder on most stations, and you

Generally, oscillator couplers are nowadays

designed for the use of the lower readings.
Still, that's no reason why you should not

try both.
It is possible, supposing you are using

One great advantage of a superhet. over

the amount of reaction employed.

And as a last word, everything in the

foregoing applies equally to the long wave -

A "PENNY -IN -THE -SLOT" RADIO RECEIVER

het., and in the absence of this it becomes
one of the easiest receivers to tune. That
is, if you know how.

But you must go about it in the right

way, for it is somewhat different from the
tuning of an ordinary set. In fact, anyone

not used to superhets. can easily meet a
number of quite puzzling things.

No, I won't go into the story of beat

reception-this has been explained enough
times already. I'll just content myself
with the practical. considerations, which
after all are what count.
First of all, the tuning of the oscillator
coil is bound to be on the sharp side, on
both long and medium' waves; though not
quite so much so on the long. The sharpness of the other control depends upon the,
type of circuit in use, whether band-pass,
frame or otherwise.
Anyhow, the first thing to get is the local
programme or programmes on medium
waves. Assuming the 'aerial tuning is

(Mite sharp it's not a bit of 'good swishing
the dials aimlessly backwards and forwards.
Systematic Searching.

You might be lucky and hit the local

with a bang, but more likely than not you
will simply be rewarded with a dead silent
background.

The first disconcerting thing !

More system please ! Start with the
tuning dial at say five degrees and slowly-

mark that, slowly-move the oscillator
from zero upwards. If you do not hear
anything by the time you reach maximum,

Move the tuning- forward, another five

degrees and come slowly down to zero on
the oseillator again.
Carry on with this procedure until you

do- hear a station. You won't have to
wait long, and it may be the local, or it may
just as likely be somebody else's lOcal.

That's a way superhets. have. When

you've got a pregramme, tune it in to its
maximum on the aerial tuning condenser,
and if it is at all loud continue turning the
oscillator dial until you hear it again.

This automatic slot machine for radio programmes is being tried out in a barber's shop in Philadelphia.
It is a five -valuer which will work from mains or batteries, and a red light comes on as a warning
about a minute before it stops, so that one can insert another coin in time to avoid missing a desirable
part of some item. It should be a bit better than the usual papers that are provided to while away the
time until one's turn comes to respond to " Next, please ! "

the upper oscillator readings, that at the

top of the tuning dial you will find that you
cannot go high enough with the oscillator
adjustment. If this turns out to be the

case, then for these readings you must

revert to the lower oscillator settings.
Dodging Interference.

When a " flattish" aerial circuit is being
used, the procedure is just the same. But
most of the tuning will be obtained on the
oscillator dial,' the setting of the other not
being critical.
But there is lone snag in this flat aerial
circuit business. In spite of the stations
being well separated by the oscillator, it is

band, with the exception that here there
will most certainly be only one oscillator
reading, which, if such is possible, makes
things even simpler.
The reason for only one reading is not
difficult to explain. The fact of the matter
is that a given number of kilocycles means
a much larger wave -range on long waves

than on medium.
Thus there is a much bigger wave -length
difference between the received long -wave
station and the oscillator frequency on the
long waves. Because 'Of this the condenser

will not cover a sufficiently large band to

get both readings in on the oscillator
condenser.
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CAPT.
KKFIZSLEYS.'
Under the above title, week by week, our
Chief Radio. Consultant comments upon
radio -queries submitted by " P.W."
readers.
Reversing the Secondary Leads.

R. R. (Dulwich).-" Some time ago I

had great difficulty in preventing motor boating with a receiver using two transformer -coupled L.F. stages, and I found
that the trouble was cured by reversing the
connections to the secondary terminals .of
one transformer. .I am unable to account
for this, and should be pleased if you could
give an explanation."
Motor -boating is caused by the low frequency cascade connection of valve
circuits bursting into momentary oscillation, which oscillation in' building up
paralyses itself, but a moment later builds
up again--:-. and repeats the process ad
infinitum.

Oscillation will occur when the
fortuitous couplings betWeen

valves arrange for electrical imPulses to be thrown to and from
the different valves in a certain
phase relationship.
For instance, it is only by arranging the relative flux of wind-

Don't address your letters direct to Capt.
Eckersley ;
selection of those received
by the Query Department in the ordinary
way will be answered by him.

plus or minus 10 cycles around, say, 1,000
cycles, you wouldn't hear music or speech,
you'd just hear occasional squeaks. But if
your low-frequencY circuits respond equally
from 50 to 5,000 cycles a second, you hear

most of the required spectrum of music
and -speech. And that's what you want
to do!

formed from. many components carefully
calculated (and the calculations are pretty
complex), give a sharp cut-it's a bit taily.
You can make very good' high -impedance

post detector filters with sharp cuts by
using low -frequency tuned circuits, but how

to do it would be giving away valuable
trade secrets. not :nine to give.

Fixing a Frequency Filter.

Why Did the )tamp Glow ?

S. B. (Manchester).-" When designing
a set where it is proposed to cut off fre-

R. D. W. (Highgate)," I have an all mains set using indirectly - heated A.C.
valves. Across the heater circuit, of the
detector valve I have a small indicating

quencies above a certain point, where should

the condenser and resistance be joinedacross the loudspeaker, across the filter
output choke, or in the first L.F. stage ? "
Actually, -you can use a filter anywhere.

lamp.

".When only one side of the mains is
broken, the indicating lamp, instead of
going right out, glows at half

DON'T FORGET THE CLIP ADJUSTMENT

D.P. mains switch-or the switch
is transferred to the other mains
lead-the lamp is extinguished."
I can only 'suppose there's some

complex system of earths which

ings of main coil and reaction coil
in a receiver using the retroactive
principle that the set can be made
to oscillate: if the reaction coil is
reversed the set will not oscillate.

arrange for the primary of the
transf ormerto pass current through

its winding when the earthed side
of the mains only is broken.
It's a little difficult to be more

So in your low -frequency circuits
you stopped oscillotion lay reversing a coupling coil, and so reversing

exact without a full diagram of
connections, but I think you will
find that my explanation is right

the phase'of one of the voltages

in principle.

feeding back.

Using the Old H.T. Battery.

Why Not Tune the L.F.

B. R. (Hornsey).-" I understand that the only difference

between an II.F.amplifying stage '

and anL.F. 'stage is the actual

frequency aniplified, -Why-is it

brilliancy. When, however, both

- mains leads are broken with a

Ii your set incorporates a " P.T." coil or any similar arrangement with a flex
lead and clip, don't forget 'hat to find by experiment the' est position for that
chi) isthe first step towards giving the -set its dorrect degree of selectivity

that the H.F. stage requires tuning to the actual frequency (or the band of

frequencies) and the L.F. stage does not ?_"'
Suppose you arranged the high -frequency
circuits to amplify equally over a range of
frequencies from 1,500 kilocycles per second
to 500 kilocycles pef second (200 metres to
600 metres wavelength).

Then you would tune in every broad-

casting station simultaneously ! You could,

if your set was sensitive enough, hear all
the programmes at one and the same time.
Not so good !
But if your high -frequency circuits only

magnify sensibly Between plus or minus
5 kilocycles around the frequency of carrier -

wave of one station, then you are sensitive
only to the transmissions from one station

-much better !

Suppos you tuned your /ow -frequency
circuits so that they could respond only to

It is preferable, however, to use the filter
immediately following the detector because,

suppose there's a lot of mush coming from

the detector, it's better to clean up the
signal before passing it on to the other
valves.

This is not absolutely fundamental. it's
merely better style. By the way, remember
a resistance/condenser filter does not, unless
ll1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M

ONLY IN "P.W."

= can you read Capt. Eckersley's
=
replies to- listeners' own problems.
=
=
AND REMEMBER= Captain Eckersley's technical articles F-

-E--

EE

appear only in

"POPULAR WIRELESS'.'
and "MODERN WIRN.ESS"

E

iti111119111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111f;

D. R. (Felixstowe).-"lyly H.T.
battery is rather old. It started
life with 120 volts, but now only
registers 60 volts.
I intended to add another 60 volt battery to bring the voltage
up to the original 120 volts. 14

dealer says that this cannot be done. Why ? '

It can be done sometimes. as a matter of
fact, but it's not good practice and may not
work. Because when a dry battery runs
down it develops -a high internal resistance.

Another way of saying the same thing is

that the run-down battery will only give

so-and-so much limited power.
Thus suppose your set requires I milli amps. 'Suppose the run-down battery
will only give I milliamps, then even with
a new battery in series the old one refuses
to give the necessary amount and your set
is starved of the required power.
Sometimes a- run-down battery will for

a week or two longer give the required

amount and then it is possible to use a new
battery in series. But, in any case, the old
one won't last long and it's better to chuck
it away and dodge troubIC_
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THE MIRROR OF THE B.B.C.

"ENQUIRIES"

NONSENSE ABOUT

4

2.50 p.m. a coinmentary is due to begin on
the )Scotland versus England match.
By the end -of the match.Mr. Cock will

By O.H.M.

have had quite enough hustling for one
week, because his plans are to spend the
night *viol's to Boat Race day motoring

PUBLICITY FOR B.B.C. OFFICIALS - THE AMATEUR

back: fromAintree after seeingthrough the
broadcast commentary on the Grand
,
National that afternoon.
Our most famous' steeplechase'is 'one, of

ORCHESTRA' OF LONDON.

4

*

THERE has been so much nonsense

it should be abandoned and publicity given - -the most difficult " 0,13. jobs of -the -year,
with due and dignified. reserve to all microsince it 'was decided that .ewing to the
phone ,.personalities and perfOrmers of
difficulty of keeping'. the runners in sight
interest to the public, whether they happen

I

-

published recently about the _imminence of a Parliamentary enquiry into
the B.B.C., -and growing public alarm,"
that it is perhaps worth While Saying as a
fact that the B.B.C. was never farther faith
such a contingency than it is at present._

to be members of the staff or not.

I hear that the B.B.C. has decided to take
half of. the special concert of the Amateur
OrcheStra of London, conducted by Mr.
Wynn Reeve's, Which will be given at the
Kingsway Hail on April 11th.
Only one commentator, instead ,of two
as in .previons 'years, will describe the

The truth is that the B.B.C. is stronger

by far than ever

before.

CARDIFF'S CHIEF

The Amateur Oichestra of London.

Licences in

January increased hy nearly 150,000, and

that without any special Post Office enforcement campaign. Programmes are getting

better if only because they are becoming
more challenging and in some respects more
acutely interesting.

Oxford and Cambridge Boat Race on

Saturday morning, March 19th. He is Mr.
John Snagge; whose -voice as an announcer
is already well known_ to listeners. and who

This does not mean that the B.B.C. is
perfect or anywhere, near -it but it does
mean that broadcasting in this country has
taken a new lease of life, or has acquired
a' new measure of vitality.

counted the strokes --and generally dealt
with the progress of last year's contest.
The calling of the landmarks and the

Publicity for B.B.C. Officials.

chatty stuff about the crowds and the

This is a subject which I think needs - aeroplanes will be cut out; since the race is
lining up," to use an expression which I no longer a novelty for listeners and takes
hear freqUently from friends at the B.B.C.
only about twenty minutes, all of which is
When I was writing for "P.W." about six. wanted for talking about the crews.
years ago, there was a rigid application 'of
in other respects the commentary will
an anonymity rule for all regular. members .folloW the uStial, lines; in that 4 portable
of the staff and the -directors of the company.
short-wave transmitter will be installed on
Things have changed a good- dear in the the launch " Magician,"--. which will follow
interval and there may be excellent reasons
the -crews at a: -distance of. about sixty feet,
for the change.
in their great effort from Putney, to Mort-

-

But; so far as I can see, while it

is

obviously right from the point of view of
showmanship to publicise the names of
programme performers, artistes, and conductors, there should be either a line drawn
somewhere to prevent favouritism, or no line
drawn !

My 'suggestion is that' as a break has

obviously been Made in the -old rigid rule,

lake.

-

The coMmentator -stands in the bows of
the launch, protected, with his microphone,
from
wind and spray by a tarpaulin:
The transmitter is in touch with a temporary

receiving station on the roof of Harrods'
depository, from where the commentary
will be passed by land -line to Savoy' Hill.

Immediately after the race, Mr. Gerald

Cock, the O.B. Director, will dash from the

THE POSTMASTER -GENERAL

Magician "

*-4.

to Twickenham, where at

. .....

Mr. E. K. Appleton, Director of the Cardiff Station,
who

is

responsible for the Sunday afternoon
" Joan and Betty "Bible stories.

`the commentary on the actual race shall be
given in two .distinet parts.
This was done last year by Mr. R. C. Lyle
describing its progress over that portion of

the course on the -Grand Stand side of
Becher's and Valentine's Brooks, and Mr.

W. Hobbiss watching events over the

remainder of the course, including Becher's
(Continued on page 1558.)
4. 4

THE LISTENER'S- NOTEBOOK
A rapid review of some of the recent radio programmes.

.........

.

*-4-4-

HWING heard all that the first of the
Vaudeville critics has had to say,

we are asking ourselves whether. Mr.

Herbert Farjeon has served any useful

purpose. I am inclined to think he hasn't,
because he didn't go far enough. His first
talk was negligible as criticism ; his last

was /nerdy a defence et -criticism. The two
intermediate talks criticised the producer,
and not the artistes who. needed the criticism.

And yet I've. read that the latter

have :.raised

their voices in protest.
Against what 1-- :My impressions of B.B.C.

This is Sir Kingsley Wood, who will be remembered for his recent interesting talk on Savings.
His position as P.M.G. makes him responsible to.
Parliament for all the broadcasting in this cduntry.

.

Vaudeville-during the Farjeon period, at
any rate-are that the shows are too unequal in quality to command a regular
following.

The talked -of Raymond Watson is only
another edition of Gillie Potter without the

latter's pronounced mannerisms. However,

he did his bit very pluckily, although the

studio audience was, one could sense, very
cold. I daresay they were fed -up directly
they found him leading off by making fun
of announcers. This is played out.
Those Vaudeville Turns.

Hyde and Burrill were in " It's Nothing
Serions," and,' it may be added, nothing
new or really. entertaining. Jeanne de'
Casalis is overdoing, the Mrs. Feather

business, and I wonder at the B.B.C.
passina' some of - the patter. This was, to

say the least of it, doubtful in places, and
reminiscent of the days -of Marie Lloyd and
Bessie Bellwood.
Jack Morrison, as an impersonator,
(Continued on page 1538.)
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AN PASS

AINS:SET
Below are some interesting details of the latest all electric band-pass receiver made by H.M.V. The
set is known as model 435, and incorporates many
ingenious features.

By K. D. ROGERS.
changes in the circuit, introducing
a separate wave -length scale for

An ingenious tuning -scale is fitted.

I

HAVE recently had an opportunity of
testing the first
straight radio
set-Model 435, and needless to say I
was very glad of the chance.
H.M.V. have built up such a reputation
in the world of mechanised' music that I
naturally expected something good. I was
not disappointed, and the results obtained

medium -and long waves.

When the word gramophone appears, the
switch is in the gramophone position, and
when OFF is shown the set is switched off.

The price of the 435 is not excessive, as

for the 20' guineas asked, H.M.V. have
produced an instrument that fully upholds
the reputation for first-class workmanship
enjoyed by the gramophone company for
many years. The finish of the set is, of

- HOW H.M.V. ARRANGE THE CIRCUIT

fully justified, my expectation's.

The sensitivity of the receiver is very
high, and the selectivity of the band-pass
circuits is all that is likely to be required
by the majority of listeners.
Ample Selectivity.

On test in London ;the. H.M.V: 435 very
easily separated the lecal stations and left

plenty of .room between them for the
reception of foreigners.

-

-

With the aid of reaction

'

possible to get either the North Regional or
Langeiaberg free from one ancithei, though

both stations came in at good strength.
Altogether some 20 or more medium
wave stations were heard at good strength,
while on the long waves a good half dozen
provided real programme value.
Provision is made on the set for a pick-up,

and with the H.M.V. playing desk a very

fine radio -gramophone is obtained.

The set

driven,
but 25

is A.C.
consuming
watts, and

This is the theoretical circuit of the model 435. Note how the ganged volume control operates on both
the S. G. and the pick-np circuits. Shunt -fed transformer coupling between the detector and the
pentode ensures good L.F. response.

.

delivering an output

A REALLY DELIGHTFUL DESIGN

course, in the popular walnut, while the

size, and the "fact'that a
deVice

of, between 1 and
2 watts undistorted
power. Provision is

provided" 'risiakea

handy:

-

aerial
exceptionally

.

_

ad-

The -londspeaker is of the permanent magnet type, specially strong magnets of

dltional loudspeakers
besides the moving -

acoustically balanced cone of new, material

also
coil

made for

cobalt steel being employed, and the

incor-

ensures that first-class quality Shall -lac

tea.nSforrricr

bilities on test in the Metriipolis, and of its
technical qualities. Now, in the las1 few

speaker

obtained.
I have given seine idea of the set's possi-

porated in the set
itself.
The

coupling of thF per,-

lines, let me ,give

tode L.F. stage (the
set is S. G., Dct.,

tkinS faund some few miles outlrom Charing

Pentode) is of the
shunt -fed variety, but

Cross.

one of the most ingenious parts of the
set is
switch.

This is arranged as
-,;v:t-A4gfo

few of the lesserlights, were heard at good
strength.
The programme pulling value of this

set cannot be denied, for it combines extreme.

The scale rota t es
wave -length switching

.

With 'a standard aerial of about 50 ft.
length, and 30 ft. high, practically all the
important European stations, and not a

a longitudinal rotat-

simultaneously w i t
making the necessary

.

Very Fine Performance.

the control

ing dial scale with
semi -exterior lighting.

it due praise for its

behaviour under the , more normal' condi-

The interior of the receiver is a masterpiece of neat, efficient design. In this
photograph you can see the little that can be seen of the actual "works " as
the screening is very complete. The three gang condenser and -the power
transformer however, are visible on either side of the loudspeaker.

ease of 'handling with a sensitivity that is
above the normal for a set of ,so few valves.

It is,- indeed, one of the finest "threes"
I have tested.
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FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK.

House, in daylight, Radio Paris was reeeivs
-able at good loud -speaker strength, clear of

5 1 X, and the North Regional available
also at good voltu4 is certainly quite
attractive for sue h an inexpensive instrument.

And all this was when the lower coil tap
was in use. Greater power is available -tor
those not requiring the maximum selectiVity
obtainable Onthe receiver,
The London National and Regional could

They are made on

be separated fairly easily, altheugh it
essential that the G.B.'s and H.T.'s should

I can give them full -approval
sets designed to
tf9akr ealpilu" Pg-iiIiL"ils and for general
experimental use.
Other useful and well -made

Manufacturers and traders are invited E
to submit radio apparatus of any kind
for review purposes. All examinations
and tests are carried out in the " PAN,"
Technical Department with the strictest

haVe tried.

a "minimum insulation," and
"air -spaced" basis, and what
little ebonite there is is very

be properly set.

good ebonite.

NEW SETS FOR OLD.
110TOR-CAR owner 7 can--"alvkys
Obtaiii an -allowance on-- tds : old 'ear

against the purchase of a new one.
But, radio enthusiasts are- not -univerlly
provided with suet -aservice.
However there is at le-iit one -firm whieh
conducts business in therenterprisirig, " part
exchange " manner,- If is Badialaddin,
Ltd., of 42 and 48, BerneisStreet, London,
W.1, and they are prepared to give allow-

Melbourne items to hand include a rotary
-switch; a wander plug fuse holder, and a

Useful .gadgets all, and every

-pilot lamp.

one worth the close consideration of the

in any circumstances, undertake to
return them, as it is our practice

Burne-Jones & Co Ltd., are now making
ra solid dielectric- variable condenser which
they have styled the " Magnadenser." It
is available in .0002 mfd., .0003 rad., and

subsequent reports appearing on this
page are intended as guides to buyers,

.0005 mfd. capacities at 2s. 6d.,

complete with knob.
It is a well -made component
and incorporates sound
features of design, including a
positive connection_ to the
moving vanes.
-

The movement is smooth,
and an H.T. test proved that
its insulating qualities are
above the average..
THE "AMAZING " THREE.
I have now been able to test

the Graham Farish kit set,

details- of which appeared in

our last issue.

You will renieniber that I

paid tribute to its neatness and
its cleanness of design...,

I should also say that it is

The four Xelbourne Radio items mentioned in his column.

There do not appear to be any snags

whatever, and I can add that I have

personally .heard one or two good reports
of the concern.

FROM MELBOURNE RADIO.

With all the interest that is now being
devoted to the subject of short-wave re-

ception there Must surely be a strong

We should like to point out that we
prefer to receive production samples E -

THE " NIAGNADENSER."

COMPONENTS WORTH, NOTING

purchase of new sets.

of impartiality, under the personal super-vision of the Technical Editor.

picked from stock, and that we cannot,

-discriminating constructor.

.,

anees on any types of Old sets against the

PLEASE NOTE.

simple.

much smaller than the average
" three " and we find its

assembly to be particularly
It is hard to see bow anyone,

however slight

of home -construction,

could possibly go
-

And readers should note that the

F-:-IrituilliiiltlI111111111111111111111111111111111111111illiiii11011i11110

Altogether I consider the " Amazing "
Three .an interesting proposition. It is
supeflor to some commercial kit sets selling at higher prices, although I must add by

way of a P.S. that the general standard of
these is net, in my opinion, a high one, and
that is why I fancy the Grlhain Farish set
should commend itself to many enthusiastf.
PERTRIX H.T.. BATTERIES.

There is a leaflet obtainable from all good
radio dealers which very clearly details the

whole range of Pertrix H.T. batteries.

Pertrix which is likely. to suit a certain type
of set. In passing I must mention. that 1

have always found Pertrix batteries to be
very good, and this is quite an unsolicited
appreciation!

THE GRAHAM FARISH KIT SET

-

- much more - polished
and refined appearance

than the majority of

re-

demand for short-wave components.
ceivers.
The circuit comOf these, coils are probably the most important. You must have special coils, of - prises an anode bend
course, and. on the short waves .they must detector and twoL.F.

be efficient coils.

stages.

Melbourne Radio have an excellent line
of them -and I owe them an apology in that
I should have included " -a report on their
coils in this -page severaloveeks ago, but
overlooked thein and they did not even .get,
their rightful turn in the rather long waiting

carefully to adjust the
detector H.T. and grid

However, I am able to say that they are
very good coils indeeli, as good as any I

price, a performance

list.

It is necessary

bias- voltages, but
When this is done very
go9d results are given

by the little set.
Remembering

whereby at

its

Tallis

It

enable -S. you to see at a glance the particular

And yet it bears a

home - assembled

EL --

and are, therefore, framed up inn readily
readable manner, free from technicalities
unnecessary for that immediate purpose.

his

knowledge of the art
wrong.

thoroughly to dissect much of the gear
in the course of our investigations

Excellent chassis mouldings are a feature of the " Amazing " Three,
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MARCONI HL.2
The outstanding general
purpose valve for 2 -volt users
Marconi HL.2 is a medium impedance valve of excep-

tional merit, which should certainly fill at least one

40

position in battery - operated

receivers.

Its

long,

straight steep characteristic (shown here) gives altogether flawless amplification, its performance as de-

tector in sets with one or more S.G. stages being

4.0

equally notable. All the most advanced features enter
into its construction (lower inset) mica bonding and
multiple filament suspension ensuring extreme stability
and absolute consistency.

There are other Marconi ' HL' valves of similar merit
for 4 and 6 volts (upper inset) and for A.C. Mains.

,HL' TYPES
3.0

MARCONI. VALVES FOR

2 volt - 8/6

HL.410 - 4 volt - 8/6
HL.610 - 6 volt - 8/6
MHL.4 - A.C. - 15/-

THE

COSMIC THREE'

3.0

Detector HL.2 - 8/6
L.F. - - - L.2/b - 8/6

Power- - P.240 -13/6

2.0

2.0

1.0

1.0

IPA

rAi

prai MIN

MVP/ IltidmiErA

Ipmrdinviararant,PPA6

4GRID 3VOLTS2

1

0
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List of Components:
1 Moulded and Engraved Panel
1 Moulded and Engraved Chassis
1 Snap L.F. Transformer.. ..

1 Snap H.F. Choke ..
1 Snap L.F. Choke ..

,

..
.

.

..
Litlos 0005 Log Mid Line Con..
denser

1 Screened High -efficiency Coil
1

36
46
5,6

7,6

2'2'-

1 Litlos '0003 Reaction Condenser. ,
1 On -and -off Battery Switch ..
1 3 -point Push-pull Switch ..
3 4 -pin Sub -panel Valve Holders
2 Fixed Condensers
1 50,000 Ohmite
1 1-meg. Ohmite

Sd.

.

9d.

1,6

16
16
1'6

1 Battery Cord ..
Wander Plugs, Terminals
Fixing Screws,, Clips..

6d,

.

Sleeving, Wire ..
Spanner and Screwdriver.. ..
Blueprint, easy instructions
TOTAL

.

66dd.:

6d.

47 3

SOLD COMPLETE FOR 38,6

--The ONLY KIT with:
A specially designed SCREENED COIL.

A Moulded BAKELITE PANEL, with
scale readings and indications in relief and
fixing holes drilled.
A Moulded BAKELITE well CHASSIS,
with position for each component outlined
in relief and fixing holes drilled.
The majority of wires con c e a I e d

,

.

A factory -built appearance when finished.

No soldering.
Spanner and Screwdriver - the only tools
required-provided with each Kit.
Each Kit packed in attractive Orange and
Black Container.
Single -knob tuning.

beneath chassis.

AT ALL RADIO DEALERS.

GRAHAM FAR! S H

AMAZIN

VT

SCREENED COIL
send this coupon for FREE Descriptive
Leaflet to GRAHAM FARISH LIMITED, Bromley, Kent.

In case of difficulty
Name
Address

Use a Graham Farish Speaker for best results from your " AMAZING 3."

SEND DIRECT WITH CASH IF YOUR DEALER DOES NOT STOCK,

What others think :
EASTBOURNE-

-

at home
" I got splendid results, both are
quite
and abroad. I consider noir
:justified in daillting BOW' lsit as the

' Amazing
"
NOTTINGHAM" Flare got the ' Amazing 3 ' built. and
it is truly nmazing. I hare never heard

a better set, and ant mare thau pleased

with
L/TERPOOL" I "wet first congratulate you on producana such a fine Kit as the ' Amazing
3,' whie I Hunk is great value for the
molten.'
CORNWALL" On test the set is stable and the
stultify of reproduction excellent. Taking
the set on finish and price basis, it is

certainla an

Amazing

153D
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Many knotty problems have to be solved, by the B.B.C. Engineers from

time to time, and technical developntents are always following one
another in rapid succession. Here is, a :very lucid account of this
important side of the B.B.C.'s work:
By NOEL ASHBRIDGE, Chief Engineer of the Baa.C.

IN discussing the question of possible
developthents

broadeaSC trans-

in

mission, I do not propose to go deeply'
Into problems Which only affect the economi-

itself, but to
working of the
deal more with possibilitie,s_ which are of.
:direct concern to the listener.
However, questions of efficiency arid the

development of.new types of valves are

'extremely interesting to broadcast engineers,

because although present-day transmitters
are very efficient from the -point of view of
'reliability and reproduction, they nib not
efficient from the point of view of the amount
of energy wasted.
'Tb'se Interfering Sidebands.

In other words, in order to get high -

quality reproduction it is still necessary -to
work the power, valves at a very low
efficiency, and consequently vast quantities
of power go- to heating cooling water.

Incidentally, the permissible upper temperature of this cooling water is not high

enough to allow much use to be made

of the waste heat. As to valves, there is no

Aoubt that .there will, be 'further steady
deVelopment in connection with the high power types used for broadeast trans The', present valves we use are -good, but

not perfect; and the
coming of more: and

due to the fact that- the higher musica
frequencies

are radiated

at much less

strength than the lower'ones that prevent
outrageous interference.
Three Possible Cures.

This does not mean of course, that the

higher frequencies are not radiated at their
correct value, but that they are produced
in ordinary speech and music at less strength
than the lower ones. It is only too well
known that frequently there is interference
due to this small separation of 9 kilocycles,
and that this interference is a serious
international problem. The obvious cure of
arranging the stations with wider separations between them= has already been
discussed very fully indeed. It is interesting
to consider, however, whether any improve-

view of aerial arrangement ; in fact, it is

ment could be effected by using some special
transmitter, or unusual type of aerial.
There are at least three fairly obvious

abroad.
For instance, 5 0 B radiates slightly more

possibilities of this kind :

1. The use of directional aerials.
2. The use of aerials which confine the

radiation approximately to a horizontal
plane.

3. The use of single side -band working.
First of all with regard to ordinary
directional transmission, in general this
would be quite feasible- from the point of

' PUTTING A MIKE THROUGH ITS PACES

further improveMent
to the sealed -up or
glasS type of Yalye; as
well as development
on totally different
lines, including the
continuously evacuated type, is almost
certain during, the next
few years. However,
special methods of

energy in the direction

Of

the densely

populated districts of Birmingham' and Wolverhampton than it does in the London
directiOn. The aerials for 5 G B are suppor-

ted on the 500 -ft. towers at Daventry,

which also support the 5 X X aerial, and

they take the form of two slightly -inclined
vertical wires, one wire stretching from the
top Of each mast to the grOund.
The supply of high -frequency energy to

these two aerials is by means of trans-

mission lines, which can be made to give the

correct phase relationship in the aerials by
adjusting their lengths. I believe, also,

that some degree of directional effect is
used for -the new station of 120 kw., near
Praghe. There is no fundamental difficulty,

therefore, in the use of directional aerials
for broadcasting.
Prague's Plan.

HoweVer, when one comes to consider
this problem in a general way, in most cases
there are serious difficulties. For instance,
if one wished to prevent our stations in this

transmitting, whi eh
would affect the service

of broadcasting in a
more direct way; are

country interfering With the Continental
stations, it would be necessary for all the
high -power stations; to be situated on the

probably of greater
interest to listeners
generally.
At present all broadcast transmitters work

East Coast and equipPed with aerials which

radiate beams mainly in a westerly direction.
This

on the plain, straightforward double side band system, and each

would mean that the stations

could not be placed in or near the dense

centres of _population, and for this reason
a great deal of useful service area would be,
to a -large extent, wasted..
Nevertheless, I think:that this method of
working could be applied on the Continent

one- -covers a total fre-

quency band width of
approximately 20-30

kilocycles. At the

same time the separation between stations
is 9 kilocycles in most
eases, and it is only

already being done in this country and

The B.B.O. have been testing out Several new types of microphones recently,
and their technical staff have made many interesting discoveries. This photo graph shows s a new "
" undergoing test. The loudspeaker seen in the
rikhgrrunvil pro_uces standard signals, and the microphone's capabilities are
tac
.

judged by the strength and quality of the reproduction in its output circuit.

to some extent in connection with the

stations which have to serve a large city
situated near the' frontier, but this would
(Continued on neat
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most high -power stations is Iiinited at night

one has totake into account very carefully
time by its -own indirect ray, unless it has. the normal design- of -deceivers used by
already been liniited by -the indirect rag listeners.
of one or both of its neighbours. fn. most
it is to be re4embered that the
cases, however, the first state of affairs power of a -stationvrith,,pne side -band cut

DEVELOPMENTS

,

(Contiv*d from previous page.)

-

exists.

Therefore, if ;the -valhe of the indirect ray at distances between, say, 80 and 150

simplest form-of ,reflect-ion takes place at the

present, and -generally some considerable
modification of transmitters would be
necessary.
It _would probably be rather
difficult internationally to come to, an
agreement to make a drastic 'alteration to
existing transmitters,- having regard to the
natural reluctance of engineers to modify
an- expensive transmitter which has. only
recently been put into operation.

working, we have to consider whether a

newer forms. of transmitter technique are
not at any rate easy to apply to broadcast-

give protection in the neighbouring countries
against direct interference, rather than

miles from the station is reduced, we should

that due to side -band jamming, since it is
arranged normally that neighbouring countries have considerable spacing between

get a greater range free fromlading. This
might be achieved if an aerial could be
designed which_ gave no, radiation above

their sIlotted wave -lengths. One such case is

somewhere about 20 degrees to 30 degrees:

tliat mentioned already, namely Prague,

and there are other cases where this method

of transmitting `Might at least be conidered.

-

With regard to the second possibility

Of course, the above assumes that the

Heaviside Layer,
Finally, withlega.rd_ to single side -band

namely, confining radiation to a horizontal - reduction of mutual interference would be
plane, this is much
more difficult techni-

cally, and I think
am right in saying
that no- high -pow@

off is obtiously less than when both are

- THE. WORLD'S ,FIRST RADIO CITY.

station- in- regular_
service has yet -de:

finitely obtained the:

Thus it will be seen that some of the

ing transmitters ; nevertheless, it would be a
great mistake -to ignore these possibilities
_when considering the future.
-

Another obvious- transmitting development is afforded by the possibilities of
transmitting by ultra -short waves, namely,
wave -lengths between, say, 5 and 9 metres,
but this is a separate qiiestion altogether.

desired results.
Service Area.

COMPLIMENTS FROM t

There are two possible advantages to be
considered from elim-

COLTS I RUCTORS
Some'letters received from
enthusiastic " P.W." readers.

inating radiation at

an angle to the horizontal: first of all the
question of whether
mutual interference

THE W, L. G. FOUR.
. The 'Editor, POPULAR, WIRELESS.

can be reduced as between different countries, and, secondly,

and 'Pontoise, have- also . received IV 2:X A F,
W 1 X -A 2, H V J, W 2 X A D; L
and many

In connection with

others.

the former, it has to
be borne in mind
that if there were no
radiation at a steeper
angle than about 10

high, clear of any roofs, but I am not blessed with

a short earth. This wire M 50 ft. halal -still I get POMO
wonderful reception. I also, use the set foramophone work, having inserted- a switch. in the 'S.grG. so
that I can cut it out when using gramo'. My speaker
is -tile 66R. Bluespot with large bane -board, and the
tone is perfect, either on radio or grams, with enough
vOlume to fill a large hall.,
I wish to thank W. L. S. for this splendid design

it is probable
that indirect ray rez

ception at night

would still be possible, bUt _presum-

at' considerable dis-

-

On the medicar-waves I have had over sixty

stations, while on the high have had nine. I have
a large selection of plug-in coils. covering from 15 to
2,000 metres. My aerial is 100 ff., and about 50 ft.

degrees with the hori7

would only be strong

-

Dear sir,,-Having constructed the "SD. " Four,

'idesigned by W. L.' S., and haying given:the- same a
thorough test, I am forwarding you my results.
It. certainly is a "hot -stuff" set, not only on 016
'short -waves, but on the medium and high. On the
,short -w, ayes I have Zeesen at, trementbous strength
from early afternoon onwards; also 2 KO, Moscow,

the extension of the
service area of
station itself.

ably' such reception

t

which certainly brings in the stations. I am so
pleased, that I am giving the set a new Cabinet.

A view of the excavations in Nis! York from which will arise " Radio
City," a huge block of skyscrapers in which will be centred the radio and '
television activities of New York,

tances-.

It is perhaps difficult from the Practical
point of view to visualise an aerial which
would allow no radiation at all other than
horizontally, and therefore reception due
toradiation at angles of the
of :10 degrees or. thereabouts would _always
" Single Side -band."

This -means that in the case of Stuttgart
reception would probably still be strong over

a large parf of England. Thus it is doubtful
whether this-- can be looked upon -as. a cure
for mutual interference between neighbouring.stations: However, some benefit -might
accrue in this connection if the indirect ray
at distances of the order of 200 to 300 miles
were reduced, and the allocation of waves
were revised. Again, if this could be done,

it might reasonably be expected that the
range free from fading might be extended
considerably, this meaning, of course, a
very large increase of service area.

At the present time the service area of

-

When I have had the set going for six months I will
be able to give further reports; in the meantime,
thanks for a first-rate radio sot, and best wishes for
1932,

Yours faithilillf,

'

possible were all -stations working on this

.Strathbungo, Glasgow, S.1. -

Banff: FERGUSON.

principle.

It would sewn clear that in eases where
one particular station was experiencing

THE KIIKKA-13IIRRA AGAIN 1

.

mutual interference with its neighbour on
one side, but not on the other, sonic benefit
would result if the two stations in difficulties

were to adopt single side -band working.
If, however, there is interference generally,
then the use of this method would not seem
to bopracticable.
Ultra -Short Possibilities.

There are, however, one or two peculiar-

ities in connection with single side- band
working, the principal one being the fact

that unless square -law detection takes
place at the receiver there will be distortion, and the present tendency is to obviate

square -law -detection in receivers and obtain
straight-line detection.

Therefore, in Considering this particular
method for Cutting out side -band troubles,

The Editor, POPULAR' WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-With reference, to Short Wave Notes
in POPULAR WIRELESS, dated 20th Feb., I live only
a few miles from Virginia Water, and shall be interested to get into touch -with W. H. C.
Incidentally, I am an " S.G.4 " owner, and for the

first time I tuned in Sydney on Saturday last at
12.4.5.

I heard a piece by Sydney Cinema Orchestra,

followed by a piece by Australian Municipal Orchestra.
I heard the call -sign, V K 2.M E, and also the Knkka-

burra.. At 13.00 it was annoiumed that a special call
was to be made to W G Y (N.Y.), and 1 was able to

take down the message of congratulation on the

tenth anniversary of that station. 1 was able to get
full headphone strength, and, in fact, it, was' understandable on the loudspeaker by other members of
the family.
IV There is one point about the,' S.G.4 which I put
down as the cause of a lot oflmy troubles early on.
This is the adjustable condenser on the metal screen
dividing the ILF. from L.F. section. The' terminals
of the condenser go right through to the bottom, and
must .have been touching -the pieta'. screen wInen.is,
of eourse, earthed.
am now lerfcetly sattiti,A
any

"

Yours faithfully,
.

G. NEWMAN,

Sunmead Road, Sunliury-on-Thames.
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Build

SMIC'111When you build any circuit with R.I. productions as the
principal components you know the set inbound to give

theec2o

the best possible results as claimed by the designers.

R.I. is the hall mark of British radio manufacture.
Every designer and experienced set builder relies
upon R.I. because he knows they are the unfailing
components that never disappoint.
Get a copy of the new R.L Catalogue, the finest component

0TheCOSMIC
COIL UNIT
Rd. " Cosmic "-Coil Unit is specified for the

reference obtainable-Free.

Cosmic " III, because of the distinctive and
exclusive advantages that it possesses.
It combines in one complete unit, coils for

long, medium and short waves, ensuring
easiest fixing and most, compact set assembly.

A fact of paramount importance is the skeleton

-

construction of the short-wave coil former, which

reduces dielectric losses to a minimum
a vital point in this circuit.

Every individual coil is carefully tested, before

release, on the " Cosmic " III circuit,
and checked with a wavemeter over

the entire range of broadcast and
short-wave bands.

R.I. Cosmic Coil
Unit. List No.
BY 31. Overall
Dimensions 71 x
27 \ 37 ins. high.

DUAL ASTATIC
CHOKE

This choke is pre-eminently best for
the " Cosmic " III and "Cosmic"III
Star, because of its remarkable efficiency on the short waves as well as the
medium and long waves. It is the

6

R.I. have iroduced this full-sized
WIRING CHART for the benefit of " P.W."
readers. Ask for a free presentation copy.
Fill in the coupon below, hand it to your dealer,
or post direct to R.I.

"DUX"
TRANSFORMER

only choke that cuts out all blind
spots and resonant losses-an im-

The "P.W." designers' first selection for
the " Cosmic" III. A remarkable transformer that has attained enormous popularity by unequalled performance in hundreds of thousands of sets. " DUX " has
been specified as first selection for the
" Cosmic " III because it is the lowest -

To Radio Instruments Ltd., Croydon, Surrey

assured by its astatic

amplification which is a vital feature in
the circuit. inductailc 30

Please send me a free copy of the full-size
wiring chart for the " P.W." " Cosmic "

portant feature for short - wave
work. Freedom from H.F. interference with adjacent components -is

winding and skeleton
iorm of construction.
1.1,, No. Fix.

6

priced transformer that is really efficient and which gives the good L.F.
henries. Ratio>: 1:31 (tanda;
Or
I : 41
(alito-conil,:ctio).
List No. D Y2.9.

Name
Address

Radio Instruments Ltd., Croydon, Surrey.

'Phone : Thornton Ileathj21r
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ITS A CUCKOO!

a little below Daventry's dial
reading that rings a sleigh bell
in the interval ? Also which
station is it near Glasgow's

G TH1

wave -length that blows a: syren

blast like a steamer ?

These and other questions
can best be answered by an
imaginary tour of the tuning
dials ; and we 'will start from
the bottom of the medium
ways and go upwards, so that

if you do not work from a
tuning chart you will -have

some -idea of where the stations
come in.
The Best Way.

A tuning -curve or calibration chart is, of course, the
best way to find- and identify

and though you
may not wish to go to the
trouble of this, you must
foreigners,

certainly have a pencil and
paper near the set to record

the more interesting dial readings for future reference.

Let us suppose, then, that
the . set is all ready and that
we are going to explore the

from 0 to 100. For simplicity's sake, we will deal throughout with
the timing -dial alone, although, of course,
it is assumed that both reaction and
tuning -dials

moderator will he used to aid this when
necessary, as

already outlined in the
previous articles in " P.W."
rather weird -looking apparatus is the
" cuckoo." that comes on .in the intervals
between items at Ljubljana, the Yugo-Slavian
station which Works on 575 metres.
This

What will be our first station at the

bottom of the dial ?

Your " Lowest " Station.

If you live in the Belfast area you will

AGREAT Many builders of the
famous " Cosmic "have found, when
turning the dials to see what the set
will do, that it has promptly introduced to
them an amazing variety of foreign stations.
And the babel of different tongues has been
almost overwhelming to those who do not
speak any foreign language.
Who Are They ?

Who, for instance, is the lady announcer
right at the bottom of the medium waves ?
And, on the long waves, what is the station

Every listener who likes to bag long-distanc
primarily for " Cosmic " owners it is packe
what kind of set you use you should read
the picturesque personalities of the ether
By P

probably find

that your

local station

occupies that place, but in most cases it

will not be a British station, but a fcireigner

that comes in right down the bottom of

the dial. If it is a lady announcer, speaking
clearly with a melodious voice, you can be
sure that your lowest wave -length foreigner
is Radio Trieste.
The lady in question pronounces it
" Randio Tree-ess-tay." Trieste is now

Rome and Milan are referred to as
" Roma " and " Milano," and if you pick
up Radio Trieste sending an opera late at
night be sure to wait for the good -night.
Usually the Italian stations make quite a
little ceremony of this, and after a little
speech the lady announcer says very clearly
" Finny Della Trans -missy -oh -knee," which

!IIIIIIIIIiii
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DISTANCES FROM LONDON OF

linked for broadcasting purposes to Turin
and Genoa-, so that any or all of these call
signs may be heard at- times.
All these stations,
together with the
.

A LONELY LISTENER IN SOVIET RUSSIA

new Florence station,

will form the north
Italian group, or, as
they call it, the
"\lord Italia."
Unmistakable.

Another hint that
you are listening to

Trieste is sometimes
given by its interval
signal, which takes,
the form of a nightingale's song. Italian
is such a pretty lan-

guage. that even a

news bulletin sounds
quite melodious, and
the names of the
towns particularly
This lonely old Siberian peasant has just made himself something hot in
the teapot, and is settling down to enjoy a Russian programme. The Soviets
contemplate an enormous radio " drive," with many high -power stations as
-part of their Five -Year Plan.

will often be

suffi-

cient proof that this

is the country you
are listening to.

Algiers

.

.

Barcelona
Berlin
..
Bratislava

Brussels ..
BudapestDublin
Genoa

.

.

.. 1030 Heilsberg..
.. 707 Hilversum
.. 579 Kalundborg
.. 800 Katowice..
.. 200 Langenberg
900

288
645

88:
231
041

Leningrad
.. 1301
451
.
Lyons
Morayska Ostrava 811
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worrying about, but all the
following are worth noting

GERMANYS " PIPS "

metres, Gleiwitz, Germany ; 255 metres, Toulouse,
France ; 257 metres; Horby,
Sweden ; 259 metres. Leipzig,
Germany ; and 261.8, Lon253

don National.
In the London area neither

Leipzig nor Horby have a
fair chance, with the, London

National so close in wavelength, but in other parts of

the country both are received

The Toulouse station
referred to is not the main
one, but one using low power
well.

that does occasionally get over
-well in Britain.
" Aehtung, Achtung."

Gleiwitz may be recognised

by the fact that it relays the

Breslau programme. Like all
the other Germans, he precedes

his' announcements with the
Achtung, Achtung..7
and in the intervals he someword

times puts on a very fast -

ticking clock, beating about
s will enjoy this article, for although written
So no matter

I) -to -date reception wrinkles.

bing tour of the dials, with its glimpses of
s helpful hints on station identification.

01.0*

200 times to the minute.
Before going further, perhaps we ought
to make it quite clear that we do not expect
you to get all these stations the first time

that you turn the dials after reading this
article. Just how many foreigners your
set will bring in depends partly on where

you live, partly, on how you handle the set,
_and partly on components efficiency, and
is

really

" finish

the

transmission."

Then come two fine martial airs, one
being the Royal Italian march and the
other the Fascist Hymn; and finally the
lady wishes you Good -night " in the
words " Buona.-Notte, Signores."

Immediately above Trieste there are

several

stations not

low -power

FAMOUS RADIO STATIONS

worth

so forth, so that it is impossible to say
which station you should, or should not,
pick up..
A Tremendous Field.

Moreover, as they transmit at different
times you cannot expect to go from one to
the other in the way we are able to work up
the dial in theory. But -all the stations
named in this article are probables," in
the sense that they have at diffemnt times
been picked up by " P.W." readers using

This is a photograph of the time -signal apparatus
controlling, the radio impulses that go out from

the giant German station at- Nauen. At one
time they were relayed by all German stations,
but nowadays OfilY Honigswnsterhausen and one
or two other broadcasting stations radiate the
Nauen time -signal,

Cosmics," or using sets -of an inferior class.

The first station above London National
is Morayska-Ostrava; on 293.8 metres. The

station is often picked up (except in the

and is easily recognised by the characteristic German " Achtung." It is one of the

high power, and is situated in Czecho-

(Continued em next page)

London districts) although it does not use
Slovakia.

is

most reliable -stations- on the medium waves.

The name

pronounced

exactly as it is spelt,

HOME RADIO IN HAMBURG

-IN lora vska-Ostrava."

It frequently relays,
the Prague 'programme in which the
announcement comes
from Prague, and the

name of that station
is given as
Radio
Praha."

Italy Again.
Immediately above

this are four or five
a
-s

.

..

York
.

..

768
1003
3000
214
640

s Normandie
:camp) .. 125

Rome

..

comparatively unimportant stations, and
then we come to

890

Stuttgart
(Muhlacker) 453
Sydney,N.S.W. 10,500
Toulouse .. .. 552
Trieste

Warsaw ..

..

Turin,. Italy, on 273.7
metres ; and Heilsberg, Germany, on
276.5 metres.

755
899

This latter relays

Illavabvt

K o nigswusterhausen,

Next to Britain. Germany, has the largest number-about four millions-of
licence -holders in Europe. Here is a typical family listening to the pro gramme from Hamburg, on 372 meties.

Popular "Wireless, 21Iarch 12th, 1939.
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thiS Part Oethe ;we've:band is a` burble Tof
ttnintelligible.gurgles and whistles.'

FINDING THOSE
FOREIGNERS ON THE -

GO ON WITH YOU!"

Aljttle higher up4 however, on 2991metres,
we have Hilversum, and above -it the North:
National on 301.5 metres. In the south and

COSMIC

east of England Hilversum is an - excellent
programme, but farther north it is difficult
' to disentangle him froan his neighbour, the
North'National, owing to the fact that the
latter employs 50 kw., whilst Hilversum

(Continued front previous page.)

1+-4,-*
and although situated -1n Eastern, Prussia it.
can sometimes` be beard it'daylight.

uses comparatively low power.
In Norfolk, Siasex, Essex and Kent, Hilversum is often 'strong enough to give good
daylight 'reception. The next wave -length

Areas of Jamming.

The next station working --upwards from
Heilisberg is Bratislava, _ori 279 metres ;

to North National is Bordeaux Lafayette,
and this. henchman is easily recognised

on 281 metres, will be picked up unless

in at good strength between the .NOrth

hut neither this statiOn. nor Copenhasten, 'because he is the.only foreigner which' comes

conditions are really good, for they are too

National and the Cardiff wave -length, which
is 3099 metres. Another Common Wave.
Above Cardiff is another common wave-

far away to be heard.. well on the small
power employed.
Above this are two of Europe's " common"

wave-lengths-that is wave -lengths shared
by several stations. There- are three length, shared by a Polish and a French
Germans and one Austrian station- on. 283 'station with Genoa, Italy, which:has re:
metres, and the result on a sensitive set is CentlY been coming over well owing to
a burbling medlerpf sound, quite useless. provements at the transmitter. Genoa will
from a programnie point of view, but inter- be often linked with the Trieste -programme,
already referred to, but is not usually clear
esting as a wave -length marker....
1;
Listeners in Aberdeen, Pournemouth,t enough from its neighbours to make a good
Dundee, Edinburgh, Newcastle, Plymouth' recognisable announcement.
At this part of "the dial the stations are
and Swansea will all recognise 288.5 metres
.

packed very tightly and there is another
common wave -length on 309 metres, but

as their local station's wave -length.. Though

each of these Programmes.is pUrd enough
in its own district, the effect on a listener in,

Breslau on 325 metres and Milan on 331.5
metres are 'worth singling out for special

say, Kent, far away from them all, is a

mention.
Still ascending the dial, we come to
Brussels No. 2 station on 338,2 metres. About
half the population of Belgium speak
Flemish and the other half speak French, and

curious mixture, throUgh which the National.
programme can be just -recognised, though
badly mutilated.

A " Hefty " Dutchman.
There are similar common wave -lengths
occupied by foreign stations on 291 metres
and 293 metres, so all that will bo heard on

this station, Brussels No. 2, announces exclusively in Flemish.

It usually closes down

with a brief news bulletin at 10 p.m.

WHAT'S THE TIMEwhen

its Noon

in

Britain ?

Some representative chimes compared
with Big Ben
Algiers , , Noon
Berlin
1 p.m.
Bordeaux -.. Noon
Brussels . Noon
Budapest . 1 p.m.
Goteborg . . 1. p.m.
Heilsberg, . 1 p.m.
Hilversum 12.20 p.m.
Kalundborg 1 p.m.
Katowice . '1- p,m.
.

.

.

.

.

Lyons

Madrid

.

Moscow
Mithlacker
Oslo
.

Paris ..
Prague
Rome..
Vienna

Warsaw

.
.

Noon
Noon

3 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
Noon
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.

This is an Armenian peasant laughing at a wise-crack on the radio. Only a. few years ago such
people led, wild, nomadic lives andTrarely, if 'ever,

saw any signs of civilisation as we-know it.

Gramophone records are a favfnuite-here,
-but there is often an orchestral cOncert commencing at 8 or 8.30 p.m.

Between this In:Alit .and the London

Regional on 356 metre the most likely

station to stand out is l',),..:47;airg-Brumatli,
France, on 345 metres. This is a double -

tongued or bilingual station, and gives its
announcements in the French and German
languages, because Strasbourg is on --the
Franco-German borderland.
We All Know Mtihlacker.

.

A very famous. German station
jdst
on the other side of London Regional, which
comes next, namely, Stuttgart..Miihlaeker.
This is one of the best of. the German.Regional stations .and, as London Regional
listeners know to their cost, it is -so powerful

that it is quite capable of interfering with

their own Regional programme when Jongdistance conditions are good.
S-everardeg;rees above Stuttgart we have
Hamburg on -372 metres, and Glasgow, who
works on 376.4 metres.

Hamburg is a- well -

.received stationexcept in the Glasgow
area, where the local, of course, is generally

too. much for him-and in addition to the
usual German " Achtung, Aclitung," Ham-

burg can be recognised by the blast of a
siren which is'used for its interval signals.
Those who can read Morse will alSo be' able

to identify Hamburg without a- doubt by
the -letters Ii A (.
. -7-) used as a pre-

.

liminary signal, and -during the intervals of
the programmes.
Radio Toulouse.

A degree or so. above Glasgow on 385

metres we have Radio Toulouse-surely

-.1911PNWAttffeatigaPm

One of the best known of the foreign sta--.7tions. Frequent and clear announcements of the name make this station-Rasy to -recognise, and its Sunday gramophone concerts are well known to British listeners'.
Still ascending the dial, the next station is
the Midland Regional on 39849 metres, and
a hove this are three important foreigners, the first being Radio Suisse Romande (Switverland). This station works on 403 metres,
-

announces in French, and relays the programme, from Lausanne or Geneva. It
closes down fairly early in the ordinary way,
-(Continued on page 1546.)

-
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The READY RADIO

STAR KIT

COSMIC

is the Official
Blue Print Kit
KIT "A"

Complete Kit of Components together with

panel (ready cut and drilled), baseboard,
Jithlinx for easy non -soldering wiring and
tree blue print.

8916

This beautiful polished walnut Table
Cabinet has been specially designed

for the " Cosmic" Star, but is also
equally suitable for any set with a
panel not exceeding 12' X 7" ni
x
PriceZ I I.
andbaseboard

OR BY EASY PAYMENTS
.0faztepteoneIntist

17 .
KIT
"B"
A'
together with tpecitied Millard valve: and free blue print.

LIST OF PARTS

as

as shown on Blue Print
s. d.

1 Ebonite Panel, 12" x 7', drilled to specification - 4
- 1
1 Plywood Baseboard, 14" x 10" 1
2" I Ebonite Terminal Strip, 14"
1
2 L.T. Switches 3
1 ReadiRad 00075 Moderator Condenser 15
1 Duotune Extenser - 3
1 Slow -Motion Disc ?rive for above 1 ReadiRad 0003 Extended Slow -Motion Reaction
7
Condenser with Bracket
1
- 12
1 R.I. " Cosmic " Dual Coil Unit
2
1 ReadiRad Moderator Coil
1
I T.C.C. 001 Fixed Condenser, Type " S "
4
1 ReadiRad Standard H.F. Choke
1
1 Lewcos 100,000 -ohms Spaghetti Resistance
2
I ReadiRad Radiogram Switch 1 T.C.C. 0003 Fixed Condenser, Type " 5 " - 1
1
1 ReadiRad Wave -Change Switch
- 12
I R.I. Hypermite L.F. Transformer 1
1 Grid Leak, 2 megohin and Holder
1
1 T.C.C. .01 Fixed Condenser, Type 40
I
1 Grid Leak, 5 megohm, and Holder
- 2
9 Belling -Lee Terminals, Type " R "
2
1 Packet of Jitillinx for wiring 3 Belling -Lee Wander Plugs
1
Flex, screws, etc.

3 Valve Holders ----

PAYMENTS

0
0
8
6

KIT"C"

6

PAYMENTS

6
6
6
6
6
6
9

- 15 6
1 Pertrix 2 volt 30 amp. Accumulator PXC3_11 0

1 Pertrix 120 volt H.T. Battery

1 Pertrix 9 volt G.B. Battery 1 R & A type 43 Loudspeaker Chassis

6
6

4
3
6

6
2

Kit C, including above. Deposit

1

3

- 16 6

17g-ayanmntismoohngliY-

paymepte of 17,' -

Convert your present set to an ALL WAVE Receiver with Readirad Cosmic
Coils-recognised as the finest of their
kind. Designed by G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.
Dual -Range Coil 6/6. Short -Wave Coil 4, 6
To : READY RADIO, LTD.,
Eastnor House,
Blackheath, S.E.3.

CASH or COD
ORDER FORM

Please dispatch to me the following goods .........

for which I (a) I enclose

:or which I enclose first deposit of

Name
Address

Name
Addrcss,
Y.W. rz 3!32

-

£2 4 3
Kit A, including above. Deposit 1216 and 11 monthly
payments of 12 6
Kit B, Including above. Deposit 151- and 11 monthly

4
9

(cross out line\ cf
(b) E will pay on delivery knot applicable/ aj

0

BATTERY AND SPEAKER EQUIPMENT,

3.

Please dispatch to ins zt cnce tha following goods

. 18 .

12/9 down and 11 monthly
payments of 12/9

OR BY EASY

0

Official Blue Print
FREE with every
READY RADIO KIT
ORDER FORM

6

(c:TT:lott;oneli:!
as Kit " B "

-.,..gether with Table Cabinet illustrated above and free blue print.

0

To : READY RADIO, LTD.
Eastnor House,
Blackheath, S.E.3.

11:- down and 11 monthly
payments of 1 41 // `'

OR BY EASY

0

£4 9 6

EASY PAYMENT'

10/3

10/3 down and 9 monthly payments of

P.W. 22'3 32

£
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metres, occupied by,.
Beromunster.
the

FINDING THOSE
FOREIGNERS ON THE
I

HOW THEY LISTEN IN JAPAN

Swiss Regional: Bero-

" COSMIC -

4

(Continued from page 1.544.)

t

munster serves. German-speaking Switzerland, so it uses this
language, < and the
programmes' come
from Berne or Basle.
Incidentally
its

and -Usuall must be heard before 9 p.m., at

official title is a real
mouthful -" Schweizerischer Landessen-

Which hour it'gives the final new -s.

AnInteresiink "Pole."

Jsist above Radio Suisse.,. Roman&
Katowice, Poland, on 408 metres. Thii

.

der " ! and like the
other Swiss Regional,

Radio Romande, it

station has male anclfemale announcers, and 'us-Li/illy- closes down
although- generally the Polish' language is quite early, about 9

used. it sometimes announces -in French.

The , name as

p.m.

pronounced sounds -:like

Europe's Giant.

Kattoveeclia"-- and its Interval signal is
u
annusual
one, -being hammer strokes on
an a nvil.

Lyons, on the next
wave -length, is some-

-

a
: Lte
on Friday eenings
v
Katowice gives

out a sort of ansers-to-e6rrespohdence.by
w
radio. conducted in the Freneh-4anguage.

Frequently answers are given to British
correspondents,, their names and addresieS
being read out slowly and carefully, which
alone serves to' distinguish this station from
its neighbours.

-

Immediately above Katowice there ,is
Dublin on 413 metres, And coming_ in a

degree or so above thatisterlin, Who works
on 419.5 metres. Like mast of the German
stations, Berlin closes dowti with "-Deutsche
tberAlles 7 ---familiar to English ears as the
hymii-tupe Austria."

times received, but
important is
the station just above

_more
-

.that,namely, Langenberg, on 473 metres.

A group of listeners in " The Land of the Rising Sun," where radio has made
phenomenal strides and is now in a highly -developed state, quite comparable
with our own service,

-It is in the " West

Deutscherrnnclfunk " Group (West German
Broadcasting), and about one degree above
,

IN, THE INTERVAL

in Europe, Prague, comes next, . using a
wave -length of 488.6 metres, and thus it

" sits on top " of the North Regional trans-

are employed here, and announcements are

sometimes made in German, English and
French. as well as in Czech.
Another interesting newcomer is Florence,

",Radio Rosna "_Calling.

Just above Berlin, Madrid and Stockholm

just above Prague. Its Strength is good
now, and is likely to improve when the
station has quite settled down on its full

inV be, received; lint the next really outstanding station is Ronie on 441-7metres.:

next important mark on the dial is 459

480 metres.
The most powerful medium -wave station

mission ! Both men and women announcers

-

The clear -voiced lady announcer; with her
,Radio .Roma ". is too well known:to need
description, and as this programme- is relayed by NapleS the announcement is'ofteit
" Roma -Napoli."
APart frpm thq common wave-lcrigths; the

it we have the North Regional station on

power.
,-'111111111111111111111111M11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111L

LOOK OUT FOR

Many stations use distinctive interval -fillers, on
the lines of the B.B.C.'s " doomp, doomp," and this
is the 'apparatus used at Budapest, on 550 metres.

LISBON !
The Lisbon short-wave station,

WHERE THEY WATCH THE WAVE -LENGTHS

C T 1 A A, who works on Fridays at

10 p.m. on 42'9 metres, will be
sending out a special programme
for British listeners

NEXT WEEK !
TUNE IN TO CT1A A
10 p.m.-March 18th --42'9 metres
ilII1111111111111111111111IIIIiIIIIIIIIIilllilllllllllllllll!Illilbll11111!11.

We are now nearing the top of the
dial, and one of the best stations in this
region is Brussels No. 1., on 509 metres.
is

It

usually going strong until 'about 10

in the evening, when a short news bulletin
is given, the language used being French.
Vienna, who calls himself " Randio
Veen," comes next on 517 metres, and the

powerful German sometimes heard just

This is a view o the B.B.C.'s own receiving station at Tatsfield, Kent. Here a staff of engineers watcues
the ether, notes the wave -lengths and any tendency to wobble, and generally keeps a sharp eye on the
broadcasting situation.

above that is Munich, on 533 metres. He
uses a musical box as an interval signal.
If you are able to hear any other higher
wave-lengthS than thisAt Will probably be
Budapest, on 550 metres, easily identified
because it pronounces its name frequently,
and as spelt. Space does not permit.* to
deal with the other wave -bands now, so we
must leave consideration of these till next
week.
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ADIO-

i--READY
CCISMIC
RADIOG

nis ing touches

to a
wonderful receiver
"COSMIC" STAR RADIO GRAM KITS

BY CASH OR EASY PAYMENTS
Kit " B" (full set .of components and valves)
with Radiogram Cabinet and R & A type 40
Loudspeaker Chassis £10 : 1 : 0 or
rieposit of 20/- and 11 monthly payments of 18, 6

The above Kit may be purchased in combination
with any of the accessories listed. Examples::::
Kit " B " with Radiogram Cabinet, Speaker,
Pick -Up, Volume Control and Gramophone Motor.

L13: 7:6 or

Deposit of 25/- and 11 monthly payments of 25,' -

Or Kit " B" with Radiogram Cabinet, Speaker

and Battery Equipment as detailed on page 1545.

£11 : 9 : 0 or
Ueposit of 20/- and 11 monthly payments of 21, 6
ReadiRad Pick-up
ReadiRad Volume Control

1

Thllaro B.3o Double
Spring Gramophone

Motor with Automatic
Stop
-

1

£3

or 104

s. d.
7 6
5 9

13

0

6

3

down and 7 monthly

payments or 9/-.
As above but with Collaro
Induction Motor - £4 13

cr 1010

Chassis

£

s.

1

7

6

5

9

16

6

9

9

-

22

down and 5 monthly

payments of 10/6.

As above but with Macom Motor,
type A, suitable for D.C.
£4 5 9
Mainsor 104 down and 9 monthly

Ready Radio Radiogram Cabinet

or
1016 payments of 9/-.
As above but with R & A type coo

With this beautiful cabinet you can convert your present

Coil

design. This cabinet is of highly polished walnut with lift up lid, automatic support and a needle cup. Overall size

Permanent Magnet Moving
3

down and 9 monthly

payments of 9;6.

ReadiRad Pick-up
ReadiRad Volume Control .
R & A type Loudspeaker

Speaker, with Matching Trans£4 10 9
former -

or 10

down and 9 monthly
payments of 10/6.
ReadiRad type B.S. A.C. Mains
Unit, 15o volts H.T. & Trickle
Charger for 2, 4 or 6 volts £5 17 6
10i(£ down and is monthly
0 payments of 10/9.
or

Atlas or Ekco D.C.
Unit
or

-

-

-

21

Mains.
19 6

down and 5 monthly
U payments of 7/-.
the

set to a Radiogram of the most modern and artistic
3' 3" x 22" x 17". Suitable for any receiver having a
panel not exceeding 12" x 7" and a baseboard 16" x 10".

Price C3 . '7 . 6

or deposit of 15/- and 6 monthly payments of HY-.

For Order Forms see page 1545.
TO INLAND CUSTOMERS.Your goods are dispatched post fre3
or carriage paid.

TO OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS.Everything Radio can be sfipplied
against cash. In Case of doubt re7

Advt. of Real y Radio Ltd., Eastoor House, Blackheath, S.E.3.

nOite : Les Green 5673.

garding the value of your order,' a
deposit of one-third of the approximate value will be accepted and the

balance collected by our Agent upon
All goods
delivery of the goods.
are very carefully packed for expose
- and insured, all charges forward.

Grams :

Blackvil.

1543
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*

*

present a 7 -metre receiver, it must be
adinitted,
tricky -thing to build and
handle. I wouldn't go so -far as to call it

+ SEVEN -METRE RECEPTION
+

+
0

dip:tilt, but " -tricky:" it certainly is.

Very shortly the B.B.C.'s Seven -Metre experiments will be in full
swing, and here is a contribution from a," P.W" short-wave expert

Alternative Programmes.

dealing with the possibilities of this little -explored waveband.

plan shows some signs Of maturing, you will

But. as soon as the 7 -metre broadcast
find 'plenty of -good designs for receivers
available, and certainly commercial models
Will appear on the market. I want to keep

* ---o---4-4-474.--4-4-40--4.. -.10--0-0-1- .4-4-4.--0- 4.--4.--4.--4--.1.----------0-4--4-4-4. . -+ -.)- -4- 4-*

EVERY reader of." P.W." who possesses

they can on 150 metres-sometimes it

a short -Wave receiver seems to be
writing to me lately to enquire just
what this 7 -metre broadcasting will mean
to him when it arrives. Although that is a

gotten the 'very -efficient and most practical

we can arrive at the following :" That a
broadcast transmission on 7 metres may be

question that we Shall not be able tnanSWer
properly until the B.B,C. actually starts up,

-

P..

freak cases of the waves " coming dOwn "

again in Australia or some distant point,
but it seems very Unlikely.

controls for searching for foreigners-it
simply won't be any good ! You will have a

Ideal for Local 'Work.

Thus 7 metres Would appear to be an
ideal wave for purely local brOadcast.

technical side of -this well in hand, 'we need

not worry ourselves about the transmitters
any more.

set that anyone in the family can operate,
'

just to switch over from Clapham and

The B.B.C. could run .a Vinare station iii

--1:?--Wyer to

on the same wave without interference,

-the

every big town and, moieoVer,`Turi.tliem

has the

a' Symphony Concert at will.
-That is, if the plan comes to maturity and
alternative - programme

AN ULTRA -SHORT-WAVE ADAPTOR

The Disappearing Trick.

up to distances of 10 miles or so, signals on

opinion is that it will
come, and that it

8 metres were as strong " watt for watt "

as on any other wavelength used. A.10 -Watt

will bring with it a

transmission at 10 miles distance produced
quite .a good, readable signal on a single- or
two -valve receiver.. But at some point

very desirable state of

affairs-one will be

able to have an

between this and 20.miles the signal just

exclusively - local "
receiver for 7 metres,

disappeared, and the most sensitive. receiver
could not find it.
-

and a " long -distance -

This sums up the most important property of these wavelengths-strong for a
few miles, then-nothing. These experi-

getter " covering all
waves from 20-2,000
Metres, or perhaps

ments, of course, were on 8 Metres. ' And,
although you would not realise it until you
were told, 8 metres is as far from 7 metres

just from 180-2,000

metres.
And o u r
local programmes will

as 5 X X is from London Regional-and

be free from 9-ke.

about tett times as far !
This -rather, startling faet is:quite enough
to suggest'that the behaviour of the 7 -metre

Whistles, from Miih-

lacker, and from all

the characteristic

wave may be very different. 'But; if anything, the difference will be that it will fall
off still earlier. As evidence pointing to this

The famous Kelsey 7 -metre adaptor, which was described in " P.W."
The very small tuning and reaction coils should be noted,
as they each have only one turn, with a diameter of about two inches.

',some weeks ago.

First, that

10 -metre signals can be heard up to 40 nor

This novel device for ultra -short -waves is very simple in construction, and
therefore remarkably inexpensive to build.

50 miles before they disappear ; . and
secondly that 5 -metre signals seem tb -go
you go downwards from 10 metres, signals

are absorbed after travelling for shorter
and shorter distances. In passing, we might

mention that when conditions for long-

distance work are good the 10 -metre waves

" come down to earth" again.
They May Come Down Again.

British amateurs have put 10 -metre
signals of fairly low power into the United
States, South Africa, and India. But.

although long-distance work of this kind
on 10 metres is very freakish, short distance

work is as reliable as on any other wavelength known. Two amateurs can work

across -1,3'1-mien on 10 metres as easily as

not leave out that
Two Receivers.
ownMy private

tuned to a fixed transmitter showed that,

Everything points to the fact that, as

is

moment,

results we used to Obtain on 8 metres were
rather curious. 'Work with portable receivers

after 7 or 8 miles at the very most.

scheme

decided upon: U n
fortunately, we dare

" if " at the present

From the receiving point of view, the

we have two known effects

EDITOR.)

This being so, you will probably hive a
,simpler, set than you, use now, which will
just bring you in your local programme,
with perhaps -an alternative from the same
-station. Your set swill be designed for this
purpose ; ,there -`will be no complicated

of between 10 and 15 miles, after which
nothing more will be 'heard of. it.- :It is
just possible that there may be. isolated

a good receiver for the wavelength-the
chief trouble was the transmitter. Since

Kelsey 7 -Metre. adaptorR which was recently

.described in "W

expected to be very strong up to- a -distance.

some. of us have hid sufficient experience
of wavelengths of 'this order to hazard a
pretty shrewd guess.
Let us examine the facts and try to piece
them together. Some feur years ago amateur
transmitters were licensed to. use 8 metres
for experimental work. There was very
little difficulty, even then, in building quite

we may well hope that the

off the technical stele of it in this article,
so we Will assunie that the receivers will
be available. (W.L.S. has apparently for-

is

even more reliable than the longer wave:
By studying this little collection of facts.

.

beCause of the limited range of the transFor the Towns Only.
You will. probably think this a little hard
.

within a few miles of a town. Think of the
number 'of licences accounted for by
London, Birmingham and Manchester only !

something to look

forward to. May it

.... .

0-0*
THE ECKERSLEY THREE
A letter from a reader who has +

missions.

are one yourself), but it is obvious that
80 per cent, of the B.B.C.'s audience live

-

come soon !

.

on the country dweller (particularly if you

interference noises of
the 200-550 broadcast
band.
So we have at least

*

made two, and is very pleased.

The Editor, PoPuran WIRELESS,
Dear Sir,-Re the Eekersley Three published

in " Popular Wireless," 9th January.
I have made up two sets, and find they do the Job

fine and quite up to the remarks made by Mr.
Eckersley.

The country dweller will still have 5 X X
and, perhaps, some of the Regionals within
easy working range Of him-he will just
have to forgo the pleasure (perhaps a

I came across one trouble-namely, that when the
set was switched off I got a short howl. I put this
down to my coupling the negative H.T. to the
positive L.T. 1 reversed over to the H.T. being

doubtful one) of tuning in a 7 -metre receiver.
And now let us see what it will mean from

are giving fine results.

the- town listener's point of -*W.,: Just.

coupled to the negative L.T., altered the wiring
necessary. This stopped the howl, and both sets
Deal, Kent..

Yours truly,
..

F. E., WALDEN.
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"Never min
come in and hear it
on mine. I've just put in a new

THE lEx0e

DRY BATTERY

Mr. H. G. B. of E. Green-

Made entirely in England, employing British labour and British capital.

volume of my set, but

Obtainable everywhere from all good dealers in sizes and types
to suit every wireless set.
Also for torches, cycle lamps and bells.
For wireless low tension use Exide 'C ' or ' D ' Type Batteries.

wich, S.E.zo, writes :". . . was surprised in the
difference in tone and

apart from that I am still

using the same battery
after 9 months of continual use."

Exide Batteries, Exide Works, Clifton Junction, nr. Isflanchesfer. Branches of London, Manchester, Birmingham, Brisiol, Glasgow, Dublin and Belfast
Dx 66

1 00
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is a curious in
I-T stance
of the
-

irony

of

genuine

alternative
entertainment.
Despite the hetero-

fate

that heterodyne interference should

have shown a

dyne trouble, there
remains a very re-

big

increase at the very
time when by all the
rules it should have
been On the 'wane.
In winter time, when

the range's of stations

Some practical distant -programme Notes compiled by a special
contributor who nightly searches the ether in order to obtain
really up-to-the-minute information for " P.W." readers.

are at their greatest,
a heterodyne may
easily occur between two stations hundreds
of miles apart.

As the nights shorten heterodynes nor-

mally tend to become less -and less in

evidence owing to the diminution of transmitting ranges. But this -year two new
factors have complicated the situation.
Increased Separation.

First of all it has been found necessary to

increase the separation' between certain
high-powered stations from 9 to 10 or 11
kilocycles ; the London Itecrional, for instance, now works on 843 kilocycles, and
Mtihlacker on 832 kilocycles, whilst there

is a 10 -kilocycle interval between Moravaka-

Ostrava and the London National, and
again between the latter station and
Leipzig.

The provision of bigger intervals has
naturally not made easier the arrangement
of stations in the' alrea;ely overcrowded
medium wave -band. The second factor is
the coming of a coth3iderable number of new
and fairly powerful stations.

Some are in regular operation and have
THE past week has been, for me, a week
of tests-another name for hard work.
So much has this been the case that

I have not found a moment to listen for

short-wave broadcast, having spent 411 my
time on the amateur bands.

they feel inclined to grab.

This business of wave -length -snatching by

experimental or unauthorised stations has
lately assumed very serious proportions.

In a recent week nearly thirty of themmainly unidentifiable-were recorded as

being at work, and in few instances did they
-use the same wave -length on two consecutive nights.
Long -Waves Best.

SHORT-WAVE
NOTES
News and views regarding an exciting
and fascinating wave -band.

By W. L. S.

hear South Africa:and Ceylon before mid-

I can imagine some of the victims of my

Competitions gloating at the thought of
W. L. S. himself having to keep the 'phones
on for twenty-four hours at a stretch. But

don't worry-he rather likes it !
By the time you read these notes, the
second half of the " International Good-

Will Tests " will be due. Even if you have

no transmitter, and are not a member of

the A.R.R.L.-the organisers-they will
be interesting to you if you are keen oh
listening to the amateurs.
For the first three days, March 11th,

Others which just miss falling into the
star class on account of occasional heterodynes, or because they have off " nights
every now and then, are Gleiwitz, Bordeaux,
Breslau, Strasbourg, Lwow, Hamburg,
Milan, Brussels No. 1, and Budapest.

A third class consists of stations

for these reports take some analysing.

Eventually every transmitter will be listed

in such a manner as to show how many
-times his signals have been heard in any
and every country in the world. That's
an undertaking for you!.

The experimental station at Vienna

(Radio -Wien, U 0 R 2) is now transmitting
on 49.4 metres. Tests are made on Tuesdays

day on 20 metres, Japan and Hawaii at

6,` Doing His Bit "I

A Few " Probables."

news.

and this week has proved it up to the hilt.

Malaya, and the Antipodes practically all
day ? Not much, I should say.

Toulouse, Brussels No. 2, Goteborg, Hilversum and Heilsberg.

Here is :one small item of " red-hot "

fact that the .stations are not on the air,

8 a.m. on 40 metres, and Hong Kong, India,

this limit is on many

of a
The number of heterodynes have natur- rather more uncertain kind.
They
are
ally reduced the list of stations froth Which always worth going for, because if
are
really good reception is obtainable. The ' good they are generally very good they
indeed.
long waves are the least affected, though a On the other hand, one may be unable to
Russian transmitter has interfered at times find them at all, or hear them as no more
with Radio -Paris.
than faint or rather
voices. This
With this exception the long -wave sta- class includes Vienna,muzzy
Beromunster, Paris
tions are mostly clear, and the region above P T T, San Sebastian,
Grenoble, Genoa,
1,000 metres remains a very profitable Bratislava, Nuremberg, Cologne
and Touhunting ground for the listener in search of louse P T T.

As I remarked before, half. our talk of

good at once What can be wrong, for instance, when we

The portion below

nights in a state of
unparalleled
had more or less to elbow their way in ; since the introduction chaos
of the present waveothers are still in the experimental stages, -length plan.
and certain of them appear to regard it as
My list of star stations
the medium
their right to conduct their experimental band at the present time ison
:Pragne, Lantransmissions on any wave -lengths that genberg, Rome, Stockholm, Katowice,

bad conditions is occasioned simply by- the

Put up some tests that bring all the " hams "
into action, and " conditions " will appear

spectable number of
good stations on the
medium wave -band,
particularly above
about 270 metres.

12th,

and 13th, there are " rotated "

listening periods for the amateurs of each,
continent. Thus for three stretches each
day -of two hours each, all Europe forgets
that, it has transmitters and settles down to
listen to distant signals. And very quiet

and peaceful it is to have the European

babel- off the air now and then !
There is no need for me to give you the

exact times-they will be obvious if --you

listen. For the last three days-March 14th,

15th, and 16th-every owner of a _transmitter, great or small, is making it function as

hard as he can, trying to get into touch
with the DX men that he has heard during
the first three days.

The results will be reported in QST,

the A.R.R.L. Journal, probably in August,

and Thursdays from 13.30 to 18.00, and
from 19.00 to 21.00 G.M.T.
Have You Heard Him ?

The station directors ask for reports of

reception to be sent on- postcards to Radio Wien, Johannesgasse 4b, Vienna.
All
reports will be acknowledged by QS', card.
My informant, N.' V. P., of Cologne,

tells me that the station announces in

German, but sometimes asks for reports in
broken French and English.
W. F., of Aberdeen, believes that be has
traced my identity, and that I am Mr. E. J.
Simmonds, of G 2 0 D, who used to write
short-wave. articles for " P.W." May I
assure him-and others who have made the
same suggestion-that he is quite. incorrect ?
I know Mr. Simmonds well, and am sure

he would be hurt at -the thought that my
disconnected ramblings should be attributed to him ! As to my real identityask " Ariel " even lie won't tell you!
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The Colvern Coils
chosen for the A.G.
Model of the S.T.300

1 pair Colvern Coils,
Type S.T.300,
12, pair.
COLVERN LIMITED, MAWNEYS ROAD, ROMFORD, ESSEX
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What M. K. C. had hoped was that a half -way
setting would give -000125 like the other tuning
condenser. But as Capt. Eckersley so clearly puts
it, " a variable condenser does not, if a fixed series

condenser of its maximum value is connected in series
with behave all the way round as a halved variable
condenser."

WAVE -CHANGE SWITCHING FOR "POP
VOX

FOUR.

R. A. W. (Twickenhani).-Lc I have made
one of your 'Pop -Vox' Four seti,t1iut using
only medium waves employing', P.J.3 and
-

P.J.2 coils.
" I wish to add 2 long -ware coils. I have
purchased two . commerciallywound coil

quoits, first. Oil marked (E.Ga1T2.), second
coil .marked (AR E.G.T1.T2.).

" I wish to use 3 -point and 4 -point wave -

change switches and ordinary -0005 V.
- condensers
cannot afford ;EXtensers yet).

All Editorial communications. should be addressed to the Editor,
POPULAR WIRELESS,.
House, Tallis Street, :LOndon, E.C.4.

" (a) Could you tell me the,bonnecljons for

same ? 'Also, I ,wish to use a 1-theg. volume

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to wireless
The Editor cannot 'acfept responsibility
manuscripts or photos. Every care will
taken to return
MSS. not accepted for publication. A ;stampedfor
and- addressed envelope must be sent with beevery
All
inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc:; to be
-addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs. John 51 article
Lite Ltd,
4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.
The constructiongt articles .which -appear, from tine to time fn this journal are the outcome of research
and experimental work carried out with a View: to improving the technique of wireless reception.. As much of
the information given in 'the- columns of this,, paper concerns the most recent developments in the radio world,
some of the arrangements, and: specialties' -described may be the subject of
Patent, and the amateur
and tlie trader would be well advised to obtain permission of the patentees to Letters
use the patents before doing so

control, 3 -terminal type, in lieu of 1-meg. grid -

work

leak.

"(b) . Is this O.K., and what are the con-

nections for this.? "
.

.

_

With regard to (0:you do not mention the make of
the coil, but if this' is One of the approved coil quoits
the connections for this and for the three-point
switch will be as follows.
Y on the P.J.2 will now go to 0 on the'eoil quoit
instead orto.:earth, and, also to one of 'lbw -contacts
on the wave -change switch.' X on the PJ.2 will go
.to a .001-mfd, semi -variable condenser, and will also
-

QUESTIONS, AND
ANSWERS

We are afraid you have miSundefstood the reply
H. L. It is not Capt. Eckersley who is " mixed un-'

but youl

Whtit M. K. C. asked in the original question was
" My set has a -0005-mfd. condenser. Can I place a
-0005-mfd, fixed condenser in series with it to
.

go to another of the contacts on the three-point
switch.
E on the coil quoit will go to the
negative MK grid -bias terminal, to the -01-mfd.
.

DE -COUPLING, THE DETECTOR.

condenser,. to the moving vanes on the first tuning

P. A. (Motherw'ell),.-" My only trouble is
a fall -off in qUalitY Which commences after '

Condenser; -and also to the remaining -contact on the
three-point wave -change switch.

MISSING LINKS No. 30

That will complete the alterations for this part of
the circuit, the remaining side of the -001 - mfd.

A SIMPLE TWO-VALVER.

the, high-tension battery has been in about

condenser being put. on Ti or T2 as desired.
The Other circuit is treated in much the same way,

a month. Up till then the speech is very

clear; and milsie'good,' but 'after that time
music becomes alittle harsh and 'speech is
distinctly less clear.

and the moving vanes of its variable tuning condenser will still go to L.T.-, etc., but they must be

disconnected from P.J.3. The second coil quoit will
then be joined up in the following manner :
-B 'on the' second coil_ (Molt goes -to the L.T. and
earth, etc. G on this coil quoit goes 'to Y- on the
P.J.3 and to one terminal of the tour -point switch.
" A It " terminal goes to other -contact on the fourpoint switch and to .Z bn the P.J.3." X on the P.J.3
is connected to the. third contact On .the four -point

,

" I am told that all it requires to put this
right is for the. detector to be 'de -coupled'
by a resistance and condenser. Tracing out
the circuit from the original blue print I see
that the detector valve haS got ,a separate

switch and also by means of a fleXible lead' to the
clip, which is tapped on to T1 of T2. Finally, the
fourth contact on the wave -change switch is joined
to the moving vanes of the' second -variable tuning
condenser and so, to earth, LT.,' 'etc.
(b) It is quite O.K. to' use a 1-megohm -volume

high-tension supply from the ILT.'-1-1 terminal.
Is it pos.sible; therefore, to make -the elteratiOn

in the lead to this terminal, and not interfere
with the internal wiring at all ? If se; how

Here is the circuit of a Det, and L.F. receiver
with two components purposely omitted. Can you
fill them in correctly 7
LOOK OUT FOR THE ANSWERING DIAGRAM
NEXT WEEK.

should I connect the resistance, and what

value is required ? "

With separate detector H.T. supply it is quite easy
to de -couple successfully outside the set. All that

you have to do is to disconnect the 11.T.1-1 lead
from the battery and proceed as 'follows.
Join the H.T.+1 battery tap to one side of a resistance holder.. The other sideof this holder to the
H.T.+1 terminal," and alio to one side of a 2-mfd.
fixed condenser.

Then join the other side of this condenser to H.T.
neg. (or L.T. neg., or any point connected to these),
and when you have inserted a 20,000- or 30,000 -ohm
resistance in the holder the alteration is completed.
Note that the condenser will now be joined right
across H.T.+1 and 11.T.-, so it must be of good
quality. And don't be surprised if your set needs a
few more volts than you formerly gave the H.T.+1
terminal.

WHO WAS RIGHT ?

H. L. (Bestwick).--" I wish to contradict

a statement or so made by Captain Eckersley
in his ' Query Corner,' when replying to
M: K. C. (Eltham Park) in a recent issue of
P.W.'
" M. K. C. asks if a -0005 variable and a
-0005 fixed condenser in series would result
in a .00025 variable condenser. I say it

would, and Captain Eckersley says that it

would not, although his formula proves that
-00025 is the proper result. His formula is

C1

Cr

x C2

-0005 x -0005
, which when worked
+ C2
.0005 -+. -0005

out is -00025, as M-. K.'C. wanted, not -000166
as Capt.-Eckersley' evidentlY thinks.
" He -also says,that M. K. C. wanted -000125
when- lie really wanted -00025. My opinion
-

is that, Capt. Eckersley 'has gotten himself
properly mixed up !
.

.

.

.

control in place of the 1-megohin grid leak and all you
have to do is to -join, the terminal -which is connected
to the slider to the grid of the third valve, and simply
use the end terminal's as a -gridlealt, one Of Which will

go to the G.B.-31ead and the other to the -01.

reduce its capacity and so obtain the same effect at;
a -00025-n4d. variable condenser."
Capt. Eckersley
Eckersley replied " not quite," and he
showed, by a brief example, why not.

USING THE OLD H.T, BATTERY AGAIN.
,

is " the effect of a -00025-mfd. variable condenser."

When tuning ?

.

L. G. (nr. Hertford).-" Here in the country
with nothing to do iii the evening btit listen to

We have italicised part of M. K. C.'s question,
because we wish to emphasise that past. For what

the wireless, the Set is Usually on for about six
hours a day, and that is very hard on the H.T.
battery. The expense for this is the worst

-

In effect it is a .00025-mfd. condenser when " all in," (maximum capacity) ; it is a very small condenser indeed when " all out " (minimum capacity),
and it varies. proportionately in' the intermediate
positions.
Thus, half way on a -00025-mfd. condenser gives
a capacity of -000125 mfd. And what Capt. Eckersley
emphasises is that when a -0005-mfd, fixed condenser
is joined to a -0005-mfd. variable condenser you get a
-00025-mfd. maxinutin, but the tuning effect is not
quite the same.
For, as the formula shows, the half -way position
under such conditions does not give -000125 when the
variable condenser is half -way,- because the fixed
condenser has not altered.
If you apply C, x Cz to the half -way, position you
0,

part of keeping up a wireless set, I find, and
in this connection perhaps you- Can give me
some advice.

-

To give the `. Cosmic' a fair chance I

bought, a new battery instead of trying to use
the old one, although there is still. some volts
left in it. And when the set was tried out I

= .=

certainly did not grudge buying it a battery

for itself
" However, t.he other one has still a good deal
of useful life in it; I believe, although it could
not giVe 'quality results on three valves at the
-

Cz

strength handed out by the Cosmic.' So I

get the following values :
-0005 x -00025
= .000160 mid,
-0005 + -00025

am wondering if I can use it to supply just one
(Continued on page 1554.)

P.W." PANEL, No. 62.

OUTPUT CONNECTIONS,

It is well known that when a power valve is in action interference with its input (grid) connections
= may manse damage to the valve,
Eli
EE

=

*

EF.

..4

*

It is not generally realised that with pentode output valves interference with the loudspeaker con- =
- notions may also cause damage.
n

p,*

.

-

=
This is particularly true of mains pentodes, unless
=., which has the effect of guarding against the trouble. an "equaliser" is connected across the choke.

=

...
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YOU CAN PAY
TWICE AS MUCH

If you want

more Stations
PIT

ETA VALVES

PRICES

YPI: 13c5

111111111111111.11.111.1111
ETA valves are never weary
of searching for " lost "

stations and finding them
for you. So, if your set

to recognise the
existence of any but the
very biggest Continental
stations, all you have to
refuses

do is to fit ETA valves and
your troubles are over.

6d. cab.

mfd.

-0005 mtd. 94.
'fliPt: 670.

-0001, 000:1. .0003 curd
1,- ca4:ti
ord.
0005. 001.

1,3 ,,b.

005 and 006 mkt

1;6 earh
620
Types 5,10
1 8 L.., 3'.

BUT YOU WON'T GET
BETTER CONDENSERS!

The world produces no more
efficient valves than ETA, no

Never before in the history of radio have
there been such consistently efficient and

matter what you pay. Why then
pay more than you need ? ETA's

reliable condensers at so low a price.

price is the right price for the

Built up to a standard-the Dubilier standard-only enormous production has enabled

right valve.

the price to be pared to this minimum. Light

in weight but robust in construction, the
Dubilier moulded mica condensers types 665

THE INTERNATIONAL VALVE
THE ELECTRICAL TRADING ASSOC. LTD.

Aldwych House, Aldwych, London, W.C.2
Telegrams: Eltradax Estrand, London
Telephone: Holborn 5139

It

and 670 are used by ieading set manufacturers and designers. You can't do better than
follow this lead. Build with Dubilier.

UBILIE

RCONDENSER CO. (1925) Ltd.,
CO

Ducon Works, Victoria Road, N. Acton, London W.3.
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First of all, stand your extra battery near the main

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

battery and join its H.T.--to the other H.T.- by
means of a flexible lead. (This lead, of course, can
go to the II.T.-terminal on the set or to the H.T.

negative terminal on the battery, as these points are
really the same.)
To supply H.T. to V1 via the extra battery instead
of from the main battery, all you now have to do is
to take the plug that conies from H.T.-1- I on the set

(Ccnitimi-ar.fropi page 1552.)

of the valves, `as' I have seen explained in

POPLI.Au WinEL* ?
" If this is possible, please giVe the full con:

Keep it in about the half -way position for the

above tests, and then when the set is going well you
can adjust it finally on a weak station.
The main facts about the setting of this control is
that if the slider is pushed round to that end of the
potentiometer which is connected (via a switch, etc.)
19111ff111111i1141111111111111111111111111111111111111M1111llll1111111ffIllt-

out of the main H.T. battery and put it in to the
desired voltage on the extra battery. That is all !

nections for the battery leads themselves, as,
well as any that -may be, necessary in alterations of
,

-

TECHNICAL

-5_

'TWISTERS

g
REACTION IN THE MAGIC" THREE.
(EaSt
Ham).-"
lily
set
is
a'
Magic'
Although it is ratite useless to expect a really old
No. 104.-MODERN TUNING
Three, which I made myself from
battery to give satisfactory service, in the circurnstances in which you 'are placed it would be a, pity
COILS.
the. local station it is Al, but I find it
not to try and use the battery if there is really a. rather difficult as regards to trying for foreignE CAN YOU FILL IN THE MISSING
limited service life open to it: The alterations are
erS owing to its floppy reaction.
so very simple that you could try them in a few
LETTERS ?
minutes.
'
" I can hear the stations through the reac- aModern tuning coils are nearly all of
We suggest you use the extra battery to supply
tion; but when I attempt to decrease sam ei t- E 1116
type wound on a
the :high-tension to V1, and, we will describe the
goes out altogether with a loud -plop, and'Ialterations asthey ar3 particularly SiMple.
former.
hear nothing else. Could you tell me what is
,*
*
*
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111ffli
the cause of this and if there Is anything: I'
Sometimes the coil is divided into
can do to the set to stop it ? "
- two sections connected in
IS YOUR SET GOING
We are Very surprised that you get this trouble = and wound astatically.
.

.

s-Ts

-

with the " Magic," for one of the strong features of
this set 'Wag. its Smooth and easy reaction control.
The commonest cause of the trouble you describe is
incorrect value of grid leak, and the trouble will be
more marked if the grid condenser_and the high-ten-

WELL?

=

H.= Perhaps the switching doesn't tVork pro- E
perly

FE

Or some mysterious noise has E

appeared and is spoiling your radio reception ? E

Or one of the batteries seems to run down
E much faster than formerly ?
Whatever your radio problem may be, =
remember that the Technical Query Depart- 7rnent is thoroughly equipped to assist our
- readers, and offers an unrivalled service.
E Full details, including scala,..of charges can
be obtained direct from the Technical Query Le.
Dept., POPULAR WIRELESS-' The,, Fleetway =
House, Farringdon Street, London. E.C.4.
E.

On receipt of this an =

- A postcard. will do.
Application Form will be sent to you post

free inuilediately.
This application will
place you , tinder no obligation whatever,.
but, having the form, you wiltimoiv exactly =
What information we require to have before
us in order to solve your problems LONDON READERS,
PLEASE - NOTE :

Inquiries should NOT be made -by 'phone or =
in person at Fleetway House or Tallis House. =

F.-.5111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111W11111111111111111111i

The object of this is to reduce the

"spread " of the magnetic field And prevent undesired interaction. Such an

sion values Ore net right.
Sothetlmes the 'actual grid leak is O.K. lint a fault

arrangement may be a
coil.

occurs in connecting it, so that it is not actually in
circuit at all, and a very high: resistance takes its
place-composed of spurious resistances such as the
leak across the insulation. So make sure that all the
:grid -leak connections are O.F. and that it As firmly
-

w

.

,*

Although this type has 'a very restricted magnetic field it is not so
efficient

'held in place in its clips, and then borrow another, or
several grid leaks -of different values, and replace the
present One; at the same time varying -the H.T.
Unless you haye gone hopelessly away from our
specification it is improbable that you will notice any
difference owing to an alteration of grid condenser,

as the plain

. .

using external
vent unwanted. interaction.

. . . . .

to pre-

Last week's missing words (in order)
Voltage, -Voltage.
One cell.
Battery.

were :
Forty.

but the variation of the H.T.-1-1 plug is important

to get best restilts, in some cases, this partly depending

upon the partibular detector valve in use.
' You do nUt say what coil values you -are using,
but it ta_easy to obtain a ploppy reaction effect if
too large, a. reaction -coil is used, 'so this is a ,point.
deserving attention. Do not forget, also that a very
important, part in smooth reaction control is played
by the adjustment of the slider on the potentiometer

_

rii11111iiii11111111111imiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiii11111111111i11111111111111111a

to L.T.-1- you get maXimum sensitivity, combined
often with a certain tendency to ploppiness ; whereas
if the slider is pushed round to the opposite position.
and is thus brought near to the end which is connected

(Continued on page 1556.)

WHEN you hear the.marvellously life-

like reproduction of BLUE SPOT
100U you will laugh at other speakers.
100U gives you the real thing. It gives

more than clarity-it gives you the exact

tone and peisonality of speaking and If
singing voices, the real verve and spirit
of music, whether " highbrow " or " low
brow." It carries your ears to the studio;
it is the essence of reality,

p

This wonderful inductor type speaker is the

equal and even the superior of the most
expensive dynainie speakers.
If you are building a kit, crown yckur cfforts

with the' best speaker in th6 world,, -BLUE

' SPOT 100

Write for eatalogue.

30U

1'
1'

THE'BRITISH. BLUE SPOT- COMPANY LTD.
BLUE SPOT HOUSE,

94:96 ROSOMAN

STREET,

12-0S,EBERY AVENUE-h-04,4 DON, E.C.

Phone: Clerkenwelr3570. Grams: "Bitiospot,Isling,London"
Distributors for Northern England-, Scotland and North
Wales; H. C. RAWSON (Sheffield and London); Ltd.._
P00, London Road, Sheffield; 22, St, Mary's Parsonage,

Man.ch-ester: l

offi,11,
Reestered Trench Mar.

ceoizt-street,G,ta-sgovv.

09/4,j'4//; /

-^`
-
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TRADE MARK

JUNI

Now, to meet an incessant demand
we introduce the Pertrix "JUNIOR,"
a

non -sal -ammoniac

battery,

at

a

popular price.

At its price there is no other battery
to equal it, no other battery which will
give the life or possess the same
capacity.
All the skill and the high quality chemicals

that go into making the most expensive

Pertrix batteries go also into making
the Pertrix "JUNIOR."
ALL DEALERS ARE STOCKING THEM
MADE AT REDDITCH BY BRITANNIA

BATTERIES,

LIMITED

516
60 Volts

9f100 Volts

120 Volts
emission-nine milliamps
Ado. of Britannia Batteries Limited, 233, Shaftesbury Auenire, London, W.C.2.

Telephone : Temple Bar 7971.
CVS-1C
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(COntinued front page 1551.)

yours is. an easy question to 'answer -because-You
are so suitably 'situatedlor good results from a Det.
and 2 L.F.set.
Perhaps the best way to illustrate the respective meritfi-is-tei say that in the Pet., 2 L.F. -type of re-

to the L.P.- lead, reaction control becomes much

tage. and this is accompanied by very easy handling
for all normal purpoSes.., '

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Against these adVantages there is the,faet that two
Or snore main tuning circuits are used, though this is
counteracted to some extent by the receding of tho

reaction's importance as a control. And the two

tuned circuits can be ganged if desired, SO that the first
rough adjustments are carried out as foronetondenser.

( -elver the great volume obtainable is the chief advan-

smoother, but there -is-not quite' so much sensitivity
as is Obtained in the other position.
Thu§ the slider alOne roses a very complete control- over -reaction if all the other values" are O.K., -

The tendency nowadays, is towards a need for

greater selectivity, but it seems ptobable that

and it is fOr'this reason that we are surprised you

NEXT WEEK'S NUMBER OF "P.W.9.9'

A final hint Worth Femembering is that if ymi have
a spare :general-purpOse.orailatilt type valve on hand. -

Will be another splendid three -pennyworth, and will include
long arid absorbing account of

have been:having trouble -in getting a:'s-frocith 4eerease

it may give 'better reaction._ control than he valve.

which you areat.presantu"S;rig:hithe-deteetor bositicin
receiver.

.

-

a

H.F. OR L.F. ?

A TALK WITH A JAPANESE LISTENER

T. 0. W. (LiVerpool),,--" Al! I have decided
so far is that I shall need three VaRtes to work
She moVing-eoil Speaker4'gOod Strength Ruti

For the "Cosmic "' builder there are two special features:

A FILTER FOR YOUR -fcpsrAIC"

I cannot find out what 'are the merits of the

different »-ayS-ji.of :arranging these three'', in'
circuit.
`,!. Either an
or the

also

" COSMIC" QUERIES

:Det. and. L.P. atrange-

more usual pet:, i2 L,I:

wall

And every long-distance listener will enjoy

give the necessary -strength, -I anii told: And
the choice of: the2IatterAype_ of eiriquit with

,FINDING

its enormous `..punCli.iobvionsly does; not meats,.

I shall be ,tied -to; oeal statiens,- fot- reports.of
this class ; of :set ,getting far -distant foreigners.
are quite common.:

-

7--

-full of practical reception hints covering the long- and, short Wave programmes

"What then. is the advantage 'of

instead of one of the L.F. ?;.(if any): Assuming
a fairly atfterage Sort of outdoor aerial, 50. ft.

FOREIGNERS

.

,

NEXT WEEK'S " P.W." ORDER TO -DAY. USUAL PRICE
-

F.

one end, dropping to 30 ift.; at the :house

Which 'sort of set would lse preferable for

qualify loCal; WM-4; and ample, alternatives
There -is- only one main tuned circuit, hut reaction
is rather important on distant stations with this
When the..set is hanaled-as
DX -et' ?
.
class
of receiver.
"It will- he-fiked- about 30 miles 'from -the
The merit of the ILF., Pet. and LT?, circuitis that

North Regional, and used all day for this

ritatiOn, and for touring Europe on those even-

ings- when the Northern programmes don't
appeal `too 'strongly: What should it be-Dk 2 L.r.,' or H.F., Det. and L.F.' ? "

it is oils

much 'more . selective. than --the other.

Great volume is obtainable with it, amid a much

higher reliability factor *here very' long-distance programmes are concerned, many of these being. rendered
almost as reliable after dark as " locals " by efficient
MP. amplification.

R & A Reproducers, as the name
implies, are something more than

" loud speakers." They are designed
to reproduce speech and music with a
fidelity as closely resembling the
original performance as is possible
in the present stage of development

As the Wireless World Test Report
on the " R & A Type 40," so aptly
states, " Speech is exceptionally good
..Bears all the marks of a thoroughbred.,.. It stands in a class by itself."
You will appreciate the, reproduction
of speech and music with an "R & A"

-the purity and truth, the volume,
the clarity-qualities for which the
R & A are so well known. Your

dealer can supply you. The R & A
" Type 40 " illustrated, is more than
moderately priced at sixteen shillings
and sixpence.

9/10
"TYPE. 40"
REPRODUCER

REPRODUCERS & AMPLIFIERS LTD.
FREDERICK ST., WOLVERHAMPTON

the Det. and L.r. will definitely remain - as thn

most popular set for all-round use in conditions like
those described.
A'surprisingly high degree of selectivity can
be obtained with sets using a Detector as first. valve,
if a "hotted -up" input circuit is employed, as in the
" CosMie."' (Certainly the older type of Pet., 2 L.P.
would not bear comparison with these later types-(Continued on page 155S.)
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CIRCUITS

AND
FOR "COSMIC"
APPROVED
FULLY
DESIGNER
BY

SPECIFIED
original
Insist on " GOLTONE"
COILS wh
best
"?.W." COSMIC
designed to obtain

.............

DER
MOATOR
COIL

1

have beenresults.
possible
from all First -Class
Obtainable
Radio Stores --SUBSTITUTES

AS SPECIFIED

9t
CM/26

kofi

------------------

REFUSE
write direct.
If any difficulty
Sent On Request

oNLY

Radio Catalogue

III
PSI%
0

M

SEP AR NEELY ,
DESIRED.ED

Dwiis

\DELIVERY,

PAIR

If
13.1P'to!

WM116

IMMEDIATE

-

_

-

4/6
516

and Goldslon
N C 125

PENDLETON

l`k

GNS

did yo.tt

!!!!

Whell 7,,ccontrrillure,f

tot

ALL

:6 EAR III

rapplications
for
Advertising
Space in
POPULAR

y011/

SATURATE

it NOW
with

WIRELESS '
' MODERN

WIRELESS"
and
Chemical

" WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR"

A Good Aerial

must be made

the CONDUCTIVITY

is

spoilt with

So do Not Neglect
Yours

ONE SHILLING

SENSITIVITY

Definitely

or

Increased

within

24 hrs.

Froth
E

Radio

Dealers

(IROL) en,

.a%
ClekE11enwell Gre
R1041.0.

St9,

RADIO -GRAM CABINET OF

EXCELLENT
DESIGN AND QUALITY
r

here Cabinets are soundly constructed in selected OAK
etc., and polished a rich Jacobean shade.
z

I

SIZES :
3" HIGH 22' WIDE 17' DEEP
Gramophone
33t: CLEAR FOR PICK-UP
Compartment
MOTOR
Wireless
For PA NEL up to 18" x

Compartment

Speaker

Compartment

BASEBOARD kr deep.
20' x 15' x 14" allowing ample
roam for speaker and batteries.

AND AT THE ASTOUNDING PRICE OF
2 GNS. I' PACKED FREE CARR. PAID

Cash with Order or C.O.D.

Sale Manufacturer

and Distributor

.cA

.

W

S_

Cabinet Manufacturer, 12, Nelson Mews. SOUTHENDON-SEA, ESSEX.
Trade Enquiries Incited.

Illustrated
Leaflet

Nome

Post Free. Ail dr`"

w 7.

Treiniiinar-4.0.- Another

OSBORN
RADIO CABINET

to the Sole

a Bad Earthfor

Still Buys Our HANDSOME

for the

"POPULAR WIRELESS',

Advertising
Agents,
JOHN H. LILE,
Ltd., 4, Ludgate
Circus, London,
E.C.4.

COSMIC" THREE
Model No. 197. I,,, oto.ok R.1,11F
('airier 1 In Figured Oak. 3 it
6 ins. high, 2 ft. wide,
it
4
;lot. deep Heal twisted
omaing at back and toy. Tak,,
towel 21 tan by 8 Inn, or sinalirr.
Bathe board
ft. 9 ins, by ft.
6 Ina. Ample room tor any typo
of batteries hi Cnbinet.
1

1

PRICES:

1

Machined Heady to Assemble.
L1.15.0.
Assembled heady to Polish,

52.10.0.

'Phone : City 7261.

CHAS. A. OSBORN
(Dept. P.W.).

Made by
Craftsmen
for particular people.
SEND 30. IN
STAMPS FOR

NEW 1932
BEAUTIFULLY
I LLU STRAYED

CATALOGUE.

Assrmblvd and Polished, S3.5.0.
All IdottrIs earring*, plkid.
The
Regent Works, Arlington 8t., Landon,
N.1.
Tetepbeme: Cirri:rowel! 5095. And at 21.
Esser 1147.1. Islinahen, N.1. releflfistre: clertenirell
5634
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MIRROR OF THE B.B.C.

THE LISTENER'S NOTEBOOK

(Continued from page 1534.)

(Continued from page 1534.)

(Continued from page 1556.)

Brook, the Carial Turn and Valentine's

selected such'songs as " Meet nie in the
Cowshed," and dragged. out Gus Elen's
" It's a great big shame." All very, medi-

in fact 'riot long 'agoit wouici have seemed impossible

Brook.

simple set.) --'
OilMO, account be persoaded to try one of the okb
it is to be this class of
fashioned Dot:,
circuit get one of the " Cosmic " standard where really

change -over froin Mr. Lyle to Mr. Hobbiss,

to get the equivalent of 0 Cosmic" selectivity on a

good selectivity is obtainable. This would give you

numbers of foreigners, and even if the ether does
" crowd -up " still more than it is at present, you
would, in the situation described, have ample selectivity in reserve.
Perhaps the best; if not the only way to decide
your problem in general terms is to decide, once and
for all which is more: important-the foreigners or
all-rchind reception ? If the main requirement is
powerful,
local -station. work and
foreigners, decide on the bet. 2 L.F.
If, on -the other hand, it is really the distant
foreigners that you are chiefly counting on, decide
in favour of the H.F., Det. and L.P. circuit.
WINDING COILS FOR ECKERSLEY TUNER.

R. W.. (Peterhead).-" For the pleasure of
construeting it I am going to make up an
Eckersley Ti.iner of my own, and I have been
reading over -the details which ;have appeared
in P.W.,'- namely those.iathe December 12th
issue, and those in p:w.' dated February 20th.

" In one case the directions of the tuned
windings are given as the same and in
another case the direction of the Medium -

,

An 'announcement will be made of the

and at the conclusion of the race there

will be another change -over to Mr. Lyle,
who will repeat .the result several times.

ocre. 'Not even could Marius B. Winter's
dance 'orchestra save the -sittiation, his
vocalists certainly failing to please my
ear.

There will, of course, be the usual opening
description of the general scene before thet
-race, with the names of runners and jockeys
and an Account of the parade of horses to
the starting post.

If. this is the sort of stuff now being put
on at our big London music halls, it is not
to be wondered that these places'ar6 losing
money and patrons.

So much limelight has been focussed on

Orchestra that their opening broadcast on
Tuesday, March 15th, will be looked forward

to by millions of listeners anxious to hear
how
they compare with Jack Payne and his
"Boys

coil as on the method of connecting them when

completed.

In the original brief description this point was not

touched upon, but in the fuller description in the
!` P.,,adfotorial " coluirins of February 20th the method
pf winding and the connectons for that method are
gWen in detail. These should be followed closely,
when the coil will resemble the officially " manufactured models.

But that, perhaps, is a treat in store for us.

sound news film of the band in action in

This- wasn'.t

the

only

Gilbert

Sullivan we were favoured with.

Studio 8A on the top floor of Broadcasting

nouncer, and the band playing the specially
written 'Signature and
passing out"
numbers, " It's Just the Time for Dancing"
and " Till Next Time."
The New Dance Orchestra will take part
in their first vaudeville on Saturday, March
19th, when the artistes include Harry Tate,
the Carlyle Cousins, Ronald Gourley,
and Alexander and dose.

'

cerpta;from the other G. and S. operas.

band, hundreds of cinemas will show a short

Although there appears to be a discrepancy in the
two descriptions, actually this is not the case, for the
relative " direction of windings " will depend not so
much on the'VaY the turns are originally put on the

*

" Pirates of Penzance" we were given only
"The- Mikado." I would have preerred ex-

Coincident with the debut of the new

The film will include an introductory
announcement by the B.B.C.'s chief an-

*

The Gilbert and Sullivan hour, on the
contrary, was sheer joy ; and made one
long for more. Both clarinet and cornet
came through well-as they always do. It
was a pity that. after .the Overture to the

Henry Hall and the New B.B.C. Dance

House.

Which way is right? "

-

The New Dance Orchestra.

wave is given as opposite to that of the
long winding.

*

and
The

COMmodore Theatre Orchestra :included
selebtions from "The Gondoliers" in one of
their lunch-time programmes, while Copenhagerr.eonchaded a programme of English
music- -ione, 'evening with seleetion, unfortnnatel4;,4tga in from " The Mikado."
i*

I 'realise, after listening frequently to
French transmissions, how fortunate we are
to 'be spared 'from the accordir vogue. It
is a dreadful instrument, reaRr,,,or at least,
(Continued on page 1560.)

The " MERTON

OA finer
HAND

A Cabinet of graceful modern design
and perfect construction. The front is
walnut veneered
arched with bure
giving a delightful

finish

two lone effect

in

shade walnut with

satin finish: ends and
top are also veneered.

The attractive grille
is backed with black
and gold silk. Height

()MODERN

36', Width 241".
Depth 151", Baffle
Board 221" < 13",
Set Board 221'

designs

12".

In Walnut,

.£5 - 5 - 0
11111611111111111111981111ilil

()Stronger
CONSTRUCTION
Whatever your needs in Cabinets, there is a
Srnithcraft Cabinet exactly suitable.
And-

BRITISH MADE.
P.4 FOR 1-2 VALVES
108-s. 3,000 mia - -

136 FOR 3-4 VALVES
108-v. 0,000 inla

34/9
Other capacities up to
24,000 m/a. Any Voltage as required.

DOWN.

folder of models(Table

.

.

and Pedestal, in Oak,
Mahogany and Walnut).

Prices

THIS

BATTERY

from

.1-15-0 to £5-176

18/20, HERTFORD ROAD, N.1.Telephone : Clissold 3725.

for the eventual replacement is
just a matter of changing cartridges.

This special adaptation of

the famous Leclanche principle

RECHARGES ITSELF when the
set is shut down, and is as economical as it is efficient.

THAT

STANDARD.

.

perfectly level ! Running costs :
minimum ! Life : PERMANENT,

WRITE FOR DETAILS OF

outstanding, Smithcraft Cabinets are definitely
.

scores on every point.
Background : dead silent ! Current :

extra if required.

LASTS FOR YEARS.

See a -Smithcraft against any other make
You'll choose a Smithcraft.

And here the "Standard " Battery

Tray containers

that comparision will soon show you to. be
lower in price than even ordinary cabinets.
Send for illustrated

-

-

Any voltage and
any capacity for

being a Smithcraft-it will

be solidly' constructed, beautifully polished (by hand) and
modern in design. Yet despite crafimanship

28:3

-

The test of a Battery is its suitability for short wave reception.

BATTERY

CO.

Department P.W.

184-8, Shaftesbury Avenue,
LONDON, 1.4.0.2.

WATES
STANDARD
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All the VOLUME you want

from 2 an
THE LIVELY

dive sets!
THE POWER

DETECTOR PENTODE
The Lissen Detector

Valve-H. L. 2 1 0livens

tuning,

up
your
gives you

extra range, greater
sensitivity. It is so
responsive that it
brings the foreign
stations in like
magic. Not only

this, but it passes a
crisper more power-

ful signal on to the

L.F. stage of your
receiver,

and you

get louder, clearer
radio altogether.
Ask for

Lissen

H.L. 210.

Price

The Lissen Power

Pentode Valve-

P. T. 225 - converts
stage of L.F. amplification into a fine,
full -volume " Penretode -output "
ceiver. This valve
puts new power into

any set with one

your loud -speaker,

and new brilliance
of tone, too. Use it
instead of a power

valve and at once

you get an amazing
step-up in volume.
Where before you
got a whisper, now
you get a torrent of
pure sound. And it
takes no more current than the power
valve it replaces-its
H.T. consumption is
only 7 m/A.

Ask for

Lissen

P.T. 225.
Price ..

Put these two valves into any two -valve set,
or any set with one stage of L.F. amplification,

and you will be amazed at the results you
get, the mighty loud -speaker volume you
enjoy, the distance -searching you can do.
Ask for Lissen Valves and insist that no
others will do.

Other Types and Prices
11210
..
5/6
L210

P220
PX240
S.G.215

..

5/6
7/3
8/ 12/6

Four- and six -volt
types also available

LISSEN LIMITED,

WORPLE ROAD,

ISLEWORTH,

MIDDLESEX

A BRILLIANT BRITISH BEST
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it seems to be after a_time. On the other

TECHNICAL
NOTES

very struck with the Mendelssehri programme given by Section D; finder the

Some diverse and informative jottings about interesting aspects of
radio reception.
By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F. Inst.P

hand, do eve appreciate the B.B.O.orchestra
(all sections) as -much as we. ought ? I was

direction of Stanford -Robinson, the other
evening.

How well all the instruments

seemed to combine, and'how restrained the
playino. was ! This was particularly noticeable ;then acedinpanving :the .soprano solo
in Psalm 95, " Come let us Sing.
*

*

.

The least said about ." The Forsaken
City" the better. but I would like to ask

whose' was the brain that conceived such
an idea ? " Bring out yOtir dead ! " isn't
the sort of thing we want to hear repeated
arl infinitum at any time,' but now when a
'flu epidemic is raging it seemed to be
adding insult to :injury: Surely there are

many more illuminating stories in the pages
of history than -the. Great Plague of 1665.
Let us have thkse for preference, if we are
to be given history !
*

'

It niakes me wonder whether the kiddies
will have to, listen to, the " Murder of the
Princes(1,k83)..''. or to a:detailed account -,of

the " Burning of Ridley and Latimer
Lk

NaffCut
Cigarettes

k.
--------- -

Ns,

TUNE To CT IAA

,..
=7.

n

NN

NEXT WEEK
will tell you all about

gitersait -eveitete
1rFoR20

details of the two4tpUrs' 'E
'programme arranged by this
journal and radiated to our readers
E- from Portugal will be given - E

NEXT WEEK

ORDER YOUR ." P.W." NOW 77:
USUAL PRICE
E
.

-

E.

7Thimilimilummi!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!mimmilliiiniiiiiir-,:

(1555)," one of these: evenings. There's no

telling, for they've already had " The Last
of The Niblungs ! "
*

Much. has been, and. is still being written,
about the attractions of Sunday Continental
broadcasts, but reference is generally made

to musical turns. To those whO arc interested in British politics (and there must
be many), I can warmly recommend the

hagen,- and broadcast by Kalundborg at
noon eyerT.Stnaday. They are splendidly
delivered, the English being quite as good

as the best we hear from our home stations.
Pitt, Nelheurne, Peel, Canning and
Palmerston are some of those I have
.

issued by The lmpenal :Tobacco' Company
(oF Great Britain and Ireland), Ltd. C.C.366.

conditions the reaction will cease at the
samepoint--:-or practically the same point

-as that at which it starts. If there' is

considerable Overlap, hewever, it shows
that' the conditions are wrong and in these
circumstances you will find it impossible
to get that nice balance between reaction
and tuning which is so necessary for picking

up weak or distant stations.
if your are troubled seriously
" reaction overlap," the best thing to' dO is
to look to the value of H.T. voltage which
is used and also to the vanes of grid leak
and condenser. The trouble may also,
,

If, however, instead of usin,,7 the ordinary

_==

talks on British Statesmen given by Copen-

WF0R10

reading of 80.
When the set is operating under the proper

Effect of L.F. Coupling.

LT

CAPITAL

expect reaction to cease again at the same

up to 100 volts.

FROM
LISBON
Full

ARE

dial and you turn the knob beyond this
point and then turn it back, you might

.0002 microfarad, and 2 megohms for the
grid condenser and leak, will generally be
found suitable with a voltage of perhaps

BROADCAST

musts
CAPSTAN

IDARESAY you have noticed that some tunes when reaction sets in, you hayefto
turn the knob back a little way before,
the reaction ceases. Suppose, for example,
that reaction starts at a position 80 on the

by the way, be traced to an unsuitable
detector valve. The ordinary values of

Our issue on sale

66 P W "

-..

Reaction " Overlaps."

'fistenedlo, and I hope. I shall net -iniSs.

L.P. transformer of a conventional ratio,
the detector, happens to be followed by a
ttansfOrnier with some special ratio, this

having an unusual primary inductanee

value. Or if resistance coupling Is used, you

will naturally require a different value of
I.T. Sometimes, for instance the H:T.
voltage may need to be considerably lower
and the grid leak may often be increased
with good effect.

By the way, _you will often find that a

mains valve will work very well in the

detector position without seeming to be so
critical as the corresponding battery -driven
valve. In such a ease you are not so likely
to get into trouble with reaction Overlap,
and altogether reaction seems to be much
more manageable

With regard to mains -driven detector
valves, you may, however, get a bit of trouble
with A.C. hum, and this is often made worse
by a bad earth connection. The poor
earth connection -wilt= also upset the

tuning and reaction at the same time, so
that if you find this trouble- with a - mains
detector you should cite particular attention to the earth.
Use Twisted. Flex.

Another

important

point

with

the

detector Cr, for the ,matter of that, any
of the valves in a mains set, is to prevent
any stray A.C. field from the filament
leads.- One of the simplest Ways' to do

Gladstone and Beaconsfield.
This may sound a -bit heavy for a Sunday
noon, but I shall. be- surprised if you don't
find , these ,talks very. interesting;' I" this is to use twisted flex for the leads.
could'nt switch them off !
(Continued on next page.)
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WHEN IS A F USE
NOT A FUSE

TECHNICAL NOTES
(Continued from previous page.)

Often enough I am told by people that

they cannot get very many stations on their
sets, sets which are specified to give quite

a large number of Continental stations.

Generally, the trouble is simply due to the
fact that the owner of the set does not take
sufficient care with the proper management
of the tuning and reaction.
These must be' smoothly applied so as to
bring the detector to a point just short of

-WHEN IT

IS SO LONG
that its resistance couples

FUSE
HOLDERS

together the circuits which
it protects, making the set

oscillation and get the maximum sensitivity.

unstable.

in this way, a fraction of a degree at a time,
certain to miss some of
you are

of current, allowing it to

L- V TWIN

instead of ceasing when the
fuse wire melts,

,-011Z4

-WHEN IT IS TOO SHORT
to_ check a powerful surge

Unless you operate the set very carefully

the fainter stations ; you cannot simply

'arc ' across the end -caps

set the reaction knob and expect this
setting to serve for different adjustments
of the tuning control. The two must be
operated together.

lig SAFETY

IIWANDERFUSE

Belling -Lee fuses are made in two

lengths, for safety and efficiency;
" long for H.T. and G.B. circuits
(60 m 'a, 150 mia and 1 -amp.) ;
ir long for mains leads (1, 2 and
3 -amp.), shorter fuses being unreliable with mains voltages.
SPARE FUSES, all ratings

Mains Valves.

With an A.C. mains valve. whether fed
by raw A.C. current or indirectly heated,
readers are sometimes a little puzzled with
regard to the application of the grid -bias
voltage. As a matter of fact, it is really
quite simple, as a moment's consideration

6d. each.

LEAD

/ SINGLE
-BASEBOARD

will show.

You know that with an ordinary battery -

heated filament we have a difference of
potential at the ends of the filament about

MAINS

(assuming there is no filament rheostat
in series). Clearly, we have to reckon

the voltage of the grid in relation to some
part of the filament, and the point we take
is the negative end.
So that if there is a grid -bias voltage of,
say, 9 volts, and the voltage of the filament
battery is 6 volts, then the grid will be 9 volts negative with respect to the negative
end of the filament and 15 volts negative

BELLING -LEE
FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION

Advertisement of Belling 6, Lee, Dd., Queensway Works, If'onders End, Middlesex

EASY TERMS
WE supply all good quality Radio Receivers,

The same thing, of course; applies with
the anode voltage. We may have 100 volts
between the anode and the negative end of
the filament, but if the filament has 6 volts
on it there will only be an anode voltage of

very much so long as we have some definite

SET or 3 VALVES. S.G., Det. and Power, =
Mullard or Cossor. Cash Price .61 19 0 =
Or 8/- with order and 7 monthly paymemts of 5/4. =
NEW BLUE SPOT 66R UNIT. The finest
balanced' armature movement on the market, =

filament.

100 minus 6-that is, 94 volts-between
the anode and the positive end of the
filament. At any rate, it doesn't matter

Illustrated lists al 60 Cabinets free,
Mount Pleasant Rd , London. If 17.
'Phone: Walthamstow 1626.

H. HAY Cabinet manufacturer.

_ 4E3 10 0
Price...
-. payments of 6/6. =
Or 516 with order and 11
.
monthly

complete with large Cone and Chassis. Cash =
Price...
..'
£2 10 0
Or 5/- with order and 10 monthly payments of 5/

LOUD SPEAKERS REPAIRED, 4/...
(Blue Spot a Speciality, 5/-)
Transformers 4/-, Headphones 4/., all
repairs magnetised free.Tested, guaranteed,
and ready for delivery in 24 hours.

Discount for Trade.

Clerkenweli 9069

E. MASON, 44, EAST ROAD, N.1.

= NEW HEAYBERD A.C. ELIMINATOR =

A.C. Output Valve.

But with a filament supplied by alternating
current you might at first think that

there was no such " anchor " point.

In

practice, with the indirectly -heated cathode,
the position is simpler than with the

battery -heated filament, because the indirectly -heated cathode is insulated from
the A.C.-operated heating- filament inside
and, although it receives heat and becomes
an electron emitter, its potential is " floating," unless it is -connected to Some definite
source of potential.
"

So if we connect the cathode by any
point to the grid via a grid -bias battery,
we have that many volts (whatever the
voltage of the. G.B. battery may be)
between the whole of the cathode and the

As a matter of fact, it is usual to

connect the cathode to the centre tapping
of the transformer winding which supplies
the heating _current.

oval, as shown. Speaker chamber 18"
square, fitted with 7 -ply sub-haMe
Hole cut to suit type of speaker used.
Grill banked With art silk French
Polished. Mahogany or Wal- QV.
nut finish.
PRICK

-

point from which to reckon.

grid.

*LAY El IC Mk 7ES tIstlECTIAI
The " Ashle
36' high. 21. wide,
14' deep, wity." h hand -carved paw feet
and 1' hin
top Vignette cut to
suit control knobs of set, or I.4. x 6

Components and Accessories on- deferred E
=
E terms. We carry adequate stocks and can give

;.PROMPT DELIVERY.
NEW CELESTION MOVING -COIL PERIL E
MAGNET UNIT. with Transformer. Cash =
£2 7 6
.
Price ..
Or 51- with order and 9 Monthly payments of 5/3. E
12 EXIDE W.H. HIGH-TENSION ACCU- =
=
MULATORS (120 Volts. 5,000 ii/a.)
Large capacity typo. Cash Price ... £3 15 0
Or 6/6 with order and 11 monthly payments of 7/-. =
Carriage charged on all orders from Scotland. =
LOUD- E
N.H. FARRAND INDUCTORreproduction
=
SPEAKER UNIT.-Quality of
almost equal to a moving -coil speaker. Cash

with respect to the positive end of the

-

11.T.

FU SE FUSE

equal to the voltage of the filament battery

This centre -tap,

(Continued on next page.)

E

KIT C.150. Complete kit of parts for building
'an H.T. Eliminator, including steel case. Out- =
put 25,1n/a., 150 volts. 3 H.T. tappings, one
variable. Cash Price
- £3 16 0 =

Or 616 with order and 11 monthly-. payments of 7/-. ti-= Send
list of requirements, and quotations trill be =

sent hil return Price List FRET on request.

=

, LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO. ===
11, OAT LANE,
NOBLE STREET, LONDON, E.C1
TELEPHONE: National 1977.
fl1H1111111111111HIHIHIHIMIHIUMIUMIHMIHIHM111111111111F,

MAKE A RADIOGRAM OR

GRAMOPHONE
at quarter price. Order loose kits or
sets and assemble them at' home,
making your own cabinets or box.
Get for 3d, our new 64-p. catalogue,
No. 222/1932. with scale drawings
and instructions how to make them.
We sell motors front 7/6; Tonearms,
soundboxes, 1/6; Pick-ups, Horns,
Loud Speakers, Radio. Kits, complete
Receiving Sets, Gramophones. Radiograms. Established 1903.

THE REGENT FITTINGS CO.

(P.W.). 120. Old St., London-,E.C.X.

AL

It pays you to ask your Retailer for
genuine guaranteed

WAVEMASTEI{
Variable Condensers and Extensers
for all the latest circuits

CONDENSER CO..
LTD.,
42. Hatton
Garden. London, E.C.1.

WEBB

REMEMBER

"POPULAR

WIRELESS

has the largest sale of any

WEEKLY WIRELESS JOURNAL

AMPLIFY !

Let your Cone (or Horn)) Speaker give that Moving
Coil Quality and ample distortinuless volume without
extra valves by adding the "Magno" Amplifier (Pro.
Pat.) Something new in amplifiers, for it is worked
by L.T. supply only. Needs no valves alterations to
set, wiring, or expensive parts, and is very compact
Actually GUARANTEED to amplify reception three
times Special Electrode material. Reed and Rubber
Wracks. 2/6, together with full-size, clear constructional blue -prints and diagrams Simple to con
strUet -Agent. I. Cook. 182. Cranston 114 '4 it 23

LAPPLICATIONS for Advertising Space in "POPULAR
WIRELESS" must be made to the Sole Advertising Agents,
JOHN H. LILE, LTD., 4, LUDGATE CIRCUS, LONDON. E.C.
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TECHNICAL NOTES
(Continued from previous page.)

TRANS-'-,
-FOLOIERS
PR ICE

S216'
EACH

AA AA
ra

(A

00

g

75 ma

I should say something about the power

A/vv\
ha

stage of an A.C. -set, because here we
sometimes

--

-

-

I amp-

5 amps

These transformers are specia ly designed
for use with valve rectification.
They will produce a rectified H.T. output
of 260 volta'at 6b ma. Low tensionis. also

-Provided for five 4 -volt 1-ainp. A:C.. valves.
-

case

4111-11- --

a valve the filament of

In this
case the filament itself is- used as the

<

0

filament in the case of a battery -heated valve.
Magnifying the Hum.

No.803
T<

together with the cathode, then become,
for the .purpose of reekoning voltages,
equivalent to the negative end of the

- - - - - -POST NOW- - enclose 3d. stamps for 'fully descriptive -_lists
aintaining. circuit diagrams of the latest bleayberd
Mains Tiansformers, etc.
NAME
ADDRESS

COMBINED BANANA AND
WANDER -PI:ld

which is supplied with raw A.C.

A

electron emitter or. cathode, instead of

The widely variable and non
collapsible' prongs of the Chu
Master.- Plug -make it equally

beikY used (as in the case of the ordinary
valve) as the heater
for the cathode which surrounds -it.
Now, at first sight, you -might think that

effective with Con tinental sockets

indirectlY-heated

and the sniallestStrindarithattery
'inserts. The -entrant end is
especially curved to Jacilitate
-insertion.
The wtring device pro,; llL> a
Positive metal to . rn, Lai cold a, -t.
The irliportilitei, of this feature
should not be overlooked.
Type A : long shank and insnlater. TYPe B short shank and
insulator:. -Red or black. F5ll
range of markings.

this would cause all kinds of -complications

-

due to A.C. hum ; but bear in mind that it
is

only the last stage, and there is no

amplification following the valve to magnify
the hum.

This is one of the reasons why there
is no serious trouble due to the hum of
the raw A.C. A further reason is that the
filament of such a valve is usually comparatively thick, and so the variations

1 1-D EACH.

PRICE

in temperature with the alternating current
are lessened.
Grid 'Bias with A.C.

Obviously, in this case - your grid -bias
connections must be somewhat modified,

and the usual thing to do is to connect
to the centre of the output winding of

MONARCH OF THE MAINS.

10, FINSBURY ST LONDON, E.C.2.
(One minute from IllOorgote Und. Sim)

the heating transformer for your " negative
filament connection."
Sometimes this centre tap of the trans-

An all-purpose British fitment
of outstanding merit.
Illustrated leaflet 31.3 on request.

Cheapest PERFECT Contact]
Lectro Liwr Ltd., 254. Vauxhall Bridge Road,

former :As not available, and therefore a

ASt.1.DR
'S
Martin's Lane, W.C.2.

potentiOmeter resistance is connected across

WIRELESS
SALE
100 LOTS. MOSTLY WITHOUT RESERVE.
NEXT WEDNESDAY

and Every Wednesday at 12 noon.
Including Brunswick D.C., Majestic 8 V., Apollo
7 V., R.G., Ekco All -Mains Sets, D.C. & A.C.,
Radiograms, Portables, Battery Sets, Loud
Speakers by well-known makers.
DEMONSTRATIONS MON. & TUES., 10 to 5.
NOW ON VIEW. CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION.

Entries invited for next sale. Tel.: Tern. 5013.

the output of the transformer and a centre tapping taken on this potentiometer, which

amounts to the same thing.

The total

Purest Ebonite.

SPECIFIED FOR

Qualify for a well -paid post in En-

gineering by studying at home with

The T.I.G.B. Become an A.M.I.C.E.,
A. M. I. E. E.,
A. Mt' F. Mech.
A.F.R.Ae.S., etc,

"COSMIC " III STAR.
NEVER DISCOLOURS
Magnificent mirror polish.

Black, Mahogany or
Walnut finishes.

Easy to cut and Drill,
Highest insulation.
_

Specified continuously by
leading journals.

Ask your dealer or write
for list: Any Panel site
cut. Cash, or C.O.D. by
return.

British Hard Rubber,Co.Ltd.
Ponders End, Middlesex.

WRITE NOW for " The Engineers'

Guide to Success," stating the branch,
post, or qualification that

interests you, to

(that is to say, if it should not be at the

THE TECHNOLOGICAL
INSTITUTE OF GT. BRIT.
26, Temple Bar House,
London, E.C.4.
Founded .917 lb.000buccessw

/
4r

f
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in

valves,

is really wonderful, on the one hand,
what great strides have been made in the
it

design of valves for special purposes, which
give us the opportunity Of choosing highly
efficient valves for particular circuits,

whilst, on the other hand, it i§ perhaps

equally surprising how little there is new
in the way of principle.
"'One of the drawbacks of a low -impedance

valve is that it consulates a relatively high
H.T. current and perhaps it may be possible
before long, to have a valve of this kind
which is much more economical in anode
current than those at present in -use. If
such a valve .were forthcoming it would
be a great advantage.

To SCICCESS
a

EXACT TUNERS
250 to 2,000 metres.

these tuners are' in use, and

of
we can strongly recommend them. No ' fur/ Thousands
ther coils are required. Send P.O. for par-

ticulars and circuits-FREE,

Changed Conditions.

Aver since wireless began we have heard

rumours of the valve which is -to operate
(Continued on next page.)

,

THE EXACT, MANUFACTURING CO.,
Croft Works, Priory street, Coventry.

WET H.T. BATTERIES "-N
Solve all H.T. Troubles.
SELF -CHARGING,

-

SILENT,

ECONOMICAL

JARS .(waxed),. 21" x LV" sq. 113 doz.
ZINGS, newtype.10d. doz. Sacs 112 doz.

Sample doz. (19 volts), complete with -,
bands and electrolyte, 4/1, post 9d.
Sample unit, 6c1.. Blue. booklet free,

Bargain list- tree.

-

PLEASE be sure to mention "Popular Wireless"
when communicating with Advert!sers. Thanks!

raining until Suc-

cessful is Guaranteed for the one fee.

centre -tap on the transformer winding

A New Principle.?.
Concerning improvements

widest choice of
in the world.

engineering courses

precise electrical centre) you would --get
more A.C. hum than need be, whereas with
the potentiometer you can adjust the
slider Until- you find the best poSition.

Guarantee(

the

Containing

resistance of the potentiometer may be up
to about 100 ohms.
The use of the potentiometer instead of
the centre -tapping of the winding of the
transfornier is also sometimes a distinct
advantage, because if there Should be any
slight error in the electrical position of the

AMPLIFIERS, 30/-. 3 -valve set, £5,

P. TAYLOR, 57. Studley Road,
STOCKWELL,

REMEMBER

LONDON

POPULAR WIRELESS
has the largest sale of any
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TECHNICAL NOTES
(Continutd from previous Page.)

without any filament -heating. current-the

" Cold " valve, in fact-but whilst many
extremely ingenious suggestions have been
made for the construction of such a valve;

so far as I know no valve of this kind has
been successfully made and used.
Incidentally, talking about the - cold

valve, which at the -beginning of broadcasting seemed such a highly desirable

object, I should doubt very much whether
it would cut nearly so much ice in these
days because, after all, the Mains -operated
valve takes a lot of beating, and if electrie
mains are available the heating current is
really a matter of very little importance.

CLAMPING

RESISTANCE

CONE

rELEMENT

MOVING

r-CONTAcT
CASE

I- do not know whether statistics are

available as to the number of radio amateurs

WIRE
CONTACTS

who are without electric light supply ; I
have heard the figure put at between fifty
per cent. and seventy-five per cent. of the
whole body of wireless users.
NOW YOU HAVE BUILT YOUR SET-

How Many Battery Users ?

house it in the Carrico " Master's
Cabinet, at most handsome piece
of furniture, in beautiful Oak Or
Mahogany finish - only 90/-

If it is even as high as fifty per cent. it
shows that there are a very large number

Additional
by 7 ins.
polished wood pane! to match

batteries about for recharging or rely upon a
recharging service.
But even here again the dull -emitter now
has its filament -heating current reduced

ins.

can be supplied. When ordering
state exact size of panel.
Write for FREE copy of the
Cameo Radio Cabinet Catalogue.

CARRINGTON MFG. CO:, LTD.
24, Hatton Garden, London, E.C.1.
Works: S. Croydon.
'Phone: Holborn 8202.
NAME
ADDRESS

-EASY PAYMENTS" There'n no place like HOLMES."
The first firm to supply wireless parts on eciiy
payments. Seven years advertiser in " Popular
Wireless." Thousands of satisfied customers.

BLUE SPOT 66R &
CHASSIS

-

BLUE SPOT 100U
AMPLION M.C.6

7 of 5/5
10/. H of 12/8

19/6 11 of 19/8
of 6/10

£3

6/-

9 of 6/8

5/6
5/8
7/5
5/3
7/5

9 of 4/5

-

39/6
67/6

You know. that you may have a perfectly

7 of 5/4
9 of 7/5

Send us a list of the parts you require and the payments that will suit your convenience, and we will
send you a definite quotation. Anything Wireless,

H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,
Great Portland Street, London, WI.

of the set and- keeps the direct current
out of the windings of the loudspeaker.
so avoiding partial saturation and the

'Phone: Museum 1414.

" PAULETTE' WAVE TUNER

danger of breakdown.
The output circuit must have a relatively

tRE0D.)

250-2,000 metres. No coils to change.
Greatly improved selectivity and range.

low D.C. resistance so as to be able to

PRICE, with Switch, 7/ post paid.

carry the necessary anode current, whilst

Send stamp for FanEWIRING DIAGRAMS,
Of PAULETTE 3 -VALVE SET. Easy to

at the same time the primary and secondary
(assuming a transformer output) must
match the output' stage of the set- and the

Parts cost E2. 1 2. 6.
PAULL'S WIRELESS. STORES,
construct.

43, Caroline Street, Cardiff.

loudspeaker -respectively.

HEADRTIONBS. Sullivan's Double. 2 receiverswith
metal headbands, 120 ohms, 31-; ditto, 8,000 ohms, 41.
mijr; field service 'phones, leather headbands, ..L.R
British, 2/6 pr., in makers' cartons; single earpieces,
L.R.; 116; all as new, guaranteed a yrs.; microphone
insets. 21, 91b. Parcel_ useful oddments, 6/-, post free:
Bleetradix.Radios. 218,UPPer Thames St.. R.0.4
,

-

SUNDAY GRAPHIC
and Sunday News

This new all -British resistance embodies many new

and novel features which- guarantee far steadier
performance than resistances constructed on old,

good receiver and a perfectly good loudspeaker but, if the output of the receiver
is not suited to the speaker, the quality is
bound to suffer.
Not only does the output circuit prevent
a considerable proportion of the 11.1'.
voltage from being .cut off from the valve,
but also, by isolating the loudspeaker, it
prevents any danger of shock to the user

9 of 5/3
4716'
CELESTION M.C.
9 of 7/5
EKCO Eliminator A.C. 18 67/New Goods Obtained for Every Order.

THE PICTURE PAPER WITH THE
MOST, NEWS

footing.

have written to me on this point, in some
cases. describing -their experiences with
particular types of output transformer.

5/5

- £2/2/6

EX1DE H.T. Accum. I20v.

present cost of an ayerage receiving valve,
if it were to have any chance of gaining a

I was talking in these Notes a little while
back about output stages, and several readers

Deposit Payments

I

very attractive, and its cost would have
to be at .most very little greater than the

The Output Stage.

Monthly

I

can scarcely expect a valve to operate on

valve would have to be very efficient and

P.W .3 I

6/10

almost to vanishing point-after all, you

much less than -1 amp.-and so a. cold

Showrooms

TELSEN VICTOR 3 KIT 39/6
£6/15
COSSOR KIT
£10/15
OSRAM KIT .
£3/15
METEOR 3 KIT «

5506

of people who still have to haul their

Panel Sizes 14 ins. by 7 ins. to
21

EXTERNAL RING

BACK
CONTACT

obsolete principles,

ADVANTAGES
1 NON -INDUCTIVE.

This

is

sistance element is not wire.

because the -re-

2 Furtherniore, the Wire contacts shown make
contact with the- resistance element so that
the moving contact does not wear out the
This guarantees even and true
contact always.
The extremely firm and even -contact with the

element.

3

element:

This is obtained by a new patented

clamping cone which directly it is screwed down

forces the sprung external ring against the wire
band. The pressure is so great that perfect
all-round contact is made with the element
which will not vary under any circumstances.
A Self-cleaning wiping contacts. This ensures
o perfectly clean contact always:

5. Silent in operation.

6. Price 4/6.
We recommend this resistance (Type 3) only for
values above 50,000 ohms where wire -wound
potentiometers are not required. Patents for thiS
new resistance have been applied for.
Write for,free component catalogue and also for our
free circuit diagrams.
If you have any difficulty in obtaining Wet* el
Components WRITE DIRECT TO US
TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

Variable Ratio Transformers.

All this is common knowledge, but it is
not everybody who haP. the means ,at his
disposal to obtain these desirable condition's

or even to measure up the constant in

question so as. to know what the requirements are.
.

If, however.

you had a -number

of

primaries of various inductances and all
(Continued on next page.)'

WATMEL WIRELESS CO., LTD.,
Imperial Works,, High Street, Edgware.
Telephone: Edgware 0323.
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ELECTRADIX
Sale -List

(Continued from previous page.)

WILL ,SAYE

of low D.C. resistance and a number of

YOU POUNDS

would be a comparatively simple matter
to try different combinations so as to get

secondaries of different inductances. if

It is full of BargainS
of Aerials, Batteries,
Head
Buzzers; Conden,-.
phone
sers, Cable, Cabinets, Chokes, Coilc, Chargers, Dynamos and
Motors, Ebonite ifnd Pax., Engines, Lamps,
Neons, Microphones, Mains Parts, Meters,
Receivers, Spark Coils, Telephones, Valves,
Wavemeters, Wire, Wheatstone and Capacity Bridges, etc., etc.

the best result-by actual aural test=
Without necessarily knowing the values

of the quantities with which you were
dealing.

Special Bargains this week.
As we are dismantling much apparatus, 9 -lb.
Parcels of Radio Experimenters' Useful

Meter Movements, with magnets Size of
Weston Relay, with moving coil on jewelled
Very sensitive. For home-made
pivot.

relays or meters, 5/- each to clear. 2/6 for
5 bobbins of 36g. enam. copper wire, 300 ft.
each, total 1,500 ft. 250 ohms for 2/6 ; post

Send addressed envelope for our Sale List
of Electrical bargains.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,

218, Upper Thames Street, E.C.4
City 0191.

TUNE IN TO "R.T.I. (Gt. Br.) 77
if you want to earn more money in radio. We can

Train You at Home for Well Paid Jobs in Radio and
Talkie Engineering. R.T.I. training is complete,
up-to-date and practical-no text -books.

Get Your Copy of " Progress," the R.T.I. booklet
containing full particulars, fees, employment form,
elc., FREE. SEND NOW.
RADIO TRAINING INSTITUTE OF GT. BRITAIN,
10, Union Buildings, St. John St., Newcastle -on -Tyne.

IN OAK RADIO CABINETS

To take panel 21 ins.
x 8 ins, or smaller,
14 ins. front to back,

total height 36 ins.
Lift -up lid. Size of fret
12 ins., baffle board
21 ins. square. Fitted
with loose back and
polished Medium Oak.
Satisfaction or Money
Back Guarantee. Send
stamp for Bargain list.

Packed Free and
Carriage Paid
England & Wales.

2 51 0

L.W.S. CO., LTD.
197, High Road, Lee,
London, S.E.13.

PATENTS, TRADE MARKS.
" Advice Handbook " and Consultations
FREE.-E.
T. KING, C.I.M.E.
Regd.
Agent (G.B.. U.S. and Canada).
146a.
146a. Queen Victoria Street, London,
E.C.4.
45 years' references.

'Phone: Cent

made by the Ready Radio people, and are
very pleased with the results. This output transformer, as yon know, is provided

with a number of tappings on both the

With a home -constructed mains unitor, for the matter of that, sometimes with
a commercial unit-you may find that you
still get an A.C. hum, as if the smoothing

primary and secondary, and two _switches

arrangements were not sufficiently effective.
If you have trouble of this kind you can very

result is getting better or otherwise, which
it is very difficult to do if you have to fiddle
about removing one component and trying
another.
By the time you have shifted the components you have forgotten what the last
arrangement sounded like, and you cannot
snake any really reliable comparison. But
with the "Instamat" arrangement it is a very
simple matter indeed to tell whether you
are getting " hot or " cold."
The "Instamat."

The standard model is for all ordinary
.types
of loudspeaker, whilst the "Major
.

is for low -resistance moving -coil speakers.,

THIS WEEK'S BARGAIN

1682

The latter, instrument gives various ratios
from 10 to 1 to 25 to 1. The primary
resistance is something less than 40 ohms,
whilst the secondary resistance is around

2 ohms-rather less than 2 ohms in one
instrument which I tested.

The primary inductance in this model

has,a. maximum value of somewhat below
10 henries with a very small D.C. current.

but at 100 inilliamps. this falls to about
one-third of this amount. This, hoWever,

is of no importance in practice, and I have
found that the instrument gives, according
to the ear,' a very good and uniform response
over the necessary audio -frequency range.
Trouble with H.F. Choke.

I wonder bow .many of my readers have
experienced. :trouble with howling and
instability in a circuit due to a high frequency choke. reacting with some neighbouring component ? I haVe more than

once had this effect occur when the choke

was too near to the grid condenser, for

ADVERT I SEMENTS

instance. You might not think -of this at
first, but.a moment's reflection will show you

that there is quite a possibility of electrostatic effects taking place between the two

As far as possible all advertisements

rppearing in "P.W " are subjected

to ea eful scrutiny before publication,
but should any reader experience

components.

If you have this trouble and have any

delay or dffieulty in getting orders

reason to suspect that it may be due to the
cause mentioned above, you can easily try

fulfilled, or should the goods supplied

not be as advertised, inforination
should be sent to the Advertise-

a temporary screen around the choke.

Almost any roughly made metal cylinder

ment Manager, "Popular Wireless,"
4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4,

will serve the purpose, and it need not
necessarily be closed at the top.

By the way, the screen should not be

3.

quency chokes in the same category. as

H.V. coils, but there is a definite similarity,
arid in cases where trouble arises from this
cause a similar remedy is indicated.
Adding Extra Smoothing.

This is very important, as in this way
you can determine by ear whether the

6d.

ciably, you can set to work and fit a proper
screen as a permanency.
One does not always think of high -fre-

'

instantly selected.
The operation of the "Instamat is simply
equivalent, to trying different primaries
in the output of the receiver and different
secondaries in series with the loudspeaker,
but by virtue'of the switches these different
tests can be made. practically instantly.

Holders, CEokes, Magnets, Switches, Wire,
etc., etc. 9-16. parcel for 5/- ; postage 1/-.

earth. Then if you find that this temporary

screen seems to improve matters appre-

Several readers tell me that they have
used the -"Instamat" output transformer

so that any particular tapping can be

Sundries, Terminals, Panels and Fittings,

get trouble from this cause as well. The
screen should preferably be connected to

too elok to the choke, othellwise

you will

easily tell whether it is due to the smoothing condensers being of insufficient capacity.

All you. hate to do is to take a separate
condenser of, say, 2 microfarads capacity

and connect this in turn in parallel with
each of the smoothing condensers used in
the unit. It should be connected by means
of two short leads of insulated wire bared

at the ends and just twisted around the
condenser lugs, the hand being entirely

removed while the tests are made.
Do not put it on and held it in position
with the fingers ; for one thing you may not

get the right effect in this way, and for
another thing you may get an elet is
shock. You will soon be able to tell whet or

this extra condenser, shunted across 'any
of the condensers in the unit, is making an
appreciable difference.

Of course, if you find that it is, and that
in some particular position it pretty well
cuts out the hum, then obviously you want
to fit it in and wire it up permanently as 'an
addition to the unit.

ENGINEERS ! Here is a straightforward proposition.

Will you give usthe chance to prove that you can
earn £300, £400. £500 per year and more ? It will
cost yetunOthing to investigate, and you are bound
to benefit. A postcard will bring our 200 -page

Hand -Book, " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES,"

Which outlines many unusual chances of well -paid,
permanent,' and pensionable employment. Aniong
other things, the book also contains details of
A.M.I.Mech.E., I.E.E.. B.Sc.. Matric., G.P.O.. etc.
Exams, and outlines- Home -Study Courses in
branches Of Elec., Mech., Motor, Hero, Radio and
Talkie Engineering, Building, -etc. You owe it. to
yourself to read our enlightening band-book-Free
of obligation. Send for it to -day, stating branch of
most interest.
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY,

401, Shakespeare House, 29"31, Oxford Street; London.
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gives consistent
round. Heavy lead
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gives perfect
connection
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CET YOUR
COPY OF

THE MARCH

M0

WI ELEss

ERNA

Wonderful

Shillingsworth

NOW ON SALE

RADIO MAGAZINEBRITAIN'S LEADING
Number,
which is now on sale. It contains
with the March

success
scores another great
phase of radio, by acknowledged experts. Among
articles,
on
every
many enjoyable
are :the features for constructors......
wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww

100.8.141.3MSCCOOS011C

The " M.W."

AN ECKERSLEY
TUNER UNIT

The "BI -BAND"
THREE
A logical application of the band
passing method for obtaining superi -n
selectivity, and a breakaway
3 -valve set design, for the man who
wants " distance " and unusually
good quality.

"CABINET" TWO

TO MAKE YOUR SET SELECTIVE

realise
For the many contructors who
the advantages of using an Eckersley
to
build
Tuner, but who are unable
an entirely new set or modify the existing one. This adaptor
is immediately applicable to an existing outfit.

An up - to - the - minute two-valver
loudbuilt in console form with
speaker incorporated. The only
external leads are the aerial and
earth wires, and the set is economical
to make and maintLin.

110.1111aCZMG
Mill,...¢SCILEIQ12612 .............
C13
him in the March " MAY."
will
find
something
to fascinate
should read :Every Set -Owner and Music Lover of a few of the articles
you
Here are the titles
Recent Record Releases

Sir Herbert Austin on What Radio might
Do For British Trade
Power From Low -Voltage Mains
How H.T. Batteries Are Made
Round The Turntable
Picking Your Valves
'1 he New News Arrangements

Do Constructors Score ?
A Radio Reckoner
Questions Answered
The New B.B.C. Dance Band
Trouble Tracking
On the Test Bench

INTERESTED IN
"LONG DISTANCE"?

On the Short Waves
Power Valve Problems
Headphone Reception on Multi-Valvers
That Air Gap
Those Mains Sets
More Selectivity

Then Read

THE WORLD'S
PROGRAMMES"..w.,s"

Special Section for

assisting you in the reception of
foreign stations is packed with live
information about conditions, dial

readings, times to listen, hints on
handling your set, etc.

PRACTICAL!

PRECISE!
UP TO DATE!
Here are some of the special foreign -

station features in the March issue:-

What the Distant
Stations are Doing

Radio Spotlights
Getting the Americans
SECURE
YOURS
TO -DAY

Station Information
Yugo Slavia's Big Noise

A Visit to Ljubljana
The Empire
Short -Wave Service

Station Alterations
How, When and Where
Coasts of Canada
On the Medium

Wave -lengths

Radio Research

Heard in the Interval
German Technique
Using a Frame

MODERN WIRELESS

ON SALE
Everywhere

1 /-

S,O.:-Three al

rernative voltage
tappings, 80,90 :
70.80; 60.70, Up
to 3 rn:a.

Negative Plug.

30:80 :77 -Adjust-

able' in 3 nosi-

lions, at up to
3 in/a.
1201150 : -- 120
volts at approxi,

matey 21 m,'a up
to 1)0 volts at,
approx,rnately 11
rn.'a.

(The model
illustrated is
the A.C.25 )

An EKCO Unit will give you ample,

There is an EKCO Unit for every
type of battery -

set or portable.

INPUT.
A.C.SUpplies of 200250 volts,
40 80 cycles and .10025
volts, 40;80 cycles
Also
25 cycle models.
_

voltagetappingsupto120,150.
(D.C. Units 15.25 M, A).
Combined

H.T. and L.T.

Charger Units (A.C.).
D.C.Supplies'of
200,250
H.T.: 12 18 or 25 milliamps,
volts.
.
with alternative voltage tap OUTPUT.
H.T. Units(A.C.) 12, 18 or pings up to 120i150.
L.T.: Charges 2, 4 or 6 volt
25 millial-nps with alte'rr-fath.te
-accumulators at .5 amp,
'
Si :c 95; i);31 (K-,2 5 and 25 6.Cle
171011CIS 9::
Prices froin" 39/6. _._Also
_

s

.

-

-

'

-

:

obtainable on Easy Payments
froin 3, 8 per month.

constant and silent power for your radio
at a cost of only a shilling a year.
No alterations or additions to
your set, valves
or wiring. Just connect
an
EKCO
Unit in
place of your usual H.T.
battery,
plug
into
the electric supply and switch
oni-that's
all.
Your battery troubles will be
ended for ever
and you will be delighted with the
improved
performance of your set.
There are also EKCO Units which, in
addition
to supplying H.T., also keep
your L.T.
Accumulator constantly chaiged.
Post coupon now for fully descriptive
literature
To : E. K. COLE, Ltd.
(Dept. A.5);

Ekco Works, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA.
Please send me details of Ekco Power
Supply

address
Wolmin

Printed and published 'eveit Thursday by the
Offices : Messrs. Jolfn
Lile Ltd., Ludgate Proprietors, The AMalgamated Press, Ltd., The Fleetway
Suls.leription Ryes : Inland and Canada, 17/4Cirotts, Loudon, E.C.4 (Telephone City
7201).
Farringdon Street London, E.0.4.- Advertisement
and New Zealand
annuin ; s'S for six months. .(Abroad
as House,
a newspaper
; 3Ie;:;sts,-(4Ordon & blotch, per
(exceptRegistered
for transmission by
Ltd..; and for South Africa
Canada), 19/6 per
: Central 2ows Agency,
annum
; 9/9 for six months. Canadian Magazine Post
Ltd. SatUrday, March
_Bale Agents for Australia
12th, 1032.
S.S.
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Every Thursday

PRICE

3d.
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INCORPORATING "WIRELESS"

March 19th, 1932.

Robert Montgomery and Anita Page enjoying a little radio from a big set during an interval between " shota."

FULL DETAILS OF THE SPECIAL " P.W." PROGRAMME FROM
C T 1 A A ARE GIVEN INSIDE
ALSO SEVERAL IMPORTANT
"COSMIC" ARTICLES cp FINDING, FOREIGNERS *.") OUR SINGLE

DIAL SUPER *7 A TALK WITH A JAPANESE- LISTENER
by

Bluepri
Official

Kits

For Cash or
Easy Payments

See Page 23

all
(Ad: !.)

POPULAR WIRELESS

3/.4:h 19th, 1982.

ARE YOU
STARVING

YOUR RADIO
Increased sales and

increased production

have enabled us to
reduce the prices of
all

types of ETA,

DOWN

Model A.K.22,

CASH PRICE 7716

Model D.C.15 25,

AND BALANCE

CASH PRICE 39 6

IN EASY
MONTHLY

the international valve

PAYMENTS

THE

ELECTRICAL TRADING
ASSOC. LTD., Aldwych House,

Aldwych, Leaden, W,C,2.

0 0 0 Your receiver can only enjoy the full efficiency
of modern valves if supplied with an ample reserve of
H.T. power. Dry batteries giving the necessary 150

volts are expensive and last but a few months.
Power from the Mains with an " ATLAS "
Unit costs less than a penny a week and lasts
for ever. Your dealer will gladly demon-

strate the model for your set, but be
sure to insist on " ATLAS," winners
of the Olympia Ballots n 1930 and
No others can offer such

1931.

value, economy and
generous output.
P.C. Models from s5/-.

A.C. Models from
52/6. a haranteed

12 months.
Westing's ouse

Rectifiers.

MAINS UNITS

H. CLARKE & CO.
(M/cr.)

LTD.,

Southern. Offices:
BUSH HOUSE, W.C.2.

'Phones;

OLD TRAFFORD,

Temple Bar 3862 & 7130.

'Phones:
Trafford Park 1744-6-6.

'Phone: Central 5119.

MANCHESTER.

Glasgow Office :

24, Oswald Street.

POST
THIS COUPON NOW/
H. CLARKE & Co. (M/cr,), Ltd., Old Trafford, Manchester.
Please send
the Mains."
Name

Address
30/10/3,

me

FREE copy of your booklet " Power .rocs

Popular Wireless, March 1.9th ,

1

1932.

BUY YOUR RADIO FROM US

"'Ds

. . .

...FOUNDERS OF CONSTRUCTOR KITS CASH
or
ikkoo

.immoimanik

.P.Any parts for Kits advertised in this Page supplied separately. If order value over 1 0! - sent carriage paid or C .0.D Post chargespaid.

PILOT SUPER -HET
SHORT-WAVE ADAPTOR
genuine Ready -built Kelsey

Adaptor-NOT A KIT.
Designed by Mr. G. T, Kelsey
for use with All Mains sets and
battery sets incorporating
ILE amplification. Connected
in two seconds without alteration to your present set.
Tunes in shot ave stations
from all over the world.

COSMIC
As described in-" Popular Wireless- February 13th, and.February 20th, 1932. 011

CASH OR
C.O.D.

KIT

Selected Cojnponents
;Selected

You

Or 20 - deposit and 5 monthly payments o f 5 16
kin standard detector valve is suitable.

:,As advertised by- the nranufac-

18 : 0-

am
-

WITH

1 :
CASH PRICE
ORDER I
Balance: 6 monthly payments of 6/-.

COSSOR

ALL-EL-ECTRIC

EMPIRE MELODY

MELODY MAKER
(Type 235/. For with
A. C. mains. Wit h
Valves and Cab- lara

MAKER 234

Balance in 11 monthly
payments of 18/3.

Less

With

valves

With valves
and cabinet.

With

CASH PRICE,

101.,

£6 15 0

order

Balance in 11 monthly
payments of 12/6.

and cabinet.
CASH PRICE,

£3 15 0

6111
order
monthly

Balance in 11
payments of 6/11.

V.3 RADIO FOR

THE MILLION
Detector

and Power. With With
valves, less cab-

n/.

CASH 1"

Met.

PETO-SCOTT COIL
OFFER FOR COSMIC SETS
Complete set of Cosmic Coils

comprising Peto-Scott Dual
Range Coil, Peto-Scott Short
Wave Coil - and Pete -Scott
Officially Moderator Coil.
approved and made to fit the
Blueprint.

CASH a- C.O.D 1216
Post Free;

PRICE, £5 17 6.

order

Balance in 11 monthly

Cabinet, 17 6.

KIT
"B"
Author's Kit, with valves but Mess cabinet.

MODERATOR COIL.

CASH or C O.D. £5

As solely specified in both

EASYWAY,

Moderator Coil
is registered.

..

17

COSMIC III STAR
..
o ReadiRad Dnotune Extenser

Set of " Cosmic " Coils as specified

£1

..

cabinet

CASH

With coils, less valves and cabinet.
CASH PRICE, £1

monthly payments of

19

5/6.

8.

516
order

or C.O.D. £5 : 18 : 0

EASYWAY :
12 monthly payments of 10/10

10
..
..
..
motion, Type E x.5
of " Cosmic " Coils, comprising Dual
12
Range, Short Wave and Moderator Coils
.. £1 10
..
Set of Specified Valves

Cabinet as specified ..

.'6

COSMIC III STAR

6
6
6
6

18
12

6

10.

6

17

6

KIT "A"

EASYWAYi
12 monthly payn2enk 01 81 rr

COSMIC III FINISHED INSTRUMENT

Valves as specified,
El':
Cabinet, 17/6.

CASH or C.O.D.

EASYWAY :
12

FINISHED INSTRUMENT

a0
N.

0

£5 : 18 : 0

monthly payments of 10/0

cabinet.

CASH or C.O.D.

£6 : 15 : 6

EASYWAY :
12 monthly payments of 12(5

or 25/- down and 11 monthly payments of 13/6

FOUNDERS OF CONSTRUCTOR KITS

6

KIT
"C"
Author's Kit, complete with valves and

Factory wired and assembled trorn specified compoeliding royalties. CASH or C.O.D.

10 :

KIT
"B"
Author's Kit, with valves but less cabinet

GNS.

CASH or C.O.D.
ing royalties.
or 21/- down and 11 monthly payments of 12/6

with valves and cabinet and in E8

Author's Kit,
less valves and
cabinet.

87

6

Faetory wired and assembled from specified components, Broadcast tested. Complete
with valves and cabinet and i mind-

nents. Broadcast tested, Complefa

6

K
T "C"
Authors Kit complete with valves and

2,'9

Sent Post Free

-

0

12 monthly payments of 9/3

in our up-to-date Coil winding. department. The design
of the Peto-Scott

payments of 10/10.

F 0 it h10ECONOMY With
3- t
7

Valves as specified,

Cosmic Sets. Soundly rnail

Set

COSMIC III STAR

Balance in

12 moythly paymenk of 6/5
£1 : 10: 6

+2,kikailkOn.

Set of specified Valves

Screen -grid,

EASYWAY:

orders- oiler 10/ -

Cabinet-to specification

READI.RAD
METEOR 3

C.O.D.

all

COSMIC
III
CYLDON Extenser, with disc drive slow

COSSOR

Met.
CASH order
PRICE, £9 19 6.

on

SPECIAL

[GRAHAM FARISH AIVIALHO 3
turers. Inmediate .delivery;
Supplied less -valves and cabinet.

pay the postman. We pay post charges

less valves and
cabinet.

70'm

OP

ready aSsembled with full
operating instructions.

Author's Kit,

AA A

CASH

rd i

.nry broadcasts still available
when desired. Sent complete

,,

COSMIC III

Messrs. VETO -SCOTT" a1 LTO 77, City Rd., London, E.C.1
Please send me C.O.D./CASH/H.P.

for which I enclose

£

s

d.

CASH/H.P. Deposit.

N IMF
A DDRESS

Established 1919

CO. LTO,

P.V. 19-3-32.

77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.I. 7elephone : Clerkenvvell 9406-7-8. 62, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.Z. Tefephone : Chancery 8266

2
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LOOK OUT FOR IT t

THE APRIL NUMBER OF

'111!v4TIRELJEss CONSTRUCTOR
NOW ON SALE._

PRICE 6d.

OBTAINABLE EVERYWHERE

Commencing in the April number of " The Wireless Constructor " is a magnificent new
feature entitled

FROM MY
ARMCHAIR

By John
Scott -Taggart

In this-the first of a
unique series of articles-the great radio
expert talks interestingly and intimately
about the radio ten-

In addition to his new series " From
My Armchair " Mr. Scott -Taggart
contributes a vital article :
"IS BAND -PASSING A CRAZE?"

and also constructional details for
GRAMOPHONE'

dencies of to -day.

MUSIC ON

YOUR S.T.300,

Delightfully Informal
and= Informative !

aiid other striking

features.

An unusually comprehensive list of how -to -make articles is a:Yery strong feature of the
April " Wireless Constructor," and among the items are
THE UNI-AMP

An extremely handy

dual -circuit single -valve
amplifier.

REMOTE CONTROL

Full details for making a

simple "switch -at -a. distance " unit.

ALSO IN THE APRIL

FITTING A PENTODE
An easily constructed "filter"

for using a pentode to the
best advantage.

" CONSTRUCTOR "

THE S.T.300 FOR A.C. MAINS
By John Scott -Taggart

MAKING RADIO READABLE

PUSH-PULL DETECTION
THE MONTH ON SHORT WAVES

WITH PICK-UP AND SPEAKER

ROUND THE DIALS
FIVE -CHANNEL TELEVISION

CHOOSING A LOUDSPEAKER

A PRACTICAL MAN'S CORNER

QUEER QUERIES

ON THE GRID, ETC., ETC.

THE

WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

SIXPENCE
APRIL NUMBER NOW ON SALE.

GET IT TODAY.

Popular 'Wireless, March, 19th, 1932.

THE NEW EASIWAY

EVERYTHING RADIO

6/- Down
Speakers

R. & A. " 100 "

of 4/5.

Balance.: 11 monthly payments of 5;2.

AMPLION MOYINC-COIL SPEAKER TYPE M.C.6. -

magnet, with output trans-

former. Complete. (Cash price £3 7s. 6d,)

Balance : 11 monthly payments of 6/2,

BLUE SPOT SPEAKER UNIT 668.

Chassis and cone (37. cm.)
£2 10s, Od.)
Balance :

11

With Major
(Cash prig

monthly Payments of 45.

EPOCH A2 PERMANENT MAGNET MOYINC-COIL
SPEAKER.

Fitted with multi ratio input

transformer. (Cash:price £3 as...Dd.)

(Valve.
Balance :

£2 10S. Od. Cash or

PILOT PERMANENT MACNET MOVING -COIL SPfAKER,

In handsome solid oak cabinet, with

11 monthly payments

multi -ratio- input

transformer. (Cash
,price £3 15s. Od.)
Balance: 11 monthly payments of 6/10.

Eliminators
ATLAS A.C. ELIMINATOR.

E K C 0 H.T. UNIT.

TYPE A.C.244,

3

tappings, S.G., detector and power, Output, i2o-v. at 2C mia. (Cash price
£2 19s. 6d.)
Balance : 11< monthly payments of , 5/5.

S.G and 120 at 12 ni:a. (Cash

60/70

For

multi -

Overall: 37 in, high x 22 in. wide x 15,1 in.
deep Panel (Fret) 12 in. x 7 in. Basehoard

Tapped

RECENTONE W.1.F. H.T. ELIMINATOR.

TYPE A.C.25.

valve sets regtiring up -to 25 mia. 3 tappings, S.G., detector and 12o/15o volts.
For A.C. Mains. (Cash or C.O.D. Price
£3 17s 6d.)
Balance : 41 monthly payments of 7/-.
V 0 X K I T 1.932 OAK CONSOLE: - (Radio only.)

18 in. x 12 in. Front panel fretted

price £2 7s. 6d.)
Balance:- 11s monthly' payments of 4/2.

or

drilled to customers' specification. (Cash
Price £3 15s, Od)
.

Balance : 11 monthly payments of 5/9.

.ULTIIMMPPERMANENT MAGNET- MOVING -004.4
SPEAKER.

B.T.H. MINOR PERMANENT MUNE T MOVING -COIL

C.O.D.)

P.M. MOVING -COIL SPEAKER.

16 Down,

(Cash price £2 2s. Od.)

Balance : 7 monthly payments of 5/9.
SPEAKER.

With multi -ratio input transformer. (Cash
price £2 17s. 64.)
Permanent

W.B. PERMANENT MAGNET MOVINC COIL SPEAKER.
With special transformer
TYPE P.M.4.

Complete witn input trans

former. (Cash price £2 15s Od.)
Balance : 11 monthly payments of

RECENTONE WOE!. w,1.e4
CELESTION PERMANENT MACNET MOVING -COIL

Type R.1'.M.8, with 8 in. reinE=xcluding input
transformer. (Cash price £3 10s. Od.)
SPEAKER,

forced diaphragm.

Balance.: 11 monthly payMents of 6/10.

(For
D.C. Mains). 2 fixed tappings at 120 V". and
15o v., one variable o -15o v. Output 15o v,
at 25 nija. (Cash or C.O.D. £2 17s. 6(1.)
Balancea' 41 monthly payments of 5/2.

ATLAS D.O. ELIMINATOR TYPE D.C. 16.

EKCO K.12.

H.T. ELIMINATOR AND L.T. TRICKLE

Delivers 12 m/a. Tapped at
8o v (S.G.), 120/15o v. Charges amp. at
CHARGER,

2, 4 or 6 v. (Cash price £3 19s. 6d.)
Balance : 11 monthly payments of 7/3.

(For A.G. Mains).

Three tappings --twos adjustable and one
power. 120-10,-;_vOlts-20 m/a. (Cash
or C.O.D. £3 10s. ed.)

Balance : 11 monthly payments -of 6,'5.

Balance : 11 monthly payments of 6:5.
MAGNAVOX PERMANENT MACNET MOVING -Coll
SPEAKER.

'-rypp

£2 17s. 6d.)

D.C.i4z, (Cash price

Balance : 11 monthly payments of 5/2

CELESTION P.P. M. PERMANENT MACNET MOVING COIL SPEAKER.

With Impregnated dia-

phragm an I dual impedance input transformer. .(Cash or C.O.D. £2 7s. 6(1.)
Balance : 7 monthly payments of 6/8.
BLUE SPOT SPEAKER UNIT AND CHASSIS.

too U.

(Cash: price £1 19s. 6(1.)

Type

Balance : 7 monthly payments, of 5/3.

Accessories

B,T.H. SENIOR PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING -COIL
SPEAKER.

C.O.D.)

VolumeControl. (Cash orC.O.D. Y,3 3s. Od.)
Balance : 11 monthly payment; of 5/9.

CARRARD

INDUCTION

GRAMOPHONE

MOTOR.

EXIDE

Balance : 11 monthly payments of 5/3.

pm 3,
With 3 Ratio input transformer. (Cash price £2 12s. 6(1.)
Balance : 11 monthly payments of 4/9.

B.T.:H. SENIOR PICK!.UP,AND TONE -ARM.

.

120 -VOLT W.H. TYPE ACCUMULATOR,

Balance : 11 monthly payments of 8/4,
RECENTONE w.ia H.T. UNIT. For A.C. Mains.
&G., variable and power.
3 tappings.
120/150 v. at 25 in/a. (Cash price

£3 17s. 6d.)
Balance: 11 monthly payments of 6/10.

ATLAS ALL -MAINS UNIT MODEL A.C:188.

W.B. PERMANENT MACNET MOVING -COIL SPEAKER.
TYPE

Cash, or

in crates. (Cash price £4. 13s. Od.)

-

For A.C. Mains. Mounted on
12 -in. Nickel Motor Plate with fully automatic electric starting and stopping
switch. (Cash price £218s. 6d.)
Model 202.

£5 12s. 6d.

Balance : 11 monthly payments of 10/3.

with

BLUE SPOT, PICK-UP AND TONE-ARIk

(Valve.

Co m -

plete. (Cash or C.O.D. £2 5s. Od.)

Balance:. 8 monthly paynients of 5/4.

3

tappings, 2 variable, i hied. L.T. Trickle
Charger at 2, 4 or 6 v. at .5 amp. (Cash
price £6 Os. Od.)
Balance : 11 monthly payments of 11/1.

Messrs. PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD., 77, City Rd., London, E.C.1
Please send me C.O.D./CASH/M.P.
I enclose ..;
0/- first deposit lot
(Cross out
amount not 7/6
required.)

FOUNDERS OF COUTRUC IOR KITS

101-

,.

NAME

ADDRESS

CO. LTD.

I

P.W 19-3-32_)

77, CITY ROAD, LONDON E.C.I. Telephone: arkenwell 9406-7-8. 62, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1. Telephone: Chancery 6265
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When your friends ask you, as a radio
expert,which is the bestWireless Receiver
remember what the Press has said about

HIS MASTER'S VOICE

MODEL 435

PRICE 20 GUINEAS

" This is one of the best sets we have
tried this season. Its many technical
points will interest the enthusiast and
its wonderful performance will thrill
the ordinary listener . . . Model 435
incorporates many requirements not
found in the usual straight set. . . .
One could not wish for better
selectivity."
wireless A la fra z e
" It would be difficult to overdo praise
for this excellent table -console set,

which has a great many points that
distinguish it from the ordinary run
of sets.

. .

The quality of reproduction

from the self-contained moving coil
loudspeaker is simply great. The
deep rich bass and the clear-cut treble
combine to give a balance of tone not
often found in table -sets."

3 -valve radio receiver and
moving coil loudspeaker in
walnut cabinet.
Mains

Amateur Wireless

Band-pass tuning. Marconi
valves. One tuning knob.

" Practically every modern feature

operated (A.C. or D.C.).

One volume control-new
"His Master's Voice" fric-

likely to enhance the performance of
the set and simplify its operation has

tionless pattern. One oper-

been incorporated. Sensitivity is well
above the average for a receiver of this
type. Separate tuning scales are provided for both wavebands . . . We

illuminated control scales,

found the calibration quite accurate
and very helpful.

All scales are illu-

minated by concealed lamps."

Wireless World

His Master's
Voice

Above price does not apply in

Irish Free State.

The Gramophone Co. Ltd., London, W.1

ating switch-new contin-

uous action pattern. Unique

showing only what is in
operation - long waves,
medium waves or the playing
of gramophone records from

a pick-up. Mains -aerial
(A.C.). Plugs for additional loudspeaker.

Popular Wireless; Mardi' nth
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A 'FAILURE

LAID ASIDE

" ON APPRO.''
HENRY HALL
NEW ITALIAN

RADIO NOTES & NEWS
Canadian Radio.

Laid Aside,

I write these Notes I am in full T ATEST statistics show that.on December
ASA enjoyment of the welbinown fore- .1-4 31st, 1931, there were 548,342 licensed

taste of the Bad Place-just emerged
from the paradise of Ihe, 'flu. My cough
could be broadcast as an imitation of a bull
singing The 'King's Horses " in. Wapping
Tunnel. The knobs of the set, are too cold
to twiddle, and 'bacey tastes like smouldering "
I glance out of the window at the:

aerial and observe that the

HIGH SPOTS
TOOTH -PASTE!
THE " DOOMP "

radio sets in Canada, which is about
twice the number recorded in_ 1929..; this
works out roughly to one set forevery four
homes. As to individual towns, `Toronto

heads the list with 75,240, Montreal is second
with 68,150 and Vancouver third with 27,574.

C) OKING-IN

lilac

cymbals, triangle, ar.d those hanging metal
tubes for bell effects '' Perhaps the drummer
will deal with such odd jobs in his spare time.
New Italian Station.

THE latest step. in the reorganisation of
the Italian broadcasting system is the
opening of the new station at Florence.
This station, made at Chelmsford .by Mar cord's, is rated at 20 kiloWitts (new

ON THE.SHORT WAVES

trees are putting forth little green
shoots of leaves. as thOugh to tantalise me With visions of the spring ;
they and the cats which are fighting
on my rarest rock -plants are appar-

rating),.. and modulation can be
effected up to 100 per cent.

The
normal wave -length is 500.8 metres
(599 k.c.), but can be varied between'
250 arid 550 metres. It is working

at present on a temporary aerial,
but when the final aerial, a quarter -

wave " T" type on two 100 -metre
masts, is ready, Florence should be
one of the favourite European

ently the only living things in the
garden.

Boy, bring forth my, short-wave
set and make it oscillate horribly
It. may warm met

stations.
Definitions of Ether.

I AM indebted to the " Scientific
-1 American " for recalling that

" Cosmic."

IN a way it is warming to ponder
upon our great All -Wave Wonder
Wireless Work, known as " Cospale " for short. Anyone who construets this receiver accurately may

Lord Salisbury once defined the
ether as a word designed to provide

tiord " in such apparatus, and that

one ponders upon it. Dr. W. F. G.
Swann, of the Franklin' Institute has
now Americanised this as follows

1

a

nu-, and it sounds finer the more

be Certain that he ha the "last
he is equipped for world-wide listen-

ing. Take my tip and begin on the
" Cosmic " now, while copies of

" The other is a medium invented
by man for the _purpose of propa-

" P.W." and blueprints are available.

gating his misconceptions from one
place to another. Of all suitable

for " it is the goods" ; to which
testimony you may add the more

fluids invented for the stimulation
of the imagination, it is the only
one which, so far, has not been
prohibited." Very happy, that !

important judgment of the "trade."
Look at the support given to " Cosmic " by the trade linpreeedented
in my -experience.

yourre-

A Great Little Book.

Sets `,.`. On' Appro."

inforniation be 'it
corded that radio dealers are

FOR

This young -lady is givAig-the -shoit-iiiivi's ffiteinity "tu Unicago a
sag rise; for -she is tuning" onelatthe.newhelevision,transmitters
just placed on the market there at £50 a time: There are over

now perrnittedhy- the Post Office

30,000 licensed short-wave transmitting stations in. the U.S , and
it will be interesting to see if the idea Of sending pictures instead of
'Morse aPPealslo any -large proportion of theovinerk

to isSifie receivers on approval for
fourteen days 'without- a licence
- being taken out irtits`pect of such,
-either by themselves or -Ore 'prospective
'

custoiners ; bul a li.st,TOT the `transactions`
must be kept by dea

When' a, custoniet agrees to buy a set
which has been installed on approval he
must at once get a licence if he does not
already possess one. It is, however, still
necessary for dealers to hold licences in
respect of their own premises

nominative case for the verb

to undulate.", That always tickled

Henry HMI's Dance Otehestra.

'THE fontteen- aecoifipNltecl members
coin posingillia'orelrestra- were selected.
by 14ir. Hall Out of some wr=en hundred
applicants. The 'orchestra is made op of

four saxophones, two violins, and one each
of the following : trumpet, oboe, trombone,
piano, guitar, drum, together with string
bass and a vocalist. But what about

of the in.ost wonderful nub-

ONElications for amateurs that
has

come my way

is

the

Radio Amateur Call Book Magazine," the Winter Number of which
Mr. .F. T. Carter, :Flat A, Gleripagle

Mansions,' Streatham, London, ;has ,been
kind enough- to . send toiy ine., NO keen
amateur can get his claws.on to this hook
and guarantee to, go to bye-bye at a reasonable ._ hour.- The, annual. subscription is
18/6--; single copies; 5/6, post free anywhere:

Write to Mr. Carter about it : he compiles
the Great Britain section. I'll wager that
(Continued on next page.)
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NEWS VIEWS AND INTERVIEWS (Continued)
once you see a copy you will want to learn

Morse, make a DX set, and, probably,

want to to become an _amateur transmitter.
Well, you'll see! In any case, you Will want

to have .41 S.W. long-distance set on the
amateur band. Swelpme !
A Suggestion.

-

ON reading the Argentine radio papers
and_ realising the discontent which _is

rife there, it seems tome that there

might be an outlet -for British talent in -the
most go-ahead
South American;
republic if the

aforesaid talent
.could adapt itself
to
the
Spanish 7 Ameri-

can mentality-.

"-P.W.,". November 28th, froni my
esteemed btfsiness pupil, Mr. W. Werner.'

I wish' could devote to my reply the

space which his letter. deserves. He has
got the original subject, whether radio
advertisina pays," dreadfully mixed with
irrelevant points. However, to tackle the

each is afraid to drop them. I am not

enough to ask for them.

.

.

a darned fine, place to think about, but

England is the place to live in. The happy
medium, old son !

Recent atmospheric conditions are said to

have had the effect of making clocks and
watches slow, thus causing late arrivals- at

More About Dials,

the office.
Office clocks are, of course, unaffected by

ON February 6th I palmed off on you a

atmospheric conditilms.-" Punch."
*

second -hind, but perfectly good, joke

*

about a lady' who S. O. S.'d because
her dial had slipped. Hence I was seized
with hysterical laughter; a few days after,
I wrote the paragraph, when I received

The following advertisement recently appeared in a contemporary : " Condensers
.0005 Vernier and Ortona 3 Coil toners."
We should be pleased to receive these new

department of theGrinasby Town Council,
which some. time ago brought forward a
pretty little proposal to charge four shillings
a year to owners of radio sets using
" eliminators." The Council rejected the

lines for review.

letter from a lady relation which ran, in
part, as follows: What do the lines 'on

*

,

-F

What is the. difference between a native of
Aberdeen and an accumulator P
The accumulator can be overcharged.

my dial mean? " (Bless 'er 'art, she hasn't
a wrinkle !) " Do the- long ones mean

It was recently reported that it had taken
two engineers three weeks to communicate
with each other by wireless. It might have
been almost as imick to use the telephone.

long wives and the shorter ones short
waves ? Aren't they rather dreadfully
mixed up ? The man who brought the

*

radio set said they were arbitry,'- but I
think he was trying to show off. Please
explain all- this terrible mystery, for all

OH, THOSE TALKS I
Talk 1 Talk ! Talk
Till the brain begins to swim.
Talk I Talk ! Talk !

we. hear is something very German. in the
background. Do the knobs move themselves, or must I touch them ? " Oh, baby !

Till the eyes are heavy and dim.

"High Spots on the 8.55.
T KEEP, my ears open as I journey to the,

I

City, and the 8:55 swears by the
folio -wing B.B.C. " features." Christopher Stone and his grammy, Elsie and Doris
Waters, HaVer
and Lee, Vernon

Bartlett,

Leo.

Henry and his
chuckle,

Payne &

Jack
Co.,

Jeanne de Cas-

as "Mrs.
C, of course.
salis

Feather." Mabel

Dean Inge,

because of his

" voice ; it is. Oxford " swank "
in excelsis. Ron. Gourlay, his, pluck and
"

A. J. Alan is a codling, but, like

Halley's. Comet, only rarely, on show.
Gillie Potter, who ought to be =bound by

law to appear once ar week ; and H. G.
Wells.

Finally,

.

flora of California.
Well, hard words
break no bones,
and there is no ill feeling, bo ! California is

SHORT WAVES.

in the defeat .of the electricity

skill

the whole repre.sentinc, in metaphor, the sun and

I shOuld" use a particular kind because

Failure of a "Try On."

pays for.

perched a -top of
half a beetroot,

Tooth Paste and Sentiment.

T DOUBT whether my grandpa used tooth

ALL -MAINS" users. in particular arid'
.radio.. folk. in general will rejoice

idea by a heavy majority. A fine precedent would have been set up, and no
mistake, had the -matter gone otherwise. I did not see what arguments
the department produced, but whatever
they were, I do not understand why a
Grimsby man can't do what he likes,
within the law, for current which he

from W. W. a card
of. greetings showing half a sun and a
head of parsley

but I am amazed that he was innocent

mad." ' What is he doing with that
lantern " ? " He is looking for a artist."

"

about the Value of
radio advertising, it- felt tejne_ like
" coals of fire " on my head to receive

surprised that he failed to get his statistics,

the 'maker pays certain comedians to
broadcast.- Am 'I to buy a, 'cloth which I

I note a recent- cartoon depicting two
men looking at a third who; bent double,
has a lantern. " This chap, being a proprietor of a broadcasting station, has gone

paragraphs

that the reason why business firms in the
U.S.A. continue their radio ads, is because

way, is very
easily learned.

which, by the

Coals of Fire !

AFT E R having written the above

main matter-I have' already - told him

I pike, but I certainly see no reason why

-

-

the

Foundations of

carriage hates
anything, and simply

whole

loathes Fat. Stocks.

What have. they to do with

" fans.".-

sponsored tooth -paste ?
All the best,
W. W. !- May radio avertising-in America
-never stop ; for if it were to do so.swhel'e
would you be ? Why, ou might even have
to pay_ a licence fee and buy tooth -paste
on logical principles !

this provocative title there
UNDER
appeared'a long letter on page 734 of

language,

and
-

"How Then, 'Ariel'."

Recitals, the weather and news.
Topical talks and such themes,
O'er highbrow stuff I fall asleep,
To syncopate them in my dreams.

The Changing "Doomp."

IFANCY that the B.B.C.'s - ghostly

Ti31111111111111111111111111111111161111111111111111111111111111111111111111rii

don't care for, merely because the tailor
plays the flute next door to me ? I
wonder what W. W. would do if another
firm of tooth -paste makers put Alex. and
Mose " on the air." An awkward position
for a sentimental tooth -cleaner, to be sure !

If he makes his purchases out of gratitude

its lucky that elephant merchants don't
sponsor programmes !

A Few Odd Points.

A S for my never missing a chance to
"take a crack at things American,"

well, I do not think I miss a chance of

doing that at anything ---I am so international -minded, you know !

If, America

supplies me with so many chances, that
is due to her genius for providing matter

for comedy. However, I fully agree that, as
,W. W. suggests American radio is bewilder -

lug, though I -dissent from the accusation

that I belittle t! e efforts of my fellow

1 interval- signal

:has

charmed:

the

ghost has taken off - his goloshes and

seems to .walk with a firmer tread. In fact,
`

it sounds to me
as though he is
partially
materia.sed
n:
and _
has sorf:-: meat
on his ribs. Or,.
perchance,
has tot
goloshes

1$1,-6.4061

.'.ce

his
wet

and is warkiilg

on linoleum

instead o? bare
boards along an empty corridor.

Unless
my ears deceive me, the signal now haS less
" doomp" and more " ponk." EVer read

Poe's ghastly yarn abbut the " Tell -Tale

Her,rt," which began to beat after its owner,
murde-zed, had been put under the. flooring ?
Well, the '13.B.C. must knoW about it, -for
the "doomp" is IT. to the tick !
ARIEL.
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SPECIAjo PROGRAMME FROM

eman

IAA
EURWIE,11 STAT4ON,
TO -MORROW (Friday) evening I rather
imagine that there is going to be more
of a

f

concerted movement of L.T.

By G., T. KELSEY.

To -morrow (Friday) evening is the
occasion of the " Cosmic " broadcast

switches than there has ever been before on
short -waves !

from Lisbon, and every reader of
" P.W." is cordially invited to par-

For to -morrow evening is the occasion of

broadcast from
Lisbon, and at ten " pip-emma " a programme is to be radiated from C T 1 A Athe special "Cosmic"

ticipate in this highly interesting experiment. The final details concerning
our programme,which includes a talk
by Captain Eckersley, are discussed

the famous Portuguese short-wav e stationfoi the special benefit of " P.W." readers.
This special programme, the full details
of which are given on this page, will con-

in this article, and an interesting
announcement is made regarding

*

tinue for two hours, and, judging by the

" P.W.'s " original " Cosmic "record.
-4.-4.-4-

item promises to be one of unusual interest,
and, of course, -the real tit -bit of the evenitig
follows immediately after " P.W.'s " greetings to its readers, when Captain Eckersley

will " say a few words " as only Captain
Eckersley could say them !

For that reason alone, even if there were
no other, we are confident that not a single
reader With, -or within reach of, a short-wave
receiver, will want to miss this special

programme, for the merits of our Chief

Radio Consultant as a microphone personality are already too widely known to need
repetition here.

So make sure that -your set is " short-

conditions prevailing at, the timeof writing,
there is every prospeetthat the -transmission- < Noes ,DOT fiantos for the efforts- he <has

waving' " all right at ten p.m. - to -morrow

will

evening!:

receivedd hi this country at' excellent- -made- at the Lisbon end to' ensure the

strength.

-

Ever since our preliminary announce-

complete success of the broadcast.
As for the programme itself, well, every

tremendous amount of interest

THE "PM." PROGRAMME

10.00 p.m.-Opening Announcement by
has been shown by " P.W."
Abilio Nunes Dos Santos, folreaders all over the country, = Signor
lowed by an Opening March.
10.05 p.m.-A pot-pourri of Popular
and we should like to take
Music.
this opportunity of thanking
10.15 p.m.-A short address to the
all those who have sent good
world in the world's universal language, Espranto.
wishes for the success of the
10.30 p.m.-"P.W." Readers are in:._,_-

broadcast.

troduced to the Music of Portugal

An Acknowledgement.

We should also like to take
this opportunity of tendering
on behalf of P.W." readers

our thanks to Signor Abilio

=

with Pianoforte Selections._
10.35 p.m.-" P.W.'s " Greetings
10.35

to

its Readers, followed by an. Address
by oar lief Radio Consultant, Captain
P P Ele.kersley
10.45 p.m. --Something out of the

-

tablishment of listening posts
_ in quite a number of districts,
and a comprehensive report

ment that aspecial short-wave
transmission for " Cosmic_"

owners was to take place, a =

-

The " P.W." Research Department has
made elaborate arrangements for the es-

ordinary, '' The Eldest Ally,"

of the results obtained will
by = be published in due course.

Doctor Penha Garcia, Director of the =
a -Lisbon Agricultural Society.
11.00 p.m.-The Portuguese Fados.
E
11.15 p.m.-The Popular Songs of Portugal. (Every reader is invited to join
=
in the choruses !)
1L30 p.m.-Engpsh and Portuguese =
"'Literature by N."
._
11.40 p.na.-The Giant Adamastor- =
'

Reports Welcomed.

But we want to make it

much more of a combined
effort than that, and -so we

are going to ask every reader

Luis de Cameos (The Luziadas..)

to consider himself for the

Feast.

PAP:" listening post.
We know that all "Cosmic"
owners will be tuned to 42.9

11.45.-In the Sunny South-A Popular

12 midnight.-God Save the Bing and
" A' Portuguese " (The Portuguese a'
National Anthem.
=

purposes

of this test as a

(Continued on page 40.)

TWO VIEWS OF THIS POPULAR PORTUGUESE BROADCASTER

" Hello, Everybody
ThiS is Otl.AA calling o " Popular Wireless " readers! And
see two interesting views of the station from which our progranime
is to be radiated.On the left is No. 2 studio at Lisbon, from which the musical items here
will we
be broadcast, and the right-hand picture 'shows put of the elaborate
transmitting gear at C T1 A A.

Popular

eless, March 19th,1932

FINDING
FOREIGNERS
" Cosmic owners and other
searchers of the long and
the short waves will find below
many practical hints on reeeiv.

big famous foreign stations.
THE first programme at the bottom of

the long -wave dial is Letri -grad, on
1,000 metres. This station would more
often be picked up in this country but -for

the fact that its programme is generally
lost behind a barrage of Morse from many
direction -finding stations--nseful for -navigation, :no doubt, but of no earthly use to

metres, -famous for its Sunday afternoOn
gramophone record concerts, and a useful
-station to remember when the clock stops

overnight, for it sends out a time signal
at 8 a.m.

The Upper Limit.

Finally, right at the top of the dial, we

listeners !

haVe Huizen, Holland, which up to the end

A little above them, and well received in
Northern -England, comes 'Oslo, on 1,083
metres, and just above it Kalundborg, Denmark, " the Great Dane." Both of these
announce frequently and clearly.

two transmitters change studios every three
months, so until April
the actual Huizen

English Talks From Russia.

The Moscow. Trade Union station works

on 1,304 metres, and as much of its pro-.

of March is radiating the Hilversum programme. By a special arrangement these

programmes go out from the Hilversum

station, on 298.8 metres.
English is sometimes usedfrom here, but
the Dutch announcements are so clear that
there will never be any difficulty with these

gramme is of a propaganda nature it is -given.; stations if their habit of swopping wavein 'several languages, including English; lengths is remembered.
Quite long talks in English are to be heard,
Althongh in the foregoing account a great
usually of a strongly political, nature.
many stations: receivable on the " Cosmic
Lack of space forbids us enlarging upon have necessarily been
these activities, so we must pass over this.
of medium- and long -wave programmes is
Motala radiates the Stockholm programme child's play compared .to those which may
and generally closes down -about 10 p.m. A be received on the short waves. For the
little higher on the dial we come to Warsaw, short -wavers are notoriously variable, and
Europe's most powerful long -waver, on an American station which may be coming
1,411 metres.
in very strongly one evening may fade away
Men -and women announcers are efirployed,
to Almost inamlibilit4 a few days later.
and the name sounds
-

-

like " Varshova."

This -station comes

over so well that it
can often be -heard
in daylight, but is

.

KING CAROL BROADCASTING FROM

Moreover, short waves are liable to dull
periods, when reception seems poor in alt
parts of the world ; but, on the other hand,

when they do wake up you never know

whether it will be America, the Dutch East
Indies, or even Australia that may collie in
like a local !

On short waves, too, the time at which

transmission is carried out is very different
from medium- and long -wave stations, all of

which are better at night than by day So
that short-wave enthusiasts are reminded of
last week's article. They should also Watch
W. L. S. in " Short -Wave Notes" for up-tothe-minute reports on reception possibilities,
and as he cannot possibly say all the interest-

ing things that are to be said about this

truly fascinating field, here are a few hints_
about getting America, which provides one
of its greatest thrills.
Regular Announcements.

Unlike the rest of the world, the American
stations break off the programmes and give

their call -signs at each hour and at each
fifteen -minute interval between. Thus, if
you pick up an American station at five

minutes past ten, you must hang on for ten
minutes to hear the call at ten -fifteen. If
you miss -it you must hang on for another
quarter of an hour,
to hear it aCtenBU CHAREST
thirty.
No devotee of the

talkies will have any
difficulty in identifying the language, but
there is one peculiarity of American
pronunciation that

very close in wavelength to its neighbour, Eiffel Tower.
on 1,445 metres.

is worth while call-

" Tour I -Fell."
Eiffel Tower, of
course, is too well
known to need much

ing attention to:

The Americans do
not recognise the
letter Z.

introduction, and all
we need say about it

A Difference.

is that the name as

They pronounce it
" Zee," so it is very

pronounced sounds
like " Tour I -Fell."
On 1,554 metres is

Daventry National,
which, by the way,
is to be greatly
gingered up by the

.

announcing Springs

field, MasSachusetts,
for instance, on 31.35
metres, the American will say " This is
station W1XA Zee,"

B.B.C. in the near
future, and immed-

iately above it
eomesKtinigswusterhausen, the long -

where an English-

man would say

wave Berlin relay.

A degree or so above
that, again, is Radie.

Paris, on

1,7 2 5

easily mistaken for P
or B or D, unless this
is remembered. In

This is W 1 X A Z."
Here is the historic scene at the opening of the Bucharest Broadcasting Station, which works on 394 metres.

It uses a metroname Awe ticks 160 to the minute.

It is a point well
Worth remembering.
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OTHER SIDE

man I met . a
'THROUGH , a
1 Japanese student -now over 'here in
London to.. study modern subjects,

plant available, they put the contract- in

,

broadcasting included.

land must- be primitive, but in conversation
, I learned otherwise.
" I suppose the trouble with China," said
this 'student, " has shown Yeti 'British
-

-

listeners that our broadcasting is quite in
line: with yours. -

" Before telling you about our elaborate
system of simultaneous broadcasting all
over the Japanese -islands, I should explain
that prominent :Western concernshave been responsible for some of

British hands.

lights on radio reception to -day' in "+
sunny Japan.

to cut a long story short,-' the damaged
buildings -were repaired and the country

*-4.-----,0-0-1,---1111.-11.-4-41.-0-4.-.4.- -4.*

benefited by- the news service, which was
kept going all through- the disaster. Now
there are seven big stations: and indepen-

that a semi -private enterprise like the: -old
British Broadcasting Company 'was no use
to us., and he started the Hoso Kyokai much
in the- mine way as your. present Corpora-

dent -stations on the -Island of Chosen, and at

Taiwan and Davien."

tion.

.

asked.

"The Hoso Kyokai started in 1925, and
there was the usual Government Charter

" There are about 10,000 licensed lis-

teners, and -the small monthly fee is collected
by Government officials. There aren't a-ny
figures for ' pirates ' yet, but:

which settled licence feeS-and-sonn.

probably there aren't many, because people in the country districts, who know so little about

THE GREAT "J 0 A K" OF JAPAN!

wireless that they can't even build

crystal sets, go to local wireless
centres for advice, -and pay their

" Progress -in radio manufacture has get so far that there are
three firms making valves, even

licence fee as a matter of course !

transmitting valves, and -there
are, I should think. about forty

Many Crystal Sets.

Why crystal sets ? "

competent radio manufakturers.
The chief demand is for crystal

There are far more crystal
sets than valve sets because valves
cost eight or nine yen. This is a

sets, but I will deal with this
point later.

lot of money for the country

`-` A big organisation, Annaka,

folk, and they can make a crystal

builds transmitters', and One of

set 'complete for two or threo

these is used as a standby in

'yeh.

" We 'estimate that there are

-

" Our broadcasting has been in
existence since. about 1924. In
fact, immediately the B.B.C.-was-'
in full_ going order and -preas ,

reports began to reach Japan

,

" How many listeners are there ? " I

Great Progress.

Tokyo.

.

caused a national' calamity very soon after
the start of broadcasting was a setback; but.

-

the stations, Marconi's, standard
Telephones, and others.

.

." The great volcanic :,,eruption which

who gives some interesting side- f

He. had been back in Nagoya lesS than

a -year ago, so he -knows all -the latest
news about Japanese radio. I had previously imagined that radio in the sunny

Our Special Correspondent interviews a Japanese radio entlinsiaSt

_
,
uign-poner Tokyo station, which rejoices in the letters J 0 A foi
its call sign. Its technical egnianient Is thoroughly up to state and efficient:
,

broadcasts and _news bulletins, our GoVern-

ment decided that something must be done
to find a Japanese Broadcasting Corpora-

'

" The idea was that , the Corporation

shouldn't Work for profit and that the one

"-The late Count Goto, a Governmental

yen a niOnth (about tvtio-shillings) ctilleeted
frbriiall-liStenerS shoUld go tol%srds station
upkeep; -Many of the Prograrnmes are pro
vided--free. some ofthe news' ballefins, for
instance, are ''giveril5Y; the -1Oear- papers,ivirich get publieity-eutef - --

Nippon Hoso Kyokai (Broadcasting Cor-

" We started oft with- three,, 1 -kilowatt
Stations. Japanese
were given the

tion.
A Government Concern.

leader, was responsible for starting the

poration), and -he sent a representative over

to England to study the way the B.B.C.
were doing things. Count Goto realised

and it is' only in the chief towns'
Tokyo that there is a great
proportion of Valve -set users

-

.

regarding your early Covent Garden, opera

.

about-- seventy- six per cent of
elyStal sets in the whole country,

" The reason for that is that there are

'

three stations at Tokyo, two of which are
generally -working, and more than crystal set selectivity is needed-. It will be worse
when some of the new relay stations start
up."
" What will they do ? "
.

"There are to be five relay stations
taking their programmes on the buried
telephone cable which runs the: whole

job of erecting these, but 'as the Goiernment- was very anxious to get the trans-

length of the main island. These will be
crystal controlled, and at least two of them

miSsions started, arid there 'was no Japanese

(Continued on next page.)
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A TALK WITH A
JAPANESE LISTENER
(Continued from precious page.)

t

*
will be working on synchronised wavelengths."
" How.do you fare for wave -lengths ? "
There are no wave -length troubles, and
the only interference is from shipping. Some

owners of big sets manage to hear the
American programmes, and one friend of

mine in Nagoya has a short-wave super -het.
which picks up Chelmsford !
" The Japanese Broadcasting Corporation
has a testing laboratory just outside Tokyo,

and Mr. Yokoyama, the Chief there, has a
short-wave outfit which they are trying to
make stable enough for occasional B.B.0
relays.
Relayed From London.

" When the speeches of the Japanese

delegates at the Naval Disarmament Conference two years ago were broadcast, it was
a short-wave super -het. at Mr. Yokoyama's
laboratory which- relayed the speeches. I
INSIDE A
was in England at the

0ays are set apart for them, when there is a
general flying' of- kites. The broadcast
Children's Hour is therefore more important
than You would at first think, because it is
one link with the old customs of Nippon.

RECEPTION
REMINDERS
pression Condensers -- Setting
a Trimmer, etc.

The absence of proper negative grid bias on

an H.F. valve is a frequent cause of
tuning.

*

()erosional Television Transmissions.

" An American
concern has
started a branch in Tokyo, more with the

idea of carrying out. long-distance tests with

the Chicago Headquarters than with the
object of interesting Japanese listeners.
" Occasional television transmissions are
given with an ordinary rotating disc system.
I should think it highly improbable that any
television sets have been sold, but it is this
American system which is always demonstrated at Fair times."
" What about wave -lengths ? Could we
hear your stations I "

" There is a big British Marconi broadcaster. in Tokyo and a 10 -kilowatt station

BIG JAPANESE BROADCASTING

*

*

tween filament and plate of a detector valve
for bypass purposes, unless a fairly large fixed

condenser is joined in series with it (about
-0002 mid. or more will do).

Usually the trimmer on a band-pass condenser should not be set all out, or all in, but
in an intermediate position.

When using old valves, remember that
although the valve makers give data for certain types, it occasionally happens that the
types themselves sometimes change considerably while retaining the old number, etc.
So unless this point is
watched the valv e STATION
maker's own recom-

mendation may be

" I heard that it

wrong for the old valve
in question.

wasn't agreatsuccess,
as it was in the early
morning and there

*

A deficiency in high -

note response is some-

were too many atinospherics.

flat

Generally speaking it is not advisable to use
a compression -type condenser connected be-

310.011111NamMOIMIK-

time.

t

H.F. Grid Bias-Using Com-

"There is a big American influence in
Japan, and -this applies strongly to any
modern things like broadcasting. In some
ways this is fortunate. We have copied the
National American game of baseball, and
Outside BrOadeasts of baseball and swim-.
games are given every week -end.

*

-0- -0- -0-

times due to the em-

When

ployment of very long

your new Empire
start up

loudspeaker leads of

may be possible to

twisted flex, the self -

get regular B.B.C.
relays.
This will help the

enough to give rise to

capacity of which is
the effect named above.

Japanese Broadcast-

Unsatisfactory reac-

ing Corporation,

tion, especially on short

which is going all out
to teach English. All

waves, can sometimes
be remedied by in-

the stations on the

cluding a fairly high

Tokyo -Nagoya land line circuit give daily

resistance in series with
the reaction coil.

t hree-quarter - of - an -

hour English talks.
Your English word
' radio' is in popular
use in Japan."
Incidentally, m y
student friend pronounced it " raddyo."

When a set employs

one H.F. valve it is a

good plan to occasionally cheek if this is
"pulling its weight" by
transferring the aerial

to the anode terminal

of the H.F. valve,
thus converting the set
to a plain Detector-L.F.
arrangement. (A small fixed condenser should
be inserted in the aerial lead for this test.)
*
*

A picture of the British -made transmitting gear in the main building of the Tokyo station, with the Japanese

" All the stations
open at about nine in the morning, and

engineer -in -charge.

built by the Standard concern. They have

most. of them shut down by teu o'clock at
night. There is still a sort of curfew order
in force with regard to evening entertainment".

picked wave -lengths of 345 metres and 375
metres.
Similar stations at Osaka and

" How do they choose your programmes ? "

" These stations serve the country districts, and the Hoso Kyokai has started a

" Mr. K. Iawahara, the President of the
Japanese Broadcasting Corporation, has set
up a committee of six experts, and they
decide the programmes for the chief stations

about a month ahead."'
The Children's Hour,

" What are they like ?
" Generally, the morning is taken up with
practical home talks, which appeal to the
modern women of the new Japan,' and
with light orchestral music. There is a
Children's Hour at six on very British lines.
" You know, proverbially, how children
arc revered in Japan and how special Feast

Nagoya work on wave -lengths just above
and below these.

travelling service van which goes out to help
any listener who writes into the station and
says that he is in trouble with his set.

" They will probably have to continue

this scheme for a few years until the present
people have become more accustomed to the
Amerileya idea of broadcasting "

When adjusting trimmer condensers it is a
good plan to have a milliammeter in the detector's plate circuit and to tune accurately
by the aid of this before adjusting the trimmers,
or what appears to be better balance may prove
to have been readjustment of slight mistuning
by the trimmers.
*

*

*

A good idea of the efficiency of the aerial

can be obtained from a set with reaction on the
anode of the H.F. valve by picking up a carrier wave without the aid of the first tuning adjust-

ment, and then carefully noting the effect of

EDITOR'S NOTE.
The next article in this fascinating

series will be " A Talk with a
Dutch Listener."

bringing aerial circuit into tune.
*

When D.C. mains are used to supply HT.
to a radiogram, it is often an advantage to
" isolate " the pick-up, in the same way, that
a loudspeaker output is filtered.

Popular Wireless,:, March 19th, 1932.
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CAPT.
ECKERSLEYS
Under the above title, week by week, our
Chief Radio Consultant comments upon
radio queries submitted by " P .W ."
readers.
The Alternative Earth.

D. J. (Barking).-" As I am unable to
obtain a good earth connection unless a
long lead to the receiver is used, I have

Don't address your Petters direct to Capt.

Eckersley ; a selection of those received

by the Query Department in the ordintry
way will be answered by him.

Yes, it's all right I suppose to use 'a
detector of the crystal type following an
S.G. valve, but (a) a crystal is apt to give
unreliable service ; - (b) a crystal is apt to
get overloaded by the strong

signals

been considering using two separate earths.
One of these would be connected to a water
cistern and would require only a short lead,
and the other would consist of a long lead

given it by .an S.G. valve ; (c) a crystal
may be spoiled if the S,G.' valve causes

earth.

with the idea-it's purely a matter of

connected to a metal plate buried in the

" Do you think that connecting both

oscillation.

But there's nothing theoretically wrong

practical difficulty.

these earths to the receiver would be any
improvement over using
other ? "

only one

or

I don't know r It's impossible to be

definite on a subject like this, there are so
many variables.

I should say, however, that your best
plan is to connect a single earth to the
If that doesn't give
good results there's no harm in
trying the other scheme, but you

High.

on 300 metres, then it creates currents in
the receiver aerial having a frequency of
1,000,000 a second. This is the high frequency.

But they put on, that filthy timing note,

say, and this modulates the intensity of
the million a seco eicl frequency up and

down about 1,000 cycles a second. This

is a " low frequency.'.'
Your detector cuts out the high frequency

(one million) and passes on the low fre-

Frequeneiei and Low. -

D. I. (Ilford).-" I. have been reading
Some articles on wireless, and have en'

countered two expressions-high frequency
and loW frequency. Are these two related
and when is low' frequency' sufficiently
high to be called high frequency."

water -pipe.

quency ( one thousand) to your loudspeaker.
Thus low frequencies'are sound frequencies,
and may use from 30 to 20,000 (but we usually

take 10,000 'as the upper limit), high frequencies may be as low as 20,000 cycles
with very long waves never used in broadcasting.

Thus high -frequency currents are aerial
currents, and in wireless practice

may use anything from three

PROVIDING FOR A PICK-UP

hundred million (wave -length 1
naetre) to 20.000 cycles per

must in the end decide which
is better. Sorry !

second
(wave-dength 15,000
metres). The latter not much
used.

A Lead _Plate for Earth.

G. B. F. (Hull).-" Is there

Low -frequency currents are

any reason why a sbeet of lead
should not be employed _as an
earth plate-so far as I can discover this would be practically
indestructible and also far
cheaper than copper ? "

power -circuit currents (50 cycles

per second for usual electric
light and power distribution

alterna tin g-eurrent systems ), and

speech and music currents for
modulating and working loudspeakers, and in this case may

For the purposes of broadcasting receiver earths, lead is
just as good. Because although
lead has a smaller conductivity
than copper, earth resistance,
within limits, is not very important in d terring the strength
of signal.

have frequencies from 30 to
20,000 cycles per second. but
the usual gamut is 30 to 10.000
cycles per second.
A Glowing Fuse.

But in a transmitting

H. T. (Elthans ).-" My receiver

station the earth resistance is
very important, and one has to

use copper because of its superior

conductivity.

is of the type with a Det. and
It is quite an easy matter to reproduce your gramophone records elec trically, but'
the extra wiring should be short if instability is to be avoided. One v ery neat and
successful arrangement is to use a jack mounted on the terminal str ip. as shown
(top right) in this three-valver.

So a lead plate is good for
receiver work. Bury it as deeply as you

can, and choose a spot where the earth is.
nice and m ist.

M ke tw ) or three different

connections to it, and then, shOuld one
come off, you will not have to dig the hole

High, frequency

and low

frequency

are somewhat ambiguously used terms.
In general, all " wireless currents are
" high frequency," all speech and music

again.

currents are " low frequency."
Suppose you have a station transmitting

Crystal Detector Following an S.G. Valve.
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S. N. (Birmingham).-" I am building a
new wireless set and I want to employ as
few

valves as

possible

-

Is there any

objection to my using an S.G. stage, followed by a crystal detector and one L.F.
stage. It seems to me that a crystal will
enable one valve to be eliminated with a
consequent saving in, current."

=
=

ONLY IN "POW."

can you read Capt. Eckersley's
replies to listeners' own problems.

AND REMEMBERCaptain Eckersley's technical articles

=

appear only in

"`POPULAR`WIRELESS"
and "MODERN WIRELESS"

F11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111ffi

two L.F. stages, and has ,a 60 milliampere fuse connected in

series with the H.T. -lead I
have noticed that occasionally
when heavy music is being received the
fuse bulb glows dimly, and 'I cannot under-

stand why this should be, as the valves
used should only take about fifteen milli -

amps with the grid -bias voltages used."
Look at it this way. A' loudspeaker
takes power to work it, and a great dcal of
power too, compared
people estimate,.

with what some

In my opinion, the last valve of a good

set should give a peak power of about
2 watts l Now all this power has to be
fed from the high-tension supply, and in

your case through the fuse. The fuse
glows when lots of power is being passed,
particularly if overloading takes place.
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TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE ROOK-

1:1041l1

_

excellent example of practical -versatility is provided by the \Yates 'Universal
Test Meter. ,'This inexpensive device

enables you to test voltages betWeen 0
and 6 and 0 and 150 Volts, and Current
between, 0-30 milliamperes.

Additionally,

you can take, direct readings of resistance
from 0 to 2,000 ohms.

FOR A TELSEN SET
Of more limited interest, but
no less praiseworthy in its way,

is the new Bulgin Potential
Divider.

This is a 20,000 -ohm
resistance able to carry 30 rn/a,

and has U. tappings. A com-

Pact, serviceable component, it
costs 3s. 6d.
.

ROUND THE TRADE.

The Runt Manufacturing Co., Ltd:,
inform us that they are now able fo give

BULGIN --PRODUCTS.

THERE are some people who seem to
take a delight in craftsmanship pure
and' simple. They will perform the

delivery of the components required for the
Midget Power Unit in kit forth.
'

most arduous tasks in order to accomplish

.

the unusual; the ultra tricky, the hyper-

.

al1111111111111111111011111111111111111111111101111111111111111111116111M

intricate in a display of amateur engineering.
For example, they will scorn an easy -to-,-

PLEASE NOTE,

- handle material like ebonite and use plate
glass for their set panels !' -Fancy cutting
condenser escutcheons out of plate glass .!

Manufacturers and traders are invited

to submit radio apparatus of, any kind
for review purposes." All examinations
E andleSts are carried out in the " P.W."
E Technical Department with the strictest

Yet there are enthusiasts who do such
thins.

E of impartiality, under the personal super

Tills

vision of the Technical Editor.

USEFUL ITEMS

We should like to point out that we

So, besides being able to test accumulators and II.T.'s, it provides for all -ordinary
" servicing " tests.
Instructions are included showing how

prefer to receive production samples

picked from stock, and that we cannot,
in any circumstances, undertake to

return them,

as it is our practice
thoroughly to dissect much of the gear

these can be done without the need of

in the course of our investigations !
And readers should. note that the

expert knowledge.

It is quite a small device, and on teat I

subsequent reports appearing on this

found it.to be perfectly satisfactory. .Messrs.

page are intended as guides to buyers

POTENTIAL DIVIDER
Constructors will welcome

-E-

E and are, therefore, framed up in a readily
readable matmerAree from technicalities
= unnecessary forlitat immediate purpose.

"BULGIN"

these

two

products-particularly " Quickwyre."

E'
E--

=

0

§`.

Tekade Radio & Electric, Ltd, say it

ductor type loudspeakers, which are claimed

wire we _me for connections -and the harder
it is to bare the ends .
the more,.we

duced.

wish we had bought bare wire or that

honour on every workbench and kitchen
table in the land.
It has an elastic and entirely neat fabric
.

insulating covering.

Snip off the right

length, push the: covering back with the
fingers, solder or screw up the bright wire
end which is revealed, slip - back the insulation, and the job is done-and done as
neatly as a factory finish.
No scraping about with -a knife, no frays,
6d. ,per 10 -ft. coil in red and black= --a
pretty big sale # # i unless Pm badly
mistaken.

listeners in the land.

A COMPLETE TESTER

to be " Motor " speakers, but in actual fact
although a " Motor moving:OW speaker
is in production it is not yet in distribution,
and neither a " Motor speaker nor unit of
the inductor type has yet been pro-

prepared to undertakeronly, the easiest of
mechanical operations in the building of
radio sets-the easier the better !
And -the tougher the insulation on the

hearts of constructors, have weighed in
" Quickwyre," which deserves a place_nf

mers are limited only by the number of

has been brought to their notice that certain
retailers are showing moving -coil and in-

Good luck to them I say I. Let us admire
their .patient -skill', But' most of us are

who seem to have the power to read; the

Wates should do very well with this latest
product of theirs, for their potential custo-

.;t111111111111111111111111i41111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

new

untidy,-- soft cotton -covered; stuff.
So -our enterprising friends -Messrs. Bulgin,,

handsome cabinet was specially designed

by Radiocabinets Ltd. for the Telsen Triple Three.

-

TESTING YOUR SET.
-

-

Every listener should possess a meter-. I

say " listener ". advisedly, for there ,seems
to be an impression that Meters are used
by or, rather, are nsehil to only the experi:
inenter.
But no radio set, particularly if it- is 'of
the battery-driventype, can be maintained'
properly Unless -the riser is- able to test the

condition a- at least his G.B., L.T. and
H.T. batteriea.
-Fortunately, there are 'combination in--

strunients able to test_ the veltages of all
such 'batteries. They .are not, and can
hardly. be, .precision instruments of the
nature used by scientists in laboratories.
But accuracy to an umpteenth point is
not necessary and, anyway, few could pay
the price for such even if. it were needed.

You can test practically anything with this Wates
llniverral Meter.

Popular . Wireless,, March -Mh) 1932.

THE present situation of the broadcast.
play is rather a curious one. On
one side_ there is a certain amount
of evidence to prove that there is a steadily
increasing number of listeners who listen

and enjoy listening to radio drama, and a
corresponding tendency in broadcast pro

grammes to allot more -time to and to enlarge

upon the importance of hroadcast play
production.

13
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about a contribution to broadcasting which,

though a talk on the same subject
would leave you cold. In this interesting contribution the, B.B.C.'s

broadcast play as a medium for the expression of drama has, with all its faults,
given a certain amount of entertainment,
provided a certain amount of familiarity

"Conversation in 'the Train,"

Director'of ProductionS shoals how

the broadcast 'play his tended to
4 improve radio shownianship.

" Why Try ? "

On the other, there remains a very large
number of people, including many intelligent

people and many constant listeners. who
persist in treating the broadcast -play
either as a -very-indifferent substitute for

I would prefer to say something here

4 " The way that things are put- 4
what a difference it makes !
You may thoroughly enjoy a

in my' view, has been made by broadcast

drama, and which is, for the most part,

either ignored or simply not realised.- The

with certain classics, and provoked a certain
degree of controversy and all these things
are in their way good.
-

might maintain that

practice in this.

particular medium, not only in its prodnction by those who handle it, but also

" Presented by-" .-.
But the'broadcast play has made one

contribution of the most vital importance
in listening to it by those who hear it, to programmes as a whole. I suggest that
the theatre or-still more discouraging- is improving the standard of 'broadcast it is to the `development of the 'broadcast
who say flatly that it is ridiculous to try plays so considerably that. every day Flay that an appreciation of thb importance
to broadcast- plays ; drama cannot be they are getting nearer to the point at which - of " presentation " as applied to most
broadcast., -and why do we continue to' they can, purely as a forth. of entertainment, broadcast work it due. Let me explain
attempt the impossible ?
issue a direct challenge in their own line, a little further.
.
In various talks and articles, I have done either to the films or to the stage.
Do not for a moment,, suppose that _'I
my best, to deal with the point of view
I think that, to sorrier - extent, this -last am claiming that this contribution is due
which regards the broadcast play as second- contention is true, but I am diffident about. to any outstanding brilliance, capacity or
rate theatre.
insisting upon it when the inevitable im- even common sense on the part of the
The broadcast play is not an attempt to plication is that I am crying my own wares members of the department most immedicompete with the stage. Producers. at and even possibly blowing my own trumpet. ately concerned. It has nothing to do with
Savoy Hill are not trying -a fall
individuals. It merely has to do
with Mr. Cochran or Sir. Gerald

THE V OICE MUST SHOW THE CHARACTER

du Manlier on their oWn grounds.

And for the most part writers
and -producers of radio drama

programmes will realise what I
am talking about at once when
Ire thinks of certain programme

are not aiming at

the same,
audience which visits the theatre.
The Die-Hards..
The die -hard -opponents of the

items that appear in the lists
,of B.B.C. output that cannot,
by any flight of fancy, be called

plays, and yet owe not only

broadcast play in all' its forms

are for the most part to be -found
among those. people who believe
that the -West End of London is
not only the centre of the world,
but also the world itself, and who

the success, they may achieve
but even the framework on

which they are built, to .this
word ." presentation."

" Songs from the Shows."

.

forget that there are very many
persons, leaving out, Of account
invalids. elderly people and the

As, example's,

ever going near a theatre, and -

of popular songs and, of course,

whose experiencerof drama; apart

such special programmes as those
which celebrate New Year's Eve,

from broadcasting,must be con:
fined to the reading of plays:

Empire Day and Armistice Day,
or programmes, of the type

I might perhaps argue that
the fact that the audience for
is

increasing is

sufficient justification for their
production or, alternatively; I

I might quote

the " Conversations in the Train,"
which are " presented " talks,
" Songsc. from the Shows " which
are
presented
programmes

very young, Who liVe in circumstances which prevent them from

radio plays

with inevitable circumstances.
Any student of broadcast

In a radio play, the only way of " getting the Characters 'across " is by
means of the voice, so' each player must be distinguishable' from the
others immediately he speaks. This is a scene from a radio play
broadcast from Manchester.

of " Crisis in Spain " or !` The
Hundred Days.",

It can be- seen from these
(Continued on next page.)
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PRESENTATION
PROBLEMS
(Continued from previous page.)
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examples that there is a continually in;

creasing tendency for this " presentation,'
which is simply one aspect of the
technique of production, the technique of

showmanship, to spread from the realm
of the simple straightforward broadcast
play into many other fields of broadcast

output.
Why should this idea of presentation have
originated with the broadcast play ? .The
answer is extremely simple. When broad-

From that point the following stages of
two studios, a dramatic control panel,
effects, and all the rest of the elaborate
apparatus which now makes up the art of
radio drama, followed perfectly naturally,
simply and inevitably.
Drama, in short, came to be specially
presented to the microphone because in
no other way could drama be broadcast
satisfactorily. All this happened, I repeat,

that they were so compelled is their principal

broadcast drama were unusually intelligent, but because unless some solution

HAVE YOU HEARD HIM?

the duty of those who present any programme item broadcast 'from a studio to
think of that item in those terms.
Plays had to be treated thus, and.

contribution to the whole art of broadcasting, in so far that they have brought special
presentation into the limelight and proved
its value.

net because the people responsible for
of this sort had been discovered their job
COuhl not hake been done at all.
The Taste for Drama.

But if this matter ,of presentation had
casting began it was naturally not eon- stopped short in achieving its success' sidered,- in the first instance, as a new and I say advisedly its limited successmedium at all. The microphone was` with . broadcast- plays, its Contribution to
,

thought of dimply as away of eavesdropping

upon other mediums.

brpadcasting would have -been small." For
however fascinating and hOivever interesting

the broadcast play -maybe, it is doubtful -

Just Eavesdropping.

if

it can ever appeal to the majority of

If you are- broadcasting a concert; or a
speech from a public banquet,. the idea of
any special presentation of that programme
item to the microphone is, on the face of it,
quite unnecessary. You are, after all, only

licence -holders.

hearing in your own home what you would,
but for a change of place, be hearing in the

to realise that this art_of presentation is One
that need by no means be confined to broad-

concert hall or the banqueting room.
' And in the first instance the same method
was applied to the radio play. Microphones
were put close to a stage, and the audience

heard what it

could.

It was, however,

MR. VAL GIELGUD

-

A taste for drama is by no means universal,

as theatrical managers have learnt to their
cost, But those responsible for broadcast
programmes., as a whole have been quick
cast drama ; that not only is the broadcasting of plays a special medium, but that
the broadcasting of practically everything
is a special medium, and that if it is worth
while to treat draina, 1n' a particular way
because it is being' onveyed to its audience
through the microphone, it is probably also
sound to consider whether other items do
not require 'and deserve special treatment
of the same kind on their long road from
the brain of the programme builder to the
ears of the listening audience.
'

This is Sidney Kyte, whose band, has recently
been added to those which broadcast. They
are heard playing from the Piccadilly Rotel.

-

HUM. .

contact with something that is actually
happening.

.

.

A useful reminder and a hint
,about electrolytic condensers.

Running Commentaries.

It would, of course, be' nonsense to pretend that some of the greatest pleasure and
many of the greatest successes achieved by
broadcasting are not those that arise from
bringing the listener into the closest possible

STOPPING THAT

ALTHOUGH

'

the ' permanent -magnet
moving -coil londsPeaker appears to
be gradually ousting all other types,
there Must still be a large number ,of those
in,strUments which required a six -volt

aecumulator to provide the magnetising
The Cup Final, the Schneider Trophy, current. Some of them took as much as
the Cereinony of-thedieys; the:relays from ampere, arid, needless to 'say,. it was no
Covent Gardern,tor a Speech b' the Prince easy, matter to keep an accumulator going
of "Wales,-haVe an inniiediate appeal and %
prograMme:value which need a nummum of
qualifiCtion .1iy, presentation however skil
ful ; though in parenthesis one might refer

recent portrait of the author of t tas
article. It is largely due to developments

made under his supervision that the present
high quality in radio plays has been attained.

'
'

soon discovered, that while, by putting a
microphone into a concert hall, provided
your teehnicianS knew their job, you could

hear yetir concert 'perfectly well, if you
did the same thing in a 'theatre you got

an extremely unsatisfactory result.
The eavesdropping method simply did
not do, and therefore it with necessary to
transfer the whole problem of broadcasting
drama away from the eavesdropping micro-

phone in the theatre and to put it into a
studio.

These loudspeakers can be supplied with
current very conveniently 'and economically

to various types of running commentaries by a suitable- dry rectifier, or perhaps a
as one rather elethentary method'of Speaial mercury arc rectifier, but in many cases a
presentation.
disturbing hum is experienced.. Owing
But once a programme item leaves the very
toe the large current flowing, the addition of
sphere of actiuility and `enters that of a a fixed condenser of 4, mfds. or so across the
-studio, it is not only advisable, but almest, output of the rectifier is of little use as a
imperative, that presentation" ShOUld- cure.
take a hand; and broadcast showmanship,
in the best sense of those words, be: called Use One of These I
upon to give that programme item its best
Fortunately, however, there are several
opportunity and its widest.appeal.
very good low voltage electrolytic condensers on the marhet, with a capacity of
The New Art.
about 2,000 mfds. If one of these is conThe opera or concert that is: breilikle4t -'nected across the output of the rectifier, in
from the studio, the talk or the disCuision nine 'cases out of ten every trace of hum
that is broadcast from a studio, are in will disapPear. Great care should be taken
this Sense affected by the same cireum- to see that it is connected up the right way,
stances as the play which is broadcast otherwise damage will resnit.
from a studio. They are, in the first place,
The positive terminal of the "condenser
handled, not for the benefit of people looking should be joined to the, positive terminal of
on and listening in the same room, but for the rectifier. And, of course, the negative
people who are hearing at a distance, and it is to the negative of the, rectifier.
-

A

Which was capable of feeding such a hungry
monster.

-

,
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MANY leaders who have made up a
Cosmic " Three set will remark on

seeing the= title of this article :
Good'. Just what I want." They will

be those who are used to Working with an
output filter.
But others will want to know, Why
_shook/ I fit an output filter-? What shall
I gain by doing so ? " and then, after pausing to consider fora moment, c' Surely, if
One w ere really neeessary, it would hive
been incorporated in' the original designs."

* -----4,--4-10-4-40-6-4-0-4-4-4---4.:-.0-4.--1-0-11.--4-4-4--- 4(

Do you use a mains unit for H.T.? Have you long
extension leads for the loudspeaker? Or are you a
stickler for getting the very best quality possible ?
These questions are all bound up with the use of

to bring fo radio: Our explanation is that

to its class. Everyone knows that voltage
must be kept well up if the full power handling capabilities of the valve are to be
.retained, and unfortunately, H.T. volts are
more, easily lost than gained, particularly
where dry batteries are concerned.
Yes, and a loudspeaker can cost you 40
whole volts, too ! That is, if it is connected
directly in the anode circuit.

a filter is not essential, butlis very desirable ;

and before you get the chance to say,

" Why ? " we will " step on the gas " and
get along with the advantages of this little
refinement to the finest all-round set ever

" Cosmic

?

right, out from the

rest is " improved quality." Yes, I know
what you want to tell me ; you want to
inform me that your quality is already jolly
good. Of course it is, isn't the set the

With a filter, the choke takes the place

But that's no -reason why

of the loudspeaker and only wants _a meagre

few volts off the H.T.

,vou should not make it even better, in fact,
it's every reason why you Arndt/

go one better and get it as near

SEE HOW NEATLY THEY FIT IN

perfectas possible.

Before going any further, let

me tell you that the extent to

water,

The anode current from the valve may
saturate the speaker's magnets, consequently the varying audio -frequency
currents will not have their proper effect
on the magnetism, consequently the
speaker will not emit sounds in accordance
with the " speech " currents, consequently
we get distortion.
Therein lies point No. 2. With
a filter the steady current goes
through the choke and only the
fluctuating current through the
speaker. So there is no possibility

of speaker magnetic saturation.
It can be shown (we needn't
bother how) that the output
from the last valve depends upon
the impedance in its plate
circuit. Within limits, the higher

particular combination of con-

the impedance the greater the

ditions and accessories.

power.

Improved Quality.

Effect on Impedance.

Take (a), the better the loudspeaker you use, the bigger the
difference a filter circuit will
make. A poor speaker has no
reason to sound much better on

The plate impedance in the
ease of the power valve is the
impedance of the loudspeaker,
no matter whether a filter is in
use or not. But there is this
difference : without a filter the

a good input than on a bad
input, but change a good speaker

from a good input to a bad one

impedance is less, because a

steady current through a choke
(which is what the speaker con-

will

out the " things " which, are

no more can

Protecting the Speaker.

extant at the present in your

at the same time be pointing

and

.

depends (a) upon the quality of
the speaker you are using. and
(b) upon the degree to which the
things overcome by a filter are

immediately emphasise all the defects.
But enough of that. What
about (b) ? If we deal with the
reasons why the choke and condenser improve quality, we shall

You can't make a saturated
piece of cloth carry any more

-you make a -magnetically saturated piece
of iron carry any more magnetism,
or magnetic lines of force.

which you will notice a difference

and it

-good analogy.

*-4.--.--4-4.--440-4-0 --4.--4--.--4--....--4---.--4-4-4.--.-*

All of "w hich constitutes the right attitude

Sticking

cloth soaked in water forms a

an output filter; and this article tells you how.
i easy it is to tit one to your " Cosmic " receiver.'

A Desirable Addition.

designed.

This has nothing to do -w it h

- getting wet, but -a piece. of

. choke and large fixed condenser in the foreground of this photograph
of the Iow -frequency end of the original " Cosmic " Three, are the only components necessary to incorporate an output filter.
T,.e

mentioned under (b) as being
possibly extant in the set.
First, of all, there's voltage on the, plate of

the last valve, a power valve, requiring
from 5 to 20 milliamps of current according

Point No. 1 : We can get more power
without distortion due to the filter.
Next we come to loudspeaker saturation

when used directly in the plate circuit.

stitutes) lowers its impedance.
The impedance being less, the
mag. is less, and as volume, goes
down, so the apparent volume of

the base in relation to the high
stuff gets less. So quality is
spoilt by lack of bass. That is

point No. 3.
(The reason for the varying ratio of bass

to high stuff is too complicated to go into
(Continued on next page.)
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A FILTER FOR THE
" COSMIC
(Continued from previous pn3e.)

here.

It is largely bound up with that

abstruse item known as a deeibeL)
Finally, Point No. 4. Feed -back in a

set may cause distortion quite apart from
whether it produces the well-known low frequency howl.

It is due to the L.F. or " speech " flue -

Mount. the condenser parallel with the
terminal strip, and next to it. The choke
comes next to the condenser, but mounted
.longwise parallel with the edge of the baseboard.

steady current from the speaker, there is im
need to worry how the latter is connected

Changing -Over.

The- wiring alterations are quite easy, but

before you commence putting on the new

the wire from the L.S. positive terminal to
H.T. phis 2.

required.
The " Star " Model.
A glance at the second photograph shows

ALL YOU NEED

bias battery in the case of this model is

The lead joining the plate of the last
valve to the L.S. negative terminal, and

Audirad, Igranid Midget, Ferranti B.8,
Wearite II.T.5 Telsen, Parley, Graham
Farish).

1

fixed condenser

arise.

But instead it will be necessary to _move

(Telsen, Dubilier,

the low -frequency transformer a little in

T.C.C., Linen, Hydra, Helsby, Taranto,
Ferranti, Graham. Finish; Sovereign). .

sideration, and instability is caused ,by
frequency reaction.

The new connections are As follows :
Actually, this point; so far as mains Join the plate of the last valve to terminal
units are concerned, is one of the cases of the choke nearer to the panel and also
where an output filter can prove most - to the terminal of the fixed condenser
useful. As a matter offact, it is likely with
farther (coin the end of the baseboard,_ The
some mains units that passable results other 'side of the choke goes to high-tension

might be so far as internal resistan.e,e,aand
decoupled-tappings are concerned.

Other advantages of an output filter,

apart from quality considerations, concern
long loudspeaker leads and poa-

sible shocks when mains units

are in use. k the first case,
voltage drop in the extension
wires is avoided, and also pea-

sible leaks to earth. In the
sscond, the H.T. supply is
isolated froni the speaker leads.

Well, if you have read as far
as this, it is safe to assume you
have decided to fit a filter, so
without more ado we will get
on to the necessary details. You
will need two extra components
-an L.F. output choke of about
20 henries, and a 2-mfd. fixed
condenser. The choke should
be one rated to carry the Our rent that your power valve
passes.

Two Extra Components.

These two components apply

whether the set is the original
" Cosmic " or the " Cosmic "
Star. We will deal with the
former first.

positive 2., and the remaining side of the
fixed condenser to the terminal marked
L.S. negative, and L.S. positive goes to
H.T. negative.

-

'

Incidentally, the loudspeaker terminals
Will no longer be positive' and negative,
and it will not Matter in w,hich way the
speaker is connected up. They reasonwhy
loudspeaker terminals are Marked when

A REFINEMENT FOR A FINE

that space is a little more limited, and the
parts have to' be rather packed. The'grid-

not normally roused on the baseboard, so
that the question of - moving it does not

1 small-outPut choke (about 20 henries) (11.I.

Saving the Situation.

cannot be obtained until a filter is fitted.
An output filter keeps the fluetuating
anode current of the last valve out of the
H.T. supply, thus- avoiding this type of
distortion: when the supply is not all it

Now for the alterations in the case of the
"Star ", model. These are a. little more com-

prehensive, but are, at the same time, just
as simple, two similar components being

ing fluctuating voltages across the H.T.
supply, due to a, high internal -resistance

This fluctuating voltage gets applied to
the anode of a preceding valve and hence
back to the grid of the valve under con-

up.

leads there are two of the old ones that must
he removed. These are as follows :

t nations in a plate circuit causing correspond-

battery or not -too -good mains unit.

the magnets it may actually do so in the
Ifilw rim,- with the result that the speaker
will lose its sensitivity.
Since the use of a filter removes the

most cases. -Some of you may find that you
have just enongiimom without moving this
component ; it will depend largely upon the

make of the -transformer and the make of
choke that you use.
r

If you have to move it, undo the two
Screws that hold it to the baseboard, but

do not take off any of the connections, as
-these will be long enough for the small
movement- necessary.
Just push the
transformer towards the -01 fixed condenser, and then screw it to the baseboard
again.

Similar -Components.

The two new components have to go
between the third valve holder and the

terminal strip, but before you can fit them
in place the .001 condenser
across the output will have to
SET
be moved. This has to go round

to the other side of the third

valve holder, and is eventually
arranged to be still across the
'output.
There are four wires that you
will have to take off, and it is
as well to. move them before
unscrewing the .001 condenser.
They are as follows :
The lead from anode of third
valve to the .001 fixed condenser and also - from this
condenser to the L.S. negatiVe
terminal. Theh there is the"
lead from the other side of this
condenser to the filament terminal of the valve holder and,
last of all, the L.S. positive to
-

'

1LT. plus 2.
Wiring Up.

-

The flex lead on one te).minal
of the -001 condenser should be

There is ample room for the
left in place. It will still act
two components on the corner
ax .the G.B. plus connection.
of the baseboard near the loudWhen you screw this condenser
This is the Per corner of the "Cosmic " Star receiver, showing the output
speaker terminals, and one of
choke and 2-mfd. condenser in place. The alterations to fit these two
in its newposition arrange it so
components are very nimple, and can be done in a few moments.
the photographs show them in
that the flex lead is on the
place. You will have to move
terminal nearer to the panel..
the grid-bitis battery -clip, but if you there- is no filter is so that the steady
The condenser-that is to say, the extra
happen to be using a small power valve current that flows through the speaker will one-and the choke are screwed down
that does not require more than 9 volts be in the right.direction.
parallel to one another. The choke being
G.B., there will still be room for the battery
nearer to the terminal strip, as shown.
on the baseboard, but nearer to the panel.
Don't Spoil Your Speaker.
Now for the new 'connections. Rejoin
lf, on the other hand, you wish to accomThe magnets in the speaker are semi- the terminal of the .001, that has the flex
modate a long battery, You must fit it to permanent, and often the steady current attached to the filament of the third -valve
the back of the cabinet, on the inside, of tends to magnetise them more, or to reduce holder, and the other terminal of it to the
course. You Will find it is just as convenient their magnetism according to which way it nearer terminal of the 2-mfd. condenser,
in this position.
flows, if it flows so that it tends to weaken
{continued on page 35.)
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with modern

wireless sets over long periods under normal conditions have estab-

lished the infinite superiority of
Mammoth Plates. Fuller Super
Accumulators for low discharge
service are fitted with these exeeptionally long-fived plates in addition

to all the other unique Fuller features-micro-porous paste, double
.

grease scup terminals, moulded polarity signs, safety carrying handle

and patented life preserver. Fit a
Fuller now and benefit by - less
frequent recharging,lorigerbattery
life, rapid recuperation, low losses

during idle periods. You cannot
buy a. better battery at any price
-and it is'Britiih made and comes
to you efficiently dry charged.

Actual photograph of

plates front a Fuller
L.D.G.H.Accumulator.

6o a.h. Prier cT6
Dry charged. (Other
sizes for low intermit2 V.

tent current

Full

list

service).

of H.T.

Dry Batteries and
L.T. and H.T. Accumulators on request.

SUPER H.T. DRY BATS'ERIES

Machine made and tested
throughout
long life ...
emission up to 20 m/amps.
From 6o to t 20 volts. Price,.

5/3 to 15/3. Also complete
ranges of Standard, Triple,
Portable and Grid Bias Dry
Batteries, etc. list D.3.

KIER

SUPER BATTERIES

FULLER ACCUMULATOR CO. (1926) LTD., CHADWELL HEATH, ESSEX. 'Phone Seven hing.. 1200
'Grams : "Fuller, Chadwell Heath."

Contractors to British and Overseas Government Departments, Railways, etc,
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THE MIRROR OF THE B.B.C.

DAVENTRY TO DROITWICH - FUTURE OF THE
*00-4.-0

HENRY HALL -is now in complete cont-_
wand of the new 'B.B.C. Dance

service it gives as the highest and finest
wor
in t world..
Apart from the short daily service at

.....

provided it is handled with the true professional touch.

-

Uncles: and Aunts might still'appear, hut
sible for me to say tat in the past two not under amateur auspices, and I believe
monthi during which the change -over has --this would be a considerable -advantage.
*
been in 'process of development there haVe
been several critical stages, at any one of
_We all know that the broadcast prowhich the present -situation might well -have grammes'onGood Friday are. different from
been imperilled.

Orchestra, and it is perhaps permis-

a: ,*

This is no- fault of Mr. Jack-,Tayne.
It was the- last stand of -those interests,
aiming at " song phigging " frOni.within

MOVIES-" ON 'THE AIR.

to Droitwich. No ,donbt.this was carefully
calculated, and I. think I can see a certain

dramatic representations of Titanic disasters,

the B.B.C. quietly intimated
one 'of the
--most important moves in its history.

Quintet, and a relay: of yaudeville items
from the Argyle Theatre, Birkenhead, for

That 5 X X and 5'G B. will go from DaVentry

--

to Droitwich.does not mean that, Daventry
will be abandoned.
1 am now giving exclusive authoritative
advance information that in future _Palientry with all its equipment. and more to,

Regional listeners.

Jack Payne's Dance Band pays a return

It's bad enough when an ordinary set develops a
fault, but how would you like to look for trouble
in a " set " of this kind P It is usedlor televising
cinema Sims, and has given some very promising
- results around Milan, where it is installed.

come will -be the British:Empire Short -Wave
Round-the-Cleck Broadcasting. Station.

Future of the Children's Hour.

I gather that the'rels some question as to
whether- the Children's Hour will be
carried on so far as London is concerned.

== ,

My view is that it might be carried on

.

" FOREIGNERS GALORE-T.- -and all at loudspeaker strength," 22

_-9.- says an enthusiastic Bradford reader E
F-

-

-=
Dear - Sir,-I built your "`Cosmic III " for a E

= The Editor, POPULAR ,WIRELEss.

Yours respectfully,

=

Bradford, Yorkshire.

E. BEswicx:

=

iiI1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111101111111111110.

concert has been

Elwes (mezzo-soprano) finishes at 10 p.m.,
when the transinitter.closes
Back to normal on Saturday, March 26th,
there is a vaudeville 'entertainment, a
Concert of students' songs,, and an orchestral
programme on the National 'wave -lengths,
with chamber music by the -London Wind

were " spreading " -apoehryphal news of
changes in Sunday, :programmes and

= valves to,the het- when -you operate it.=
= - My friends were that -enthuslastie'about it FEE that they, have got -me to write -this letter in =
= appreciation- of your wonderful- circuit-, and E-:
=
may use it in any way you wish.
_ you
-

p.m.,

recital by Solomon (pianoforte) amd Margaret

element of leg -pulling in it.
Because, while some popular newspapera

received " foreigners " galore, and the best part :.=-;

programme until. 6.30

when- a service will be relayed from St.
For some
George's Chapel, Windsor.

by the City ,of Birmingham Orchestra at
4 p.m., and an early evening 'programme
by the Wireless Military Band until 8.30
p.m., when therels a reading. An hour's

provided by the decision -to move Daventry

= about it is that they are all full loudspeaker =
strength. It will cut Moorside Edge out here =
= in, Bradford by simply turning the reaction E
kob ; and the moderator tuning unit is abso- =
E lutely the goods, just like adding a couple of:_

National

Jack Payne Again.
London RegiOnallisteners.have a concert

B.B.0

E a temporary aeriel and earth -up to test it, and 7:-

The ViCtor.OloeSextet and the Theatre

Orchestra, are afterwards providing the

what news \there may -be, -after, which it
goes on until 11.30 p.m.

that it should have apparently purposely
evaded the opportunity of major Publicity

E friend of mine, and we both agree, and also E
= everybody that has heard it, that it is abso- =
= lutely the best,three-valve set yet heard. I put =

Reginald King's Orchestra as an alternative
on -the London Reaional wave -length.

divided at 8.30 p.m. for the reading of

ging " from the outside danee band' pro
grammes. Anyway, good luck to Henry,
so far as I can give it to him.

= who has knit built a " Cosmic."

forNational

listeners, with a programme by

again -conducting, Muriel Brunskill (contralto) and Harold Williams (baritone)
being the'solo artistes.- The-eoncert will be

Henry Hall responsible for clearing " plug-

.

Air Force band is giving a concert

broadcast' from Queen's Hall on Good
Friday evening; and Sir Henry Wood is

seem to have had the contage to , make

of the

10.15 a.m., and the time signal and weather
forecast, -British stations will, remain
silent until_the afternoon, when the Royal

years a " Parsifal "

the B.B.C. I am sure that there is no
danger of the new regime falling foul on
this account.
My only regret is that the B.B.C. does not

Daventry to Drolt-wich!
It was characteristic

they are appropriate to, the soleninity of
the day. Very few people woad wish

theta otherwise, and it iritheciinquestioned
acceptance of this ,donii-cOntinued policy
that stamps :British 'broadcasting and the

HENRY HALL TAKES OVER
CHILDREN'S ,HOUR.

those of any other day of the year, and that

-

visit to the studio on Easter Monday evening
to give an hour's "show fOr London

listeners; which I understand lie
is planning on rather original lines.
(Continued on page 36.)

somett

71-IE LISTENER'S- NOTEBOOK
A 'rapid review of

of

the recent radio programmes.

I RECENTLY drew attention to the way
I lecturers and: others were pouring out
profuse thanks for the congratulatory
letters they had received. Now; we have a
broadcaster, Mr. Gerald Heard, appealing

the part the theatre has played in our
national life, and allowing also for the

for -some
-sign of appreciation (or otherwise).
-

Well, in this case, I think a pat on - the

approval.
To my mind, there should never have been

will
not cut down his most interesting

attention might .be given to the subject -

-'back is well merited, but I hope Mr. Heard

remarks by giving up his time to thanking

Mr. Blank of Round the Corner for' his
postCaid.
,

..

,

.
.

*

*

*

inroads of the Cinema, I cannot imagine

that the proposed elimination of a talk
on the theatre is going to meet with

any idea of such a thing, but maybe,
matter, with a ringing of the changes.on the
talkers. Mr. Agate was not at his best with
Julius- Omar.
*

*

Then came the unexpected revelation
by Jaynes'Agate that it: was seriously

Talking of _postcards reminds me that
Moscow extends a hearty invitation to all

words " yes " or no," whichever one
figured most on postcards. Remembering

native town, in return for which the sender

contemplated cutting out the Theatre Talk,
and that the decision depended- tipon the

and sundry, whatever their politics or
creed, to send pieture-postcards of their
-

(Continued n page 34.)
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How to

use a

P.T. 225.

124

POWER
PENTODE
yOU can use a Lissen Power Pentode
"IL in any battery -driven two -valve set,

or any set employing only one L.F.

stage, and double the volume without
adding to the running costs. You can

get the foreign stations, that before were
but whisperers in your loudspeaker4 at
fine strength ; or you can have a torrent

of pure sound from your local station

that will make every item enjoyable.
There is no need to, alter your, receiver
at all. Simply replace your power valve
with a Lissen Power Pentode according
to the instructions given inside the carton in which the valve is packed. The
economy Power Pentode thiS Lissen

valve is called, because it only takes
7 m/A: of H.T. current-no more than
an ordinary power valve. Therefore,

you can use it with your present battery
and enjoy the extra volume and brilliant

tone that " Pentode Output " gives to
a set.
Ask for a Lissen Power
Price

- Pentode, P.T.225.

12/6

THE VALVE FOR LIVELIER
DETECTION fr BIGGER RANGE
The Lissen Detector Valve-H.L.210livens up your tuning, gives you extra
It is so
range, greater sensitivity.
responsive that it brings in' the foreigners like magic. Not only this, but it
passes a crisper, more
powerful signal on to the
L.F. stage of your receiver,
and you get louder, clearer

radio altogether. Ask for
Lissen H.L'.210.

Price

LISSEN LIMITED

WORPLE ROAD

.

ISLEWORTH

MIDDLESEX
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CONDITIONS for

occasions, but, like

l on d - distance
reception con'.
tintie to be very- fine

Budapest, he h a s
his nights'.

both the number of
stations obtainable
and the- volume at
which they can be -

wards the top of the

Completely :reli-

able stations to-

indeed as regards

received. I am glad

to be able to report,

too, a noticeable

decrease in the

band are Brussels,
Prague, and Lange n b erg. Beromun- ster, who has been
off colour for some
little time, has now

Some practical distant -programme notes Compiled by a special
contributor who nightly searches the ether in order to obtain
really up-to-the-minute information for " P.W. readers.

amount ,of het er
dyne interference that has occurred on the
medinm wave -band. Last week heterodyning
had begun to assume formidable proportions,

and at- one time it seemed as if we were in
for. a return to chaos on the medium waveband.
American stations continue to be received

quite well shortly after midnight. If there
are no atmospherics about and conditions
are found to be otherwise good, earlier in the
evening, it is always worth while to try for
U.S.A. stations if you happen to be sitting
up late.
Medium -Wave Americans.

Amongst those which I find it easiest to
receive at present are W I 0 D, W T I C,
W. P 0, and W B Z. On especially good

'nights many others can be heard with a set
that has reasonably good high -frequency

amplification.
On this side of the Atlantic the long waves

Zeesen is at the top
of his form just now, Whilst magnificent
reception is obtainable from both KalundParis's programmes.

borg and Oslo at almost any time.

.

Franlifurt and Budapest.

On the medium wave -band a station

which has shown extraordinary, improvement of late is Frankfurt. The heterodyne,
which used to be such a nuisance, has very

seldom been noticed on recent evenings, and
Frankfurt -comes .through with remarkable -

volume and quality. Make a note of him,
for he is worth attention.
Let me bring .to your notice also Budapest, who was particularly good on many
nights. He is not absolutely reliable ; you
may find on some nights -that he is quite
weak. On others, though, he will give you
all the volume that you want.

This station's programmes are so good
that it is always worth while to tune to his

remain as good as ever, and there has been wave -length to see if he is coming in well.
less trouble from the heterodyne of Russian. Vienna sees considerable variations. Partial
origin that was at one time marring Radio - jamming has occurred on a good. many

THIS season of the year seems to be dedicated to the breaking of short-wave
(and other) records. Here we have our
old friend F. N. B. again, claiming to have
heard all continents within eleven, minutes.
It is not a true "H.A.C.," as that'applies

SHORT -WAVE
NOTES

to broadcast only, but he certainly has
heard an amateur in each of the six continents within that time. The eleven minntes
were between 8.50 p.m. and 9.1 p.m., and
all stations were on 40 metres except the
" Yank ", who was on 20.

News and views regarding an exciting
and fascinating wave -band.

ByW. L. S.

F. N. B. now feels so truculent that he

as one with whom F. N, B. would like to
S. (or anyone else
try conclusions.
accepting this) is to " choose the weapons,"

and W. L. S. is to fire the starting gun

and I don't think

that you will have any complaints to make if

you tune hini in:

Both Rome and Stockholm generally

supply excellent reception. We cannot call
Dublin exactly a. foreign station, but I
mention him in my list.since he is outside
the B.B.C. group. The Irish station has
shown splendid strength on many occasions
recently.

More Recommendations.

Katowice is usually first rate, though he

suffers from an occasional weak night.

Toulouse is always to be found. Lwow is
excellent when he has a, chance, but you
may find on certain nights that interference
spoils reception.

Hamburg has very much improved.

Don't -forget to tune in Stuttgart if you are

operating the set at a time when the
London Regional is silent.

have heard Barcelona much better
recently than for some time past, and
Strasbourg, too, has furnished remarkably
good volume and quality.

others." As a competitor himself he doesn't
think this is fair play.

Well, D. T., if I haft published the list

you still wouldn't have been any better off ;

besides, the Editor has more important,

stuff on hand than mere lists of short-wave
stations.

W2XAD and W2XAF.

"Choose the Weapons."..

has issued a challenge -to alttlaonaore rabid
of " P.W.'s " folloWing of short-wave fans
M. S., of Harlew; isparticularly mentioned

returned to form,

E. J.

L.

of Streatham.

He heard the

famous efontact lietWeen Messrs, Simmonds

(G 2 0 ti) and Maclurcan (V X. 2'G M) in

March. 1926.

Both stations worked --'phone on that

occasion.

The wave -length- was 40 metres,

presumably by Means' of his chronometer. -and-the input at the Australian end 250
We could make quite an interesting con
watts. I imagine that very few Australians
test out of this, the idea being to see ,who now :use that 'power. )rany thanks,E. J. L.,
finds, for instance, the greatest number of
West -Coast Canadians, or. East Indian sta- Those Nine Yanks.

There has been a lot of talk about
" bad conditions " during the past winter
and this spring, but when I look back it
seems to me that this had not been at all
a bad season for those able to read morse,
whatever it may have
telephony -only men.

seemed to the

From combined evidence coming from
readers' reports and my own observations,

it appears that W2 X AD (19.56 metres)
is now coming over quite well at almost
any time between noon and 10 p.m. The
fact that the 20 -metre American amateurs

were coming in later than usual sent me

down a few degrees one evening recently,
and at 8.30 p.m. I found W 2 X A D quite
as loud as I have ever heard him.- On the
Four " he was positively dangerous to the

windows, and on the "One" he was a

tions during one week -end. More of this later.
J. B. M. (Glas,goW) mentions, for the first
time, a station signing L S L (Buenos

Aires)- on about 30 metres. ' This has been

I was somewhat pained to receive a
letter from D. T.. (Ipswich) that rather
indicates that the said gentleman doesn't
trust me. He thinks the results of the.

lo-gged at 11- p. rn.

,competition should have been given ip. full,

I should say that by the time you read
this W 2 X AD will be the star station
right up to 11 p.m. W 2 X A F, on the

on 'phone has brought -forth a letter from - Chi-lloa, Sydney, nine Yanks, and 'several

other hand, can only be described as "fair:"
He varies somewhat, and never appears to
be really strohg.

'

My recent remark to the effect that -I -and-doesn't like W. H. R. '(the whmer) to
never remember having heard an Australian be described as having heard "Nairobi,

inches
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INGLE DIAL

SUPER

An interesting account of some of
experiments conducted by the
Research Department in an attempt
the

to evolve a really successful one -dial
tuning super -het. set. These experiments were completely success-

ful and full constructional details of the final and perfected receiver
will appear in our NEXT ISSUE.

THE FIRST PRACTICAL STEP

iIsc

of

three

sp

'ills carefully matched

by the makers. With
the oscillator coil deigrred

by

us,

pro-

vision has been made
for varying the induct
ances of the medium
and long -wave tuned
sections. and with the
addition of the series-

paralleled condensers
remarkably accurate
" ganging is p.-ssible,
despite vas iations in
the connuercially made

band-pass coils avail-

able for use with the
oscillator.

The reader will see

therefore that only one
The initial tests were carried out with a hi -grid valve
and tuned -grid windings, as above,

special coil is required, and its construction
is such that it may be made by any careful

constructor, and probably it will be marketed complete at a later date.
Before proceeding to describe the experiments, it would be as. well to enumerate the
facts governing the design of the oscillator
system. It has already been ment ioned that
the oscillator operates so many kilocycles
above the fundamental frequency, the exact

number depending on the" intermediate
frequency of the band -filters.
The " Difference " Frequency.

Furthermore, in the last article it was
made clear that this " difference" fre-

quency remained constant over all wavebands. The oscillator coil, owing to its
higher frequency response has, in terms of
metres, a lower wavelength range, and
(Continued on next page.)

MERELY AN EXPERIMENTAL MODEL !

THERE is a saying " the proof of the
pudding is in the eating." which in

radio equivalent is -as good as stating
that a theoretical calculation is not con -elusive until it has been proved practically.
Thus, the purely technical considerations
put forward in the article published in this
journal on February 6th (" P.W." No. 305)

eau hardly be appreciated without reference
to the practical experiments.
It

should be borne in mind that the

object of the tests and calculations was to
devise a circuit arrangement whereby -the
oscillator tuning on a super:let. could be
coupled mechanically with the aerial tuning
System to allow for single dial tuning.
A Choice of Coils.

Whereas the aerial circuit (either of the

band-pass or " plain" type) tunes to the
incoming signal, the cseillator must resonate at so 'many kilocycles above the

fundamental, the " difference " in the two
frequencies corresponding to the chosen
intermediate frequency. Various schemes
based on extensive research with super-hets.

in general were put forth as being of practical value.
The ultimate aim has been to design an
oscillator arrangement which could be used
in conjunction with a standard band-pass
aerial coil, but which could nevertheless be
so adjusted that without alteration it could
be employed with many commercial makes
of aerial coils.

So far the only single -dial super -het.

.

described has achieved its object -by making

This very excellent super, which gives a most impressive performance, was built up in order to try out
the possibilities of the new principles to be embodied in " P.W.'s " one -dial instrument.

Popular
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oscillatoi circuit on the medium Wave -baud

was calculated to respond 'from- 1,488 to
,624 ke.,,or from 202 to 481 metres. On
the long waves -,the oscillator was to

OUR SING -LE DIAL
SUPER

tune from 424 to 274 kc.,

(Continued from; previous page.)

or -708 to T095 metres.

-

consequently a lower inductance on each
wave -band compared with the aerial coils.

-

Naturally, in-.rekdjugtina the' oseillafer
unit, it was found essential, partieularlk at
the bottom end of each wave -band, to remove many turns of wire notonly from the

-

-

-

A GRAPHIC ILLUSTRATION

The oscillator unit was
accordingly wound approxi-

/80

mately for these wave -bands,

'170

portions of the

tuned
hider these_ .conditions .the wave ranges windings - being arranged on
in metres covered by the oscillator coil are the small rotors fitted inside
considerably less than in the, -aerial circuit; the main ribbed former:
and it is-- logical to Assume the capacity Initial tests were conducted
required to tune the oscillator coil can be 'with tuned grid -wiindings
less than in the other circuits.
and' with a bi-grid valve as

.
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Capacity of Oscillator Condenser.

It is obvimis that if one of the sections of
c.he " ganged " condenser is to be utilised,
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...It would be a wearisome

business to describe 'the
Many slight deviations Made
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The astoundingly successful results achieved are clearly illustrated
above. The two experimental, dials were absolutely in step except
for one small part of the medium -wave curve.

he

many

dozens
of graphi :made. as'.a,
-

result of - the conditions ontlined. Let
it be sufficient to say
that despite innumerable combinations of

inductance and

capacity it was not
foUnd possible

i-th

the coils in question

te. - produce' -identical
Th:s diagram shows how the coils and -condensers were re -arranged.

having a simi:ar capacity and movement,
it may have a condenser placed in series

with it rin order to reduce its effective

capacity. On the long wave -band where the

condensers haVe to tune over a smaller

freqiiency range - (the " difference " frequency remaining- constant), it is possible to

employ the same scheme, pluS a small preset condenser across the long -wave tuned
winding to achieve a similar effect.

Owing tothe popularity of the " P.W."
" Super -Quad " and " P.W." " S.Q. Star,"
it was decided to construct an experimental

dial r ea ding s over

each wave -band, the
nearest approach
being 18 degree in -180 at, the top and
tanttom ends of.the. scale; for ,the major
part of the scaleS the condensera, were, of
course, in step',

_

Investigations :with tuned grid windings

were copsequently discontinued, and the
oscillator coils reversed with the tuning
condenser connections for -tuned anode.

anode, windings, but also.from the now untuned grid coils, in order to produce a suit-

able degree of 'regeneration; which was
checked by a milliamtheter.
The success with which the final experi-

ments were attended may be judged from
the accoMpanying graphs. With the exception of 'One small portion of the Medinin
wave -band, both condenser units remained in
step within less than one degree of each other.

Tuning in the " Trough."
Since the two condensers tuning the band-

pass filter could the over three or four

degrees, the centre position was always the
one finally chosen, representing as it should

the" trough " between the " peaks."

Regarding the variations in the condenser

scales between 280 and 350 metres; thdie
could of course be compensated by the splitend vanes on the " Utility condensers
chosen.

THIS LOOKS NICE, BUT

.

.

receiver on the same lines, but including two
S.G. intermediate stages to allow for greater

tolerance in the choice of valves and components, and avoiding the necessity for a
single " hotted up " S.G. stage and high ratio L.F. transformer.
A Special Test Model.,

A photograph of the set in question is
given herewith, and naturally it bears no
.

resemblance to the final design, as actually

separate tuning condensers were incor-

porated for comparing'the 'dial readings, 'a
very necessary prelude to the final tests.

For all the tests, a Varley " Square

-

Peak " coil was chosen, as in the " SuperQuad," covering 220 to 600 metres and 1,000

to 2,000 metres -respectively. A set of band
filters of well-known make and rated

at around 126 ke. were also selected, and
after careful measurement wok found to
resonate at 124:
Allowing for this latter frequency, the
.

-

The final achievement lay in completely eliminating one o! these Inning. controls without any sacrifice
of results.
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Build the COSMIC STAR
THE ALL-PURPOSE, ALL -EFFICIENT, ALL -WAVE SET

KIT "A"

The Ready Radio

Complete Kit of Components together with

" Duotune " Extenser

panel (ready cut and drilled), -baseboard,
Jiffilinx for easy non -soldering wiring and
free blue print.

The Readirad DUOTUNE is essential for the " Cosmic and for every.
modern all -wave receiver. It is the
only condenser of its kind. Not only
does it provide automatic switching
from medium to long waves (on the
famous Extenser principle) but also
at the flick of a switch it is converted from a '0005-mfd. condenser to
a '00025-mfd. condenser.

OR BS' EASY PAYMENTS

Fit a DUOTUNE in place of your

OR BY EASY PAYMENTS

89'6

10/3 down and 9 monthly payments of 10.3

KIT "B" E5:17:0

Complete Kit of Components as Kit "A "
together with specified Milliard valves and
free blue print.

present condenser and bring your set
right up to date.

11/. dowMand 11 monthly payments of 'ft.

KIT "C" E6:18:0

READIRAD DUOTUNE 15'6
(Extenser Model.

Complete Kit of Components as Nit " B "
together with beautiful Table Cabinet
and free blue print.

Patent Fending)

I

OR BY EASY PAYMENTS
12/9 down and 11 monthly payments of 12'9

READY RADIO KITS 1
FOR THE FAMOUS

0

S.T.300
KIT A

4

Write for details of

4

Kits obtainable for

' Cosmic' Radiogram

ianscl c.bl'iteet 13.18.6 4

Cash or by Easy

OR BY EASY PAYMENTS 11
713 down and 11 monthly pay- 4

Payments.

4

KITBIZ=eeeti5:17:6

4
4,

OR BY EASY PAYMENTS 4
(10Wnand11 monthly ,

109

payments of

KITC'avnitdhc

READY RADIO RADIOGRAM CABINET.

With this beautiful cabinet you can convert your present set to a

TO INLAND CUSTOMERS.- Your

goods are dispatched poet free or carriage
paid.

Radiogram of the most modern and artistic design. This cabinet is o
highly polished walnut with lift -up lid, automatic support and a needle
cup. Overall size 3' 3" x 22" e< 17". Suitable for any receiver having a
panel not exceeding 12 x 7" and a baseboard 16" x

PRICE £3 : 7 : 6

TO OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS.Everything Radio can be supplied
In case of clotM reagainst cash.

or deposit of 15,'- and 6 monthly payments of 101-.

L 6:16:0 1

tarding

0 OR BY EASY PAYMENTS 1

deposit

41

wale value will be accepted and
balance collected by our Agent upon
delivery of the goods. All goods are
very carefully packed for expo': out

dowpnaynalnednts101 monthly

1216

2,6

it

the value of your order, d
of one-third of the apProx:-

.

insured, all charges forward.

.,

CASH or 'C.OD
ORDER FORM

To : READY RADIO, LTD.

Co : READY RADIO, LTD.,

EASY PAYMENT

Eastuor ,_House,

Eastnor House,

Blackheath, S.E.3.

Blackheath, S.E .3.

ORDER FORM

Please dispatch to me at once the following goods

Please dispatch to me the following goods

{ (a) I enclose
cross out -line\ _Ill
(b) I will pay on delivery %not. applicable/ Xi

which I enclose first deposit of

Name
Address

Name
Address
P.W.

P.W. 19.'3(30
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A FEW weeks ago I gave details of how
171 two components could be combined
so as to be controlled by one knob,

*

arrangement which enables you.

simplifying the'operatioWof a receiverA anti

-at- the same time helping to. clean up'the
piinel appearance. The two components in
question are to be found on most receivers,

and are the reaction condenser and the
volume control=two items -that 'Mott
logically should be coiribinecl

The method explained requires a special
Jeoinponent. Consequently it is not a scheme
with which the constructor can experiinent,
unless, of course, he has a very wellequipped workshop, is a good mechanic, and

is prepared to turn out the special component for himself.

A Combined ControL

But at the same tithe,' the -idea-, of going
progressively from maximum . volume to
'controlling reaction, with the one knob, is
very attractive. So here is another way of
_accomplishing the same effect which anyone

-4-4-4.--4,-*

/Describing an ingenious, circuit
+

to make one component serve two
_ distinct' purposes.
4

r.

Maximum_reaction can therefore be obtained
on any wave -length.
Now to consider the volume control part.

For the .time being we will suppose the set
has no reaction, and so we ignore the coinpreasion-type condeilser and the connection
via it to the valve's anode.

What have we left.

Why, a straight-

At the other end of the scale we have just:
the opposite. Volume controlling is -atmaximum volume, and at the same time.we
-get maximum reaction, both necessary
with really weak transmissions.

A cursory consideration may suggest
that we have the apparent drawback that

reaction begins before volume controlling is_at

its maximum volume setting. In reality
on 'the contrary This is somewhat of ''ari2
advantage.

Constant Selectivity.

It has the result of keeping the degree --of

selectivity fairly constant over the whole.
movement of the condenser. So in turning;

forward differential input condenser. When
the moving vanes are fully in mesh with the
.F-5 fixed, the inputeircuit is simply_ straight
through the condenser capacity and reaction
coil (now acting as coupling coil) to earth.

up volume we arc not -increasing the risk of.
interference from unwanted transmissiO
Due to the use of the compression chin=

meshed with:the F2 fixed vanes, the input is

well round towards, Ile F, " end." But by

If, on the other hand, they are fully

passed directly to earth via the capacity,

can try out quite easily, and in most cases

SEE HOW IT'S DONE

on present receivers.

denser; reaction - will not really become
operative until the differential condenser- is
suitably'choosing the value of the differential

condenser this position can be well up the
volume controlling scale.

As the knob is turned towards maximum

Actually it has one very big advantage

volume and reaction, selectivity tends to

;controlling to be carried to a much lower
limit, and inmost cases to a complete zero.
;Another point is that reaction is obtained

input to the input -reaction coil. At the
same time it tends to become greater be
cause of the increase of reaction ; thus the

,over the original scheme ; it enables volume

become less because of the closer coupling of
:.

the differential method instead of with a.
:single " plain " capacity.

Put briefly, the idea is to so arrange the
input connection that the differential reaction also acts as a differential volume control. First of all let me explain the arrangement with the aid of the circuit shown on
this page, and then I will tell you how to
try it out in practice.
'To consider the reaction control part we
-just ignore the two wires that are marked
input. There is the ordinary grid coil and
reaction coil coupled to it, and one set of

balancing effect.

fixed vanes on the differential reaction
condenser goes to L.T.- and one to reac-

tion coil,

from either the aerial or a- preceding EV,
stage. So you can try the scheme with ti

detector , and low -frequency set using
differential action, or with a parallel -fed H.P.

set using differential reaction on to the
detector's grid coil.
-The

differential

reaction

condenser

volume as well as feed -back.

controls

and no coupling is obtained with the coil, so

volume will be at its minimum:

Stray.

capacities.usually prevent,' this froth being
absolutely zero.
-

In the opposite. position' volume is at

Perfectly Straightforward.

The moving vanes go to plate as usual,
but are taken via a compression -type condenser instead of direct. This condenser
simply serves the purpose of altering the
effective capacity, of the:differential con-

maximum. -At, intermediate positions, some
coupling takes place and some by-passing,

so that intermediate values of volume are

obtained according to the setting of the
moving vanes.

In practice both these effects, differential
volume control and differential reaction will
denser so far as reaction is concerned.
take place at. the same time. When we are
It is set so" that the receiver will just at minimum voluthe (moving vane meshed
oscillate with the differential condenser with F2 fixed) we are also at zero reaction.
adjusted for maximum reaction (moving Which . is only right, because minimum
vanes fully meshing with the F-5 fixed), and volume means that the station was coming
the tuning at the position where the most -through too- loudly, and so no reaction is
reaction is required to make ale set oscillate. wanted.
,

-

As the circuit shows, the input may come

;

Well Worth Trying.

You will have to connect a compression
condenser in the lead from the plate of the
valve to moving vanes of reaction condenser,
and it may be suitably of the -001 max.
type. Any value of differential reaction

condenser can be tried, but for good results
one about -0003 -or more is desirable.
While the amount of reaction is variable
by means of the compression condenser, the
maximum coupling is fixed by the size otf
'

the reaction coil, and it may not be big

enough for best results. Naturally it is wound

with reaction in view and not coupling..
Anyway, this is a drawback to the
adaptation and not -a -fundamental lacking
in the scheme, for a coil specially woundfor
the job could be suitably proportioned. If
you try it, I can promise you at least a very
interesting experimental experience.
A.S.0
,
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,,RECEIVERS
CONSTRUCTORS BAND-PASS:1

A new standard in Set construction
Every

part

carefully

and

designed

beautifully finished

Tuning Condenser supplied calibrated in
FERRANTI
Ganged
Triple
conjunction with FERRANTI Band -Pass Coils, is provided with a unique 3 -point
The

suspension of its chassis, thus preventing distortion of the chassis which usually
It is sealed and adjusted to plus or minus '000000125 M.F.
occurs in mounting.
at- minimum capacity, and to plus or minus '00000075 M.F. at maximum, providing
correct Band -Pass operation when the Set is assembled; a result not previously
ensured in any Constructor's Set.

The band width is approximately constant, and with no reaction is 10 kilocycles on
the medium waves, and 8 kilocycles on the- long waves.

Battery
charts

and
may

constructional
and
available,
dealer, or direct from us.

are
types
from your

Mains
A.C.
be obtained

A.C. Mains Kit, including Marconi Royalty (exclusive of Valves, Cabinet,
Panel and Baseboard)
With Panel and Baseboard £11

8

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

£11
36
£12 13 6

-

With Cabinet, Panel and Baseboard
Battery Kit, including Marconi Royalty, without Valves, Panel and Baseboard
With Cabinet, Panel and Baseboard
-With Panel -and Baseboard £7 12 0
Band -Pass H.F Stage only ; suitable for either A.C. Mains or Battery Set,
6

including the conversion of any Set of the Screen Grid Three type to
meet present' -day requirements in selectivity' and quality

-

-

£7
£8

£3

7 0

17

0

13 6

This H.T. stage comprises !-1 FERRANTI Triple -Ganged -0005 Tuning Condenser with
slow motion illuminated dial. 1 FERRANTI Band -Pass Input Unit with Wave -Change
Switch. 1 FERRANTI H.F. Transformer and Detector Unit, complete with Detector
Valve Holder, Grid Leak and Grid Condenser and Wave -Change Switch. 1 FERRANTI
Screened Grid Valve Screen with 6 -pin Valve Holder. 1 FERRANTI non -inductive Band 1 FERRANTI H.F. Volume Control
Pass Coupling Condenser, Type C11 : 06-mfd.

Condenser with cut-out contact. - 1 FERRANTI hand -rapacity plate for Reaction
Condenser, and 1 FERRANTI H.F. Filter.

Full details for building either the A.C. or Battery Model are given in the
constructional charts, which may be obtained from your dealer, or direct from
us on receipt of your request accompanied by a 11d. stamp for each chart.
FERRANTI

LTD.

CONSTRUCTOR'S

DEPT.,

HOLLINWOOD, LANCASHIRE,
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This loop will bp allowed to stick out. from the
winding, add wh6 its insulation has been scraped
off ,the wire, it enables a..crecodile clip to make connection at the 30th turn'.
The scraping of the insulation is best left till the
coil is made. During the winding you simply make
the lobp at the 30 turn, and then carry on the
winding ;in the same direction as before.
At the 60th turn anol her loop must be made,
'

and then 90 more turns must; be -put on (still winding
in the same direction) before the end is fastened off.

This fastening, is done by cutting -the wire and
drawing it through -small holes in 'the coil quoit,
exactly as at the shirt of the winding. And, as
before, 8 in. or so should be left with which to make
the connections to the coil.
(So that these ends -Should not get` -in the way,
it

All Editorial - communications should be 'addressed . to the Editor,
POPULAR .WIRELESS, Tanis House, Tanis Street,. London, EC.4.
The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and photographs dealing with -all subjects appertaining
work. -The Editor- cannot., accept responsibilitu for manuscripts "or photos. Every care will be taken totowireless
MSS.
notconcerning
accepted for
publication.- A stamped and addressed -envelope must be sent with -C47qT article.return
411
inquiries
advertising
rates, .etc , to be addressed to the Sole Agents. Messrs. _John .11. Lite, ltd:,
4, Ludgate Circus; London,- gig.4.
The constructional articles which. appear from time to time in- this journal are the outcome of_ research
and experimental work carried out with --a view to improving the -technique of wireless reception. As much` of
the information given in the. columns of _this paper concerns the most recent deUeltipments. in -the radio'wOrld,
sonic of the arrangements and sp'ecialtia describedOntin be thp subjects
l'iiYent, and the 'amateur
and the trader would be well advised to obtain permission of the patenteesoftoLetters
rise the patents before doing. -so.

A GOOD SUGGESTION FROM A READER.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS

We have often commented on the very

CHARGING FROM D.C. MAINS.

M. R. (Ilford).-" I am told,it is possible to

helpful way in which " P.W." readers pass on
good tips and hints to one another, and we are
indebted to -an Edinburgh reader for the following excellent idea,
His letter speaks for itself. He says :

use the electric light supply toceharge a. small
accumulator by connecting the. lattCr naseries
with the house supply. I do. not understand
this. How can -this. be done ? "

Dear Sir,-I was interested in your reply
to H. L. in the February 0th issue of P.W.

Properly fitted by a qnalified man; such an arrangement is -perfectly safe and satisfactory, but we -must

" Parts required-One doublejhrow double -

remind you that an' electric- light company nearly
always -makes it a -condition -of the supply that -they
are notified if any such alteration to the house connections are carried out.
Generally no objection is made if a qualifiedclectrielan is employed, and 'Probably be .will-undhratand
exactly what to do if you explain your requirements.

;2.1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111811111111111111111111111111111ii

HOW ARE YOUR RESULTS
NOW-?
FE
E.-

'

.

Perhaps your switching. doesn't work pro - =
perly ? or some. mysterious noise has =
appeared and is spoiling your radio
E

Or one of the batteries _seems to run down =
much faster than 'formerly
=
. ?
=
= Whatever your radio
problem__ na

ay be, =

remember that the Technical Query Depart- =
ment is thoroughly- equipped to assist our 'F-

E readers, and offers its unrivalled service.
Full details including seales of charges, can
be obtained direct from the -Technical -Query E

Dept., POPULAR WIRELESS-, The Fleetway =
House, Farringdon Street, London,
E
= A postcard will do. On receipt of this an E.= Application Form will be sent to you post
= free immediately. This application will
E. place- you under no obligation whatever,
= but, having the form, you will know exactly
= what information we require to have -before
= us in order to solve your problems.
- LONDON READERS. PLEASE NOTE:
= Inquiries should NOT be made by 'phone or
= in person at Fleetway House or Tallis House.

May suggest an alternative scheme, -which
giVes great satiSfaction. on a Comet ' Pour ?-_

is a good plan to wind them round and round a

pencil, and then tuck 'the small coils so made inside
the coil quoit, until they.are wanted for the wiring.)
Carefully scrape off the insulation of the wire at the
tapping points -with as, knife, and lay the coil aside
till it is to be mounted. This is done by fastening
it to the hasebbard with a. couple of screws through
a shaped wooden block fitted inside the coil quoit.
" (Another method is to lay a wooden strip across

the top of the coil quoit, and drive a long screw
through the centre of it into the baseboard below.
The Inter -Valve Coil.
The second or inter -valve coil quoit is exactly
like the' one -already described, except for its extra

90 'reaction turns. A is made exactly as before,
but With this difference :
The 50 reaction turns must go on the coil quoit

firSt, so the commencement of the winding is labelled

Reaction." When 50 turns have been wound on,
and label it " Earth." The rest of the coil is then
wound- exactly as before, with tappings at its 30th

dent break the wire, but bring out a long loop,
Aft the winding must be done in the same direction,

and' provided that is done, your coil quoits will be
found to be highly efficient in action.
On most " P.W." diagrams in which coil quoit.
figure, the connections are marked (1), (2), (3) and
(E). (E) or " Earth " we have already described ;
(1) is the connection to the 30 (or 60) tap, whichever
gives better results on your set; (2) 'is the point
ill11111111111iIIIIIIIIIIII1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

TECHNICAL

pole Switch (panel control), one non,inductivO
resistance,' 100,000 ohm or 50,000. ohm.

TWISTERS

Mount the switch' on the panel, cut the posiU-4:filament wire 'to the - sereen=grid- valve,
connect one end to the centre pole of _switch
nearest the panel, and the other to the 'right
pole nearest panel.
-

CAN YOU FILL IN THE MISSING

sw` itelito, the 'griel dud of the first 'tuning con-

The unit
the . .

No. 105.-POWER.

1' Connect. the other centre. pole, of the

denser, and the left pole farthest' from panel
to -the gridide of the second tuning-conden:
ser, using a flexible resistance, (If a non flexible resistance is used, connect left, pole
farthest from panel to one end of resistance,
and the other end of the grid side Of second
tuning condenser.)
-" "Oil switching one way the circuit is four
valves -as before, and switching the other way
it becomes a three-valver with a poor copy, of
the -.Eckelsky Tuner. However, it gives a
much reduced volume and freedom from inter-

LETTERS ?
of eleetrical

power is

.

It is the product of
*

and

*

Thus, a set employing 2 -volt valves,

7.=:-

and taking a total filament current of
*25 ampere would represent an L.T.
power of

E

If a 100 -volt H.T. battery supplied E

5 milliamps, the total H.T. power would

ference on -the local, without moving the
aerial wire.,
." Wishing further success to POPULAR

= commonly used-namely, the kilowatt,

yOu: published the
some years ago.

E watts.

*

.

WIRELESS, of which I have -been a reader since

Edinburgh.

PAY.' Combination Set
"Yours faithfully,
-

R),

WINDING COIL QUOITS.
S. 0. S.' (Paisley). --L" Re coif quoits, to be

*

For convenience a larger unit is

.

which represents

=

. . .

Last week's missing words (in order)

were :

Solenoid,

Cylindrical.

= Binaeular. Solenoid, Screening.

Series.

-

:111111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111117E

One simple arrangement is to employ a doublepoledouble-throw switch of a suitable protected type;
the centre contacts being joined in series with that
electric light main which is earthed. 'two of the
switches outer contacts are joined together, so that
when thrown over in this position the ordinary lamina

connection is restored and the circuit is exactly as
formerly.
The other two contacts on the D.P. D.T. switch
are taken to two insulated tenninals,-to which the
;

-

battery to be charged will be Connected

The negative

of; the battery matt go to' the negatlite side of the
leads, and when the switch is thrown over to this
position the current whichts being used in the house
for lighting, etc:, Passes _through the accumulatiyr
and trickle -charges "The running cost is negligible because there is no
;

-

difference at all in the amount of current you are
taking, but only a very slight diminution in the
brilliance of the ligillIDE-

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111117;

used -with 'P.J.' coils, will you let me know
winding' method for -both .types-i.e. aerial
coil and inter -valve.? Number of turns, wire
.used' and usual connections (earth, reaction,

where you finish ; and (3) is the beginning of the
reaction winding. (You will remember we .marked
this " reaction " . when commencing to wind the
second coil quoit.)

The beginning of the wire (30 D.S.C.) is fastened

Erecting an Aerial.
G. F. G. (Essex).-" Since settling down out

ete.)."

to the coil quoit in the usual way, by threading it
two or three times through small holes in the coil
qUoit until it holds fast-. (About 6 or 8 in. should
be pulled through the hole first, and will be used
later for making the connections.)
First coil quoit has no reaction winding, being a
plain 150 -turn coil, with taps at the 30th and 60th
turn from the earth end: So the commencement of
the winding should be labelled " Earth," and then
30 turns are neatly wound on. Do not break the
wire at this pOint, but twist a neat loop in it, about
in. in length,

here in the country I have altered my ideas

about wireless, to which I was quite indifferent
when living in London. But being a sixty-

four -year -old reader I am young enough to
learn, and have become greatly interested in

your ' Cosmic.'
"My first step, however, is to get an aerial
up, and I find very little is said about this sort
(Continued on page 32.)

.
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TRADE MARK

A NON -SAL -AMMONIAC BATTERY

AT A POPULAR PRICE
Never before has there been a battery so low

in price that gives the life or possesses the
same capacity as the PERTR IX JUNIOR.
Like all Pertrix batteries, the PERTR IX
JUNIOR is a non -sal -ammoniac battery.
This means it has infinitely longer shelf life,
positively longer active life, gives clear recep-

tion and has high récuperatie powers. At
its price there is no other battery to equal
the PERTR IX JUNIOR. Get one to -day.

An the skill and the
high quality chemicals

that go into the more
expensive

Pertrix

batteries also go into

the PERTR IX
JUNIOR. Quality has
not been sacrificed to
price. That is why
you get more from a
PERTR IX

JUNIOR,

although you pay no
more.
MADE AT REDDITCH. BY

BRITANNIA BATTERIES
LIMITED.

Advt. of 'Britannia Batteries. Ltd., 233, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.G:o.
Telephone: Temple Bar 79714

tn,
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USE WEARITE'

En,

I

WEARITE

COILS IN YOUR

me.ozz.,/E:icr

01,1

if

I t=

"COSMIC"

dr

-and get the performance
that the designer intended
These WEARITE components will help

you to better results
WEARITE

H.F. CHOKE
An efficient choke

working from 10
to 2,000 metres
without marked
resonances.
List No. H.F.S.

PRICE 6/6

WEARITE
ON -OFF
SWITCH

WEARITE
4 PIN VALVE
HOLDERS

A single hole selfcleaning pushpu., action switch
of compact design.
List No. G. 22.
PRICE 1

S o until v

built
holder; with
spring

sockets.
Of highest quality
bakelite.
List No. S.1.
PRICE 1 /3

Write for Special Lists applicable.

USE THIS WEARITE EARTH TUBE!

-

With such an efficient receiver as the " Cosmic " the
tuning circuits must be above suspicion. Make certain
the

of

If you have any

difficulty in

obtaining your
II'earite components, write

to us direct

,t,

rRICr, 3/6

ther

name of you
dealer.

WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD., 740, High Road, Tottenham, N*1
Telephone
Tottenham 38471819.
-

using

9f- per pair

tation second -to -none.

quoting

No Screwttri e
Just a Match

performance of your " Cosmic " by

" WEARITE " coils - coils
that are backed by a repu-

or 5/6 for the Dual -range, and 3/6 for
the Ultra Short -Wave range.

THE FIRST NAME IN
RADIO COMPONENTS

\\AA EA I
7.COAl. POMEMTS
142

All who prefer

Quality in
Cigarettes

4441

Note The

Tests every fault
H.T. & L.T. VOLTAGE
SET CONSUMPTION

CELE E

VALVES

TRANSFORMERS
COILS
CONDENSERS

READINGS
ON

SHORT CIRCUITS
RESISTANCE
DISTORTION
BAD CONNECTIONS

VVAT E S

Universal Test Meter

=114!1-1,

Four readings on one dial, precise
and clear, including direct
1ILLIAMIt5
?c,

measurement of resistance. The
Universal' is a really scientific

instrument within the reach of
all. Quickly saves its cost and
keeps reception perfect. Fitted

with battery for valve and circuit
testing. Readings:
0-150
volts for H.T. ; (2) o-6 volts for
L.T. ;

(3)

0-3o milliamps for

current ; (4) Resistances 0-2,000
ohms. Interesting pamphlet on
Set Testing with each
instrument -

2,6

Of all Radio dealers or direct from
os. Explanatory leaflets Post Free.

STANDARD BATTERY CO.
184-8, Shaf tesbury Avenue, W.C.2
LONDON

BRITISH MADE

Popular Wire

arch .19th, 1932.

I use an H.T. mains unit with the

osmic" ?
CERTAINLY, but in __a high -efficiency
ttii-band set such as the " Cosmic" an

ITT. unit of sound design and constructien must be used, and a rough hookup of choke and condenser is not likely to
serve satisfactorily. Any- cheap H.T. unit
can, he tried, but -you can be certain that if
the accessory introduces noticeable hum on
the ordinary broadcasting waves (as many
do).the interference will be markedly worse
on the shortwaves.
The Three Essentials.

--

However, there are numerous units of
sound design available at very reasonable
prices, -and on test a selected number of
these gave uniformly good results with the
" Cosmic." _ There - are three essentials you

should bear in mind when choosing your
model: (1) That the device was designed
in strict accordance with the I.E.E. reeom.
mendationfi.
(2) That it can proVide
sufficient current, with about thirty per cent
to spare, for the valves you are using. (3)

That there is a variable tapping for the
detector valve.
When you employ a mains unit it is highly

desirable that there should be an output

filter in the set on the lines of the one

described elsewhere in this issue.
*

*

Can I use a
Detector stage?

*

-so-and-so" valve for the
-

-

To most queries of this nature the only
answer is-you can, but WE do not recom-

*

44-44-4 - -4-4- X44 -44 4141- O 4 44- )0C.

By G. V. DOWDING, Associate I.E.E.

#

We have selected a few of the more 4
generally asked questions concerning " Cosmics " from a very large

postbag, and it should be noted
that the answers, in many cases,
also apply to other types of sets.

4

*-14

/ !pi'

'!I good

.

beit Qni unable, to

The London. National
''111 good ,rich the moderator condenser at
p.l it could be better. IS
-.4), Or (nit I erperiing for) Intcla?

.14.1/1 IMP', rotor roniro!,

We should think it probably could be

much better. You should be able to "run
through " the point of greatest volume.
That is to say, the turning of the moderator

bad at any other setting.

condenser control ought. to bring you to a
point of greatest loudness, while there is
still a further travel of some few degrees

This would point to a disconnection or
wrong connection in the moderator circuit.
The first thing
dd is carefully to check

"Tuning Through."
The decrease might be very slight, but so

are poor at maximum moderator, but Ivry

the Wiring and to aieettain that the moclera-

tor plug is making proper contact with the
moderator coil sockets.

(luring which the volume decreases.

long as it is perceptible against critical
listening, you have the satisfaction of
knowing you are able to command maximum
power.

A Broken Wire?

The disconnection may be in the coil

itself, though this is not very likely. Anyway, it is a definite fault of the above nature
and should not take long'to trace, providing
you go a -bout the job methodically.

But it should be noted that the moving
of the moderator coil, as suggested in the
"Selectivity and ,Power" article
March 5th), will not cover up a definite
fault of this kind. It must be remedied.

Are you sure you have tried the

lowest moderator coil tapping ? If so, and

you still cannot " tune through," it would
seem either that you have abnormally long
or high capacity aerial, or that your
moderator coil is incorrectly wound. Try
reducing its turns. Strip one turn off at a
time until, with the lowest tap in use, you
are able easily to tune through the London
National on the moderator condenser. A
fr'ontinurd on next page.)

THIS IS NOT THE
WAY TO TEST
A NEW SET !

mend any other type than that one definitelY
specified.

The detector stage in the " Cosmic " has
more work to do than in most receivers, and

the characteristics of the detector valve

have a vital bearing on such all-important
matters as reaction control.
Smooth reaction is quite essential for the
satisfactory reception of short-wave sta-

tions, and this can be obtained only by
using a valve of the type specified.
My results are excellent on ,short and long
The moderator
condenser controls volume and selectivity on
long waves, but seems to have no effect on
short waves. On 'medium ivates the results

waves pooron medium.

No receiver can operate -to the best advantage insauth conditions as are illustrated above--nntidy battery awl

speaker wiring, and the loudspeaker placed so that its sound -waves impinge on the unprotected valves.

Popular Wireless, March 19th, 1933:

COSMIC QUERIES
+

(Continued from previous page.)

A

wearisome little job-but you will find it
worth while, we think. Don't forget that
this tuning through will not apply. to the

long waves.

*

*

*

I only just bring up to full volume the
London National and Regional on the central
moderator coil tapping. If I want the North
Regional .I must change. the tapping. Surely
this is a bad point ?
An extremely bad point. But it isn't one
against us ! Scowl at your moderator con._

denser, for there is little doubt but that is
the cuprit.
A capacity of -00075 mfd. is quite ample
to provide a full " Moderating ' effect from

below the London National to well above
the North Regional, 'let alone the London
Regional.

The Moderator Plug.

Such queries. .as this one do not arrive
from regular readers of " P. W."-for these
know that there are two distinct groupings
of " Cosmic." coils, each group having its
own special numbering.
Coil Numbers.
.

TH 6 REAL .GOLDS."

The reason is that some manufacturers

are using existing coil mouldings for
" Cosmic " coils. That means cheaper coils
for the " Cosmic," so we hope readers will

keep for reference that little table which

appeared in our February 20th issue.
Obviously, we cannot keep repeating it,
However, we believe all coil -makers are
now sending out full details for connecting
up their various coils.

-

-7-

=-

TR*ING, TO TELEVISE "TOOTLES

.

'Dear

= -those responsible for the production of the
Cosmic III." I have followed the articles =
SS with the greatest interest and an ever-growing
E
= desire to have -a go at what appeared to be the =

- " real goods." Suffice it to say that my
" Cosmic '! was completed at 10 a.m. on. =
Saturday last, and in a few. minutes we were
listening to the morning service.
On Sunday evening I logged more European
stations than I had believed possible. I am

quite raw at the short-wave business, but I

picked up a station announcing London
Regional news at 12.10 a.m. Sunday morning
-at first switch -over to short waves, bUt
no idea where it was.
I' am afraid that with' Mr. -Kelsey I am

to, and can afford to buy the necessary
instruments. Join them up in series, i.e.
make a chain of them so that the energy
from the set runs through each separate

of the second speaker, the remaining terminal of the second speaker to the one of

March 7th.
=
feel I must write to compliment =

.

Can two loudspeakers be used

speaker in turn.
I will give the connections for three. Join
the one terminal of the first loudspeaker to
the one terminal of the set. the second ter-

Another Compliment for the " Cosmic " !
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Yes-and three or even four if you want

I reckon on at least 250-500 metreswhich is enough for all,ordinary purposes- minal of the first speaker to the one teinnnal

anyway, the bottdm and top 'fringes are, in
such normal circumstances, Well on board

I agree-it is extraordinary. But yours
is by no means a unique experience. And
similar results have been obtained on other
sets than the " Cosmic " as well.

going to lose some sleep over this set.
Good luck to your journal !
Believe me, Yours. faithfully,

=

.

Wicken.

STANLEY

GRANETELD.

=

751111111111111111011111111111011111111111111111111111111111111101111111111i7

In aetualfact you are_using something of
an aerial, even if it is only the piece of wire
which -runs from the set to a-watef-pipe, or
some: of the connecting leads (and -the coil)
inside -the Set. And after all,.suchitems will
haVe natural wave -lengths decidedly closer
to the wave -lengths of the - short-wave

stations than a. long suspended outdoor

aerial which, if it introduces serious damping.
may actually be doing more harm than good !
*

*

I have no grumbles about my " Cosmic," it
.brins in scores of stations, but .1 am wondering whether I ought to be getting the -lau'

hum I do with a

havejust bought.

" mains -Unit I
.

We should think -that much Of the hum
is quite unnecessary.- Of course, there will
be a slight hum on, the short waves even
with a good mains unit-that is quite _un.avoidable as, among other things, you will
be: working so close on the edge of reaction
all the time.
-

However, on medium and long waves
there need be no hum at all in all ordinary
circumstances. Many people do not object
to a slight hum when there is no music or
speech coming through, so long as it does not
make itself apparent during-programmeiterns.

But if the hum interferes with. or is

easily audible -through speech or inuSie;;
then there is something badly wreng77.4.'
probably with the unit.
Three New York ladies and their prize pet dogs formed the subject of a recent Television experiment.
But why tronble about the dogs ?

for all practical purposes.- It should certainly

not be necessary to change the moderator
coil plug once you have it nicely set.

But if the moderator condenser, though
marked .00075 mfd., has, in fact, only, say
0005 mfd, capacity, its control Will naturally be somewhat restricted. We do not
think there are a lot of sub -capacity
moderator condensers in existence, though
unfortunately we know there are some, for
we've met one or two ourselves !

the third speaker, and the second terminal
of the third speaker to the remaining loudspeaker terminal on the set.

The order of the speakers is quite im-

material-I referred to them as 1st, 2nd and
3rd merely for descriptive purposes. If you
intend to have very long loudspeaker leads,
a filter output is advisable.
*

*

*

I get several short-wave stations on my

" Cosmic?' without using an aerial; though 1
do not hear any stations on medium and long
My " Cosmic " coil terminal numberings Waves unless I connect up my aerial. Is this
do _not agree with those shown in your wiring. not extraordinary, as the short-wave stations
diagram.
'are hundreds of miles farther away?
*'

*

*

.

How many stations do you guarantee on
the " Cosmic" Three ?

" How many miles an hour can

you .

guarantee on this ear ? " asked the motorist's
friend. "Not very many when I'm stuckin

traffic block, but. an awful lot when I'm
travelling down -hill on a 'wide straight;
road," replied the motorist.:
No, we won't guarantee even twelve. The,
number of stations receivable on any set so
largely depends upon local conditions
the skill of the operator that it is 'foolish to:
be dogmatic.
But we should not be at all surprised if
many well -handled " Cosrnica " bring in
over 100 . stations, including short -wavers,
under really good conditions! (An indication,

of such a possibility is provided by the
letter from Mr. S.' J. Granfield, which is

reproduced on this page.)
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Astonishing

British Made
throughout

VALUE

Radio Batteries
"Cadet"
The New
IEMEN

FULL O'POWER
Now you can get a

"Full OPower " quality
battery at the same price

as au ordinary battery.

ADVT. OF SIEMENS ELECTRIC LAMPS & SUPPLIES, LTD.,

38-39

UPPER.

THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.4

Another

e LATEST ORMOND SPEAKER
After years
research,

of

the

OSBORN
RADIO CABINET

patient
famous

Illus. Lists free
on request.

British firm of Ormond
have evolved a Permanent Magnet Moving Coil
Speaker worthy of their

for the

creat name, and the wellknown Mail Order House

"POPULAR WIRELESS 't

of E. J. Ileraud is privi-

PERMANENT MAGNET

"COSMIC" THREE

leged to oiler it on easy monthly -terms.
Remarkable fidelity, high' sensitivity,
and correct tone balance are- outst.nd-

Model No. 197. Jacobean Radio
Cabinet in Figured Oak, 3 ft
6 ins. high, 2 ft. wide, 1 ft.
4 ins. deep. Real twisted legs.
Opening at back and top. Takes
panel 21 ins. by 8 ins. or smaller.
Baffle board 1 ft. 9 ins. by 1 ft.
6 ins. Ample room for any typo
of batteries in cabinet.

Mg features. It will handle heavy

Input without distress. The special Magnets are of Dartria.Cobalt gtrel,:and

ispeech Transformer is incorporated. The construction is very robust ,- the
whole being' mounted as a.complete chassis. Shoe width
ins., height
I 1 ins., depth SI Ins. Sent mai daya' trial for only 2/6 deposit; if satisfied,
pay further 2/6 at once, and complete purchase by 9- monthly payment.
Send to -day and by this Ieortdetful speaker
of 7/6. (Cash Price, 65/-.)

--

.

-- ---

THE ORMOND FOUR POLE
ADJUSTABLE L.S. UNIT.
Capable of handling great
1.
volume
without chatter.
Easily
mounted in any cabinet or chassis
No.

by 2 screws. On 7 slays' approval
for 1/.- deposit; if satisfied, pay
further 3/- at once. Complete purchase
monthly payments of 216.

-

PRICES:

E. J. HERAUD

Machined Ready to Assemble,
£1,15.0.
Assembled Ready to Polish,
£2.10.0.
,Assembled and Polished, £3.5.0.
All Models carriage paid.

(Dept. PW 1)
Numlier One, Edmonton

London, NIS.
Btaaches at Tottenhard,
IValthatostoto and Enfield

(Cash, 12/6.)

CHAS. A. OSBORN

Fstalld 32 yea's.

(Dept. P.W.i.

Made by
Craftsmen
for particular people.
SEND 3D. IN
STAMPS FOR

NEW 1932
BEAUTIFULLY
ILLUSTRATED

CATALOGUE.

The Regent
Works, Arlington St., London,
Telephone: ClerIcenwett 5095. And at '21.
N.1.
Eiscc Road, Islington, N.1.

Telephone: Glerkenwell

5634.

"NEW SETS FOR OLD"

Please forward this ENQUIRY FORM (without obligation).

BE UP-TO-DATE WITH 1932 ALL -MAINS OR BATTERY SET,

1

YOUR OLD SET BEING TURNED INTO MONEY AND TAKEN IN
PART EXCHANGE. Any make of Radiogram, Set or Kit supplied,

1

Present Set : Make
Original Cost of Set
Date of Purchase
Balance of purchase price would be payable by me as follows:

BEST ALLOWANCES GIVEN
FOR SETS ONLY

Send for testimonials from satisfied clients from all parts of the world,
stamp for reply.
enclosing

I am interested in purchasing the undermentioned Radio Receiver:
Model and List Price

Make

balance in Cash or Hire Purchase. Home-made sets accepted, but
not parts or components.

e

Plan A. Whole of balance in cash.
Plan B. Whole of balance over (Six, Nine, Twelve* months).
Delete unwanted words,
NAME, in Full (Block Letters)

RADIALADDIN LTD.
'

ADDRESS

THE LARGEST RADIO EXCHANGE DEALERS IN THE U.K.
(Dept. P,W.), 47, Bernera Street, London, W.1.

Telephone : Museum 1821.

IONDIMMONEMEMMININIUMMIIIIIIIIIIIMMIIIIMNIMMOMMOMENNOMMEMINIIMMEWOMMEMMS.
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RADiOTOR1A-1,

-sN=avis to-beAlte,way_ most of these Aerials are.. on the -set and then out through the window or a
grating to an earth plate, buried underneath the lead fixed.
Is there any special wire to use.
.

--

-

QUESTIONS_ AND ANSWERS
*

I need to put in.Fot safety's sake it is a good plan to use an aerialat each end, and can you give-rno anyother- - earthing -switch- so that the aerial is connected to
earth when it Is -not .in use.- And, 'of course, this
hints about what should be done ? z' '
__

hOw- many of theinsulators do

-

(C01ttil!nect front page 264

-

as everybody

of thing in POPVLAIL

is supposed to know ! -Could -you give

some hints on thiS; so that -the decks are more
or less cleared for action xi-claen'my. son doilies
down to help me :Make the set
" The question of the mast will not be of much
trouble because there is a fir tree in the garden

-

'

MISSING LINKS NO.- 30
A SIMPLE TW9-VALVER

i
Hem.
wrr

Cole:_v,

for at that time there is 'a certain amount of daiiger
any cleVated NO* end in any ease reception is
spoilt by the loud crackles Which' accompany light_

'fling.

-

A good arrangenient for a switch of this type Was
illustrated by a photograph 'in the' `.`.
BoOk
given' away a few -Weeks ago., It Was called501
Redo-, questions Answered, and from this yon will
which is about 100 feet. Be very careful when be able to see c3.:fietly hour the switch should be
putting it up that you do not Jmnecessarily kinh
__ arranged. Alternatively.. Mswitch can be bought
for such kinks represent weak placeS which tray piete with instructions.
in time break and give rise to crackling noises. which
Keep-theiead-in sight away from any iron glitters
a little more care in erection would have prevented.
or drain pipes. The, length el the wife fixed acs the
, To thensurq_out, first fix one end of the wire to the
gable 'shOuld, De. Arranged so- that it liblds-tbe'acrial
ground iiribut -10 'feet from the tree,- and then Pay
wire at lea -4 a..yard atiaiy from the Wall at the top,
the wife put from the coil in the directiop in which --and
it-alope down to the lead-in at such an angit,,
it will he stipetided until you arelvitbill a Ydeti.-or:-: that: lets
iftfill-nfiCapPtitliliteraTeToicToItiy-of the oitte.i.
so of the house. Two insulators will be needed at,
surfaces.
the tree end and two more at the house end, These
latter being on a length Of wire-fted 'to the gable
BUNCHING THE,'WIRTG:.

-

.

:47,f.fr
.........

.

4.
III...

,...-

:

,

,..

:

fin no account cut the aerial -wire, but pass it
(through the outermost of these house -end insmatots)
so that it runs from the tree, through the hole in

*

:

'Roma

,

switch will always be over to " earth " curing thunder.

-Any god aerial wire will serve ;'cur purpose, an]
the kind known as 7/22 (seven turns of No. 22 gauge,
twisted together) will be perfectly satisfactory. You
Should get enumeiLd ,wire as you are near the. coast.
You will probably' find that, your nearest wireless
dealer sells this, and_ you, will need the !Amalie/fel/

about 50 -feet away from the h6use, and although I am not, much:good at estimating_

."

-

Use Enamelled Wire.

PNevee6

'

.

LJ G '
N.);.'1,---`!. A
(Tottenham,
curious thing lhat-. I do not underStand .abOtit

the house -end insulator, and continues on without a ..the working.. of ,short-wave adaptor ;Is the
for a length long enough to come right down r'
breaking, of the rule about spacing the iivires.
to hek ground
bred
,,
The idea is. to keep the aerial in one piece as far as
MaPy, many times I have read the wurning
possible. 86 it. is better instead of running it. to
about
keeping
wires
well
spaced,
esAcially
one end of the lead-in tube, and then taking a shortset. Yet
the plug for A. $hort'lead from thisto the set, to run it actually through in a short -ware
,,
.
s,vav-ei .. adtiptor carries three wires A one
the tube. Thus the aerial wire is all in one piece,
-

_

.

-

Ill-

.

.

.

II rt.ro,.0 ,4.r

.

.

from the' far end at the tree right to .,the
, aerial tag --: Cable or twist, running side by side allith$ way
minal on the set.
You can use similar wire for the earth lead,, loin tiii;"pliia.c, tin the valve holder. If it is so
which should come direct from the earth, terminal
1. ;Conf./fatted. en page 34.)

-6111-

'

Here is the complete diagram of the set which was
given .ast week with two " components " missing.

It will be seen that these'were the deconpling

condenser (1 mid.) and the decoupling resistance
<50,000 -Ohms).

i

-

,

'

a
-

-

" P.W." PANEL, NO. 63.

s

INDIRECTLY -HEATED VALVES.

41:

The symbol standing for an indirectly -heated valve in a theoretical diagram ir
" wired "
= by twisted lines to its heater terminals. The idea of this is to emphasise that the heater is. often
not the cathode,
E. to_which earth, H.T.- etc. are connected ; and the twisted lines are derived, from the twisted (tWc)
= wire uttifally-employed for heater connections.
,.
_-_

height, I can tell you it is pretty tall;

am sure we can manage to throw a cordover it

and anchor a wire near the top"At the other end I could get a ladder and
fix it to a gable on the house, and then there
is a straight run down to the window. which

*

*

*

*

*

When -5 -pin valve holders are employed the true cathode makes connection via the central valve -leg.

=

In the case Of an indirectly -heated rectifier valve the cathode -'is connected- to the heater winding E
=
inside the valve itself, so a 4 -pin valve holder can be used.

n insi

The New J.B."POPULAR"'CONDgNSEtt.'
,

is an outstanding example of valtie for Money,

yet a typical J.B. product in its soiind design
and 'thorough finish.
It is 'supplied in two models-Plain and SlowMotion-fitted with rigid brass frames, vanes
of extra heavy gauge brass, and elid-PlateS
highly finished in nickel plate., High-grade
'ebonite insulation is used and -'a .very high
electrical efficiency obtained.
"

SLOW MOTiON TYPE
as illustrated, ratio 35/I, complete with 3 -inch dial and knob:

'0005
8/6
'00025 31-

0003

-

*00015

8/3
81.

*0003

59

PLAIN TYPE

*0005
*00025

Priceswithout
withouials

6/-

5/6

'00015 5,'6

4 -inch dial 1/6 exra

illustrilticni the end

cap has been cut away to
show the Epicyclic Friction
Drive, which is smooth and

sure in action and absolutely silent.

Aelvertisentent.ofJaeksoi.Brothers,..72,St-Th.omas' Street, London, S.E.I.

Telephone : Flop 1837.
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IN THE P.W.
SINGLE DIAL SUPER

You can't conceive, until you've actually

heard it, how simply wonderful is the

performance of BLUE SPOT 100U.
The difference between Inductor Type 100U
and other speakers is as the difference between
night and day. Every word, every note, is clear
with the crystal clearness of reality. 100U
is more than an achievement, it's a marvel.
Hear it, hear it to -day and nothing else will
satisfy you.
100U is the perfect speaker for all the popular

Kit Sets.

Write for Catalogue
P.W. 31U.

sguRREPERK1
Britain's unbeatable Band -Pass Coils.
The ideal pre -selective tuning device
for any set-S.G. Reacting Detector or
Super -Het. All the advantages of
super -selective Band -Pass Tuning, with
ample volume and faithful reproduction.
Specified in the " P.W. Single Dial

Super," Varley "Square Peak " Coil,
Model B.P.7. 15/-.

10o U
LOUDSPEAKER
UNIT
Price complete mounted
to chassis

The new FREE
"Square Peak"
circuit booklet
shows you how to

build modern bandBRITISH MADE

pass receivers--

S.G.

Sets,

simple

Detector Sets and
Super-Hets.
Fill in the coupon below
and post it to -day.
To

TIME FUME IBILCIE MCI COMPANY LTD
C.
BLue; SPOT hOUSt 94/96 IZOSONIAN STREET ROSEBERY AyEnuE LONDON E

Telephone: Clerkenwell 3570.

Telegrams :

Bluospos. !sling, London.-

Messrs. VARLEY, Kingsway House, 103, Kingsway,
London, W.C. 2.

Please send me, free and post free, the " Square Peak " circuit
booklet entitled MODERN " SOU.1RE PEAK " BAND-PASS
CIRCUITS FOR EVERY RI:61.-ItalmENT.

Distributors for Northern
England, Scotland & North Wales: H. C.

RAWSON (Sheffield & London), Ltd., 100, London Road, Sheffield;
22, St. Mary's Parsonage, Manchester ; 183,, George Street, Glasgow.
.
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THE LISTENER'S NOTEBOOK

(Continued from page 32.)

The reason that the interferenee is not heard so
powerfully after dark is not: tat it travels iess.easily
then, but -that it -tends .(like the broerloasting.progerrhurieS)...to travel much -batter I - Se much better,
in fact, that it would -spoil broadeasting in very large

dangereus, capeciafly. in a -short-nave set, how

agreed that ships shall not. use the 300 or the 460 metre wavelength after datk.
Tftat is whryou don't hear them !

will receive a similar one of Moscow. The
invitation doein'tstop at postcards, either.,
Posters will be equally welcome; and a
Soviet poster *ill be sent in exchange ,for
an English one. This offer comes at an

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
can it be recommended for an adaptor which
is used for short waves and short waves only ?
I do not deny that -the adaptors work all right.
As' a matter of fact, I have had one working
to -night, with good results from W 2 X AD
(Ainerica). But why say spacing is so important
and then use a lead which -is really three leads
in one ? "

areas near the coasts, and therefore, it has been
_

THE " COSMIC STAR " BLUE PRINT.

phones.

" SHIPS THAT PASS " (Canterbury).-" Can
you explain why interference by ships' Morse

travels worse in the day than at night ? I
have frequently noticed this and proved it

conclusively when kept indoors recently by a
spot of gastric 'flu. During daylight 300 metres

and all round Hilveriuni's wale was often

quite spoilt by messages, and yet later. in the

evening, when 'the longer -distance broadcasting stations came in strongly the Morse
jamming was no trouble at all. Why ?

,

opportune time now that the question of
wallpaper is being settled in so many
households. Moioates invitation came after

"The Fight of the U.S.S.R. for Independence."

NEXT WEEK;

they are not solely for the highbrow. Anyon

can understand them.

He gave German,

composers a- bit of a dressing-down recently,

and many listeners must have enjoyed his

DUTCH LISTENER

outspoken comments on the much -talked -of
New Concerto of M. Ravel.
*

ORDER YOUR COPY OF "P.W."

NOW!
ON SALE NEXT THURSDAY F-

*

How did you enjoy Jack Hylton's Hour ?
Great, wasn't it ? There's no doubt about
the proud p6sition this band occupies among
dance bands. It certainly has no equal, in
my opinion.' I am not certain, however,

'fi-11111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIII111111111111111101111111111111111111111111r6

.

positive, joining the L.T. negative. No_ doubt
you have found out before, but I write because
it would have an amateur really puzzled."

that he doesn't overdo the staccato stuff:

In an article appearing atthe samelimeas the blue
print was .given away. we rpointeth out that :Ready Radio. Ltd, had informed cue that a number of the
blue prints were marked iri this way, but the actual
feiring was quite 0 K. The only difference is that
the terminal which is joined to L.T. negative should
be marked H.T. "negative,"instead_of H.T. " positive."

WESTINGHOUSE

*

everyone; but I am certain that Mr_ Ernest
Newman's talks are popular. What is more,

-:. A TALK WITH A

E

*

Musical criticism may not appeal to

HOW TO BUILD OUR :
SINGLE -DIAL SUPER :

_

JAMMING ON 300 METRES.

.

a very interesting talk (in English) on
rffi111111111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111.11111111111111111!:

It certainly does look queer at first sight, L. G. E.,
but when you examine it closer you will see there is a

perfectly good reason for not worrying about the
lead to a short-wave adaptor, although it carries
thtee wires at once.
The reason is that all the " short-wave " working
takes place in the adaptor itself, and the three wires
in tile lead from the plug are really just glorified
battery leads, passing L.T. and ET. to'the adaptor.
All the tuning, all the reaction, and all the detection takes place in the well -spaced adaptor itself,
and a short-wave H.F. choke Is inserted in the
H.T. lead to the plug which stops any tendencies
to wander away from the adaptor proper. Thus
there is no EX.-which it is so impbrtant to space
properly for-in the leads" o the plug.
All the two filament leads do is to carry. L.T.,
and the other leadicarries H.T. and the low-frecpiency,
very much the same as the leads in a pair of tele.

.

_

F. -L. W. (no address).-"I think there is an.
error in the ' Cosmic Star ' blue print. There
should be an H.T. negaitive in place of, H.T.

(Continued from page 18.)

nor am I sure that h6k,is right in playing so
many noisy .numbers,-. I noticed this latter:
::feature in a -broadcast he gave from Radio
Paris a weekor so ago. But -on that occasion -

I thought .he was catering chiefly for his
French audience.

(Continued on next page.)

Give your Set

AN AID TO FOREIGN RECEPTION

a

GLORIOUS
VOICE . .

STYLE
H.T.5.

METAL
REC-

TIFIER

BRITISH
MADE

Until you have heard

this latest MoToR
masterpiece, you have
not ,heard the highest

Price 1216d.

peak of loudspeaker
perfection,
Impres-

The first step towards improving your reception

of foreign programmes is the provision of an
adequate high-tension supply. Why ,not run
-your set from the A.C. mains, using an eliminator incorporating

sive moving coil
punch " and

THE WESTINGHOUSE

tonal

richness are combined

with

METAL RECTIFIER
It will give you the steady, ample and per-

unusual sensiti-

vity to produce an output that will Make you

manent current necessary to strengthen your
reception and improve "your quality ; and will
enable you to make the maximum. use of the

marvel at the enriched per-

formance of your own se t.

capabilities of your set.
The All -Metal Way " contains Jun parttcutars
Westinghouse. Metal Rectifiers, and includes 'circuits and
constructional details for building eliminators. The

Complete with,TRANSFORMER

Poo CI

RATIOS: Pcntode' Type,'3c : I.
3 tappings, 25 : I, 20 : I, 15 :

Permanent Magnet

attached coupon and 3d. in Stainp: will bring you a copy.

COUPON

WESTINGHOUSE PUBLICITY, .82, York -Road,
King's Cross, London, N.I.Please send me " The All
Metal Way," for which I enclose 3d. in stamps.

MOVING

-

- Name

COIL SP'EAlcEi

Write for fully descriptive pamphlet.

Address
-'

TIIWESTINCHOUSE BRAKE& SAX8YSiGNALCoid.

82,YORK

Rd..

KING'S CROSS, LONDON,N.I

Transformer

Overall Diameter 101 ins.

TEKADE RADIO & ELECTRIC LTD. Overall Depth. -

5

ins.

Cone Diameter -

8

ins.

147; FarrisigdonRd.,London, E.C.1_
Telephone

Cierkenwell 2486.

1111111.11111
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'HE LISTENER'S NOTEBOOK
(Continued from Previous Page.)

I have been so outspoken over the

tesentation of certain plays that I hasten to
ow that I am always ready to give praise
th both hands when it is due. The play
wish to 'single out for special distinction

If perfection has

" Ann and Harold."

er been reached on the radio in connection

th a playlet, this surely is the event.
Harold Waixender and Aim Trevor made
vonderful pair. Two such voices; so clear,
charming to the ear, were bound to be a
asset to any producer, but the work of
play by Louis Goodrich was also of a
41 class.

*

*

*The noise effects were so skilfully handled,

never allowed to interfere with the
illegue, that I began to wonder whether
aticism on this point was at last having

However, on listening to the
-it of the new series of Tower df London
oadcasts, I soon realised that I had been
3 optimistic, for the fanfares were more
aring than ever, and even the deep voice
Clinton Baddeley was at times_ over &dewed. The narrator, by the way; was
;her mechanical. I should like this duty.,

-me effect.

dertaken by one with a higher and
hter-pitched tone.

:

his

PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING With
COIL SPEAKER Type P.M. 4. With special gl9

W.B

transformer, Balance in
ments of 5/9.

newly -discovered step-

Then take off my. boots !. ').

&lie Brown is undoubtedly an extremely
:ver xylophonist, but on -the saxophone; or
a singer,-, he is vp,ry. ordinary. Moreof6r,
3 saxophone is' riot -a solo instrument, out -

e a dance band, and the Lendon Pallaan orchestra is certainly not that.

order

5/

Complete with input transformer.
CASH PRICE
-

Z2 : 15 : 0

With

.515

Type 100-U.= Cash price B1 19s. 6d. Balance
in 7 monthly payments of 5/5.

order

BLUE SPOT SPEAKER UNIT 88R with With
Major Chassis and Cone (37 cm.) Cash price
£2 10s. 04. Balance in 11 monthly payments 417

Permanent magnet, with output
M.0.6.
transformer. Complete. Cash price £3 7s. 6d. 6/2
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 8/2.
order
EPOCH PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING - With
COIL SPEAKER. Type A.2. Cash' price

D. C." Users;

Now, before I close there is one small
lint concerning the use of the output filter
'th a D:C. mains unit. "' Sometimes the

03itive main is earthed, and in this case
is loudspeaker would not be completely

i,lated from the positive main by the

to condenser.
However, this can be remedied as simply
anything by means of another 2-mfd.

fed condenser, and it should be con-

, Aed between the loudspeaker lead that
-s to the loudspeaker positive terminal rather, what was the positive terminal-.
d that terminal.

AMAZING '3

As advertised by the manufacturers. With

order

With Valves less Cabinet. Cash price With
£5 17s. 8d.. Balance in 11 monthly 10]-

PERMANENT,. MAGNET
CELESTION
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. Type R.P.M.8,

-With

CELESTIOR P.P.M. PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING -401L -SPEAKER -with impregnated

With

12 12s. 6d.

ments of 4/10.

V.3 RADIO FOR THE MILLION

.payments of 10s..104."order

with 8 -in. reinforced diaphragm. Excluding 615
input transformer. Cash price,- 1.2.10s. Od. order
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 615.

diaphragm and dual impedance input trans- 616
former. Cash or C.O.D. 82 Ts. 6d.
order
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 613.

R& A "100" PERMANENT
MAGNET MOVING -COIL
with
Cash

multi -ratio input
Price £2 17s. 61

5'4

£2 195. 6d.

W.5A

COMBINED

Order

5/4.

Three tappings, S.G. Detector, and Power.
Output, r3o volts at 20 m/a. Cash price
Balance in 11 monthly payments of

order

OSRAM NEW MUSIC
MAGNET FOUR

With

With Valves and Cabinet. Cash
price 810 15s. 04. Balance in 11

5/6

H.T.

One adjustable S.G., x variable and I fixed 816
tappings for H.T. L.T. charging for a and 6
volts. For A.C. mains. Cash price £4 12s. 6d. order
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 8/6.

TRICKLE CHARGER.

FCRMO ECONOMY 3

ELIMINATOR.

With Coils less Valves and Cabinet. With
Balance in 5-16
Cash price £1 195. ed.
7 monthly payments of 5/6.
order

With

5/6.

ELIMINATOR AND TRICKLE CHARGER.

REGENTONE W.I.F. H.T.

READIRAD METEOR 3

Less Valves and Cabinet. Cash price With
£3 15$. Od. -Balance in 11 monthly 6/11
payment, of es. 11d.
order

With

Tapped .f o/7ov S.G., and 220V. at Is mitt. 414
Cash Price £2 7s. 6d.
order
Balance ip 11 monthly payments 4/4.
EKCO K.12 H.T. ELIMINATOR AND LT With

Ir

GRA HAM - FARISH

Balance'in 11 monthly 'pay-

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/9.
order
W.B. PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING. With
.With
COIL SPEAKER, TYPE P M.3.
Cash price 4110
3 -ratio input transformer.

Dke, the other side of which is joined up
the H.T. plus 2 terminal. That leaves
more connection, namely, the one from

positive terminal to the H.T.

COSSOR 234 EMPIRE MELODY MAKER
Screened Grid Detector and Power. With
With Valves and Cabinet.- Cash
Balance in 11 ow
price 16 .15s. Od.
order
monthly payments of 12/8:

Immediate delivery. Supplied less valves a /..
and 'cabinet. Cash price 111-18s. 6d. w/
Balance in 8 monthly payments of Of-. order

REGENTONE

L.S.

3

order

payments of 18s. 3d.

519

tiis side of the 2-mfd. is also joined up
the L.S. negative 'terminal. The plate
urinal of the third valve holder, goes
the unconnected terminal of the 2-mfd.,
I then on to the nearer terminal ,of the

ative terminal.

S.G., Detector and Power.' Complete With
with Valves and Cabinet..Cash Price IQ
89.191. 6d. Balance in 11 monthly ow/

order
With

of 4/7.

AMPLION MOVING -COIL SPEAKER, TYPE

ATLAS A.C. ELIMINATOR, TYPE A.C.244.

--*

ALL -ELECTRIC

ORDER

BLUE SPOT SPEAKER UNIT AND CHASSIS.

Balance in 11 monthly payments of

'

COSSOR MODEL 235

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 0/.

transformer.

A FILTER FOR THE
" COSMIC"

monthly pay- w'

ULTRA IMP PERMANENT MAGNET _
WITH
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER.

SPEAKER

(Continued front page 16).,

7

£3 3s. 04.

-

I didn't think the Palladium tarn
Teddie Biown and his xylophone.
ached the standard set by the artistes
the two previous weeks; (I alb. still
tickling over Wee Georgie Wood's last

pest to,

OFFER THE EASIEST TERMS FOR
EVERYTHING YOU WANT IN RADIO

With

Delivers as rn/a.

monthly payments of 19/8.

.With

1918
or er

C.O.D. orders over 101- value sent
post and C.O.D. charges paid.

Tapped at So v. (S.G.), 120/150 Y.- Charges 712
I -amp. at 2, 4, or 6 v. Cash price 13 19s. 64. order
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7/2.
EKCO H.T. UNIT Type A.C. 25. For multi - With
valve sets requiring up to 25 m/a. 3 tappings,
S.G., detector and 120/150 volts. For A.C. 7/1
Mains. Cash or C.O.D., £3 179. 134.
order
Balance in 11 monthly payments of
GARRARD INDUCTION GRAMOPHONE With

To NEW TIMES SALES CO,

on rs-in.- Nieltel. Motor Plate with fully automatic electric -starting and stopping switch. order
Cash price £2 185. 64. Balance in 11 monthly
payments of 5/4- only.
With

£

MOTOR Model 202. For A.C.Mains. Mounted

5,4

EXIDE 120 -VOLT, W.H. TYPE- ACCUMULATOR, in 'crates. Cash price; 54 13s.
Balance in
i -11 monthly payments of es. 6d.
order
With
NEW B.T H. " SENIOR," PICK-UP AND
TONE -ARM. CoMplete. Cash price £2 Si.' 4/1
Balance -hi -11 monthly payments of 41. 2d.
order,

8'6

56, Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.4

Please send me

for

tchich

I

enclose first

payment of

.s.

Name
Address

P. \v. 15:362

Ili
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-MIRROR OF THE B.B.C.

CL

(Continual from page 18 )

-4cREAN-

"O'CREAS'

R

.1 1r

-Mr. Payne is also bringing his Band to
the studio on the following Wednesday
evening to give a half-hours programme,
from. National transmitters.
In other
respects the London programme on Easter
inclndes many
any o -the usual weekday features in outside bioadcasts and a

"VCOr-

ounting
LDER

The Ridgeway Parades.

Know your Unit!

-

Heayberd C. Mains Units are already
assembled and require wiring -up onlythus enabling you to thoroughly know
-

-

Model C.250. Complete in metal case.
Bakelite Panel, Westinghouse Rectification. Outputs : 200v. or 250 volts, alternative, at 60 ma. Tappings: 60/80v.
Var. S.G., 0-150v. Var., 100-200v. Var.,
and 250v. fixed. Covered by the I Ca
Heayberd Guarantee:
. . . JRAPvi Send 3d 3143771/13 for instructive listswith diagrams.
incorporating Heayberd Mains Transformers.

Philip Ridgeway and his " Parade''
company are also paying return visits to
the studio, first on Easter Monday to
entertain National listeners, and on the
following night to repeat their programme

inals

-for London Regional. Mr.. Ridgeway still
calls his entertainment a
new song

and dance show," and doubtless it will be

very much on the lines of what we are

accustomed to getting .from this wellknown producer of the fight and cheerful
kind of programme..
I hear, by the way, that Mr. Ridgeway's

recent theatre tour of the country was

a great success, and that at. Huddersfield
his company drew the largest audience
ever present at the Theatre Royal during
its fifty years' existence...

THIS is a sturdily built, skeleton, type valveholder for
mounting on metal, wood or ebonite. Terminals

allow for speedy and secure connections.

The turned Resilient Sockets provide maximum
surface contact with every type of valve pin, solid or

otherwise.

AND STILL:THEY ,COME -t

4 -pin. 8d..

nut' finish

Mahogany or Wal
, 11u 1.-

/

.19,9!"

Illustrated lists at 60 Cabinets tree
31.1EAY, Cabinet Manufacturer.
Mount reason' R
N 17.
'Phone: _Walthamstow 1626.

lug II Cali ie

. Tros
Solve all H.T':uble
SELF-CHABO1NC, RENT,

ECONOMICAL'

JARS (waretS,
1/2 dos.
ZINCS, new type 40d. dos. Sacs 112 doz.

Sample dos. (18 volts), complete, with
bands and electrolyte, 411. port 9d.
Sample unit, 64 Illus, booklet free.

Bargain list tree.

AMPLIFIERS. 301-. 3 -valve set. £5.

P. TAYLOR, 57. Studley Road.
/4'1 ICWW(.1.

The ACME of

CRAFTSMANSHIP
High Grade
RADIO GRAMOPHONE
CABINET
'

of exclusive modern design, hand - made and
polished. on Queen Anne

L04174

'Dear Sir,-About a month ago I, was .seriously

thinking, of making a new -set. and every ,new set I
saw advertised attracted nip, including the,' Cosmic
III " ; that Id the set. I have bitat.
-.- '''
1 am not -going to romance' about the 'Wonderful
things I've received, as I haven't eVen tried on the
short wave, but I had dance music all last Sunday,
February 28th, and so far.I've,beeriable to get, what
I wanted -with a little patience. and at ;present I am
Only aisin,, 100 -volt H.T. Exidc wet battery ; I have
another 20. volts corning..
'
I

.

Thanking you In 'anticipation of many hours'
entertainment with a- ".Cosmic."
Westerham, Kent.
CHARLES BARRIER.
SOUTH 'AMERICA ON- MEDIUM WAVES!
The Editor,
POPULAR WIRELESS.
,

-

Dear Gir-I ;have carried out exhaustive tests and
experiments With' the "Cosmic- III Star," and am
extremely well pleased with the results.
On the medium and long waves the volume and
selectivitY are eXceptionally good. My best piece of
reception on these waves :is
is of a South American
station with a wave -length a little below Glasgow.
On shortwaves -conditions vary considerably.
So
far I-. have heard W 8 X D, Vir2 XAD W9XA A,.
W 2 X AF, -PLE, BEN, CT lAS, I2ROgand
Zeeseit.These are all on the loudspeaker.
On :the amateur 'bands I have heard W. Disti.
1; 2;'3, '4;' 8, and 9 YE Dists. 1 and 4 ; 4; T I,
V,S 3 ; and P K, as well as nearly every European
country.
These will show that the set is all that
"P.W. claimed for it..
Yours faithfully.
Mnthill, Perthshire.
, ALEXANDER CROSS.
EDITORIAL NOTE.-The amateurs referred to by
Mr. Cross include' Costa Rica, Malay. Straits, Dutch

Cabinets made to order I

(Manitoba),

sans,
B5.10.0
carriage paid.
Pius: Cotelonue ,Free...
speciality

Cr XX413 MIR -.0
Cabinet Maker,

*Ar
t"..f
Estimates Free. Fst. 18862

OHMITE
DESISTANCE
All values irom.300
ohms to 5 =getting.

116 ize.:46.

Cheapest PERFECT Contact

The Editor, POPULAR %FIRELESS.

Figured Oak, £4.12.6.
Figured Walnut or Mato -

legs.

-

efficiency of this new chassis type of valveholder.

Some further "Cosmic " AppieClatiotit

41C,18, 16,111.X1.1.01Jk.Tiza
The
Ashley X36. high '21' wide.
14" deep, with hanci-earved paw feet
and 1' hinged top Vignette cut to
suit control knobs of set, or 14'
6'
oval, as shown Speaker chamber 18'
square, fitted with 7-pli sub -baffle
Role cut to suit type of speaker need
Grill hacked with art -silk. French

5 -pin, 9d.

From, all dealers,

a

Technical press congratulates Clix on the design and

*4-,....--4-4-4--4--4.-4.--4-0-4,-8-8.--4-i-8-.....*

(One minute from Moorgate Und. Stn.)

longer to

- LOW LOSS. EIGHEST EFFICIENCY,

.:

0, PIMA:WRY ST., LONDON, E.C.2.

Insertion is easy as the crescent -shaped

slots in the plate allow the sockets to move laterally
and centre themselves to the valve pins.
Centre socket of the 5 -pin type is made
facilitate connection.

*---------m-o--o--4--e--...-W/',,,6:-.-e-ii4
,...,,

polished

),,K

concert by the Wireless Military Band.

...

HT+2 147+3 HT+ 4

A.C..MAINS 200 -250v.50p.

your unit.

I

1932.

East- Indies, -Porto Rico,
- and Canada
which with W 8 X K (Pittsburg),
W 2 X A D. (Schenectady), WOX A A (Chicago),
W 2X AF (Schenectady), P L E (Bandoeng, Java),
It E N (Russia) and CT1AA ((Lisbon), etc., is a

Lectros Linz Ltd., 254, Vauxhall Bmdge Road, S.W.1
ENGINEERS 1 Here is a straightforward proposition.

Will you give us the chance to prove that you can
earn £300, £400, £500 per year and more ? It will
cost you nothing to investigate; and you are bound
to benefit. A postcard will bring , our 200 -page.
Hand -Book, " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES,"
which outlines many unusual- chances of well -paid.
permanent, and pensionable employment. Among

other things, the book also contains details

of

A.M.I.Mech.E., I.E.E., B.Sc., Matric., G.P.O.1 etc..
Exams, and outlines Home -Study Courses in all.
branches of Elec., Mech., Motor, Aero, Radio and
Talkie Engineering, Building, etc. You owe it to
yourself to read our enlightening hand-book-Free
of obligation. Send for it to -day, stating branch of
most interest.
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY,

401, Shakespeare House, 29/31, Oxford Street, London,

LOUD SPEAKERS REPAIRED, 4/.
(Blue Spat a Speciality, 5/-)
Transformers 41-, Headphones 41.

all

repairs magnetised free.Tested, guaranteed,
and ready for delivery in' 24 hours.

Discount for Trade. Cierhenwell 9069
E. MASON, 44, FAST ROAD. Ni.

EXACT TUNERS.

very excellent log.

" BETTER THAN WIBEWOUNO

250 to 2,000 metres
Thousands
these -tuners are. In nee. and
we can strongly recommend them No fur-ther voila are required - Send I" G for parttculars and circuits-FREE
-

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.,
Croft Works, Priory ..treat, coventry.

"

Made by
GRAHAM-

FARISH;

Bromley,
Kent.

r
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*

-41.----4.--40-1.-

*

AIR -GAPS

TECHNICAL
NOTES
Some diverse and informative jottings about interesting aspects of
radio reception.
4
I
By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F. Inst.P. +

ELIMINATE
LEAKAGE

+
4
* "6- .4,- -4--.11.-4. -0-1- -4.----.40- ---411^-40- -41. .4b- .1-.*

Operating Skill.

AGOOD. deal' is said about tone and
_quality of reproduction as being dependent on the components used in
the set, the layout of the circuit, and various
other matters connected with the receiver.

N the old type H.T. accumulators, elec-

These, of course, are very important and,
if there ;s any inherent defeetin the set, it is
obvious that no amqunt of operating skill
will entirely overcoi* it. But at the same
time, I think bad quality is much more due

trical leakage is inevitable-moisture

settles on their unbroken tops,forming
a film which provides a direct connection

between the positive and negative
terminals. And serious waste is the result.

to bad operation of the receiver than to
defects of the instrument itself.

The most flagrant example of this, of
course, is the misuse or excessive use of
reaction. It very often happens that a. set

But in the Lively ' 0 ' Accumulator, each

Unskilled or careless user give -just the,

There is no ' falling off'. in voltage due to

Relying on Reaction.

The

is separated by an air-gap-air is a
most effective insulator-thus electrical
cell

will, in proper hands, give excellent quality
of, reproduction,_ bUt in the he ends of an

cell -to -cell leakage is definitekyeli'minated.

leakage-no self-discharge-no waste.

opposite.

Lively '0 ' gives pure, smooth
current in abundance-just what your Set
needs. Your Dealer stocks the Lively ' 0.'

I do not think it is necessary to say much
about the use of reaction, because in these days everyone knows that reaction is to be
regarded as a Sort of medicine, only to be
used'sparingly and not to be "relied' upon a',
a regular thing. When listening for distant
or weak stations you will generally have to
use some reaction, and you are very apt, to
asit in the habit of relying upon the reaction
and using far too much of it when receiving
local or fairly strong stations.
Remember that even quite a small amount

of reaction, or perhaps_ I should say of
'Unnecessary reaction, will have the effect of

cutting down the higher notes and also

probably of sharpening up the tuning and
snaking the set still more difficult to control.

It is almost an axiom nowadays that if you
have to rely upon a large amount of reaction
to get the desired signal strength, especially
on nearby stations, there must -be something
wrong with the -set or with the operation of
it.

If it is thnoperation that is wrong it is
most probably the tuning, but at the same
time you should take a careful look over the
coils to make sure that there is no undue loss
there, and also -be certain that losses are not

occurring due to, high resistances in the
aerial circuit.

Controlling Volume.

Above you see

hoth the current
can creep along
the smooth unbroken top of the
old -type ILT . Accumulator. Com-

pare with it the-

separute

.spaced cells of thC

Lively '0' (right).
Note also that additional means
are now provided
for using ordinary wander plugs
for tappings.

14e

MADE IN TWO

- As- regards the tuning, this also is one of
the most fruitful sources of distortion many

Type HT

likeners ,making a bail habit of using the
tuning for the purposes of volume control.

Standard ro volt Unit

Strictly speaking, a set should be accurately

timed alwayaund any variations. either in

quality or quantity, which you want to

(2,750 Milliamps)
each

SIZES:

5/6

MADE BY

6/9

H.T. ACCUMULATOR.

Make should be carried out independently
of the tuning.
In other words, the tuning control should
be used for tuning and nothing else. If the

Type LHT
Extra large capacity

about by improper tuning, of the wain

Oldham & Son, Ltd., Dentin, Manchester, and at London, Glasgow, Belfast and DubU n.
Makets of
Dry Batteries. and A.,-.nonrilators.
Established 5865.
Contractors to British and Foreign Goya 'twills,
Z-Ni!way Comp,m i
c.-

-set is particularly' selective-as most sets
are in these days-the distortion brought
circuits will be all the greater.

(Continued on next page.)

-

to volt Litt (5,5oo
Milliamps)

each
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No. 2 BRITISH GOVERNMENT BARGAINS
LOWER PRICES THAN 'EVER.
Continued from March issue.
More of this useful apparatui is listed below, for
others see special Bargain Sale List, post freee.
AUTOMATIC CUTOUTS. Electromagnetic, for 12
to 100 volts, 10 amps., auto cut -in -out with vibrator
volt regulator combined. - Cost pounds.. To clear at

whilst on .the other hand; -'for gdod selectivity ancl good, duality. many people go to

(Continued from preznous page.)

the length of using as many as four tuned

It follows frointlisthat the more sharply
the set tunes -the- more important it is to

hate fine control of the tuning, which means
-that a,' SloW-motion 'dial' is absolutely
essential for the main tuning. Some people
say that fine control is not necessary' for
reaction,' but, persOnally, prefer to have
coarse and fine. adjustments, _even - for the

absurdly low price of 7/6.

SPEAKERS AND TELEPHONES. 5,000 HEADPHONES ., Sullivan's20 -,

35/-. Brown's,

ohm., with headbands, sacrificed at -3/6. 8,0oo
cost
Reed, 1%500 oh

reaction controlpair

.12,43'per

; 120 ohms, 7/6 per pair.
Single Receivers, make fine

ULU VAN WIRELESS

If you find that _the 'fine 'control is not

Head
ohones
Receiver Magnets, bobbins and case -for conversion, to

'

Magnet receivers, price 2/- only. 5 -way outdoor Telephone Wire, cheap, 3d. per yard. Indestructible Phone
Cords, 1/-. Moving -Coil Speakers, with input Transformer, Jensen 6v. for Battery Sets, 25/.. Dynopliss,
6v., 30/-. B.T.H. R.K., 220v. D.C., 40/.. Jensen A.C.
110/250v., with input and mains transformers and
rectifier, list £5 10s.. Sale. 55/-.
111011SE TELEPHONES. Micro -tale.,,. hand -comb.,
Unbreakable .MetaphOne sets. For operation on
existing bell circuits. Micro, and 'Phone receiver on
one handle, fitted auto -switch. Ideal for boudoir
to kitchen or garage. Fitted -in 5 minutes. Half
price at 12/6 -per pair.

SWITCHES. 5 amp. Tumbles, 6d.

Perhaps a few words on this cutting -off
of sidebands may not be out of place. When
the tuning circuit is of very low resistance

Plug Sockets on. base

2 -hole

the fundaMental frequency of the station

for battery

niike, or 'phone Or Mains; 2d: -Th6ne Cord% 9 ft.? -1/..
Porcelain-H.T. 4-116 stand,: I I Insulators:2/, Ceilin-g.
Roses; porcelain, 6d.

Indicating on -off, Mains Switches,

.

113. -Mains" Plug 'and, sockets shock -proof, safety,
red and blick:1/- pair. ,
TRANSFORMERS. Intervalve. Marconi. Erics, sq.. ,
iszwceortrapffia cpt ia
t. z.,Lewist 1216. Sale Z/6.
I fi nder T r
months guarantee. Western Electric Output Transf.,
2-1 retie, 2/6.- Steiling, I to
A.C. MAINS.
Stock of Transfoimers too numerous
so please.
aeffic ine:f

Specify wants.

WIRELESS RECORDERS. Morse lnkers,

in

new

FULTOGRAPHS, 45/, Complete Kits, 27/6.

Re-

condition. Magnificent British Workmanship. Solid
brass case, fine finish on base, with tape reel. Cost £30.

Sale,14 los. to £710s.

corders only, 19/6. Prices for March only.

'SUNDRIES.
cwt. - Cord and Pulley. ' 28 yds: best
4-tay I in. manilla rope, with gab/. pulley block and
swivel snap -hook, worth 10/ -.Sale, 516. Artillery
Electric Pocket TOrches, ith new Ever -Ready
Battery, 2/6. 'Airship Safety Lamps 7/6. 2 -volt
Accumulator, 51.-.

*

25 volts to 220 volts &ladle Lamps,
Radiator 250 -watt 110 -volt Lamps for charging,
2/6. 3 -amp. Wall Plugs for mains, 9d. 2/6 for 5

bobbins of 36g: enam. copper wire, 300ft. each, total

1,500ft. 250 ohms for 216, post 6d. Polarity Indicators, 3/6. Helm Mirrors for television, 5din. diem.
1/6. Relays for Selenium cells, 12/6. Battery Hydrometers, 9d.
METERS, for , A.C. moving -coil.

2lin. flush panel. 0-11 amps..
with insiderectifier, 25/-;, 0-6

.

amps..- 27/61 -0-9 amps.. 30/,
Hot Wire Ammeters, .5 amp.,
Ai.;
amp., 6./
amp.,

.

6/6; 2 amps., 7/6; t:di. zero.
MILLIAMMETERS. 20"-mA.
I din. Midget, 7/6. tin. B.T.H.
50 mA., 8/6. Best 1st Grade
MC 100 mA., 251. 500 mA., 27/6. Special Bargain.

which we are -picking up, but also:a-number
,:, of other frequencies close to the fundamental
frequency:- Now if 'the tuningreirenit picks
-out any: -particular, frequency' very sharply,

theiv is a tendency for -the-se adjacent

-frequencies to kieut off and this tendency
is greater the sharperthe tuning.
The.-consequente is that if the sidebands
are unduly sacrificed:- the reproduction is
distorted and the speech becomes less clear.
or "crisp:" as it. is sometimes Called, and
other sounds, such as music, become
emphasised in the lower frequencies. I
should perhaps add, for the benefit of more
advanced read ers, that there .has been a
good deal of controversy recently on the
precise theory of sidebands ,.and _their
influence upon quality and selectivity:
Some people have gone so far as tb deny
the existence of sidebands altogether. This
'controversy, however, may be regarded -at
any rate so far as the amateur is concerned
as rather a theoretical matter concerned
more with the method by which the result is
produced than with the actual result itself,
Whether we subscribe to the sideband

theory or not, there is no doubt that in

actual practice we get the results indicated
above,' and to avoid distortion' we have to
take the precautions indicated.

Quality Ana
-Self Meter,
ctivity
All panelka in. Range
MC
.

1.000, mA., 30/-.

0-5 mA., with shunts for 50, 100, 150 and 250 .A.;
as illus., 25/-.

, reason for this is that. when the

_ circuit is adjusted for a particular- frequency .
it receives not only that frequency,', which is

a lot of heavy switck gar, fuses, and "resistances.. All,
cheap.

and the tuning correspondingly sharp; the
high notes; as .I mentioned -above; are very
liable, to be cut off if there is any error or
inaccuracy in the tuning.
The.

Rocker op -and -off?

6d. ; 2 -way
; 3 -way; 'Dd..; 5 -way; If.
6 way,
1/2. lbc. and- Lucas 3 -way- and 5-ivay,
9/6. Extra H.T. 2 -pole, 2 -way, oil -filled, 10/6. Also

Weston Microammeters, 900, 45/.

VOLTMETERS. A.C. 2 -range panel, 0-250v. and
0-500v. A.C. or. D.C., 35/.. A.C. pocket 5 -range
test set for mA., volts and amps., 40/, D.C. Mov.
Coik-Gell Testers, 3-0-3v., 20/, 2 -range cirscale 0-3
and 0-30v., 25/-. Weston 301 on 4}in. desk stand,
0-30v.,. with 5 terminals and push : cost £4 10s.,
30/.. Panel -0-30v. and 0-300v.. 35/, Zlin. Electro-

static Voltmeters, 500/2,500 volts, for H.T., 40/-.
AMMETERS. 21in. moving coil, let grade. 0-11. amps..

25/.; 0-5 amps., 25/-; 0-10 amps., 25/-.

Central
Turner with
shunt, i25/..
Bargain IMtiters should send -addressed envelope at once
for new Sale List just printed. It is impossible
to
zero ditto, 20:9-20 or 50-0-50 "amps.

repeat these goods.

Selectivity and good quality do not in the
ordinary way run -together. They are to be
_regarded,. in fact, as rather opposing factors
,

and in the result we must generally be
content with some sort of a compromise.

To get good quality as well as good
selectivity it is really necessary to have a
nun hr of tuning circuits. If only a limited
number of tuning circuits can be used, these
individual circuits must not be made unduly

selective if we are aiming at good quality.

It is generally considered that at least

three tuning circuits should be used if good
ELECTRADIX RADI
selectivity is wanted without loss of quality.
218, Uppei Tharnes St., Lcindcin. E.C.4 "Most ordinary seta with any preteAsions to
Telephone : CITY 0191.
selectivity have at least twotuning circuits,

I should say that by means of the

inent is the use of two loosely -coupled
circuits prior to the first valve, and this
has the advantage that it avoids, at any -

Sidebands.

-

Band -Pass Tuning.

creased without an extra valve, 'so that this
aids in selectivity without loss of quality.
The essence of the,band-paSS tuning arrange-

get accurate tuning, otherwise you will run
into sideband distortion, of which we hear
so much lately.

Phones, L.R. leather head -band and cords, 2/6 pair.
Brown s Swivel Headbands, 1/6 .pair. G.P.O. Long

stage of H.F. amplification is that with only
two tuned circuits, good quality must to a
large extent be sacrificed to selectivity.

the number of tuning circuits can be in-

arrangement it is especially important to

Gramophone Pickups, If-. Soft Rubber Earpiece
Cushions, 2d. pair,. or 1/6 doz..Pairs. D.ilI Field

One of .the objections urged against the
ordinary three -valve set having a single

popular system _known a -s band-pass tuning,

in any particular case, you are
'`
not bound to use it.
With a selective band-pass or super -het

Loud Speaker Units, 750_
ohms,7/61 60 ohms, 4/6.
Singl 'Phones,Western or
Ericsson. 1,000 ohms, 2/6
each with Cord.
Single

circuits.

rate to a large. extent, the. suppression ,of
the sidebands -which, as I indicated above,
are so important for preserving faithfulness
and quality in the reproduction.
There is such a cry for selectivity 'these
days that often people are tempted to
overdo things and to ge Out for a'degree of
selectivity which is" far in excess of what is
required in the conditions. You will see
from the above that -all the time you are
increasing the selectivity of the set you are

-

laying up trouble for yourself _with quality,-

Therefore, pay particular regard to the
conditions ii".-whieh your set has to be

,

operated ancl_do not sacrifice quality which
you want, ,for extra selectiv,ity, which you

ihay. not _want. In .this connection, it is-

often a, good .plan...to use the pre-set. condenser in the aerial lead, which I mentioned
a little time back. -

.

.

The Output Circuit.

Whilst on the subject., of operating:" the
set for best quality, I.should not forget to
mention the use of an output filter circuit.
but* as I have said something about this
particular subject once or twice lately n
these Notes, there is no need to go into it
again just. now. But that does not mean

it is not a very -important factor in the
..

whole . outfit if you, are looking for quality.

The tapped .output transformer,- which

I

mentioned recently. is also a . very great
help in matching up the speaker with the
output of the set.
Loudspeaker Extension Leads.

There is one point, however, which

I

have not mentioned, and that is the earthing
of the loudspeaker leads. If you are using
long leads and find that these have a

detrimental effect on quality. you might

.-

try earthing one of the speaker leads (when
using an output transformer).-

Sometimes you will find the earthing
connections indicated on the, instrument
itself. Note, however; that , this applies
to transformer output. With a choke
output arrangement generally one lead is
connected to MT: plus. or L.T. minus,
and this point should he noted with an
all -mains set, especially if you are using
long loudspeaker 'leads.
H.F. Control.

Volume control is a very necessary
feature in these days, and, no set ' -can be

regarded
- complete -without it. To
reduce strength on the H.F. side a rheostat
in the negative lead of the screen -grid valve
-is useful-.---

(Continued on next page.)
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Remember not to put this in the filament

circuit of the detector: By the way, if
you are using a pick-up, Obviously the
control of the- R.F. valVe is no use when
the pick-up is working. In stick a case you

will need a volume control on the low frequency side.

The. reaction control, its I think- I have
- already indicated, should not be used for

the purpose of a volute control In the

ordinary sense.

You xvill notice that whilst it 'rheostat
can be fitted quite easily in the case of a
battery -driven set, it 'cannot be used with

an all -mains receiver, so that so far. as

control of H.F.- volunie is concerned the

rheostat is in this- case out of the question ;
1,a, pre-set condenser in the` aerial lead *ill,
toiVever, generally meet the ease._
Sensitivity of Pick7ups.

Although we hear so much about sensitive

pick-ups, we do not always realise that a
good deal of distcirtion is caused by the
output from the pick-up being actually
too great and overloading the grid of the
first. valve.
One obvious way to overcome,_ this is to

connect a. potentiometer between the pickup and the grid .circuit of the first ampli-

fying valve so as to act as a volume
.

1. Definite snap action-you know
when you are "on " or "off."
2. The springs are nbt under tension in the " off " position.
3. Highly finished throughout in
keeping with the most elabo-

THE culmination of 7 years'
experiment and unrivalled
experience in switch manufacture,
This switch has been 5.22
specified in practically
every leading circuit
and is giving satisfac- Brown or Black
tion to thousands.
knobs.
-

Have you got our famous 75 pp. Catalogue ?
2d. postage.

rate panel layouts.
4. Transparent indicating plate
gives the appearance of direct
engraving on the panel.

5. An occasional turn of the knob
ensures self-cleaning contacts.

6. Pure Nickel Silver Springs.
7. Long heavy bearings and spindle
assembly.

E. Guaranteed for at least 2 years.
Will last ten.

LTD.
A. F. BULGINBarking,
& CO. Essex
Abbey
Road,
Telephones.: Grangewood 3266 & 3267.

Landon Showrooms: 9, 10. 11, Cursitor Street.

control on the pick-up.
Also, if the output -of the pick-up is .too
great, the first valve in the amplifier should
be given a suitable negative bias; the
amount of which you can easily find out
by actual trial..

SpecfiBulqui ualily Cmponents

Grid Damping.

Famous Makers' I= Radio Gram

There are a good many amateurs who
still have a leaning to anode -bend detection; notwithstanding - that the ordinary
grid -leak detector arrangement can now
be operated in such a way. as to involve
really very little distortion indeed. One

Offer:

ILP

nig,.

CABINET for 11.s.

7 RAYS FREE TRIAL.
Polished Oak. Piano Tone Cabinet (43 ins. hi_gh
24 ins. wide) at makers prices., Delivered FREE
British Isles. PHOTO -

t.

monthly
n

desired

reason for the -continued popularity of the
anode -bend detection system is that, since
the grid is negatively biased, so that there
is no grid current flowing through the tuning
coil in the grid circuit of the detector, the
damping of the grid is avoided.

GRAPHS end LISTS
FREE. All Models from
35/- to £15

O
Vv" Acoustic chamber yields
mellow, rich, full volume
that your speaker is really
capable of. 3,000 clientele.

Radio -Press, B.B.C.

Better Selectivity.

List Free from makers:-

The effect of .this is to improve selectivity

and, as most of my readers know perfectly
well, this may in some cases make all the
difference to the ability of the set to cut out
a particular station.
When using the anode -bend detector a

fairly high impedance should be used in
the anode circuit.. Incidentally, if the
resistance feed method is used, it is often
quite satisfactory to use an 71...F. trans kilter of only comparatively low primary
impedance, operating with an anode -bend
detector.

P,CK FITS

Piano Tone -Cabinets MM.).
Albion Rd., Bealeybeath, Kent.

It pays you to ask your Retailer for
genuine guaranteed

WAVEMASTER
Variable Condensers and Estensers

Chancery Lane, E C.4

42

CONDENSER
CO.,
LTD.,
Hatton Garden, London, E.C.1.

PLEASE be sure to mention "Popular Wireless"
when communicating with Advertisers. Thanks!

Eon! prong

Holborn 2072

-EASY PAYMENTS
The first firm to supply

wireless parts on easy
years advertiser in " Popular
Thousands of satisfied customers.
Monthly
Deposit Payments

payments,
Wireless.

Seven

TELSEN VICTOR 3 KIT 39/6

5/5

OSRAM KIT .
METEOR 3 KIT

19/6

COSSOR KIT

.

. £6/16

.

-

£10115

EXIDE H.T. Accum. 120y.

£3/15
£3

BLUE SPOT 66R &
CHASSIS -

- £2/2/6

AMPLION M.C.6 -

-

BLUE SPOT 100 U

CELESTION M.C.

EKCO Eliminator A.C. 18

39/6

67/6
47/6

67/-

10/-

7 of 5/5

I1 of

6/10 11 of 6/10
6/9 of 6/8
5/6
5/8
7/5
5/3
7/5

9 of 4/5
7 of 5/4
9 of 7/5

9 of 5/3

9 of 7/5

New Goods Obtained for Every Order.

Send us a list of the parts you require and the payments that will suit your convenience, and we will
send you a definite quotation. Anything Wireless.

H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,
Great Portland Street, London, W.1.
'Phone: Museum 1414.

Make

1The DAILY SKETCH
YOUR Picture Paper
fiVOMMOCICSICIPMCSICIMI

.Spring Grip

Stays put, even in portables under vibration.
Side -entry: the whole lies gripped-copper, rubber and braiding.

Loaded without tools.
Resilient hard drawn spring. wire prongs (not soft brass).
Grips every battery socket: each plug tested in sockets smaller and larger
than any known H.T battery socket.
Write for complete list of Radio Connections.

Advertisement of Belling &

Woris. Ponders End, Middlesex.

12/8

II of 19/8

BELLING -LEE WANDER PLUG.

NDICATIONS

./11,811407

" There's no place like HOLMES."

for all the latest circuits

WEBB

Telephone

BELLING -LEE

FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION

Popular Wireless, March .19111,_ 1931

EELEX
TREBLE -DUTY
TERMINALS
This new Telex Treble -Duty

you to make three different
connections - the indicating

L.T.-etc., are all interchangeable, but the screw top is non removable, therefore cannot
be lost. A Revolutionary
Terminal, it will

Where to Find Aim.:
Remember, the wave -length is 42-0
metres, which for " Cosmic:'.' . owners -will
be between about 160. and 170 degrees, and

build your next set.

the time is ten " pip-emma " precisely !
And we shall be glad to hear how you

BYLIIIIRONE CABINETS
Here are the cabinets -which appeal

.

the most -popular cabinet on the

market. Test"Byldnrone" for your.
self when you build your next set.
Write for List A20.

J. J. _EASTICK & SONS
'telex. Rouser= Bunhill Row,
London, E.G.'.
'Phone: Metropolitan 0314/3/6.
Yourideas_-may be worth royalties if
INVENTOR& submittedto
manufacturers-but apply
.

toryourPATENTfirse. WriterurmyFREE"INVENTORS'
POCKETBOOK" explaining how to patent inventions
Submit particulars in confidence for free expert advice.
EDWIN P.AXE,A.I.M.E., 27. Chancery Lane,London

TRAINED M N A tt WANTED AT ONCE.

Do not be left behind. Get into -the Radio or Talkie
industry quickly by training at home with the R.T.I.
(Gr. Br.). A student writes :-"Although I have

only started your Course this mouth I already regard it as the best investment I have ever made to

ensure an enjoyable and prosperous future."-

(Signed) R. S. Gloss, Westcliff-on-Sea.
Send for our booklet " Progress " and employment
form. Post Free. No obligation is incurred.
RADIO TRAINING INSTITUTE OF GT. BRITAIN
10 Union Bldngs, St. John St., Newcastle -on -Tyne.

COlatiring
SPECIFIED FOR THE

"COSMIC" THREE STAR

The only

Ebonite guaranteed never to spoil your

set by discolouring:

dlack, Mahogany or Walnut
, finishes with an amazing mirror
Polish. Easyto cut and drill and
si costing only 4/6 for 7"x 18° panel.
al

Ask your dealer or write to as for list.
Any panel size cut. Cash or C.O.D.

by -return.
BRITISH HARD RUBBER CO., LTD.,

W
PONDERS END- MIDDLESEX
IP
SW.

isb,

11.

0 410 g
4,a

get on.

with

DR

REGISTERED

the CONDUCTIVITY
Chemical

A Good Aerial

-

Now, there is just one thing to which

11.11. V.-

ople for -the occasion, of our

e_

Lisbon broadcast.
Naturally, . it's- rather a valuable record,

spoilt with

is

a Bad Earth-

So do Not -Neglect
Y8urs

because it is the only record of Captain
Eckersley- that is available, and, of course,

even this one will not be on sale to the

general public.
Well, I have been having a, chat witlithe
Technic -al Editor .as to what- is to be done
.

with -this original record -when the broad east_ is, over, and he has put forward the.
, excellentsuggestion that it might.be handed
oh to one of ',you fellows. a.utographed. by -

Captain Eckersley as a sort of historical

souvenir.
Then, -of course, the problem a -rises as to

who is to have the record, for much as we
should like to break it into thousands of
little bits, that is hardly a practical way ant
of the difficulty !

So I think' the best way of settling it is
to get everybody who is interested to send
in a fifty -word description of what you think
of the Lisbon broadcast idea. The record

will be given to the reader who sends in
what, in our opinion, is the best effort.
" Write on a Postcard."
And, in order to give everybody a chance,

I'm not going to confine this offer only to

those who participate in the broadcast.
It is open to every reader of " P.W." who

submits an entry, and let me hasten to add
that efforts will 'not be judged on literary
ability.

;Just write on a postcard your own

personal views, whether humorous or
otherwise, of our special broadcast idea, and

send it along to me at Tarns House, Tanis
Street, E.C.4, so as to reach me not later

for ONE SHILLING
SENSITIVITY

Definitely
increased
within

or
gaiters
0 Sotto TDOcIA10.,
Trona
Steen,
SRO Cyarkenviett

24 hrs.

919,

LOW - TENSION CHARGER
for A.C. MAINS
55/- Complete. THE " N P " (Novice Proof.)
'I h.: most eta. lent unit yet
prodw.pd.
Passed by e inent ekctrizal
authorities.
Varial
o tput 2, 4, or

C volts at '5 to 2 amos.

You can charge your

friend's battery with your
own at no extra cost. Will
do up to four 2 -volts
at one time in 8 hours:
Cost of running
negligible.
Mfrs,

(Agent.; Wanted

93 Victoria Road
NASH PRODUCTS Ltd Stechford,
Birmingham

Improve :
VOLUME
TONE

CLARITY
with Tonax, the cone
adaptor which

grips

securely the reed of ANY

unit and makes a snug
fitting with ANY cone.
SINGLE CONE TfPf

1/ -

DOUBLE CON: TYPE 1/6

Price includes:

more than a few of you will be keen to get

metal washers.
Quickly and easily fitted.
Ask for 1932 model.

24th, and,

as I anticipate that rather -

this record, I'm going to ask you to limit
your . description to fifty words !

To give

you plenty of latitude, perhaps we had
to you I
Don't forget the -address : G. T. Kelsey,

Tallis House, Tanis St., London, E.C.4.

55/.

Trial 7 days given.

Send for Lists. State Mains Voltage.

than the first post on Thursday, March

better make it not less than thirty, and not
more than fifty words. So now it's up
PLEASE be sure to mention "Popular Wireless"
when communicating with Advertisers. Thanks!

't NOW

want td refer by way of conclusion, and that
is' concerning the special' record of -Captain
Eckerisley which - has. been made - by the

to the discriminating amateur set
constructor, Their distinctive

I

last IARrp
Pt'
SATURATE

_

1di them when you

a

oin:

When

Eckersley is much too good to- be. missed !

pay you to use

appearance and theeasewith which
they -can be built have made them

.metres to -morrow night, because, after all.
this is primmily_a T.osanid" test. But

.

tabs- Earth-Aerial-H.T. -

2

(Continuccr tram page 7.)

We -do not want you to infer-_ from that
that there is anything exclusive -about it !
On the contrary,_ we extend.- a cordial
invitation to every one to participate, for
apart from the general interest fiedassarily
associated with a programme such as this.
the opportunity of hearing Captain

Terminal is just what you have
been looking for. It enables

RICE

SPECIAL PROGR-AMME FROM
" ESTACAO -RADIO CT 1 A A-

Three

chucks, linen, felt, and
both deep and standard

From all
dealers or
direct. Post
2d. extra.

TONAXIMPROVED CONE ADAPTOR

Garrott Stores (Wept. P), 193 Carroll Laae. S W.18
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This entireley new "W.B." model ,P.M.4 is an event in British
radio. Brings true "moving -coil," glorious reproduction within easy
reach of all. Hear it at your dealers. You will be astonished,
delighted. Great sensitivity. Works brilliantly from ANY 2-, 3- or
multi -valve set. Sheffield -made cobalt steel magnet, weight 41 lbs.,

guaranteed 5 years.

Write for leaflets.

if

;
Without
Transformer

Complete with
output trans TO

former

mounted on top

PERMANENT

MAGNET

Moving Coif Speaker

P.M.4

Whiteley Electrical Radio Co., Ltd., Nottingham Road, Mansfield, Notts.
Irish Free Stale Distributors : Katy & Shiel. Lid., 47 Fleet Street, Dublin
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"POPULAR WIRELESS"
ADVERTISEMENT RATES

Quarter Page £10

Whole Page £40

Eighth Page £5

Half Page £20

Narrow Column Advts. (3 cols. to page) per inch 30/ - half inch 15/Minimum Space accepted - -

Be-

v0 SERIES DISCOUNT. ALL
ADVERTISEMENT COPY SUB"

COPY AND BLOCKS M134.4 St. .1%

HAND 11 DAYS BEFORE DATE
OF ISSUE TO ENSURE PROOF

SECT TO EDITORIAL APPROVAL

coritarunications respecting ADVERTISING must

tween

JILL

SHOTS-

JOHN H. LILE, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, EC.4.

be made to :-

Telephone: City 7261.
i w11111111111 utum im111 IIuum11111.11u iimpil11111111111lt11111111111111111111111111111111111177

GNS

they all take a look at FILM
Here is Nora
PICTORIAL.

.Swinburne, who, like everybody else,

caret resist the attraction of this
new super paper of the films.

FILM PICTORIAL is printed entirely in photogravure, with special
pages in COLOUR. There is all
the news of the stars and of forthcoming films. There are exclusive
photographs and studio gossip.
There are . . . but we can't mention

Ft.
Every

themS

Sufficient to say that FILM PICTORIAL is a Super Paper of the

Films. Now be quick and get a copy.

ThursdayPICTORIAL 2D.

! ! ! !

Still Buys Our HANDSOME
RADIO -GRAM CABINET OF

EXCELLENT DESIGN AND QUALITY
These Cabinets are soundly constructed in selected OAK,
etc., and polished a rich Jacobean .hade.

SIZES: 3' 03" HIGH
Gramophone
Compartment
Wireless

Compartment

Speaker

22' WIDE

19" DEEP

CLEAR. FOR PICK-UP

34"

For PANEL up"

MOTOR
7"

BASEBOARD 141" deep.
20" x 15' x 14" allowing ample

Compartment
room for speaker and batteries.
AND AT THE ASTOUNDING PRICE OF

2 GNS.! I PACKED FREE

CARR. PAID

Cash with Or.ter or C.O.D.

W. S.

11.410EIN,

Cabinet Manufacturer, 12, Nelson Mews. SOUTHENDON-SEA ESSEX.
Trade Enquiries Invited.

Illustrated ante
Catalogue
Post Free. Address

Iv
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lullard
Valve

e PM202

202
SUPER POWER OUTPUT
with ECONOMICAL CONSUMPTION

A super power valve consuming

a filament current of only 0.2 amp.

It is designed for use as an output valve

in battery operated receivers where considerable volume is required and where the

available signals are greater than can be handled

without distortion by a valve of the power class.
OPERATING DATA

CHARACTERISTICS

Max. Filament Voltage 2.0 volts
Filament Current - 0.2 amp.
Max. Anode Voltage - 150 volts

(At Anode Volts 100: Grid Volts Zero)

Anode Impedance

2,000 ohms

Amplification Factor - - 7.0
Mutual Conductance 3.5 rnA v.

MADE IN ENGLAND

Muliard
THE MASTER VALVE

Advt. The Milliard ',Virden Serrke Co., Lid., Mul.'ard House, Charing Cross Read, Lorctcn, W.C.2,
Printed -and put,lishl every Thursday 1,) the Proprietors, The Arnalgatmtteft Press, Etd.,-The Fleetway House, Farringdon.

-ARKS

Street, London, E.C.4. .Advertisement
JAIL, Ludgate Circus, London. li.C.4 (Telephone : City 7261). .Registered as a newspaper for transmission
by Canadian MzIgazine' Post.
Suhscriptiim Mites :1111;111(1 and Canada, 1114 Twr annum ; 8;8 for six months. Abroad (except Canada),
1916
per
annum
;
9/9 for six months. Sole .Agents for Australia
and New Zeala nd. :
l;ordon
hutch, Ltd. ; and for South Africa : Central News Agency, Ltd. Saturday, March 19th,
1932,
Offices

REGISTERED AT THE G.P.O. AS A NEWSPAPER.
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(See Page
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HOW THE "P W." RECORD WAS

Every Thursday

PRICE

3d.

March 26th, 1932.

EER:'
INSIDE

ALSO THIS WEEK :

THE EPILOGUE
MYSTERY
Some new facts abou

this Sunday

programme feature.

REGARDING
OVERLOADING
A practical article concerning one of
the most common causes of distortion.

TEACHING TELEVISION
TECHNIQUE

CAPT. ECKERSLEY'S
QUERY CORNER

NOTES FROM THE
NORTH
contribution from Our Northern
Correspondent of especial interest
to North of England and Scottish
readers.
A

A TALK WITH A
DUTCH LISTENER
This is not an imaginary interview,
but a real -life glimpse of home radio
in the land of.dykes and windmills.

A

Straits ;
Rico ; Malay addition
Indies ; in
Rica ; Porto
Co Canada ; Dutch E.
Kit prices see
S AniSr Java
For
U.S.A. ;
European country.
to nearly every

page 63.
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HAVE YOU SEEN IT ?
THE

March nth, 1932

THE APRIL NUMBER OF

WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

NOW ON SALE.

PRICE 6d.

OBTAINABLE EVERYWHERE

Commencing in the April number of " The Wireless Constructor " is a magnificent new
feature entitled

FROM MY
ARMCHAIR

-By

'

'

In this-the first of a
unique series of arti-

John
Scott -Taggart
In addition to his new series," From
My Armchair," Mr. Scott -Taggart

contributes a vital article

Iles-the great radio

"IS

expert talks interest-

and intimately,-, ,

ingly
about the radio ten-

--,

:

A CRAZE?"
and also constructional details for

BAND -PASSING

,

dencies of to -day.

GRAMOPHONE
MUSIC ON

Delightfully Informal

YOUR S.T.300,
and other striking

and Informative !

features,

An unusually comprehensive list of how -to -make articles is a very strong feature of the
April " Wireless Constructor," and among the items are
THE UNI-AMP
REMOTE CONTROL
FITTING A PENTODE
A n extremely handy
Full details for making a
An easily constructed "filter"
dual -circuit single -valve
simple " switch -at -a - for using a pentode to the
amplifier.
distance " unit.
best advantage.

ALSO IN THE APRIL " CONSTRUCTOR "

THE S.T.300 FOR A.C. MAINS
By John Scott -Taggart
MAKING RADIO READABLE

PUSH-PULL DETECTION

WITH PICK-UP AND SPEAKER

ROUND THE DIALS

THE MONTH ON SHORT WAVES

QUEER QUERIES

FIVE -CHANNEL TELEVISION

CHOOSING A LOUDSPEAKER

A PRACTICAL MAN'S CORNER

ON

THE

THE GRID, ETC., ETC.

WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

SIXPENCE
APRIL NUMBER NOW ON SALE.

GET IT TO0DAY.

'Popular Wireless, Mar,lt 26th, 1932,
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onCOLVERN COILS
FOR YOUR SINGLE DIAL
SUPER -HET RECEIVER
Whenever you think of coils, you think of Colvem.
Whenever you think of Super -Het receiversREMEMBER COLVERN SINGLE DIAL SUPER -HET

COILS give accurate ganging on long and
medium wave bands with any standard condenser gang. No special plate shape required.
Therefore, specify Colvern coils Type SDS,

ganged and complete with screens, for your
Super -Het.

Colvern Coils were exclusively specified for
the S.T.300 and have now been chosen for the
A.C. Model.
Set of 3 coils (mounted on aluminium base)

37/6 per set.
Colverdyne Intermediates, for use with the
above coils. Type 110.

12/6 each,

COLVERN LIMITED

Mawneys Road, Romford, Essex

Popular Wireless, March 26th, 1932.
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COSSOR
the valves with the

MICA BRIDGE

-

THE development of the Cossor Mica
Bridge system of construction has permitted the attainment of

a

much

higher

Under this

standard of valve efficiency.

method of construction the elements of every

Cossor Valve are rigidly held in permanent
All possibility of variation is
alignment.
eliminated thus ensuring life-long consistency

By fitting Cossor Valves to
your present Receivers a considerable improvement in performance can be effected
and efficiency.

at small cost.

COSSOR VALVES FOR THE " P.W."
SET DESCRIBED IN THIS ISSUE

"Single Dial Super -l -let."
210H.F.

220S.G.

220S.G.

210D.G.

230X.P.

which ensures

EFFICIENCY and CONSISTENCY
application to A. C. Cossor Ltd.,

Get one of the new Cossor
Station Charts price 2d.
Ask
your dealer for a copy of this

Highbury Grove.

useful novelty or write to us en-

A copy of the 72 page Cossor Wire.
less Book B11 will be sent you free on

Melody Dept..
London, N.S.

A.

C.

C05507

Ltd..

closing 2d. stamp.

Highbury

Crore,

London.

N.S.

Depots

at

Birmingham,

Bristol,

Glasfea',

Leeds,

Gi:v wool,

Manchester,

Newcastle,

d

and

L

Ii
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PopularWiteles$
LARGe:ST NIE1r-.5ALES.
Scientific Adviser:

Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.
Chief Radio Consultant:
CAPT. P. P. ECKERSLEY, M.I.E.E.
Editor: NORMAN EDWARDS.
Technical Editor: G. V. DOWDING, Associate I.E.E.
Assistant Technical Editors:
K. D. ROGERS, P. R. BIRD,
A. JOHNSON RANDALL.

[MASSES AND MASSES
RADIO ISLAM
LINDYS BABY
THANKS, LADS !

CRUELTY TO SHARKS
SCHOOL LESSONS

RADIO NOTES & NEWS

This Early Easter.

li

!OWING to the vagaries of the moon,
Easter this year falls earlier :than it
has done for abOut twenty-five
years, I believe. So early, in fact, that
the Easter Eggs won't be laid
Whit the chances, of the usual outdoor
?unketings are I -dread to think, but I am
wt banking on a " picnic -and -portable
olida,y:: -Seems to me -that (miracles apart)

his Easter was designed by Nature to be a

ne opportunity for busy men to have a

ong orgy of "Cosmic."
By the way,: 'I wish, sonic of

some mosques by a Turkish translation.
Truly it is a long step from the shoulder -

blades of sheep, on which (we are told)
Mahomet wrote the Koran, to the modern
microphone.
Lindy

Augustus Charles.

IN common with all normal people':I hope

that before these lines are published
the son and heir of the redonlitable

Col. Lindbergh will have been restored to
his parents, safe and sound. Thanks to

radio and the Press, almost the whole

population of the U.S.A. has been looking
for the baby.
.Apropos of American crime, what is there
behind the announcement that the guard of
three policemen, which 'ha've been kept at
the grave of Edison day and night, is to be
continued ? Putting two and two together, one gathers that the " non -assimi-

lated" elements Of the mighty American
nation don't " hold much stock " in their
national celebrities.

CURBING CRIME IN NEW YORK

-hose Ultra -shOrt-wave magicians

vould find a wave which would
lestroy a two -ton dump,of sodlen leaves-my Easter problem !
-

Masses and Masses.

suspended their press
advertising in favour of radio,
have returned to the aforesaid
who

press, with a national campaign.

I nnderstand that their adver-

tritics " 'give themselves away,

ne of them recently said, in,

tising manager refused to ,com-

init himself to the statement

ference to the B.B.C.'s produc-

ion of, :Delius's -A Mass ,.of

that, radio advertising is more

ife," " this work is considered.,
)3-- some to_rank with the great,
lasses of Bach and Beet&iven."
e must have invented this, for
ithe idea of comparing this work

effective

newspaper or

There's a Moral.

now supplement my
that the home radio
construction game in the

CANI
report
....

U.S.A. is praCtically dead, with
the news that this, having been

he's "Also Sprach .4ttrathu,tra," an anti-Christian book
.

brought to pass by the manu-

Ilorifying the "superman" and

facturers 'of ready-made sets,
has in its turn "produceddiminishing interest in radio.

teridituf the meek arid humble.
As well one might Conipare the
Gotterdamerung " with " The

They say that radio exhibitions

1-esqialt."

were much more crowded in

'the -" hook-up " days than they
are now. Naturally
A living
hobby .must have notiiishment
and air.

Radio -Islam.

-,PRO.-.I the Cross to the Crescent ! Hereby be it known

t

than-

magazine advertising. Looks as
if Pepso's " hae their doots."

say: Beethoven's " Missa,

Solemnis " is ludicrous.
Delius's " Mass " is a musical
itetting of passages from Nietz-,

Press versus Radio.

controversy with a' P.W.'
MY Californian reader about
the efficacy of radio- advertising seems to have taken a
.new turn by the' announcement

that the Pepsodent Company.

THOUGHTS of the Easter
festival urge me to point
out a curious example of
tow some so-called "Radio

ito,

SHAONGIsHAIA H.TEALAN

that, uniquely in, the his-

ory of Islam, . the -Kciran. has

Thanks, Lads !
MY second appeal . for - sup 1
port of IVir. Rendle's
efforts to build up a system

een relayed from the famous

Mosque of St. Sophia at Istanbul.

this innovation is .the work of

lustapha Kemal-and I hope
hat the faithful approve of it,

is well as of his other job of
vplaeing the Arabic Koran in

1.w York's Flying Squad is kept informed of the moment -by -moment moves
of criminals by this new police broadcasting station. A message radiated from
this source is simultaneously picked up by over 400 police centres, moving or
fixed, in different parts of the city and suburbs.

of sub -stations in connection
with his short-wave laboratory
and club at Bromley met with
(Continued on next page.)
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NEWS -VIEWS AND INTERVIEWS (Continued)
a most gratifying response.

He tells me

down some of you because of the unsuitability of the localities in question.

He is very grateful to all who wrote ---and
I am proud of you. No more applications
just now, please. I hope that Mr. Rendle

Americans; and, communicates with San

Back to the Gee -Gees:

that your letters were so nice that. it
was really hard for him to have to turn

I have read a report from a
man on the spot and am bound to say
-Francisco.

GENTLEMAN who signs himself
A" A Fellow Who Knows," and ad-

that the Chinese operators carried on the
service during 72 hours of heck, like

dresses his epistle to "The Pro-

fessor," warns us that, "You are -doing harm
to Mother earth, things won't last for ever."

.

heroes.

He allegea that exhausts from motors and
machines generally; and even cigarette
will let us know something more of his smoke,
are " taking all the goodness- out
organisation and its results.
of the air, earth and sea.,, We think that
the Smoke Abatement Society would be
Cruelty to Sharks.
glad to hear from him !
A FTER pecuniary problems the greatest
r"1- modern conundrum is-bow to dis" Killed " by Kindness.
pose of old safety razor blades. I
Al
j
E
are
used
so much nowadays to hear know of one man --a rich 'un-who waits
VY
ing how radio has " killed " the
till he has about
theatre, the orchestra and so on,
a thouiand and
then takes a trip that it is enlightening to hear that Philip
to Gibraltar and

Radio Rules Remote Robots.

THAT'S a. whale of a headlins, eh
While chattering of inventors I must

not overlook Mr. C. Keeling, of Buckhurst Hill, who claims to be able to control

by radio a fleet
of aeroplanes pr

His controlling signals
ships.

cannot

Ridgeway's " Parade Company, who have

I enjoy the

stories about

dumps them in
the_ Bay of Bis-

-2111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

cruelty to sharks
and divers !One

Ers.

cay. But that's

gold manufaeture much more,

Where to see " P.W." Sets.

because I don't
believe that ships on the sea or in the air

way is to wrap -7=:
them up and

leave them in a
railway carriage. But they would only be

sold by auction and resold to you by
Mr. Steanson, of Newcastle, has
put 63 of 'em " in abeyance " by using 'em

Cohen !

as condenser vanes in a one -valuer I
Coward ! He has only put off the day of

E -s-

=-

An Important Announcement.

Our readers will be interested to
=
= learn that we have been able to make

ing radio retail shops throughout the
country: Thanks to the co-operation
of many retailers-who thus become
officially recognised exhibitors of leading

P.W." sets, as well as the " Cosmic "

B.B.C. Sets the Fashion.
ET looks as though England, besides having

examine actual " P.W." sets, and to

the " Mother of Parliaments," is going

publication of a series of lists of names

to be the mother of national broad-

which eventually is to have powers like
those of the B.B.C.

-

In Canada, where -the Canadian Radio
League has been demandina an improvement in broadcasting, the Government is

to consider the question, now that the
Privy Council has confirmed that the
Government has authority to control radio
all over the Dominion.

human, thinking being, for the reason that
the " elements " don't keep to the rules.
I don't know what Mr. Keeling has got
-hold of, but I do know that the navigating
and handling of ships needs men of skill,
experience, courage and endurance. Man
cannot Make anythinggreater than himself.

E.

Receiver to be demonstrated at lead

in particular-"
the majority of

casting organisations, too. In Australia it
has been decided to transfer the control of
broadcasting programmes to a Commission

will Over be able to dispense with a trained,

arrangements for the famous " Cosmic

-;"._;

reckoning, because he'll have to scrap that
set and build a " Cosmic " shortly !

I

P.W " readers in
the towns in this

E.

Receiver Testing.

_E

IT is not generally known that the National

country' will soon be in a position to E -

Physical. Laboratory has developed a
very elaborate section for testing
" broadcast" receivers, consisting chiefly
of a model transmitter in,a screened metal
room. By means. of this and subsidiary
apparatus the selectivity, sensitivity and

have them demonstrated locally.

In an early issue -we shall

begin

and addresses of those retailers who
have

agreed

to co-operate in

this

audio -frequency fidelity of receivers can be
determined.
Readers will doubtless be pleased to know
that we are installing two screened. soundproof and acoustically adjustable- cabineta

scheme-a scheme which will not
only enhance the popularity of the
"Cosmic " but which will in many
ways greatly assist " P.W." readers
generally.
Any retailer desiring to exhibit a "Pop-

at Talus House for special receiver tests

ular Wireless " " Cosmic " set-whether

similar to but not -quite so precise as. those

purchased through a wholesaler, or If.
built up from parts as specified in the E

made at.the.N. Phy. L.

published in
"Popular Wireless "-may apply to the
description

of the set

Who Is A. J. Alan?

Editor to be placed on our Official list.
Look out for the first list of retailers' E -

WE all love to receive confirmation of
our judgments, don't us ? And in
that " Ariel is as human as the best

= names in an early issue of " P.W."

Is It Irritating?

WHILST on the subject of licences I
may pause to remark that a Welling borough man has made a jolly good

suggestion, namely, that wireless licence,s
should be affixed

in metal holders

to house doors.
The Post Office

has turned the

2

suggestion down

(though the
L C.C.

permits

the scheme as
regards motor
vehicles), on the

grounds that

many listeners would regard the requiremeat as unnecessary and irritating.- As if
we don't find the Income Tax irritatingand a thousand other things Which'we have
to do in order to comply with the Law !-

be-

.

jammed, either.
I confess that

of you.

Hence,

I may be parlast broadcast about last Christmas, have
been an enormous success. At the Theatre
Royal, Ilud.dersfield, they broke all record
by fetching in the largest audiences ever
seen there in the last half a century.
Shanghai Radio Station.

A LTHOUGH the Chen-ju radio station
1-1. near Shanghai was only slightly
injured during the recent fighting,
the facts are that the control lines connecting the actual transmitting plant with the
operating office in the heart of Shanghal
were broken by shell and bomb fire, and
Were repaired by the engineers under fire.

Chensm is a great commercial station

owned -by the Chinese ; it was built by

(saossgisysksa4,,

Boned for point -

been touring the provinces, following their

ina out that the
"Sunday Chron-

icle " has been
trying to pierce
-

the veil obseuring the identity

of A J.- Alan
It failed, but
managed to get

the B.B.C. to admit that he holds a re-,
sponsible position in the Foreign °Mee.

In " P.W." for August Mtli,
1931, whilst discussing this question,
Very good !

said, " I plump for the Foreign Office or the
Treasury," And it is to. be remarked that

I had no information save that A. J. is a
It's a " bull " for "P.W." !

Civil Servant !

ARIEL.

Popular

fireless, Mich 26th,

Those who listened on 42'9 metres last Friday to the " Cosmic" broadcast from C TlA A heard a particularly
interesting test record of a speech by Capt. Eckersley given for the special benefit of " P.W." readers. Rare is an
"eye witness' account of the making of that historic record.
By R. D. ROGERS.

AFEW minutes before noon on a dull,
uninviting sort of day a few weeks
ago, four figures approached an
ardinary-looking house in the north-west o
'London.

A Famous Firm

No. 3, Abbey Road is the postal designa-

ion of that house, which in reality is not

The record is the special short-wave test
record that was broadcast from the studios
of C T 1 A A. at Lisbon, on March 18th, at
10.35 p m. G M.T. It is a record that is
unique, for it enabled thousands of POPULAR
WIRELESS readers who have built the famous
Cosmic " all -wave receiver

their sets on a definite transmission, but at
the same time to listen to a really intimate

y any means ordinary, as one realises as one

omes within reading distance 6f the large
shining brass plate on the post by the gate-

"DOES MY VOICE LOOK

chat by that perfect microphone personality,
Captain P. P. Eckersley..

The cat is out of the bag, and you will

have guessed who one, at least, of the four,
was, Besides " P. P. E." were Mr. Kelsey.
"-P.W.'s " short-wave expert, the " P. W."

be used for this recording (it was the large
studio I have just
described) a series of
LIKE THAT?"

ess drive.

voice tests were made.

These consisted of a.
brief run -over by the

The plate gives no detailed description
the building ; it merely and tersely
emarks " The Gramophone Co., Ltd."
But behind that plate lies a -world of

recording engineers of

the strengths of Captain Eckersley's and

mance that can only but dimly be realised

Mr. Kelsey's voices,

y those who have not passed the portals
f " No. 3." For this building is, in fact,
Hie latest recording studios of that giant
trranaophone combine that is known the

A few words were
said by each so that
the distances from the
mierophone could be
fixed before the actual
recording trial began.
The record was to be a

tworld over as " H.M.V."

And when I say the latest, I mean in

ronception of design as well as the mere
!late of their acquisition. The largest

double one, Mr. Kelsey

lAudio is capable of seating an orchestra of

saying a few words in

home 300 players, and an audience, or
chorus, of about 1,000. It is, in fact, the

introduction to Captain Eckersley.

'very last word in recording halls, with its
rdjustable echo device, its lofty spacious

Accurate Timing
In recording,

es<, and acoustically perfect walls.
But I am digressing from our story.

the
main consideration is
time. The talk, or
musical item, has to be
timed just right so that
the disc is properly

n an Important Mission

,Towardi this place, I say, and through

its doors went the four figures.

myself.

On arrival at the studio which was to

They

arried no musical instruments nor music
ases ; in fact, they bore, not the slightest
"ippearance that they had anything to do
ith the gramophone industry, or with

filled, without the recording being carried
too near the centre of
the disc.
As
the "

recording in particular.

And yet the reason of their visit to this

record was to be

ecca of the arts where worid-farnous

artistes in every branch of music continu
lly

congregate was to make a special
amophone record that was destined to

ease an indelible mark on radio history.

a

twelve-incher, the time

allotted was between
14 the heading you see Capt. P. P. Eckersley and Mr. Kelsey in action before
the"recording microphone at !hp HAN. Studios. In the illustration
immediately above, Capt. Eckersley is seen era/arming the wax "blank " that
holds his voce, after the recording has taken place. Note the very high polish.

four and four and

half. minutes. So the
(Continued on page 47)
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STAGE BY STAGE
Behind the scenes during the making of the " Cosmic " special test record.

The photographs on this page show
the various processes through

which the " Cosmic " record had
to pass before emerging as a
12 -inch H. M. V. disc, similar in
type and appearance to those you
all know so well. From the actual
recording a record goes through a
surprisingly large number of steps
before it is ready for issue to the
public.

Si

In the above photograph we see the H.M.V. recording engineer setting the cutter on the wax

After the recording has been satisfactorily
accomplished the wax holding the precious

blank before switching on the red light to signal the
commencement of the actual recording. This
process follows the one illustrated on the extreme

words or music is sent to the factory, where i=
it is carefully covered with graphite to enable
a copper -plated " negative " or master to be
made. This dusting process is shown below,',,,

right-the polishing of the wax blank prior to
recording on it. A very high polish is essential.

In the photograph shown above the
final stages are being reached, for
the " plastic biscuit " is being

placed in the press ready for the

stamping of the record. Innumerable copies can thus be made. Note

the two stamping dies with the
labels already placed in their
centres. A few seconds later the

record itself (as shown on the left)

is ready to be removed from the

press, trimmed, carefully examined
and packed off for dispatch.

After the wax has been dusted with graphite it
is hung for something like 15 or 16 hours in an
electroplating bath. Thus is a copper negative

made, from which the `" Cosmic " record is
stamped In normal cases, however, further
positives and then more negatives are made.
This photograph (right) gives a good impression of the plating -room of a modern
gramophone company, with the many rows of
niatin; baths each holding a large consignment
of " waxes."

Popular Wireless, March 26th, 1932.
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HOW THE " COSMICt 'RECORD WAS MADE.
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Two such tests were ' made so that the

final record should be alaoye reproach,. and
then the O.K. was given for the last run.
..,

he Starting Signal.
Standing before the microphone Captain

Eckersley and Mr. Kelsey awaited the

"

on

'Stop watch in hand, the engineer follows
the course of the chat on a loudspeaker at
his side. There is no need for silence in this

-

stamping rooms and placed on one of the
machines.

A chunk of the soft black biscuit" of
which the final record is made, is placed

room, for it is insulated from the studio

on the press, The " P.W." master is
brought down on to it, at the same time

Nearing the End.

opened.

.by the latter's sound -proof walls.

ext test was one of time as well as quality,
recording. And the result was afterwards
played through by means of a moving -coil
loudspeaker from the wax impression.

.

itself rests the thick wax " blank
which the voices are to be " fixed."

At 4'25 minutes he reaches out his hand

steam is run through to heat the master,
and then the press is cooled, and then

The record has yet to be trimmed, of

and the red light in the studio goes out.

Nearly time. Eckersley wishes his future
hearers, yourselvei, farewell, and the

course, but otherwise it it complete, with
its white label ready in place, and when
it has been burnished up it will be ready

recording is over.

for use.

There is no chance of hearing that record,
over, the wax impression has been made and
would be damaged by a " play through," so
it is labelled " Special, PopunAR WraEnnss,"

the voices of two of the members of "P.W.'s"

In appearance it is exactly like any other
twelve -inch H.M.V. record, but it contains

staff, and as ,I said before, it is ready to

buzzer signal for silence. Suddenly it came,

and carefully packed off to Hayes to go
through the intricate processes that every

mark a red-letter day in the history of shortwave reception. -

'awaited the red.light that signals " begin
recording.While they were busy before the microilphone, however, let us peep inside -that
nysterions room 'of which we can see a
Arnim .through the 'small glass window

record has to undergo before it emerges as a
disc.
beautifully polished

Why Not Win It?

and in a silence that could be felt they

!I

'close to the microphone, below the red
light.

Two tall panels with their amplifying

valves and controls stand at -opposite ends

of the room, ,a small, close-atmosphered

"HULLO C Q.

At Hayes that wax impression is taken
into a draught -proof cubicle and a skilled
artisan carefully dusts very fine graphite
powder all over it, and into the grooves.

When this is completed, the, record is

taken and hung for many hours in an

electroplating bath, Where a comparatively
thick -coating of copper is deposited on it.
After the allotted time the record is removed

THIS IS CT1AA CALLING ! "

Such is, in -brief, the-, history of the actual
making of the special " Cosmic" test
-

record, made possible through , the kind
co-operation of The Gramophone Co., who

placed their recording' studios and staff

At our dispoSal in -order that our test should
be a 'complete success.

The record 'cannot, of course, be purchased by the.-ptiblic, and at the present
time it is on the high seas en route back
from Lisbon, whence its broadedst on
March 18th on 42-9 metres
enabled
thousands of listeners -all 'over the world
to hear our Chief Consultant speaking to

all home constructors and amateurs a

special message of vital interest to them
alL

In due course, this historic record, autographed by Capt. Eekeisley, will find its
way to the home of the fortunate.-" P.W."
reader who wins the contest described in
our last issue.

" SHORT WAVES "
-

THK7NEW CRITICS.

Labourer (sitting by kitchen fire, listening

to wireless) : The pizzicato for __the double =
E basses in the coda Seems to me to want body, =
=
Alf.-" Punch."
*
=
*
*
" Radio without reaction. Set which can= not be made -to howl," runs a headline.
E
Who wants it to, anyway P
*
_*
*
SOUNDS LIKE THE DEVIL P

" . . . and two stages of IMP DANCE
coupled audio," concludes an advertisement

in an American magazine.
It's more than imps that have been dancing
= around in our set
lately.
*
*
_=

E.

E
)

Here are the two gentlenina during- the process of recording. Behind Mr. Kelsey, and to his left, is the
small sound -proof window through which the recording engineers can watch the, proceedings, hearing the
whole business on a lOndspeaker in the next room.

-limber that

is

kept to a fairly high

emperature in homage to the wax discs
hat are used in recording.

-

By the panel at one end (near the little

window through which he can see what is
laprfening in the studio) sits the recording
?ngineer with the revolving turntable and
:he highly sensitive sapphire cutter.
constant Speed Essential.
A -slowly -falling weight, after the fashion

of the mechanism of the grandfather clock,
upplies the driving force for the rotation of

le- turntable, a rotation that must not

'r cry_ a fraction in its speed, and on the table

and the wax interior -of the copper shell (for

cednre greatly facilitates the art of tuning -in.
bleier listen -in while it is lightning ;

the POYULAR WIRELESS record goes differs

from that of the record that is sold to the
public, for the latter must -be sold in
thousands,
So the making of the many matrices (im-

than by adding one valve is by adding two.
*

*

*

E We jinglers greet you, potent, tireless,
E Encyclopaedic lord of wireless,
E Who proffer to a listening nation
E Pronouncements on pronunciation.
If
Fr:

To satisfy the Muses' agent
" Pageant " must yield the palm to
" pageant,"
Scone may be " soon " or " scone," but doff

= -That clumsy "1" and grants us " goff."

-7.2*

,

pressions from the copper master), and
from these of the stamping dies (used
to stamp the commercial discs) is not
required, and the master is tdken to the

the

= results may be " shocking."
*
*
=
A better way to amplify your crystal set

the back of the w -ax will not have been dusted

with, graphite, and therefore not plated) will
be removed, and the copper " Master will
be ready for polishing and nickel -plating.
At this stage -the process through which

SOME USEFUL. HINTS.

When using a crystal set, it is always best

= to connect the aerial and earth-this pro-

Ef

E.
FE

But give to us the fullest credence,
And precedence (v.l. precedence)
Nor circumscribe by your decree
Our orthoepie liberty.

- Punch."
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THE MIRROR OF THE B.B.C.

MADRID AND AFTER-THE LICENCE REVENUE CONTROVERSY-.

THE BIG MOVE-GOOD-BYE -TO SAVOY HILL--Ete., Etc.
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TATEMENTS that the B.B.C. staff is in

LI a state of revolt about accommodation at Broadcasting House should
not be taken seriously.

-

Xis true that on the whole the offices in

the new building are not as spacious or
indeed as comfortable as the offices at
Savoy Hill or in any of the three or four
other buildings occupied by the B.B.C.
But, as is right and proper, the new building
is designed primarily for Fituclios ;. whereas

*

practically complete and by Whitsun very

feW, if any, of the staff will find their duties

take them to the Strand. As I have already
stated, the change -over will be carried out
in stages, but even so, a certain amount of
inconvenience is inevitable.

This will, however, be trifling compared

with what might, have happened had not
the administrative officials so carefully
planned ahead and provided for the

the old buildings were adapted in roughand-ready fashion; Eind did not serve the

thousands of _contingencies inseparable from
so big a task.

main purpose of broadcasting.
Even so, however, the offices in Longhorn
Place are quite adequate for their purpose.
Of course, there are bound to be complaints
about any move from any one place to any
other place, if those concerned happen to be
British. But I would venture to say with

Good -Bye to Savoy Hill.

casting which the studios at -Savoy Hill
-have witnessed during the eventful years
since the B.B.C. first occupied them.
Mr. Lance Sieveking, who is responsible
for devising this programme, has already
spent much time to ensure it being truly
representative of the people-speakers,
singers, actors, musicians-whose work
before the microphone has contributed to
the building of British broadcasting as the
best in the world.
The New Stidios.
But before Savoy Hill closes down we shall

be hearing programmes given in the neW
studios at Broadcasting House.
This must be so, not only because of the
spreadover period of . the move, but to

ensure that the new conditions are tried
out, and that when Savoy Hill is finally
vacated the B.B.C. will really have finished

The final broadcasts from Savoy Hill are

arranged for Saturday, May 14th.

item on the programme will attempt to
portray some of the many phases of broad-

By 0.1LI4..

ACCOMMODATION AT BROADCASTING HOUSE
t

1932.

One

with a building that has imparted an

atmosphere of culture into millions of
homes throughout Great Britain.

NO WONDER THE GENEVA CONFERENCE IS ANXIOUS !

assurance that those members of the staff
-of the B.B.C. who are really interested
in the progress of broadcasting are glad to

think that the service to listners is first
and foremost at Broadcasting House.
Madrid and After.

,The Conference at Madrid in September
should be important to broadcasting. It
is the quinquennial session of wireless
administrations, that is, of the Post Offices
or other official government authorities,
assuming the responsibility for the control
-and distribution of ether channels, but
administrations

have

been

notoriously

.reluctant to do anything about broadcast; they' are much more concerned with
the other wireless services-naval, military,
and commercial.

Those who are in a position to speak

with authority do not believe 'that Minbid
will, yield anything of substantial help to
broadcasting. There may ,be an attack on
the .B.B.C. for not making full use of the
wave -lengths it at present devotes ,to the
Regional Scheme. I profoundly hope that
Mr. S. W. Phillips, the able policy spokesman of the British Post Office, will insist on

at least retaining for broadcasting in this
country the frequencies already allotted. If the status quo in this respect, is
established with some assurance of con-

tinuity, the British Broadcasting System
will be able to assume its final form without
further delay.
The Licence Revenue Controversy.

Lady Snowden's suggestion the other day
that sixpence of the wireless receiving licence

money should be reserved as a subsidy for

opera has revived the controversy about
the distribution of the two million pounds
odd which the British Public pays annually
for the right to operate wireless receiving
sets. I gather
only 4s. 11d.

that the B.B.C. now gets
of the 10s., the balance
going' to the Post Office for collection,
and to the Treasury for revenue.
The Big Move.

Preparations for the big move from

.Savoy Hill to Broadcasting House are now

This formidable engine of war is an all -metal Frenoh bombing plane, fitted with the latest radio and other
equipment to render it really effective. Note the aerial, indicated by an arrow just above the car in the
foreground.

THE LISTENER'S NOTEBOOK
A rapid review of some of the recent radio programmes.
.44.-41,-4-44--4-4-4--4. -4. 4.-4.*

EVER since the days of John Henry

there has always been some special
favourite with what one might call

The Man - in - the - Street Listener." It
would be interesting to see the result of a
popular vote, and I am certain the Sisters
Elsie and Doris Waters would be high up,
if not top of, the list. Their voices are
ideal, and their repertoire is pleasing and

impersonations of such ideal favourites as
Charles Godfrey, Herbert Campbell and
Dan Leno.
The success of old hands, like Gus Elen,
Charles Coborn, and many other veterans
still with us, in the last few seasons, proves

that stirring up of old - time memories
affords pleasure to thousands.

varied. A recent imitation of Flotsam
and Jetsam was exceptionally clever.

That Musical Programme.

Why not a series of old music and old

time could be wasted over the matter,

After suffering for about a quarter of

It recalled the days when all London used
to talk of. Lissy Loftus and Marie Dainton.
And here, by the way, is a suggestion.

an hour the other night,. while the musical
plans for the_ next fortnight or so were run
through, I wondered more than ever that

singers on the lines recently carried out by
Tom Clare, with drawing -room entertainers
of the Corney Grain type. The elderly,
and even middle-aged, lovers of the oldtime music hall would revel in good

while it was being seriously contemplated
whether the theatre was worth even three
hours a year. That the bare details were

not of the slightest interest to even one
(Continued onpage 78.)
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ON, THE.::',TOTH ER

ATALK
WITH A
Hiliersum, Huizen and the short-wave station P C J

are so- often heard by British listeners that
this accOnnt of what- a Dutchman thinks of them
makes uncommonly interesting reading.
lot Y Dutch wireless pal is an official
.171 on the staff of the short -waver
P C J, at, Hilversum, now tem-

.....

porarily closed w,hile they are fitting new
-plant.
.

_

_

,

a Government station like Rugby.
Kootwijk is now testing on the broadcast
is

band.
" There is even yet no definite settlement

about Hilversum and Huizen,' as to which
I warned him that I wanted to cross- station shall broadcast the programmes of
: question him about Dutch broadcasting,. any particular party, but the present
4 for the benefit of British readers, and started
arrangement is that the non-partisan
- the ball rolling -by mentioning the Hilversumassociation and the Socialists broadcast
Buizen mix-up.
from Hilversum, while Huizen broadcasts
" Well," he said, " our trouble is that- n under the -auspices of the Catholic BroadHolland there is everlasting fierce discussion
casting Organisation.
J between religious tidies.
" The, three bodies ,Went carefully into
this -and made an, arrangement between
Powerful Religious Budies._
theinselves to .. allot the programme time
"There are several. newspapers provided
according_ to' the number of -members
for various Catholic and.. -Protestant belonging _to . each. At, present there are
authorities, and there are powerful unions about ten thOusand paying members of the
which, in a way, cor- ,:
; ,:
-_,
respond to -your trade
,

-

unions. The result'

HOLLAN D'S LONG -WAVE STATION

is that - when broadcasting came along,

' )

schedule

hand before the late -night broadcasts.

The News Bulletins.

" There used to be trouble because

some of the small newspapers in country
districts run as a side -line by oue of the
Catholic or Socialist organisations used the

news from the broadcast bulletins, often

to the Vas Diaz

mc, " because the pay-

the non-partisan association catlloerd Avro,.
the Socialist

ing members of the

Avro, Vara and, other
societies provide more

the"

than enough money

for broadcasting; but
there is a standing
scheme down for discussion which would

i Catholic organisation

f formed when broadcasting started and
in

There is a tape machine in one of the

station offices, and bulletins are sent by

" We haven't had
any bother so far,"
it was explained to

on a regular broad-

called,

dam.

question ? "
I enquired.

special branch of the

),

"Hilversum and Huizen get their news
from the big Vas Diaz Sgeney in Amster-

What about the

.having

'

stations. 'Where does the news come from ? "

licence

1 enough money to 'carry

Ltion Vata; and

changes."

direct ! "

all the parties -tried -.to; :

! lieity, and the three

i

and wave - length

" And news ? " I enquired. " We often
hear' news bulletins in progress at Dutch

without even giving an acknowledgement.
The Vas Diaz, and not Hilversum, had to
take action. They did
take action, and now
AT HUIZEN
these papers subscribe

, get microphone pub -

1

allotments

English,

bring about a licensing

the ' Catholic Broad-

system very similar
to your own, and the

casting Organisation.'
"Do they make

Radiograad would act
ilk o' your British'
' This is the gear that produces the programme radiated on 1,875 metres fr om the Huizen station.
Broadcasting concern,
entjuired.
The wave -length is crystal -controlled, the actual quartz crystal being incorporated in the first
and take the listeners'
panel on the lelt.
* Why, of course !"
licence money. But
he- explained.
" It
the scheme is still
is difficult for you to understand why
Avro non-partisan association."
standing, and is hardly likely to come up for
Dutchmen get so enthusiastic ahout these
" Do they settle these things themselves," discussion until the funds of the workers'
unions, but in the newspapers and in daily I asked, " or is there a central body which societies run low "
life they play such a -big - part that the decides it by law ? "
"Can you give me any tips identifying
fierce -struggle of each to get adequate time
the programmes from Hilversum and
ih the-broadeaSt prograrnnies is quite under- The "Suggestions" Department.
Huizen ?
I asked. " The announcestandable. to na:
" Not by law," he said, " but there is a ments always seem so long, and after the
" And how -does it work out ? ?'kind of central body known as the Radio- first' hier Hilversum,' or hierHttizen.' as the
" HilverSum and Huiien are the two chief graad. The chairman of this is an official case may be, the rest is only
a blur."
stations, the - other ,station which you may of the Postal Department. The Radio"It's not easy to explain things to anyone
hear on 1,071 metres, Scheveningen -Haven,

much difference 7 " I

-

-

'

-

graad makes suggestions for programme

(Continued on next page.)
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SHOT< F -WAVE

REACTION
A useful " differential "tip.

-

*

di't

/Vireit'S..1;,,

Let

-

*

IT is well known by now that a differ'. ential reaction condenser is cf very

great value on the medium and long
but readers will have

wave - lengths,

noticed that these designers are hardly

ever used in receivers designed exclusively
for short waves.

There are two reasons which account

for this : First we find that the double
action, which is the special feature of
differential condensers, tends to make
reaction control on short waves rather

sudden, thus creating the need for slow-

motion adjustment. Secondly, oscillation
wave -Lengths below about 19 metres
becomes difficult to obtain, owing to the
by-passing effect of the extra set of fixed
vanes and their asociated wiring.
Fortunately, however, the addition of a
simple two -pole " on -off " switch to your
set can give you the choice of either differential reaction for !wig waves or the older
plain type for short.
tiounted on the Baseboard.
In order to keep the panel as " dean " as
possible, it is desirable to mount this switch
in a convenient position on the baeeb)ard
or, better still, to gang it with some existing
switch.
Comiections are easily altered ; just break
extra set of fixed vanes
(thoim with which the
moving vanes intermesh when reaction is

at zero) and join the
two ends to the switch.

The accompanying
diagrams make this
clear. Keep these leads

as short as possible

As shown here, the place for the switch depends on the type of circuit used.

he said, making a sly dig at my rather

German pronunciation of his language !
" But, anyway, the name of the association
giving the concert is always announced
immediately following the hier Huizen,'
or whatever it is. For instance, there is
the Katholieke Radio Omroep, the Nederlandsche Christelijke Radio Vereenigning.
the Vrijzinnige Protestantsche
But I called for a halt !
Abbreviations Often Used.

" Never mind," he said, these societies
have their abbreviations, and the
abbreviations are generally given between
items. The Katholieke society, for example,
is cut down to K.R.O., and you will often
hear the K.R.O., A.V.R.O., and V.A.R.A.
abbreviations broadcast during short programme intervals."
" Is it true," I asked, after thinking
about these announcements, " that the
Dutch stations are the only ones from which
all

the announcers bid you sleep
well ? "

"Depends bow you look at it."

said my friend, amused. " We
have a phrase ` Goeden avoid, wet
te rustea,' which really means
'Good -night, sleep well.' But it's

and well spaced.
For long waves the
switch should be "on,"
when reaction will be
differentia! as before.

*

MORE " COSMIC "

4

DUTCH LISTENER
*

.4- -4, -4. "8,-4- 4.- SP-

4 Some letters from " P.W." readers. 4

*

Ikar Sit, --As a reader of " P W." iu)
Y,'0
pa
null be plesskd to learn that I haye
Ow -laic Ill " as
and 1 Calla,A =peak too
highly of it. I think it is the hest
t

that 1 have heard, and so easy to build it is simplicity itsvif by following the instructions. as ryerything is so plain and straightforward, thanks to
"
engineers. It is the first s-4 that I have
built, and when I had finished and switched on I
teas more than surprised to get the signal straight

away, which gives to prove how pertect the engineers

to,: got their circuit, and considering the juice,
do not think there is a met to touch It.
Tluauling all that are concerned with ski,11
grutiino set,

a

1.

Yours truly,

IIeatlterside Road,

west Ewell,

Surrey.

" THE BEST YET ! "
AN EXPERT'S TRIBUTE TO " THE COSMIC,"
The Editor, POPULAR WixkLEss.
Dear 81r,-I cannot too highly praise your
us.
min " Met -sliver. It is the best I have tested out ss yet.
I have been a regular reader of your wonderfully
instructive book, "
slue,' the first pulAkation,
and am even now using your " Magic " lli, cvhirh
find good on DX work,
Wishing you every suceras, and thanking you fur
the help I have received flour your publications,
I ain,
Yours very faithinH

Lariat).

\Vairitigion House,
l'hornbury, neat 'Bristol.

*

S pm. ta I I- I

programme timings.

For instance, on Sundays, Hilversum

is almost invariably working by eight o'clock

in the morning, and the Vara put out a
programme until just before ten o'clock.
This Vara session usually consists of
physical culture talks, football notes,

gardening talks and gramophone recordsthe sort of thing, you see, that would
appeal to the average working -man.

After this the Avro people take over
and their concert continues until the end

the afternoon. They give ordinary
orchestral coneerts. The \'ara giv.- radio
plays and orchestral concerts very siniilar
of

to those of the Avro, and their session

it

usually next.

Sunday Programmes.

` On some occasions the Ayr() people
Ituve a further session at the end of the
evening and carry the programme on until
just before midnight. Generally speaking,
the only strictly religious part is the service
given by the Protestant Association in the
morning.

On Sundays Huizen is always the wore
religiously inclined because of its sponsoring

by the Christian Radio Society (N.C.R.O.t
and the K.R.O. Huizen generally
gives a Church service in the lot.
STUDIOS
afternoon, about the same
a>s your B.B.C. service, but

hear the

B.13.('. services I;; ter

because of the ilifferenee in glue
Greenwich Mean Time and our
Amsterdam One.
" By the way, Huizen has ;ill
Epilogue, usually just before len-

so colloquial that I don't think

our announcers would claim any
merit for bidding the world sleep
well.

thirty on SlItnitlY

" When you hear the man at.

is a copy of your Enileile, It

Hilversum say : ' I k wench II
Goeden (woad,' and so on, ` well le

might interest. British listeners
to hear this, which they will

Tastes,' he is only saying Goodnight ' in a rather old-world but

generally do before the British
Epilogue comes on at the end

-to us-quite ordinary fashion."
" I suppose," I pressed, " that
all these religious societies result
in your Sunday programmes being
a bit dull ? "

mar *

ss--min

-gm

ANOTHER SATISFIED OWNER
CANNOT 'SPEAK TOO a16ELLY OF IT."
PoPuLut N1- litElks,

programme.

" Not a bit of it," he countered. " The
programmes. are not of a very religious
nature. The only result of the squeezing
in of the various Church and Workers'
associations to the programmes of one
station is that there are some extraordinary

ONE OF THE HILVERSUM

*

SUCCESSES

f

Then, as a rule, the Liberal Protestant
people have their session. They sponsor
a service from Amsterdam and an organ
recital is generally given in this part of the

A TALK WITH A
COnti)( a(CI from jiecious

*

oo -0.

oo- 4o-ob. olo-O.

-4-4O

I

the lead from the differential condenser's

HOW THE SIMPLE SWITCHIN G IS FITTED

who doesn't understand Dutch properly,"

*

14

of the Sunday prottratinne,

This studio at Hilversum has been the source of many tine musical programmes
en!oyed by listeners in this country.

ED. NOTE : The next article is
this interesting series will be "A

Talk with a Czech Listener."
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TEACHING TELEVISION

TECHNIQUE

By J. F. CORRIGAN.
The Radio Colleges of Italy are world-famous for their thorough training, and now they have turned their attention to Television.
Here is an article describing their methods and the different types of apparatus used.
TTALY is a land of radio colleges and
/ t,echnical 'schools. ,There is a radio
faculty in nearly every town of any
size and importance;
Marconi himself, you may perhaps

remember, in his youthful days attended
lectures at one of the technical -schools,
and probably it was during a lecture -

demonstration that his attention was turned

for the first time towards the subject of

Hertz's then recent experiments with
electro-magnetic waves.
How They Start.
Italian technical schools stress,the subject
of radio much more than similar institutions

in England do. In fact, in many Italian
towns you finel an entire technical college
devoted to nothing else but the teaching of
radio science in' all its branches. These
schools and colleges take in youths from the
age of sixteen upwards.
Some aspirants to a radio career are trained
to be radio operators in the various branches

the benefit of anyone who cares to undertake them.
It is, I believe, the first radio faculty in

the world to place the infant science of

television on its curriculum, despite the fact
that in America there are no fewer than, five
stations broadcasting television pictures
daily.

But the authorities of this Milan radio

college are not only ,coneepned with television in its ordinary form. They have for
some time been condUcting _ experiments

upon the radio transmission of cinema films,

a task which is also being undertaken by
the Baird Company, the American Telegraph and Telephone Company, and the

films by means of radio- vision is as follows.

A film passes through the usual cinema
projector in the normal manner. The- light
from -the luminant of the projector, after
passing through the film and then through
the projection lens, is made to impinge upon
an auxiliary lens which projects a miniature

replica of the picture upon the televisor
proper. Details of this televising device are,
at the present time, being held more or less
secret,
Cinema Relays.

Bell Telephone Laboratories of New York.
There is likely to be a good future in this
new application -of radio science. Essen-

The receiver operates in virtue of photoelectric cells and mechanisins, and it virtually recombines each separate picture of the
cinema filin as it comes through from the
distant transmitter.
Eaeh recombined

LEARNING ALL ABOUT IT

with, it is said, a very high degree of effi- '
ciency as regards detail.
The radio;cinema, controlled from a

tially, so far as present-day practice has

Picture is then projected upon a screen,

distant master -projector, is, therefore, likely

of the Italian Navy.

Other individuals,
after having acquired their ra did knowledge
and technique, drift to other lands, notably
to America, and become radio or telephone
engineers in the big electrical concerns of

to materialise in actual practice within a

few years, for the problems concerned in the

transmitting of radio pictures from a flat

surface, such as a cinema film, are less for-

inidable than those involved in the, tele-

that country, whilst a smaller number of
graduated students of these Italian radio
colleges settle down to a life of technical

vising of a scene " from life."
To come back, however, to television in

the normally accepted sense of the term.

teaching, experimenting and consulting.

The Scoule Radiotecniche Italiane at Milan
,equipped with all the well-known television apparatus, particularly the Baird and
the Jenkins receivers.

There is, you see, nothing quite like an
Italian radio college in this country. The
Scoule Radiotecniche ltaliane, of Milan, is
one of the largest and the oldest of these
Italian radio colleges. For years it has imparted sound radio instruction to a: variety
of students, both young and old.

, is

They Make Their Own.
.

It has, one understands, devised many

'television modifidations of its Own, particu-

Many eminent Italian radio and telephone
engineers have passed through its courses of

larly in the direction of enabling several

:individuals to view the televised picture at
-the one time. Smile form of optical projection is, of course, implied in this statement.
If you take up a television course at this

study and have entered upon successful
careers as a result of their training at this
school.

Milan institute you must, of course. be
'equipped beforehand with -a reasonable

The. First Courses.

The Milan Scoule Radiotecniche Italians
has now tackled television. It approached,
the task very tentatively at first on account
of the very uncertain basis upon which the
new science of electrical and radio vision
was placed. Now, however, after more than
a year's work on the subject, the Sdoide haS
instituted definite courses in' television for

evolved, the feat of transmitting cinema

knowledge of the fundamentals of wireless

'science, both in theory and in practice.

Then you begin your _television studies kg

going thoroughly into the properties of
photo -electric cells, Indeed, you even go co
Students at work in the Television Laboratory
of one of Italy's training colleges.

far as to make a photo -electric cell for
yourself before the school initiates- you
into modern television practice.
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FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S_ NOTE BOOK.

a long, illustrated article will shortly appear

in " P.W." describing how the Moderator

idea can be applied to various kinds of

receivers other than " Cosmics," and it will
be shown how it is often possible to improve
both seleCtivity and power by this means to
very attractive extents.
A Moderator outfit costs only at the most
5s., and there are numerous uses for it, as
will be explained.

Fhe Moderator Coil retails complete at
2s 6d., and you can see exactly what it is

set into a short -waver. You
remove the set's detector valve

al111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111112:

and use, this in the unit and

then insert a < plug, which is
connected to the unit, in the
set's detector valVe holder.

The tuning controls on the
receiver are ignored and the

SHORT WAVES FOR ALL.

THE success of the short-wave adaptor
idea, due to Mr. G. T. Kelsey of the

" PM." Technical Staff,

is

most

gratifying, and every year sees it reaching
new heights of popularity.
And one of the best features of the whole
thing is that, so far, commercial adaptors
have been uniformly good, and the " junk "
merchant seems to have ignored this oppor-

THE "AERODYNE"

PLEASE NOTE.

Manufacturers and traders are invited

to submit radio apparatus of any kind
for review purposes. All examinations
and tests are carried out in the " P.W."

station searching is carried out
entirely on the adaptor, for,the
set acts merely as an L.F. amplifier.

= Technical Department with the strictest

scheme, and just as good results are obtainable as when a special short-wave receiver
is used.

picked from stock, and that we cannot,
in any circumstances, undertake to
return them, as it is our practice

It is, of course, a completely practical

We obtained first-rate results with the
" Aerodyne," and can thoroughly recom-

mend it to our readers. We feel we can

claim to know a good short-wave adaptor
almost at sight, and had we not thoroughly
tested the " Aerodyne " we
would still have had little
ADAPTOR
hesitation in giving it a most
favourable report.
AN INTERESTING
INSTRUMENT.

There is now available a

leaflet describing the Climax
22 guineas all -electric radio gramophone - an instrument
having many point's of interest.
LOEWE RESISTANCES.

I have recently received a

brochure in which the Loewe
High:Vacuum Resistances are
detailed. The case for these
inexpensive British -made components is excellently presented.
INEXPENSIVE H.T.

of impartiality, under the personal super- vision of the Technical Editor.

11-

=

We should like to point out that we
prefer to receive production samples

thoroughly to dissect much of the gear
in the course of our investigations !

And readers 'should note that the
subsequent reports appearing on this
page are intended as guides to buyers
and are, therefore, framed up in a readily

readable manner, free from technicalities
unnecessary for that immediate purpose.

by examining the photo of the Ready Radio
version on this page.

It is a neat, compact coil unit having

scientifically arranged tapping points. And

this Ready Radio model is exceptionally
well made.

The former comprises a fine bakelite
moulding-one of the most advanced small
mouldings I have ever seen-and the finish
is first class in every way.
The little flex lead is soundly anchored
and the plug fits smoothly and efficiently
into the sockets. And the mounting foot is
rigidly bolted into position.
There is no need for me to predict big sales
for it ; it is achieving these already, Ibelieve.

THE READIRAD MODERATOR COIL

H.T. at a fraction over a
penny per volt ! That is what
The Short -Wave Adaptor made by Messrs. Hustler, Simpson and Webb.

tunity of plying his.gnoble and inexpert hand.

The latest commercial model is due to
Messrs. Hustler, Simpson & Webb, who

have not only maintained the general

standard, but actually risen above it with
a unit that is first class in every way.
They. call it the " Aerodyne," and it is
sold, built up and ready for use, at the most
reasonable price of 35s., including a handsome oak cabinet and two coil units covering
15-50 and 50-100 metres respectively.

It is a most attractive instrument both
in appearance and operation.
There is an excellent slow-motion move-

ment for tuning, and there is also slow-

motion reaction-an invaluable aid to easy
short-wave work.

For the benefit of new readers-and we
seem to have many thousands such these

days-it should be mentioned that the
object of an adaptor of the nature of the
" Aerodyne " is to transform an ordinary

radio enthusiasts are offered

by Pertrix with their new

Junior H.T. batteries. And being Pertrix it
is a safe bet that it will be good H.T.
A RECiathR FOR INSTRUMENTS.
The Westinghouse people have recently
published a brochure describing The Westinghouse Metal Rectifier For Electrical
Measuring Instruments. It is an intensely
interesting and informative booklet.
A USEFUL DEVICE.

One of the essential features of the

" Cosmic " is the novel moderator system,
whereby greater aerial, circuit flexibility is
achieved than would otherwise be possible.
That constructors were quick to realise

the advantages of the idea is made clear
not only by the great success achieved by
the " Cosmic" set itself, but by the fact
that there has been a large independent

demand for Moderator coils:
In this connection it should be noted that

This is a particularly attractive little component,
and is well -made and highly finished,
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)QUERY

CAPT.
ECKERSLEYS

CORNER

Under the above title, week by week, our
Chief Radio Consultant comments upon
radio queries submitted by "P.W."
readers.
Note.-(1) If you have not got a detector feed meter loudness of signal is some guide,

inserted in series with the grid of an L.F.
valve to stop' H.F. ? "

(2) Ca must be small. If it is not, CT1 must

Because, of course, high -frequency currents

using a -Metal Baseboard.

G. B. (Worthing).--" In the case of a set
fi

Don't address your letters direct to Capt.
Eckersley ; a selection of those received
by thewsuery Department in the ordinary
y will be answered by him.

requiring a metal chassis or a metal -covered

baseboard, is it in order to take the metal

but a poor one.

covering the whole length of the baseboard,
.even if the set is an all -mains one, and this

be made as small as possible, and you
should add a little condenser in parallel

eliminator portion ? Or should only the set
portion employ a metal baseboard ? "

(3) This all applies to ordinary circuits,
as I have shown. With band-pass circuitswell ! apply to the makers. I cannot understand how to trim in that case

baseboard is common to both set and

It'll be perfectly all right to take the

metal right along and make one common
metal earth throughout the set. What do
you fear ? Induction from the mains
transformer ? The metal won't make any
difference to that.

*

*

Adjusting Trimmers.

T. J. (Exeter).-" I have just made an

H.F., det. and L.F. set with the condensers
tuning the aerial and H.F. circuits ganged.

I have: some difficulty in adjusting the

trimmers on the two sections of the ganged
condenser.

TO HELP IN TRIMMING

with C2 and CT2.

*

Potential Divider and Potentiometer.

W. G. (Blackburn).-" I have noticed

that, in a mains unit, a device consisting of a
resistance across the source of voltage

provided with tappings or a sliding arm is
generally called a potential divider.'
" In a receiver a similar device, apparently fulfilling the same purpose, is usually
called a potentiometer.'
" Is there any difference which has
escaped my notice, between a potential
divider' and a potentiometer' ? "
A potential divider, as its name implies.

But it does work-and very well, too

will pass through a resistance just like any
other currents. In fact, if you have a pure
resistance, then Ohm's Law applies, and the

ratio of voltage to current is a constant

which we call the high -frequency resistance
of the resistance.

Thus in my tuner a voltage appears
between A and E when he signal is tuned
in. The second tuned circuit 11-C1 has a
large impedance looked at from C to E. This
impedance is hundreds of thousands of
ordinary ohms when the circuit is in tune.
It is only tens of thousands of ohms, out
of tune.

FOR SELECTIVE TUNING
12542

divides a potential and a potentiometer
measures a potential.
The real potentiometer is often made up

in the form of a long, straight wire with a
sliding contact. This wire becomes a ratio

arm of a bridge and you balance out a
current and then, knowing the length of
wires on either side of the contact you may
measure a potential.

People are sloppy and have called any

resistance with a sliding contact a " potenThis sketch shows the controls and illustrates the

methods of adjusting trimmers for best results.

Are there any simple rules of thumb'
to follow when adjusting these trimmers ? "
The skeleton schematic diagram which I
have drawn may help you to understand the
following instructions :
First understand that Ca must be reasonably small. Ca with the aerial is in parallel
with Cl and OA. So make C'r as small as
possible.

Now tune in a station roughly. If you

have a detector feed meter this should, if you

are using leaky grid detection, go down.

tiometer" when in fact usually potential
divider is the accurate term.
make the mistake myself.

I frequently

But it's a nice sort of word potentio-

meter, and potential divider is all clumsy in
comparison. If you're a purist don't use it.
*

*

*

Coupling Tuned Moults by a Resistance.

A. J. W. (Manchester).-" I notice that

Captain Eckersley uses resistance coupling
for his tuner. I am puzzled as to why it

should work, because I have been led to
believe that a resistance stops high frequency currents.
Surely this is so, otherwise why do
designers recommend a resistance to be

Make it go well down, even though quality
is foul.
Now adjust CT2 until the detector feed ziiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiininninfiliiiitnifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiimi

goes still farther down. When you have
got a minimum reading by adjusting Org
the two circuits are properly in tune.
But over a range of wavelengths C1 and
C2 may not keep exactly in step. But now
Ca will act as a trimmer and should always
be moved a little bit to bring the detector
feed to a minimum.
'

--z---

ONLY IN "P.W."

can you read Capt. Eckereley's
replies to listeners' own problems.
=
=
AND REMEMBERCaptain Eckersley's technical articles

17,

appear only in

=

"POPULAR WIRELESS"
and ." MODERN WIRELESS "

77511111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111117:

The circuit arrangement referred to by Captain
Eckersley in reply to A. J. W. (Manchester).

So when a signal is tuned in, only a little

voltage is dropped along R, the coupling
resistance. But when the signal is not in

tune with the second circuit, then, this

circuit presents a much lower impedance.
Then practically all the voltage is
dropped in R, none goes into the valves,
and the system is therefore selective. Moreover, of course, the aerial circuit is itself
selective, and so you get a double effect.
*

- *

Metallbed Valves.

R. A. (March).-" With the modern types

of metallised valves is there a standard
method of connecting this covering to
earth ? I understand that this covering
is always taken to the filament pin which
is to be joined to L.T.
" Would any advantage be gained by
taking a lead direct to earth by placing a
metal band round the valve?

No, not if it's already done efficiently. I
imagine the earthing as done by the makers
is quite efficient enough.

PopularW ireles M arch 26th, 1932.
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certs do not, however, make anything like a
satisfactory substitute for the old orchestra.

NOTES FROM THE NORTH

Looking back on a year's broadcasting

A variety of topics of interest to North of England and Scottish readers,

was.

diScussed by Our Northern Correspondent.

,.

without that orcheitra, one realises with 'a
shock what a bad blunder its disbandment
In outside broadcasting the North Region
has maintained its fine reputation, and now

Scotland is branching out in a 'similar
direction. Variety turns are to be relayed
ALERT listeners in the North have
already heard transmissions from
Falkirk --engineers'. tests. " Public "
test -transmissions from the new Scottish
Regional 50 -kilowatt transmitter will start
before the end of April, according to the.
B.B.C: estimate -at the moment of writing.
The new station is awaited with great
interest, for the existing system of broad-

casting. in Scotland is years behind the
times. In a few short months Scotland
will' be brought into line with the London,
Midland, and Northern Regions.

Is It a Failure?
The -Scottish Regional transmission. on
376 metres should be a good signal at the
Northern end of the North of England (in
Cumberland and Northumberland), as well
as in Scotland, but I fear that the Scottish
National 'transmitter will have a 'poOr
range, through working on 288 metres:.
Indeed, the opening of the Scottish

transmitters will be a severe test of the
merits of the Regional Scheme.. It is

suggested sometimes that the scheme is a
failure (and a costly one). So far as the
North is concerned, the Regional Schenie
unquestionably fails in these respects
(1) Thee North Regional station gives
no service to the densely, populated Tyneside area, to Northumberland and Cumber-

Interchange of programmes is becoming
freer. When (as now) the North Regional
programme includes contributions from
the London, West, and Midland Regions,

the standard of the programme may be
higher, but there is no- denying that it is
sapped of some of its Northern character.
An Altered Outlook.

And not long ago the B.B.C. used to talk
such a lot about this programme reflecting
the temperament, life, culture, etc., of the
North.

regularly from the old Theatre Royal,
Edinburgh.

An important policy decision regarding
radio drama has been taken in the North
Region.

Hitherto, the B.B.C. has

Their -First Appearance.

The Newcastle Radio Players made
their debut in "The Battle of Ilexham "

The talent of the North has certainly
been well exploited in North. Regional

(not too good a play) on .February, 22nd,
and the Yorkshire Radio Players, at, Leeds,
will make their first appearance. on April

the winter has been notable for a really

novel, " Windyridge."
It argues well for the Yorkshire. Radio
Players that they will include 7. R. Gregson,
the actor and author, whose ,performance

transmissions. -Even vaudeville, the weakest side of Northern activities, has shown
distinct signs of life recently. Musically,
fine series of outside symphony and choral
concerts, as follows :
Orchestral,: Ten Halle, eight Liverpool

13th in a dramatised episode from the

in the play " Sar' Alice," prodnced at
Leeds on February 29th, was one. of

SUN SPOTS AND- RADIO RECEPTION

have - ever heard,
whether from London
or from proVincia I
studios.
Leeds has also
scored a great success

with the -Yorkshire
Mummers Conaert
Party. So far they
have c o
1 et -e 1 y
eclipsed their rivals,

The Scottish Regional station will

give no service to the Aberdeen district, and
to North Scotland.
Whether the problem - of these
" neglected " areas will eventually be solved

the Lancashire Mummers, at Manchester.

The newspaper

story that the Shef-

by ultra -short-wave transmitters remains

field _transmitter is
to be reopened is, of
course, rubbish. All
the B.B.C. intends to

to be seen.
So much for the engineering side. There

are critics who shake their heads over the
programme outlook as well. The question
of the moment is : Will Scotland make
good ? Mr. Cleghorn, Thomson (Scottish

Regional Director) and his staff at the

the finest pieces bf
character acting I

-

land.
(2)

co-

operated in towns such as Newcastle -on Tyne and Leeds with 16cal repertory
companies. It is now decided to establish
permanent companies of radio players.

do is to maintain a

An American scientist checking a graph which records the relationship

studio in Sheffield for
occasional broadcasts

of local talent and
between the intensity of radio signals and the activity of solar storms. It
Edinburgh, Glasgow and Aberdeen studios'
is claimed that proof is provided that the stronger the storms the weaker
talks.
are facing a crucial period.
are radio signals.
Leeds will rejnain..
They will provide the backbone of the
the main B.B.c.
Scottish Regional programme. Can they Philharmonic, four Leeds Symphony, and
centre in Yorkshire. Poor progress is
silence the Critics who declare that Scotland one from Huddersfield. Town Hall.
being made with the alterations at the new
lacks the native talent to support a
Choral : Two each by Leeds Choral B.B.C. building in Leeds.
Regional programme of serious proportions?
Interchange of Programmes.

Of, course, the Scottish Regional programme will include a good deal of material

relayed from other Regions. How far we
have passed from Captain Eckersley's idea
when, as Chief Engineer, he planned these
dual -programme stations and dreamed of
one transmitter relaying the National

programme and the other providing a
contrast programme produced (at any rate
to a very large extent) locally !

What heat was at one time generated

over the question of how much home -rule
Savoy Hill would permit in each provincial
Region !

Nowadays the talk

operation betwixt the Regions.

is

of co-

Union and Leeds Philharmonic Society,
one each by the North Staffordshire
District Choral

Society (from Stoke).
Huddersfield Choral Union, Sheffield Musical
Union, Holme Valley Male Voice Choir, and
Huddersfield Glee and Madrigal Society.

This makes a total of 32 first-class con-

certs, compared with 18 such concerts
broadcast (from the old Manchester and
Leeds transmitters) during' the 1930-31
season. Readers of POPULAR WIRELESS

will remember that when, a year ago, the
Northern Wireless Orchestra was disbanded,

one of the 11.B.C.'s excuses was that it
would be possible in future to relay a larger
number of outside concerts. The B.B.C.
has certainly kept its word.

Thirty-two symphony and choral con-

It was hoped to move into the new

premises by March-but there is still no

sign of a move.
No Small Job.

The move is no small_job, for, in addition

to studios and offices, the Leeds centre
includes the landline terminus, through
which pass the lines from London to
Manchester, to Newcastle, and to Scotland.
Complicated switc gear, amplifiers, etc.,
have to be transferred to the new -premises.

There will be no appointment of a
programme official for the Sheffield studio.

The B.B.C. representative at Leeds is
Mr. G. P. Fox, and officials from Manchester
frequently visit Yorkshire.
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MARCONI 2 -VOLT OUTPUT VALVES
ARE STRICTLY ECONOMICAL

220

20

PT.2 is a high efficiency pentode (upper inset) with the
phenomenally small H.T. consumption of only 5-6 M.A.
at 120-150 Volts, a figure far below that of any similar
valve yet available. The output is adequate for good
reproduction with a moving coil speaker I7/6

200

18

16

LP.2 is a high magnification power valve-amplification
factor 151-with a performance actually comparable to
that of a pentode, exceptionally economical in use and
well matched to the average cone speaker. Note the
long straight curve and robust modern construction
(lower inset)
- 8/9
-
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MARCONI VALVES FOR A
"SINGLE DIAL SUPER "
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I -DG2-20/-

I -HL2-7/- 2 -522 -16/6 I -P2
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The Best,
Cheapest, &
most Reliable
source of power
for your set

O

Adjustable tappings giving three voltage

The EKCO Unit will give you constant power permanently

Patented plugs and sockets for quick and

for a penny a month.
Fit an EKCO Unit in place of your present battery and

ranges with perfect, noiseless contact.
easy connection of wires.

your battery troubles are ended for ever. Your set will
always be at its best because it will always have a
constant power supply at full voltage.
No alterations to your set, valves or wiring. Just
connect the EKCO Unit in place of your battery, plug in
to the electric supply and switch on-that's all. There

Westinghouse Metal Rectification.

Condensers tested to 500 volts.

All 'metal parts cadmium plated to prevent
rust.

0

are EKCO Units which supply H.T., as well as Units
which supply H.T. and keep your L.T. Accumulator
constantly charged.

Prices from 39/6 or by Easy Payments from 3y8 per month.
Post coupon now for full details, or consult your dealer.

Choke and transformer coils wound on
moulded bakelite bobbins.

Housed i n
solid drawn
steel case,
oxidised
copper finish.

C o nnecting

plugs recessed _below
surface of case.
Size, 9 X 5 X 3. (K.25

and 25 cycle models
9iX5n X3D.

To E. K. Cole, Ltd., Dept. A.6,
Ekco Works, Southend-on-Sea.
Please send me particulars of EKCO Power Units.
Name
Acldress

a

1!"ebarn
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RE GAR DING,

No regular reader of " P.W." would, I
By A. R. ALMOND.

EINSTEIN has it that all things are
relative. He is a brave man who
dares to argue ,with Einstein, so I

have little fear in boldly Stating that technical radio knowledge is no exception to
the rule. That being the case, a little of
it must be a dangerous thing !
There are multitudes of regular listeners
who still talk about the number of " lamps "
in their sets and whose technical knowledge,
ends when they have " twiddled the knobs. '
Bless them ! The set manufacturers adore

them and since they usually admit they

are quite harmless.
The real dangerous class are those who,
having built a straight one- or two-valver,
and found (usually to their intense amazement) that it actually works; immediately
dub themselves experts, and since experts
are supposed to be capable of original
thought, pass straight on to a self -designed
know nothing,

" Super -Super."

Now I am no rabid belieVer in red tape,
-Ulf it is always a mystery to me that anyone who has not followed wireless theory
and development for some considerable
time should even contemplate building an
original receiver when there are so many
really excellent and proved circuits in existence.
The circuits publighed

by -

A radio expert, who evidently
spends much of his spare time

servicing " his friends' wireless
sets, describes some of his experiences, and shows how easily many
of the troubles encountered could
have been avoided had the enthusiasm of his friends been tempered
with a little knowledge.

preparing for the worst, I 'packed up such

kit as might prove useful and went.

I found him at the point of condemning

every radio manufacturer and technical
paper in existence. In his hand he held a
4 lb. hammer and he was casting furtive,
but meaning glances from that to his
masterpiece which ferociously howled back
at him.
" Weird and -Wonderful."

The set itself I have no hesitation (and

the owner's full permission) in dubbing the
World's Worst. Yet it had been conceived
as a quality receiver. No expense had been

spared in its construction, and the workmanship-from the point of view of wiring
and manufacture-was irreproachable.

am sure,,be guilty of the majority of mistakes
contained in this Machiavellian Masterpiece,

is sufficient excuse for me to describe them.
It had this weird and wonderful sequence
of stages. Leaky grid detector transformer
coupled to a small power valve, again
tra,nsformer coupled to a small power valve,

again transformer coupled to a pentode
and this again transformer coupled to a
super -power valve !

It was intended primarily as a local
station quality receiver and to this end a
full (and really excellent) 100 foot aerial
was used ; and this despite the fact that it
was under 10 miles from a " Regional "
Station.

Yes, you may smile, you experienced
amateurs, but put yourselves in the place
of a " green -horn." Each stage he had
culled from various standard designs. The

detector, from a portable ; the first L.F.
from another portable ; the pentode from a
3 -valve S.G. and so on. Each admirable
in themselves, but together
My
ears are still ringing from the £50 worth of
sheer din that cabinet contained.
Obviously, the main trouble was overloading, and it is illuminating to

MERELY AN EXPERIMENT !

" P.W." for example, are such as

been designed and tested by real
experts and are guaranteed to give
satisfaction. To ignore theSe and

try to break fresh ground is coin-'
parable to a motorist who, having

What a Load T.

These 2 volts should have been
transformed to 20 volts after the
first transformer so that the first

" Nothing But Howls."
But enouglnof generalities, facts

speak' louder than words and I

L.F. valve should have been
capable of handling 40 volts gridswing. The valve used asked for
a grid -bias of 6 V., giving a grid swing of 12 volts. Hence, another
28 volts overload ! And so on to

really set out to describe one particular instance which I recently
came across and which prompted
the foregoing thoughts.
A friend rang me up asking if I
could spare a few moments to pop

over and look at his latest set
seemed

IOndspeaker.

would deliver
howls from the

I knew that this

was only his second set and so,

calculate approximately what was
the amount.

overload of 1 volt.

learned to drive in two lessons
starts to build his own car !

nothing but

I

The detector, valve itself was
the first culpiit, from actual measurements it was found that this
was capable of handling about
1
volt on the grid without
distortion. In practice, it was
actually receiving 2 volts, an

to fit the tastes and purse_ of
every constructor. They have

which

but since they were undoubtably

contained in one so-cal'ed Wireless Set, it

'30;u`vN
This is NOT the way a constructor should hash up one of our circuits

However, this photo is of historic interest, for it shows one of the
earliest experimental models of that very successful " P.W.', set " S.Q.
Star. Note the " home-made " coil saws

the last stage.
Even so, that is not the whole
story. The three L.F, transformers were neatly parked about

half an inch apart in a dead
(Continued on next page.)
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endeavour to reap the benefits of the
advantages of each.

REGARDING OVER-

If one is prepared to look upon the

LOADING
i(Contin7tPc1 front pi evious page.)
*-0-4-.0-44-4-0-0-4-4.--0-4----0-40-404-40-' *

straight line and on the same axis at the
rear of the detector and first L.F.
valves, so

giving

an ideal

feed -back

hook-up merely as an experiment, all well
and good, if not-then Please don't do
it "-as P.P.E. was wont to remark.
But misapplication is not the prerogative
of circuits. Take, for example, this case
concerning our old friend Ohm's Law.
A two -valve set was equipped with a new,

system from output to the detector, and
an instability - which 'would have com-

home -constructed D.C. high-tension unit

in a whirlwind.

overloading.

pared favourably with that of a straw
'

Various methods had been tried to bring
the set " down to earth," and in particular

there were a whole string of chokes and
resistances in the anode feeds of both the
detector and 1st L.F. valves. Indeed, so
lavishly had this been done that the actual
voltage reaching the plates of these valves

- -

was reduced to a mere 15 and 30 volts

respectively.
There were many other faults, but I fancy
I have said enough to show the hopelessness

of the whole combination, though I might

add that the set is now giving excellent
results-as a straight 2-valver, detector pentode, whilst the majority of the expensive components rest comfortably but useless

in the junk box-an expensive price to pay
for experience !
A Matter of Misapplication.

,

Perhaps this particular case may sound

absurd or extravagant to some of _ my
readers.

If so, I would remind them that

it was an actual case and that the same
type of mistake is the easiest to make. It
is simply the mistake of coupling together
totally unsuitable component -circuits in an

CONCERTS IN THE

with the unexpected result that quality

across this total resistance that the 210
volts are dropped and, since the voltage
drop across the individual resistances is
the actual plate voltage

proportional,

becomes
210 X 6000
16,000

79 volts (approx.)

No self-respecting super -power valVe will

give of its best under these conditions,
especially if the grid bias is kept at the
value required for a plate voltage of 150.

deteriorated -considerably 'due to violent

"MARCONIPHONE MAGIC"

Neglected Valve Resistance.

.

A m.a. test on the putpnt valve showed
this overloading, but also brought to light
a more serious fault ; it was only passing a
mere pittance of 5 m.a. instead of the rated
ration of 22. The substitution of a spare
valve brought no relief, thus directing
attention to the mains unit itself.
The supply was 210 D.C. and the dropping

resistance in series with the output valve

was 10,000 ohms. -The owner -constructor
had calculated the "value of this resistance
from Ohm's Law and was obviously most
apprehensive when- I substituted a 5,000 ohm resistance in its place.
This latter had;= however, the effect of
immediately improving the results beyond
measure. I explained that the -10,000 -ohm
resistance was dropping too much voltage.
I was assured that he had calculated the

value of that resistance with the utmost

care; only to find that the theoretical value
was more than 100 per cent wrong, since
the anode current even now was only 16
m.a.

The only human member of the cast

' Now this was the manner of his calculation.
Ohm's Law
states that :
KITCHEN
C (amp) = F (volts)
R (ohms)
The current required
is 22 m.a. ; voltage is
210. Hence :

R-

210.x 1,000
22

= 9,500 ohms
or 10,000 ohms as the
nearest stock size.

At first sight this
appears to be sound,
but he had forgotten
one very important
point, namely, that
the valve itself is in
series with the resist-

keepers.

The correct method of calculating dropping resistances is, of course, to apply Ohm's
Law to the voltage drop required and not to
the total voltage. Thus:
drop required
R - VoltageCurrent
The above case works out as follows:
Voltage drop required = (Mains Voltage -

Plate Voltage =

Then R =

tial on the plate of the
valve is-zero !
The actual working
resistance (not im-

pedance) of this particular type of valve,
under the conditions
stated, is about 6000
ohms, and obviously
such a Value cannot
be ignored.

In fact, the total
resistance. of the oriMiss Frances Pierce, of Chicago, and the radio set she has built into a kitchen cabinet,

ginal circuit was about
16,000 ohms, and it is

60
-x
1000
2

210

= GO Volts.

2700 ; say 2 500.

*

ance, and his argument
assumes that
the

whole of the drop of
210 volts takes place
across the resistance,
which in its turn implies that the poten-

of

" Marconiphone Magic," presented at Colchester (the remainder being Marconiphone
outfits) and the diminutive ushers and door-

+

DETECTION, METERS
AND MI LLIAMPS

I

A trio of interesting and useful tips.
0'0-40-0- -0-0- -0-0-0 -0-0- -4- *

Although anode bend rectification was long

claimed to be of superior quality to the grid
leak, this latter, in the guise of power -grid
detection, now definitely holds the field.
*

Although the volts scale of a voltmeter may
be translated to read milliamps, the instrument
usually his a zunch higher internal resistance
than a proper milliammeter.
*

Among the advantages of regular

milli -

ammeter checks of plate current are the facts
that such a test will show up a fault in the lowtension supply, in the H,T. suppply, .in' -the grid
bias to the valves, and in valve emission.
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"Oh, it ought to last
longer than that!
Why don't you get a

THE Ex0e
Made

entirely

in

England

employing

DRY BATTERY
British

labour

and

British

capital.

Obtainable everywhere from all good dealers in sizes and types to
suit every wireless set. Also for torches, cycle lamps and bells,
For
wireless Low Tension use Exide ' C' or ' D' Type Batteries.

Mr. A. M., of Perth, writes :-

" I have had one of your Dryden Red
Triangle 120 volt batteries in use for five
months at an average of six hours a day

and I am still getting thirty stations on
Loud Speaker. It is amazing the resisting
power your batteries seem to have."

Exide Batteries, Exide Works,Clifton Junction, nr. Manchester. Branches at London, Manchester, Birmingham, Bristol, Glasgow, Dublin & Belfast

VX67,.
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IT is inevitable that modern receiver design

should lead to simplified control, par-

ticularly in the case of tuning Con-

densers, where more often than not they
are operated by non -technical members of
the household. Indeed, it would not be

incorrect to say that no up-to-date set,

whether home constructed or commercial,
can hope to be fully appreciated by nontechnical users unless it includes only one
main tuning dial, apart from such items as
on -off switch and reaction condenser.
" Gadgets" are all very well for the Man
'who likes them, but it is suggested there

not difficult to manipulate, and include such

devices as minimum trimmers on ganged
condensers, pre-set condensers for tuned

filters or auxiliary tuned circuits, and sometimes small variable inductances for " balancing " tuning coils.
In our SinglesDial Super the ganging of

Tim Is "

7xd` I 4 W

the tuning condensers has been accom-

plishei in the manner described last week.
Simplified Oscillator Circuit.
°

Further experiments have been made,

resulting in simplifications to the oscillator

circuit and leading to practically perfect
ganging (and con-

sequently greater

STRAIGHTFORWARD POINT-TO-POINT WIRING

sensitivity) over the

A HIGHLY EFFICIENT SUPER -HET.
WITH ALMOST UN-

LIMITED RANG E,
AND WHICH IS AS
EASY TO TUNE AS
A SING-LE-VALVER.
HERE ARE
1 Panel, 7 in. x 7 in.
Wearite,
Ready Radio).

Becol,

?111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111v:

NOTE THESE POINTS
Pitch control for correction of high
notes from speaker and to elimMate heterodyne whistles on
certain stations.
_ Combined on -off switch and volume If
control.
_Ez

= Ganged waveband switching as =

-

subsidiary control.

Only three

controls on on panel.

Cabinet with fret surround

1

panel to take baseboard
x 12 in. (" Morco ").

1

7=- Single -dial operation.

1

are innumerable potential ' radio " fans "
who have so far studiously avoided radio
because it has tended to be more a science
than a " pleasure," due to the number of
controls to be mastered.

W.H., Graham Farish, lit
Wearite, Lotus, Lissen, lg*

Clix).
1 Five -pin valve holder (Lotus,*

1 Squareeak coil, Extemerti

Avoiding Sacrifices.

There is no reason, of course, why refine-

ments in the form of gadgets should not
be incorporated in a receiver behind the
panel and, if necessary, automatically controlled either electrically or by means of the
available controls on the paneL
A radio set which includes simplified control can hardly be classified as an advancement if certain features, such as quality of
reproduction or sensitivity, are sacrificed.
It therefore becomes obvious that if circuit
refinements are to be retained, certain
initial adjustments have to be made.
Fortunately, these extra adjustments
rarely exceed three or four in number, are

stations. Provision

There is no doubt

is also made for a
dial light, which

super -het. receiver represents the last word
in simplified control, because it is not only

will. A patented
combination on -off

capable of successful operation by an unskilled person, but its great sensitivity and
ease of operation can lend to surprisingly
The set has
large " logs " of stations.
been tested in many localities, both near
to and well away from a powerful local,

and in all cases performed most excellently.

On medium waves there seems to be a
station at every degree of the dial.
Among the many refinements incorporated in the design, the following are probably

the most outstanding. First of all, there is
the single -dial tuning by means of a triple gang condenser unit and a drum dial geared
2 to 1.
Easy Station Identification.

can be fitted at
switch and wire wound

potentio-

meter is the next

panel control, and
operates in a very
simple manner.
To switch on the
set by completing
the filament circuit
the knob is pulled
out, while volume

controlled by
rotating the same
is

knob.

Lastly, we

have a tone

or

pitch control,

The scale 0 to 180 degrees is spread com-

which is simply a
miniature variable
condenser w hi oh

drum, and results in easier identification of

controls the higher

pletely around the circumference of the

'

long (see text).
7 Four -pin valve holders (Teti

1

that this " P.W."

(DS

drip

above (Utility, Polar Tub).
1 1 -in, collar with steel grub
drilled in., and 1 length
diameter brass spindle Ii

31- 11111111111111111111111111111111111111l1H11111111111111111111111111111111117-

medium wave -band.

condenser

Ferranti:Telsen, Lewooe, IF*
Sovereign, Forma, VarleY).

Power -grid detection.

lower part of the

Triple -gang

minimum trimmers,
Polar Tub.)
Slow-motion drum

1 L.F. transformer, ratio1:1,
1:31(R.I. Dux, Graham IP

No soldering and easy to build.
This photograpleshows the completed receiver with the valves and intermediate
transformers removed. Note the special oscillator coupler just to the right of
the single drum -type tuning dial. The triple -gang condenser is hidden inside
the screening box.

(Pulp
Pele4i

Super -het. H.F. choke (Is
Radio, or Lewcos Type 11,1
Dual Asiatic, Varlet', Wfik
Telsen binocular).

1 Oscillator coupler (Goltose).

4 1-mfd, fixed condensers (fig
Duhilier, T.C.C., lgranit,J
i,uSFovoertmeoir,
reisnste,

HON, Be

1 2-mfd. do.- (Telsen, etc.).

3 .001-mM°

fixed

so

(Dubilier Type 670, T.C.C,

Graham Farish, Lissen,
Radio, Pete -Scott,

rRaneato.dy

1 .04-mfd. non -inductive tio
Telsen),.

1 .25-mfd. ' non -inductive

1 .0003-mfd. compressiork
Sol*
(Formo,
Lewcos, Graham Farish,
well),
1 .0001-m f d. max, comPt*
(Sovereign,
dielectric

ec 1004

(Readyb?oroo

1 Neutralising -type condenser

file

-Scott).
1 rS-odpole ecnhdaendget-hoverghsweelinrighl:s

bracket fox mounting 02
board (Wearite 1.23).

1 (11,,e0w00co-os,hvmariSepya,gshoevtetireigre,,e11

Tunewell,
Magnum,
Graham Farish, Lissen, ePr,
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retical circuit would not be out of ilace,
particularly as there are a number of refinements included which have not been

IN.GL

referred to yet.

It will be observed that the receiver

makes use of five valves, the first being a
bi-grid combining the functions of first
detector and oscillator. The second and
third valves are of the screened -grid type
and act as intermediate frequency amplifying stages; while the fourth is a second
detector, operating with power -grid characteristics and generally handling a larger
signal grid -swing than an ordinary leaky
grid type.
Finally, there is an

L.F. stage, fed from a

*;*

denser effected a cure at the expense of ganging adjustments for the remainderof the scale.

Eventually it was dtcovered the effect

was brought about by -the aerial filter pro-.
clueing two distinct and sharp peaks at the
bottom end of the scale. Since there was'a

deep " trough " between them, and the
ganging of the oscillator condenser was
found to be maintained in its centre, the
result was a complete lack of signals (the

trough representing the centre of the bandpass effect, but:minimum signals).
Naturally, readjusting the oscillator trimmer allowed this circuit to function on one

A WELL -PLANNED LAYOUT

*:**

DESIGNED AND

DESCRIBED BY THE

" P.W." RESEARCH
DEPARTMENT.

++
ftdael...3.. 11

S YOU NEED.
le do. with mounting bracket,
2 /-in. connecting collars, and
ri. of 3/16th-in. rod (Wearite
).

collar, length of rod and

ter knob for above.

bined three -pointed switch and
0 -ohm potentiometer (Wearype G.28).
cket base (Colvern).
k 00 -ohm wire -wound resistance
foreign, or Graham Parish
ite).

0 do. (Sovereign, or Graham
ish Ohinite).

ilated terminals (Belling Lee,
ale, Wiz, Bulgin, Eelex).
meg. grid leak with terminals
Oder (Graham Parish Ohmite,
slier, Telsen, Lissen, Loewe,

In publishing details of this out- =
standing receiver, we are confident
that it is just the set for which many

readers have been waiting. It is
remarkably easy to construct, and
E when finished will bring in station
E-7.---

-small knob.

E.:

-

audible frequencies, and not only

type,

1 -watt

(Dubilier

we, Graham Parish Ohmite,

to and holder (Bulgin, Belling
if):ke. intermediate - frequency
d filters Two with Pigtails

*cos, Wearite).

TY _plugs (Clix, Igranic, Belling
I, Eiden).

compensates f or
the shrillness met
with in certain

balanced - a r m a-

tureloudapeakers,

but also enables

heterodyne
be

li,a), Lanoline, Quickwyre, SoldaIre, diftilins).

whistles to
eliminated.

OSPEAKERS.-0 elestion,

projects from the

li, flex, etc.

ACCESSORIES.

V., Amplion, R. & A.,
--H., Blue Spot, Undy, Graham
ish, W.B., Epoch, Ultra.

ES.-Double-grid valve (CosTungsram, Mallard).
I.G. valves (Mazda, Marconi,
lard, Six -Sixty, Osram, Eta,

n, Cossor).
or det. type (Marconi,

R.L.,

am, etc.).

' Output valve,

am, etc.).

triple
'er Ready,
ydez).
Hit

such as P2,

RIM-H.1%, 120 to

150

capacity (Pertrix,
Magnet,

Lissen,

B. to suit output valve (Ever
Lady, etc.).

UMULATOR.-2-volt

(Exide,

tiswan, Lissen, Pertrix, G.E.C.).

5 UNIT.-To, give 25 milli-

aps at 120 to 150 -Volts (Heayrd, Atlas, Formo, Tannoy,

.co, R.I.,
tegentone).
/11

Lotus,

Tunewell,

-..--,..-

:7111111111111111111111111111111111.1111111111111p111111111111111111111J111111it

00 -ohm non -inductive resists

7:-

after station by just turning one

ante, Ready Radio, Watmel,
Icy).

'

al111111111111111111111111141111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111E

A knob which

parallel feed system
and capable of being
modified, in view of
its simplicity, to

Here is the aerial end of the set, with the .band-pass coil in the foreground.
This time the ganged condenser is shown with the screening box cover removed,
so that readers may see for themselves how the three separate sections are

suit the construc-

tor's personal requirements and loudspeaker.
Owing to the rotors of the variable tuning

condenser being arranged on one common
spindle, it has proved necessary to connect
the Varley " Square -Peak " coil (Extenser

type) in a manner which allowed for the
grounding " of the rotors. In the same way

side of the cabinet

the condenser tuning the oscillator anode
coil had to be earthed, and the arrangement

in an unobtrusive

may be examined on the theoretical diagram.

controls, although

coupling and fixed capacity) a third one.

coupled up together.

or other of the peaks, but the " N.C." component tended to reduce the trough without
apparently widening the peak separation,
and brought results back to normaL
None of Those Whistles.

Another lesser but favourable effect of
the neutralising condenser (which acts as
capacity coupling to the aerial filter) is to

increase the sensitivity of the set at the

slightly
A point of considerable interest is the bottom end of the scale and very
manner for
it at the top end. As stations
actuating the function of the neutralising type of con- decrease
on lower wave lengths are usually
ganged wave - denser across the band-pass aerial coils, as working
change switches, this tends to give a mixed -filter having of smaller power than those higher up the
the effect is not ruifavourable.
completes the besides the two usual factors (mutual scale,
A non -inductive resistance of 1,000 ohms

in actual fact
there

are

only

three, as the

An Interesting Feature.

tional hints and

During later experiments it was noticed
that when tuned between 30 and 0 degrees
on the medium wave -band the set went
" dead " as if the bi-grid valve had ceased
to oscillate or was choked." A milli
ammeter in the plate circuit dispelled the

tion of the theo-

adjusting the trimmer on the oscillator con-

latter is a very
occasional one.
Before proceeding
with the construc-

tips, an examina-

former idea, and it was noticed that re-

has been joined in series with the oscillator

grid of the bi-grid valve to reduce undesirable coupling effects between the two

grids and consequently between the tuning
coils. If this coupling occurs the effect is
equivalent to a heterodyne whistle on each
station received. The remainder of the

circuit is fairly straightforward and calls
for little comment.
(Continued on nexl page.)
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.negative side -of the potentiometer -to one

THE " P.W." SINGLE -DIAL
+
SUPER
.

(Continued from previous page.)

4

Volume controlling is achieved by reduc:
ing the screening -grid volts and the amplification of the S.G. valves. A loss of H.T. milli amps. is prevented by connecting the

-excellent high -note reproduction, while the

pole of the three-point on -off switch:.
Readers will note further that quite small
fixed capacities are used in the anode circuit

pitch control allows the cut-off frequency

to be varied at the discrimination of the
operator. With the exception of the osoilla:
for coil unit, which will probably be made

of the second detector to prevent H.F.
currents leaking into the L.F. stage. It
was possible to reduce the capacities to
.001 mfd; in each case, as the practical

by a few firms specialising in coils, the
construction of the set hardly calls for
comment.

layout prevented, any serious leakages or

A paper jig for the cutting of the aperture
for the drum dial is supplied by the makers,

feed -backs.

In consequence of this the _receiver gives

(Continue fl on page 64.)

WHEN WIRING -UP CAREFULLY FOLLOW THIS COMPREHENSIVE DIAGRAM
6Z/0

I"

II

t

ON -OFF Swirci-e
L.T. -

THREE_ 00 05 MAO GANGED

- TONE
CONTROL
00 075 MFO..

TUNING CONORS

30,000 OH

/5000

USED

O

31

.0003
MAO.

/000 OHM
SP.40%

SUPER NET
H. f: CHOKE

OSCILLATOR COUPLER

o
BAND -PAS
COIL

0001

7b,4HODE
0.-50.$4z

MP0.

SERIES,4ERML
COMDR.

.000
kfro.

/000 OHMS

gorrat4

Carter

H.77+

L.S.#

EARTH. AERIAZ,

H.7:-

H.7;#3

This diagram will tell yon everything you want to know about the connections.

It shows the wiring as it should appear after all the leads have been put on.
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STAR
otatue COSMIC
A wonderful ALL -WAVE Set
o

V

that you will be proud to own.
KIT "B" £5:12:3 Write for details of

KIT "A

0Complete Kit of Components together with

'panel (ready cut and drilled), baseboard,

fkfiffilinx for easy non -soldering wiring and
free blue print.

BY EASY PAYMENTS

4

FOR THE FAMOUS

S.T. 300

4

13:18:6

OR BY EASY PAYMENTS
713 down and 11 monthly payments of 7/3

lveistshaieest

15:10:9'

OR BY EASY PAYMENTS

down pavamnednt s101f 114301;.thlY*

0'

1013

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4

KIT C `.vnitcPcNtst 16:9:3
OR BY EASY PAYMENTS
dowpnayiannednts101

Payments.

monthly

121-

4
4
4

4
4

( TO INLAND CUSTOMERS.-Your goods are
dispatched Post free or carriage paid.
TO OVERSEAS OUSTOMERS.-Everything
b Radio can be supplied against cash. In case of
!

doubt regarding the value of your order, a deposit

of one-third of the approximate value will

OR BY EASY PAYMENTS
12;3 down and11 monthly payments of 12:3

Fit a DUOTUNE in- place of
your present condenser and
up to date.

READY RADIO KITS

KIT B

Cash or by Easy

bring your present set right

Nrwgr,ervqirv,Nirvv'NvNiTNrv,"

'

10;6 down and 11 monthly payments of 10:6

' Cosmic' Radiogram
Kits obtainable for

Complete Kit of Components as Kit " B "
together with beautiful Table Cabinet and
free blue print.

10!3 down and 9 monthly payments of 10/3

and cabinet

OR BYEASY PAYMENTS

KIT "C" £6:13:3

89'

KIT A

Complete Kit of Components as Kit " A "
together with specified Mullard valves and
free blue print.

be

accepted and the balance collected by our Agent
upon delivery of the goods. All goods are very
car:luny packed for export and insured, all
charges forward.

The Readirad DUOTUNE is essential for the " Cosmic " and for every
modern all -wave receiver. It is the
only condenser of its kind. Not only
does it provide automatic switching
from medium to long waves (on the
famous Extenser principle) but also
at the filet of a switch it is converted from a '0005-mfd. condenser to
a '00025-mfd. condenser.

READIRAD DUOTUNE 15'6
(Extenser Model.

Patent Pending)

READY RADIO
RADIOGRAM CABINET.
With this beautiful cabinet you can convert
your present se, to a Radiogram of the most
modern and artistic design. This cabinet is
of highly polished walnut with lift -up lid,
automatic support and a need e cup. Overall
size 3' 3" x 22" x 17". Suitable for any
receiver havinp a panel not exceeding 12" x 7"

and a baseboard 16" x 10".

PRICE R3 : 7 : 6

or deposit of 15!- and 6 monthly payments
of 10/ -

ii

Showrooms:

159, Borough High Street,
London Bridge, S.E.1.
'Phone : Hop 3000.

HEAD OFFICES :
EASTNOR HOUSE, BLACKHEATH, S.E.3.
'Phone : Lee Green 5678.

CASK°, C.C).D
ORDER FORM

'Grams : Readirad, Blackoil.

To : READY RADIO, LTD.,
Eastnor House,
Blackheath, S.E .3.

{((ba))

enclosew,ill

EASY PAYMENT

ORDER FORM

Please dispatch to me the following goods

Please dispatch to me at once the following goods
for which

To : READY RADIO, LTD.,
Eastnor House,
Blackheath, S.E.3.

/ cross out line\

for which 1 enclose first deposit of

pay on delivery knot applicable/ obi

Name
Address

Name
Address
P.W. 26/3/32

P.W. 26/3/32
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THE "P.W." SINGLE -DIAL t
SUPER
(Continued from -page 62 )

*
and this can be stuck on the panel and a

series of small holes drilled around its inner

of the plywood baseboard ; it must not
overhang it, otherwise the set cannot be
fitted in its cabinet later.
To _prevent " slipping " between the dial
and triple -condenser unit, it is a good idea
to make indentations in both spindles with
a twist drill and handbrace, but only after

the condenser vanes on the ganged unit

have been fully meshed and the dial

Alternatively, the rectangular hole
required may be made with a fretsaw,
while the dimensions and the positions of
the other holes can be ascertained from an
examination of the drilling layout given
here. With the completion of the drilling;
commence the assembling with the drum

THE SIMPLE CONTROL
Y/685

baseboard with wood screws in the positions

indicated on the wiring diagram. In the
case of the 2nd detector and L.F. valve holders, H.F. choke and last band -filter

" valve holder," these are linked together by
the three .0001-mfd. Dubilier
type 670 condensers, whose
P ANEL
terminals must be removed
and the lugs exposed.

care -

edge.

in height, small pieces of packing can be
introduced under the condenser supports
to raise the whole unit. All -the remaining
components can be screwed direct to the

The fixing of the lugs under

the terminals on the valve holders and H.F. choke may

be seen in the photographs
illustrating the set.

dial. following the printed instructions given

with it, and then fit the miniature variable
condenser for pitch control.

The Wire to Use.

The Combined Control.

Wiring can be carried out

this by the combined

Follow

with No. 20 or 22 S.W.G.

on -off

switch, omitting the back portion (volume
control), and then screw the panel to the
18 in. by 12 in. by 11 in. baseboard, taking

tinned copper wire slipped in

centre position on one of the 18 -in. edges.
The Volume control can next be screwed to
the baseboard, but take care that the switch

sleeving of larger bore is
not only - clumsy looking,
.,,but
makes the wiring

1.1anitn (internal diameter)
Empire` sleeving or Systoflex

of suitable colour. Insulated

that the panel occupies the exact

care

is pushed in and that the volume control
is fitted as close to it as possible ; pulling
out the switch should still allow the cross
pin on the extension rod from the switch
to actuate the spindle of the potentiometer.
Connection between the triple-gang condenser unit and dial is made by means of
a
long metal sleeve having a 1 -in.
diameter bole through it, and fitted with
two steel screws. A 1 -in. diameter brass
spindle 21 in. long passes through the hole

in the drum dial, the metal collar being

far snore complicated than
it need be. Winding data for
the oscillator unit is given
on the diagrams, together
with the dimensions of

clamping the two steel screws on the collar
see that the metal case -of the ganged Condenser does not foul the "tone " condenser
on the panel.
Furthermore, if everythinc, is correct, the

condenser spindle farthest from the dial
should be about level with the edge

These

back of this number of

PANEL L A YOVT:

Popular Wireless.

Although it is quite a large set, it only possesses a small operating
panel. The tuning " peep -hole " and main control occupy the centre
position, with the tone control and on -off switch just below, and on

Variations in the method

of fixing the ends of the

either side.

clamped between the condenser spindle and

the rod projecting from the dial. Before

the former and small rotors.
diagrams will be
found on pages towards the

e

windings are quite permis-

fully set to exactly 180 degrees ; after

clamping the screws, the dial may be found
to revolve to slightly below " 0 " degrees,
but this does not matter. The object of the
extension to the condenser spindle is to provide room for the tone control condenser.

Should the spindle in the drum dial be

out of alignment with the condenser spindle

sible, but the depth and

width of the slots, size of former and
gauge. of wire (No. 38 D.S.C.) must be

strictly adhered to if proper ganging is to
be achieved.

A further article on this set will
appear in a later issue describing how
to carry out the necessary adjustments
to get maximum efficiency.

IT REPRESENTS THE LATEST DEVELOPMENT IN SUPER -HET. TECHNIQUE
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l- L. 7:4The circuit is remarkably interesting and is the result of many weeks of intensive research.
The first valve is of the double -grid type, and works as a combined
oscillator and first detector, with a band-pass feed from the aerial.
Two intermediate S.G. stages are employed, and the second detector, which is
an ordinary
triode, is followed by a single stage of power amplification.
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ANOTHER
'SQUARE

PEAK'
REGD. TRADE MARK

SET TO BUILD
The

PW. Single Dial Super"
"Square Peak " means band-pass at its
best, No other band-pass tuner cornbines such high selectivity with ample
signal strength and natural full -toned
reproduction. Designed on an entirely
new principle, Varley " Square Peak "
of patents
coils are the
and are the first commercial band-pass
tuners to do their job

This is why so many "Square Peak sets for home -constructors are being
designed by the leading radio journals,
Band-pass beats everything- when it's
`` Square Peak."

USE

If you wish to build yourself
a really modern band-pass
receiver-S.G., simple detector or super-het-write to -day
for the FREE "Square Peak"

THIS

COUPON

Circuit Booklet,

To Messrs. VARLEY, Kingsway House,
103, Kingsway, London, W.C. 2.

The " P.W. Single

Please send me, free and post free, the "Square
Peak" circuit booklet entitled MODERN
"SQUARE PEAK" BAND-PASS CIRCUITS
FOR EVERY REQUIREMENT,

Dial

Super" uses Varley

"Square Peak" coils type
BP 7, price 15/- each.
1

NAME

ADDRESS

\\
Advert. of Oliver Pell Control Ltd., T03, Kingsway, London, IV .0 .2.

IIolborn 5303.

2
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FOR YOUR "P.W. SINGLE DIAL SUPER"

USE THESE

WAEI/A
COMPONENTS

THE FIRST

NAME IN RADIO

COMPONENTS

IF YOU HAVE

ANY DIFFICULTY
IN OBTAINING

WEAR -11;E>
COMPONENTS

WRITE US DIRECT

GIVING NAME OF
LOCAL DEALER. WE

WILL POST YOUR

1.21-26

REQUIREMENTS BY
RETURN C.O.D.

0.T.1

0.T.2

INTERMEDIATE

FREQUENCY BAND
FILTER COILS

Price

0/6 Each.

YOUR
A.C. ST. 300 !

oxs

For best results the
WEARITE H.T.5 CHOKE
must be fitted. This was
used by Mr. Scott -Taggart
in his original set and is
specially recommended.

1.31-36

SPECIALLY ADAPTED WEARITE SWITCHES
Above are illustrated two standard Wearite Switches which have
been adapted and specified for the " Single Dial Super."
On the left is the D.P. change -over switch. A 3 -pole and 2 -pole
switch have been mounted on one spindle together with mounting brackets. The price of the complete unit is 9/3.
On the right is the standard three-point switch. This has been

mounted up with a 30,00o -ohm Pot'meter as per designer's
specification and is available at 61- complete.

WRIGHT & WEAIRE LTD., 740, High Road, Tottenham, N.17.

Telephone : Tottenham 3847/8/9.
259

" COSMIC " COILS
All components at moderate price.

Send in your enquiries-quotation by
return.
Including
Multi -Ratio
O. P.

Trans former

ZONOPHONE

HOME KIT

£6:6

Seven

years scientific
and experimental research culminates in

THE MOST
SENSATIONAL

and mellowness satisfyiag the most tribal
ear results from careful matching of The

OFFER YET MADE

multi -ratio transformer, the stien't1hcally
designed cone and coil assembly and

precision centering.
A Revelation awaits you in this unique
Speaker: crisp, clear, mellow reproduction
such as you have alu.lys longed for. Supplied complete with baffle board.ready for
fitting to your own cabinet Or ,radio gramophone. Fully guaranteed.

Get one to-dap-if unable to obtain from
pour radio shots send 39/6 direct to ihtilersC O.D. if desired (or write for fall Vescriplive literature).

A

(As

Illustrated)

Or PURCHASE BY EASY
PAYMENT at 2/6 per week

Goodman's NEW " Dreadnought " permanent magnet Moving Coil Speaker.
Utmost sensitivity is ensured by the
advanced design of the heavy superefficient magnet exclusive to Goodman s,
giving an intense magnetic flux across
the accurately machined gap. Fullness

u0

EACH

Immediate delivery from

/

The NEW

/ "Dreadnought"

/

BRITISH MADE
Dept. P.W.1,
69, St. John Street,
Clerkenwell, London, E.C.1.
Scientific

ittlAy
LIMITED

19, Lisle Street, Leicester Square,
London, W.C.2.
Telephone: Gerrard 4470.
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'THE EPILOGUE

MYSTERY
New facts concerning the B.B.C.'s 10.30 p.m. Sunday feature are given by
A SPECIAL CO RRESPONDENT..
popular items ofithe week, there is no harm
in telling how it is done.
Listeners have made many wild guesses
at the singers who take part in the hymns
triguing. For this reason I met with a
" blank "-in many directions when I tackled: and chants. The Wireless Singers who do
friends at the B.B:C. some time ago about this comprises two sopranos, two contraltos,
rthe details of the Epilogue and bow it is two- tenors and two basses. The sugges-

NOBODY outside the B.B.C. knows
very much about the Epilogue.
That only makes it all the more in-

'

ij given.

.

.

Enhancing.the Effect.

" We find,- said one of the programme
men to me, " that a certain atmosphere of
reticence and even of mystery seems to

enhance the effect of the Epilogue, and
that is why there is always a short gap

STANFORD ROBINSON

tion, has frequently been made that the
singers in the Epilogue consist, of a boy
soprano and male alto, tenor and bass, or
lady soprano, alto; 'tenor and bass. Many
have suggested that there must be at least
a choir of a dozen to give the volume and
depth of tone.
Therefore it comes as a surprise to know
,

that there are seldom, more than four.

The Wireless Singers, from which selections

are made for singing at the Epilogue, are

conducted by Stanford Robinson, who

frequently conducts last-minute rehearsals

lust before the Epilog,tic is due to be switched

There are eieht picked singers who, at

on.

one time or another, hare taken part in

everything from simple plantation songs to
the Dream of Gerontius."
The Singers.

The group was started in February, 1927,

and three of its members sing in the choir
of St. Paul's Cathedral. At the beginning
of the organisation the per8ottnel included
Dorothy Burton, Ethel Williams, Tom
Purvis, John Collett, Doris Owens, Gladys
Winn -till, Stanley Riley and Samuel Dyson.

It

is

generally Stanford Robinson who

conducts, but he must not be blamed for the
new pointing of the chants !

Some of the best Epilogues are given
from the No. 10 studio, in the converted

wharf, building, soon, alas, to be vacated.
After the Sunday night orchestral broad Casts here, picked Membera of -Om 13.11.C.

ere.hestra stay behind and play during the
Epilogue. The Wireless Singers sing unaccompanied, as a rule.
Valuable

Although the No: 10 studio has the lar cast

area of all, there is a great deal of
work involved in closing down after a big
orchestral broadcast., and often there' are
only a few valuable minutes in which to
clear instruments and the conductor's dais

away from the front of the suspended
microphone, and to get the singers grouped
in their proper order.

In No. 10 studio the announcer has a

separate little microphone by which he
makes announcements during the orchestral

broadcasts and it is through this that he
reads the Bible passages and

poetry.

Whichever announcer is on duty at the
time takes charge of this section of the
Epilogue. Sometimes it is Mr. Iiibbextt,
the chief announcer ; sometimes Mr.

Grisewood, or one of the other London
announcers.
Choosing the Hymns.

There is one official at London whoa

business it, is to arrange the Epilogues for
(Confirmed on next pop..)

THE WIRELESS MILITARY BAND IN " No. 10 "

Mr. Robinson conducts the Wireless Singers
who contribute to the Epilogue.

between it and the end of the main Sunday
programme at 10.30 p.m.

" That is why we do not announce the
names of the singers who take part. The
official attitude here," he said, meaning
Broadcasting House, " is that we should
keep the whole thing anonymous and we
rather deprecate outside inquiries as to the
whys and wherefores."
How It Is Done.

Since then I have seen two Epilogues

carried out and I really do think that there
is no harm in explaining away some of the
mystery. Most readers will agree that, as
the Epilogue is one of the most acceptable
items in the Sunday programme, and judging by the B.B.C. Post Bag, one of the most

Number Ten studio, in which there is a separate microphone used by the announeer for reading the Bible
passages and poetry.
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COIL- VARIATIONS.

FOR THE
CONSTRUCTOR
SOME PRACTICAL POINTERS.
ACCUMULATOR CONNECTIONS.

IF neglected, the terminals of accumulators

I soon become a sorry mess, for if acid

or vapour reaches the brass, corrosion
takes place. This can, of course, be
stopped, by smearing the terminals liberally
with grease or vaseline.
After this has been done it is always a

most unpleasant job to make any connections to it. The plan I adopt is to

fit extensions to the terminals consisting of
heavy bars of lead bent L shape.

STOPPING CORROSION

j THINK that many amateurs would be
I tempted to test out tuning variations

but for the fact that they imagine

plua-in coil set, it is qnite an easy matter
to ''test out many of the solenoid coil
variations:

Presuming that the coif holders are used
with an, aerial coil, plain or centre, -tapped

or X type, - and the usual reaction coil,

then all that is required is a couple of
loose coil holders. Wires are now run

from the new solenoid coil to these loose
coil holders, so that these new wires couple
up the set in the normal manner.

The idea is worked out in detail in the

sketch.

Any aperiodic or auto -transformer

effect is made by the usual clip and flex
attachment to the aerial terminal.
Even dual coils can be tried out in this
manner by the insertion of a " suitable

worked out and tested in a very short
time.

0

quite satisfactorily.

These extensions being of lead are not
themselves affected by acid, so there is

no need to protect them with messy
grease at the upper end.

0

-1_111111t.

PHONE$

DETECTOR

0

f

broadcasts are made front Churches now, it
is not easy to prevent overlapping.

there would not be time to get them in the
ordinary programme announcements."
" Bible readings are not always given,
though, are they ? " I asked.
" No," he explained. " Some passages of

This simple device transforms a valve' set into
a crystal receiver.

secular poetry are often more suitable,

THE STAND-BY CRYSTAL.

MANY people have a complete crystal
set, which can be used independently
of the main receiver in an emergency

;

for instance, when the' battery runs down
and has to be sent for re -charging.
Others seem just to grin and bear it, and
fail to realise how ridiculously easy it is to

adapt the commonest type of valve set-

say a detector, followed by low frequency

amplifier-so that it can be used for the
The tuning part of the circuit is common

to both sets, and all that is required is a
crystal, preferably of the permanent type,
and a pair of 'phOnes. To connect up,
attach one end of the 'phones to the grid

terminals are required, one being connected

to the aerial terminal, and the other to one
end of the crystal detector.

The other side of the crystal detector
is wired up to the earth terminal. No
switching of any kind is needed, and when the

accumulator is sent away. for charging, just
connect up a pair of headphones. You can

ments on your set is clearly shown above.

reading," he said, the hymns very frequently choose themselves. We have to
avoid clashing with hymns which have
already been given in evening broadcast
services, though, and as so many outside

two weeks in advance, the Epilogue is
seldom prepared until two or three days
before it is due. -That is one reason why
details are never given in print, because

condenser (that side joined to tuning condenser) and the other end to one end of the
crystal detector. The other end of the
detector has now to be attached to the earth
terminal.. That is all.
If you have been convinced that it is a
practical proposition, I would suggest that
you incorporate the idea as a permanency
on the panel in the manner illustrated in
the accompanying sketch. Two telephone

How you can test out various tuner arrange-

grouped round some central thought which
is chosen as being appropriate to the season.
no matter whether it is a Church season or
season of the year.
" When we have selected the Bible

" It may interest you to know that

dual purpose.

A TUNER TESTER

all stations taking the Loudon Epilogue.
It must be remembered that certain
Regional centres have their own Epilogue.
When I asked him how ,he chooses the
hymns and Bible passag,es, and in what
order, he told me that the standard programme form on which he has to work is
hymn, Bible reading, chant or hymn, all

whereas Ordinary programmes are Made up

R252,

at the upper end so that the wires to the
set can be attached easily. If a piece of
suitable lead is not to hand a short length
of lead gaspipe flattened out will answer

(Continued from previous page.)

Last Minute Decisions.

ALWAYS READY.

These axe drilled to fit under the existing
terminals and they are fitted with terminals

EPILOGUE - MYSTERY
-

erroneous for, if possessed of a common

The system is so simple and easily
adapted that various values and combinations to suit special reqUirementa can be

making the accumulator more
pleasant to handle, these terminal extensions
tend to protect the leads from corrosion.

THE

that such variations necessitate the rebuilding of a set. This idea is quite

switch.

Besides

4-4=4-**

tune -in with the aerial tuning condenser,
but, of 'course, the reaction condenser is
inoperative under thege conditions.

especially if there is any event of National
importance on with which we want to link
up the Epilogue. Milton, Shakespeare and
George Herbert have formed subjects of the

reading. We do not always have hymns,
either.

An aria from one of the well-known

oratorios makes a change and this often

strikes a more topical note.
" We know that a good many listeners to
the Epilogue are anxious to come up and
see how it is done. Almost every week we

receive letters asking permission to visit

the studios on a Sunday evening. We have
a very rigid rule, though, that the Epilogue

must be done ' in camera' and the few

privileged people who are allowed in the
studios to hear the Sunday evening orches-

tral broadcasts are hustled out beore the
Epilogue starts.
No Visitors.

" Apart from this question of policy,

which we think it is wise to maintain, there
is a little difficulty because studio audiences.
on Sunday are often members of the general

public, not connected with the B.B.C. or'
with the orchestra.
"It is very difficult for newcomers to the
studios to keep quiet all the time, especially

after they have sat through a two-hour

orchestral programme. The -slightest noise
would spoil the silent background_ of the
Epilogue and that is why we must maintain
our rigid rule of ' no visitors.'
:411111111111p11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111112.-:
-..11
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"GOLTONE
DUAL RANGE
OSCILLATOR COUPLER

Single -Dial Tuning has been achieved in an
extremely simple manner by the use of the
new " GOLTONE " OSCILLATOR UNIT.
50 to 100 Stations received at good Loud-

*ONE DIAL
SUPER HET
UTILITY TUNED
Again " Popular Wireless" designers have specified
Utility condensers ; this time for the Single Dial
Super Het.
The wonderful selectivity of this set is greatly
elpeci by the accurate ganging of the Utility triple ganged condenser specified, and is controlled by the
special Utility Drum Dial included. So to ensure the
';same results as the designers, insist on the following
'Utility components.
,11,7 30673 fully

'screened triple
-

speaker strength. Obtainable from all First Class Radio Stores. If any difficulty write
direct.
Radio Catalogue Sent on Request.

PENNI rot

oak

An Easter Gift for
your gardening friends !

TV 296 Knob

7/6 control Drum, 101
Dial -

-

-

From your dealer or post free from the makers.

WILKINS & WRIGHT LIMITED..

Utility Works, Holyhead Road, Birmingham.
AGENTS.-London: E. R. Morton, Ltd., 22 Bartlett's Buildings, Holborn
E.0 1. Scottish: E. B. Hamnound 113 -Vincent Street, Glasgow.
Lancashire and Cheshire: J. R. Lister, 83 Old Road, Blackley, Manchester.
Westmorland, Cumberland, Durham, Northumberland, Yorkshire, and
Derbyshire: H. C. Rawson, Ltd., 100 London Road, Sheffield. Lawrence
.Fraser, Chelsea House, Lansdown Road, Bath.

Belmont

There is no happier gift for gardening f4-iends than a copy of
POPULAR GARDENING ANNUAL. This very useful book
is an illustrated budget of useful advice for amateur gardeners.
It contains an immense amount of information, seven coloured
plates and twenty-four art plates from photographs and designs,

Popular Gardening
Annual Now on Sale 2'G

1
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LONG- DIS.
TANCE reception on both

It is really high time

wavebands continued
to be very good
indeed, not only

for broadcalting.
Apart from sparks
there has been little
to complain about in
the way of interfer-

that _the broadcast
band was reserved

high and medium
after dark but 'also

in broad daylight,
Naturally, the long -

wave stations provide, on the whale,

ence except in the
lower part of the

Soine practical distant -programme notes compiled by a special
contributor who- nightly searches the ether in order to obtain
really up-to-the-minute information for " P.W." readers.

medium waveband.
the best 'reception _
Stations seem to be
settling down now to
during daylight, but
the latest distributhere arenaany on the medium band which yOu are searching on the long waves, do
tion of channels, and all will probably be well
are usually quite excellent..
not Omit to try 1,237 metres-if your until either several of the new high -power
The complete absence of atmospherics, set is uncalibrated,
the setting will be transmitters come into operation, or some
which still. happily ..prevaiLs; allotvs us = to about midway between
those required for of the smaller stations begin to indulge
make full us of the sensitiveness- of our_ lklotala and Kalundborg.
The station
once more in wave -length wandering.
sets, and to get out of theth all of the high - using this wave -length is Vienna
Experifrequency amplification of which they, are mental.
Some Good Catches.
capable. This accounts- largely for'' the
'So
far
as
I
know,
he
is
net
yet
doing
Readers may have noticed a recent
gOodness of daylight reception.
.regular progrannnes, but you will find him return to form on the part of the 517 -metre
tquite frequently relaying items from the station which has been coming in night
Long -Wave Listening.
Vienna station's entertainment. The power after night at fine loud -speaker strength.
When atmospheriCs- ale -about -one has that he is using has not yet been
stated, Budapest is also very good just now and
to use reaction sparingly owing to -.the. but to judge by the strength with which
extent to which the tig4tening of the is received, it must be something he though he has certain off nights, Brussels
con- No. 1 is generally a station well worth
coupling,, brings up' unwanted -interference:- - siderable.
trying for.
With the exception _of 4lotala, who
Florence is perhaps a little disappointrather below form, all of :the .long -wave Those Sputtering Sparks !
ing, but Prague, Langenberg.
stations are furnishing first-rate reception.
On the medium band there has been some munster all show excellent and BeroRadio -Paris is still usually free from the
strength.
of the spark interference Rome seems to be fairly reliable
heterodyne which was such a nuisance recrudescence
at
nuisance between about 22Q and 280 times. but he occasionally
has a.. relapse.
earlier in the year, whilst both Huizen metres. So broad is the tuning of the
and Warsaw come in with splendid volume transmitters causing the interference that Stockholm is seldoni anything bite the
transmission that he Was a month or
and quality:
you cannot get- rid of their Morse signals,
Zeesen is better now -Chan I have known no matter how selectiVe- your set may be two ago, but both 'Berlin Witzleben and
him for a long tithe. When, by the way, over this very wide band of wave -lengths. Belgrade are coming in at' vastly improved
strength.
-

.

JUDGING from the week's correspon-

dence, conditions remain fairly good.
There are no new stations on the air,
and no spectacular demonstrations from

any of the usual places, but reception is
just mildly interesting. So, at any rate,

SHORT-WAVE
NOTES

readers seem to Think.
My old friend, W. 11, G...of Settle,. has a

nice little tilt at me. He says : " What's

happened to you lately ?' Your notes are
full of this R.C. Club, and technical hints,
etc., have retired to the background. Can
it be that your Midget ' One, is perfect ? "

and faseinating. wave -band,

By W. L. S.

Well, W. H. G., L have been using the
large reaction condenser
" Midget " for a longer periOd than I have - correspondingly
I think one can clear all the H.F. off by
managed to stick to any other:set, -and I that
path.
have had to make no alterations at all up
A
respectable H.F. choke in the plate
to the present. Sorry if you would sooner
is, of course, necessary.
But I
hear about my difficulties and snags- circuit
don't think a grid -stopper could possibly
shall I go back to a super -het. ?
To come to technicalities, however, for help us in a case like this, because there
a little, W. H. G. asks me why I never shouldn't be anything for it to stop.
mention " grid -stoppers," and what I think How Many Volts ?
of them. I regard the grid -stopper as a
Another query-from the same source -cheap and convenient method of keeping is this
:
is best, to use 50 volts of
unwanted H.F. out of the L.F. amplifier, H.T. withWhich
the grid return going straight to
but, in my opinion, it doesn't do it early positive, or
90 volts with a grid -return
enough. There should be no H.F. getting
potentiometer to " tame " the reaction
even as far as the grid of the first L.F. control ? TMs, of course, is rather
a poser.
stage if the detector is efficient and well- My answer would normally be
: " Use 90
planned.
volts and still don't use a potentiometers As readers will know, I nearly always
the reaction- control nice and smooth
use throttle -controlled reaction in my sets, make
and by usino- a small reaction coil and a by some other method." But it is not too
easy.

p

17 -Ht

21'

When using a bad set and a " taming '

potentiometer one often- finds that reaction
is not smooth until the slider is right.rorind
at the negative end, where sensitivity is
definitely bad.
Letters -Received.

News and views regarding an exciting

A Much Worked "Midget.'

urpriwiliTiiiippippiwitplippiripppipiii
inches
I
3 2sie 2

For a really efficient short-wave detector
circuit I always insist on taking the grid
return (or the grid leak) straight tg positive.
I am convinced that sensitivity goes up.

G. H. (Sheffield) inquires about a telephone - communication heard, but it is
impossible to place it, since there are about
fifty different two-way channels in action
nowadays. Likewise, he mentions a broadcasting station that announces in foreign

languages, but signs off -in -English. Sorry,

G. H., but unless you have some -idea of

the wave -lengths I can't help you at all.
E. K. (Yorks)' writes' to tell- me that " the
short-wave bug has claimed,anotherVictim.
Symptoms-absent-mindedness, sleepy eyes,
lordly air ! "
Sorry about that, E. K. We shall have to
see about your " Junior Competition.
Applications for " IL A. C.' membership

have been received and duly passed -from
K. C. (Totton), D. D. (Cardiff), P. A. V.
(St. Leonards), and A. C. G. (North Walsham). Incidentally, I see that the International Short -Wave Club is suggesting
that a " Heard All Continents Club " for
its membership would be a novel idea. I
fancy we started the " P.W." version of it
in 1928 !
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The designers -of R. & A. Reproducers might
have used the customary phrase and styled their
products " loud speakers "-they elected, however,
to designate them " Reproducers.' '

Any radio apparatus designed to convert electrical

impulses into air vibrations of sufficient intensity
to produce a volume of sound can claim to be
termed a "loud speaker.''
A " loud speaker " is not necessarily a Reproducer

in the true sense of the word. On the other
hand, a Reproducer is essentially more than a
" loud speaker." Its function is to faithfully

reproduce the original performance, be it speech
or music. If it does so, it fulfils its purpose and
worthily justifies it existence.
The R. & A. " 100 - is i'Permanenz Magner Moving
Coil Reproducer which, given an undistorted
input, reproduces speech and music with purity
A Leaflet fully describing it will
and truth.
gladly be sent post free on request. All worth -

45f-

white Radio dealers can supply R. & A. Reproducers.

REPRODUCERS & AMPLIFIERS LTD.
FREDERICK STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON.

pq9fig

"100"

PERMANENT MAGNET

MOVING COIL
REPRODUCER

"THE SET FOR
THE MILLION"

Startling Reduction

during Sale of the

AND AGAIN

Famous " In-

ternational "
Super Selec-

...SOVEREIGN SPECIFIED

tive 3 - valve

Set in
Oak
Finished
Cabinet

IN ANOTHER "P.W." TRIUMPH

Reduced
from 45/ -

to

351 -

" P.W." Single Dial Super is

SPECIFIED IN THE 'a P.W."

SINGLE DIAL SUPtR
.0001-mt
Compression Type
Condenser.
.

Type F

-

1/3

Midget 11 Wire sovereign
wound Resistance, 30,000 ohms.
Totally enclosed in bake- sr"
lite as illustrated " Midget " Wire Sovereign
wound Resistance, 15,000 ohms.
In Bakelite case as illustrated_
I/
-

/-

Send tOr the Sovereign Catalogue - invaluable to set If your dealer
builders.

going to bring satisfaction to all
who build it. It is a first-rate
set, so of course SOVEREIGN
Components are specified in it.
There is nothing amateurish or
" cheap " about anything by
Sovereign. They are components made for experts and to do
the expert's work. Therefore

you can rely on and should
use Sovereign wherever you can.

II

11111111111ln

cannot supply you with the

Sovereign carts you want
send direct.

SOVEREIGN PRODUCTS LIMITED,
52/54, Rosebery Avenue, London, E.C.1

UIIIiTI111111I1111UlU '1
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EACH
The International ' 3 -Valve Set employs Dual Range Tuning for
Long or Short Waves. Super Detector, and two first-class stages
of Amplification. On metal chassis and fitted in Oak finished
Cabinet. Tunes Foreign Stations with ease as well as B.B.C.

STAGGERING BARGAINS
IN AMPLION SPEAKERS

- 35,

£ 6. 6. 0 MODEL FOR (Size Overall, 187 x 181.x 91 ins.)
2;6 extra part carriage.

This popular speaker

EACH

is of the Balanced
Armature type with special winding to match
any output valve. Fitted with Li. in. cone in
handsome Oak Cabinet.
In Mahogany, as illustrated, 37/6 each. 216
eatta part carriage.
Radio and Bargain List Post Free on request.
(Dept.P.W.) 4 & 8 Brown St.,

U IIVERSAL MANCHESTER
UMELECTRIC SUPPLY C? LT.°0-Li
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-How to Tell.
There is, a gooctold simple oscillation testtoo sari
that is the test Of the Wet finger, To-.aimly' ,this.
sitiaply moisten the tip of your finger and tap lb.'

'

grid
of the detector valve, listening t-arefully
to the kind of clickS you get as
done:.Probablyrobably you will find that when the reaction

is set at its minimum the click will he a well -finned

tap," and it is important to notice what happens

when you put year -finger on the terminal; and when
you tate it off..
Now inere:ise reaction a little, and notice that the
clicks begin to gi.t. louder: If you do the job SloWly
aiurthoronghly you yFifl soon notice that when
reaction is well advanced but before oseillation
actually sets in --that is, befOre the -little plop has
-

taken place, and the rushing sound comes on-

,yott get a sort of " single click " from the terminal
-when touched..
.,But
,But as soon as the set is actually oscillating you get

dotible click "-that is to say, there is a click when
(Continued on pag,e 74.) -.
.

Alt.- Editorial communications should be addressed: to the Editor,
POPULAR WIRELESS, Tanis Ftouse,, Tallis Street,' London, E.C.4.

Elitimminummummiiimmominttimuntommiiiimil

.

HOW ARE YOUR RESULTS ---11
NOW ?

yhe Editor will be pleased to consider articles and photographs dealing with alt subjects.appertaining to wireless
work' The Editor cannot accept responsibility for
manuscripts- or photoS. Every care will be taken to return
MSS. -not accepted for publication. A stamped and addressed 'envelope must
be sent with every article. All
inquiries consenting advertising pates, etc to be addressed to the 'Sole Agents,
Messrs. John H. Lile,. Ltd..
4, Ludgate Circus, London. E.C.4.

.

Perhaps the- switching doesn't work properly ? Or some mysterious poise has
appeared and is spoiling your radio reception ?
= Or one of the batteries seems to run down
much faster than formerly ?
F.Whatever your radio problem- - ,may be,

,

-inc constructional articles which appear from time to time in this journal are the outcome of research
and experimental work carried out with a view to improving the technique
wireless reception. Aswritich of
the.information
given in the columns of this paper concerns the most recentofdevelopments
fn the radio world.
some -of the arrangements and specialties described may be the _objects
of
Letters
oqd the amateur
and Abe trader would be well advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use thePatent.
patents' before doing 80.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS
A TEST FOR OSCILLATION.

T. L. (Newcastle)_-"I seem to be working
in the dark as regards medium waves, because

I am not sure how to tell when the set is oscillating. Is there a simple way of knowing
when this happens."

The best way is to get to recognise- the effect of
reaction when no broadcasting is in progress. If
you snitch on early one morning when there are no
stations working, and prop the loudspeaker up close

to your ear so that you can hear exactly what the

effect of reaction is, you will soomcliscover for yourself how to recognise oscillation.
Put the tuning dial, say, half -way round, and concentrate on reaction, bringing this up very, very slowly.
You will notice as yowdo so thatthere is &distinct
" liveliness " in the loudspeaker, even though no

broadcasting is on. Little noises and whispering
sounds appear, as reaction is increased, and the set
becomes more sensitive.
If you move the reaction very, very slowly you will

notice, too, that "ata certain place- them- is a faint
but unmistakable change of conditions, very often
preceded by a " plop," as the set bursts into oscillation. Immediately this happens -the character of the
sounds you have been hearing: changes slightly, and
turns into a sort of rushing noise 1 -not .very easy to
describe exactly, but very easily recognised if you
will take the trouble to listen as we have described.

,

'

.

F-

remember.that the Technicar.query Depart-

melt is thoroughly equipped to assist our

readers, and offers its unrivalled service:,
Full details; Ancluding scales of charges, can
be obtained direct from -the Technical -Query

Dept., PoPuLia WIRRLEsS, The Fleetway

House, Farringdon Strut, London, E.C.4.
A postcard will do.- On- receipt of this an
Application Form will be sent to you post
= free
immediately.
This application will
= place yon under no obligation whatever, = but, having the form, yOu.will:know exactly
= what informationto
,sevev require
pIurreoitlq.have before g
us in order
t-2-

-E

LONDON

READERS,

Inquiries should NOT be made by 'phone -or c.
=
in person at Fleetway House or Tallis House. =
PLEASE

=
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WHEN youhear themarvellously life-

Me reproduction of BLUE SPOT
100U you will laugh at other speakers.
100U gives you the real thing. It gives

more than clarity-it gives you the exact

tone and personality of speaking and

-

.singing voices, the real verve and spirit

//

of -music, whether " highbrow " or "_low
brow." It carries your ears to the studio ;
it is the essence of reality.
This wonderful inductor type speaker is the

equal and even the superior of the most
expensive dynamic speakers.
If you are building a kit, crown your efforts

with the best speaker in the world, BLUE

SPOT 100U. Write, for catalogue.No.P.W.32,11

complete

-100

BRITISH MADR,

'licit:Med to

c'h its s I's

39/6111111M.11111

THE. BRITISH. BLUE SPOT COMPANY LTD.
BLUE SPOT HOUSE, 94-96 ROSOMAN STREET,

ROSEB-ERY AVENUE, LONDON-e E.C.

'

.

,

Phone: Clerkenme113570. Grams: "Blaospot, Laing, London
Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North
Wales: H. C. RAWSON (Sheffield and London), Ltd.,
f.00, London Road, Sheffield: 22, St. Mary's Parsonage,

Manchester:

1

83 , George Street, Glasgow.

40~//3
Registered Trade-Mett

NOTE :

Hateheonad

3
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AVAILABLE

PRIES

reduced

IN

sales and inIncreased
have
the
creased production
enabled us to reduce
of E T A,
of
all
types
prices
valve.
the international
TRADING.

SIZES

EC
Aldwych
THE
LIMITED, WC2.
London,
ASSOCIATION,
House, Aldwych,

Dubilier Metallized Resistances are made in one, two
and three watt ratings
which cover every radio
requirement.

REDUNECEPRICE

FROM

63

THE INTERNATIONAL VALVE

They have a large overload
capacity, are stable in operation and the resistance value

inlinililli111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111101111111111111111IIIIIIII01111111111111111111

"POPULAR WIRELESS"

remains permanently
accurate.

ADVERTISEMENT RATES

Quarter Page £10

Whole Page £40

_Perfect mechanical contact

Eighth Page £5

Half Page £20

is ensured by the filament

Narrow Column Advts. (3 cols. to page) per inch 30/ - half inch 1 5/ Minimum Space accepted NO SERIES DISCOUNT. ALL
ADVERTISEMENT COPY SUBSECT TO EDITORIAL APPROVAL

and connecting wires being
moulded together into one
unit, eliminating any possi-

COPY AND BLOCKS MUST BE IN

HAND 11 DAYS BEFORE DATE
OF ISSUE TO ENSURE PROOFS

ALL communications respecting ADVERTISING must

bility of noise during use.

be made to :-

JOHN H. LILE, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.
Telephone:

PRICES

City 7261.

One watt

OSBORN
RADIO CABINET
for the

"POPULAR WIRELESS',

"COSMIC" THREE
Model No. 197. Jacobean Radio
ft

Cabinet, in Figured Oak, 3
6 ins. high, 2 ft. wide, 1 ft
4 ins. deep. Real twisted legs
Opening at back and top. Takes

CHAS. A. OSBORN
(Dept.

),

Made by
Craftsmen
for particular people.

5634.

1'- each

irliummER
'imiw METALLIZED is
RESISTANCES

SEND 3D. IN

panel 21 ins, by 8 ins or smaller
STAMPS FOR
Baffle board 1 ft. 9 ins, by 1 ft
6 ins. Ample room for any typo NEW 1932
of batteries in cabinet.
PRICES:
BEAUTIFULLY
Machined Beady to Assemble.
ILLUSTRATED
£1.15.0.
Assembled Ready to Polish,
CATALOGUE.
£2.10.0.
Assembled and Polished, £3.5.0.
All Models carriage paid
The Regent Works, Arlington St., London,
N.1. Telephone: Clerkentrcil 5095. And at 21,
Essex Road. Islinotort, N.1. Telephone: Clerkentoell

-

Two watt - V- each
Three watt - 3'- each

Another

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD.
Deleon Works, Victoria
smiimp

2

Rd., N. Acton, London, W.3
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
(Continuedifront page i2.)
nLI

ment. Since then at th6' same settings I have

" My friend suggests I ought to draw up a
I.do not want to-dn4hk.because I
futd,that sometimes the dial readings seem to
shiftrabout, and.if. 1 det Pragiie, lo'r instance,
on 95 one nighkit may be only 90`1henightafter.
o It certamI a very fine
ne get, andr have
never had such Wonderfulreception on the
bnt 'even there I find the tuning quite
.` shifty,an, a sight movement of the tuning
puts the"..Station right away.
-"The le7tter from' Mr. - Austin which you
P.V47 makes me very envious,
as _I feel sure the Set- has-vgot far Mire in it
than I can, get out of it. Could you give me
-s9me hints on handling it properly, and
explain- why the. dial readings shift, which

heard no more of this, but only ordinary.1broadeastino."

Yes, t beVa tican engineers have been experimenting

-

put your,finger on the terminal, and also'when you

bike it

off.
This corresponds with stopping and
Before the set will oscillate the effect is different
and yen will find the loud clicks only when you put
your finger on, and not when you take it off.
You get maximum sensitivity from a' set when
reaction is well advanced, but not advanced -enough to
snake the set- oscillate ; and if you practise a little in

with picture trausim.ssions. "It is '-stated that tbe
apparatus employed -is of. the BElin type developed
by the French inventor of that name.
by

TRANSFORMER CONNECTIONS,.

i-starting".

:411111111111111911111111111111111111111111111111111111111911111111111111111E

YOUR BIT -TOWARDS ECONOMY
Have you ever thought how difficult

it is for a neivsagent to order juit the

right number of copies of any particular
paPer each week ?
You can make his task much easier if

you place a regular order with him.
You will not only help him to order

correctly and avoid waste, but you will
make sure of getting your copy regularly
each week.
F1111111111111111111111111111111191111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

" PUZZLED "

(Wavertree, Liverpool). -7" I

arn pptting up the 4P.W."Ccismic,"- most of

the parts for which- I haVe in hand. : My
transformer,- hawever, is not marked like the
one shown. -

;

-

The:Shape -is-similar,' and it has four

terminals, the lettering of these, IO-Weller;
not as on the blue print. One is, marked B +

and next to that is G. At thee -other ind'the
next terminal is C - and the last one is A.." Can I use this kind for the

The markings are on the Ainerfean
provided the instrument itself is 'of suitable ratio,
etc., it should be quite O.K.
B + is the same as- H.T. +, and sbOuld be joined
to H.T. +2 and L.S. +. G is the same in. --both
transformers. C - is the equivalent of G.B.
and

into the habit of automatically adjusting reaction
to suit tuning, and be able tp tell from the sound of
the set .which is the best possible setting for the

;",also, should it' be -so solective_that I can
tune out a station by the very slightest move Ment .of: one dial, although mY aerial is quite
a good outdoor 'One, being about 38 ft. long and
high
nearly 30
Apparently you did not pay muck attention to

=the !Anti which Were given at the time the tuner way

"P.W." PANEL,_.NO. 64.

USING A LOUDSPEARER.

7-7

All nuts, terminals and washers on- a loudspeaker should be kept tightened; as if loose they may set up
rattles.
*
-*
*
-*
*
"
" Boomy " results from moving -coil loudspeakers are soniethnes
due to cabinet resonance, which
might be overcome by packing tih cabinet's interior surfaces
with Sound -absorbing material.
For high quality results a large- baffle -board is usually better than a cabinet, but it must be quite thick
_wood-A-inch or*so.
=

daylight, when no loud station is about (and When you
will be interfering with no one else),.you Will -soon get

-seerns-to the the,,moSt Puzzling -thing.

!,

?"
and

-

==---

reaction. 01;1461.

]folder.but, like
-

PICTURE- = TRANSMISSIONS
,
VATICAN.

FROM -THE

.

T. T. R. -(London, -S.E.).-" Could you tell
me if, the -Pope's station -at the -Vatican now
works- a picture transmitter, like the British
stations and Vienna used to 'Work:cite]: a year
ago ? The reason I ask is' hat I heard a curious
transmission coming apparently -:from this
station, but was unable to hear the announce-

should be joined by a flex lead to grid hias..2 plug. .2- Introduced, _and, when the, various sets incorporating
The A terminal goes to the plate of the secondLvalve
it were described. It is really nuftp easy.to handle,
any set with.a high.de,gree of selectivity,
it must 'be afljUsted earefully when searching,
or the
USING THE ECKERSLEY TUNER. -selectivity- bectunes a fatal hindrance to picking up

K. W. (Solihull, Birmingham).-" I do not

foreigners.

POLAR " TUB " CONDENSERS
Matching is guaranteed to be accurate to
within 1 per cent.

Rigid construction ensures this accuracy being
permanently maintained.
Complete and removable screening.
All rotors independently earthed.
Fitted with minimum trimmers.
TUB THREE (less drive) 301.
Drum Drive (with Pilot Lamp Wilder)

.

8/6

'

-

(Continued on page 76.)

....means the best
in Condensers
Research work, systematically
and incessantly carried out has
brought leadership to Polar
Condensers and -a world - wide
reputation for highest quality
workmanship a nd surpassing
efficiency.
Use Polar Condensers for the

SINGLE DIAL 'SUPER -HET.
" COMPAX " CONDENSER
Specially designed for use as either a tuning or reaction
condenser, the " Compax " is of rigid construction and
gives silent and, smooth action. Solid dielectric; bonded

' 00075

a

good one, and you should certainly make notes of all
dial readings when you identify_ a station definitely.
Only by this means will you be able to. return with
certainty' to the wave -length adjustment when you
desire it.

is good, and I have heard a lot of stations
with it, but I do not seem to be able to find
them when I want them.

Voll.44110

,

Yottilfiend's suggestion 're the timing chart is

seem to be able to get the results I should with'
the Eckersley Tuner. I am sure that the set

-

Motor vanes.

'0003, '00015, '0001, '00005, 2/6

'0005, 2/9

31-

" PRE-SET " CONDENSER
Easy and accurate knob control. Reliable and efficient
with setting secured by locknut. 000 5
1/6
'0001, '0002, '0003, '001, 1,6 '002, 2,' From all Dealers.
24 -page catalogue on request.

188-9- Strand, W.C.2.

..7

PONY- Works, Liverpool.
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This entirely new "W.B." model P.M.4 is an event in British
radio. Brings true "moving -coil," glorious reproduction within easy
reach of all. Hear it at your dealers. You will be astonished,
delighted. Great sensitivity. Works brilliantly from ANY 2-, 3- or
multi -valve set. Sheffield -made cobalt steel magnet, weight 41; lbs.,

Write for leaflets of Speakers and new

guaranteed 5 years.
Valveholders.

Complete with
output trans-

Without
Transformer

om

former

mounted on top

PERMANENT

MAGNET

Moving Coil Speaker

P.M.4

+3?.7,1r1r

Whiteley Electrical Radio Co., Ltd., Nottingham Road, Mansfield, Notts.
Irish Free State Distributors: Kelly

For

rS

Fleet Street,

Dubl;

The New "LANGMORE" No., Cl

Enthusiasts-

Crossword

Shid, Ltd., 47

RADIO CRAMOPHONE CABINETS,

These cabinets are very strongly constructed of
selected Oak. Size overall, 3 ft. 6 in. high by 21 in.
wide by 15 in. deep.

Fifty Puzzles are reproduced in the
Daily Telegraph Second Crossword
Puzzle Book. Neither too hard nor

THE TOP SECTION. Size 41 in. high by 18 in. wide
by 14 in. deep, Oyes ample accommodation for gramophone or pick-up.
THE CENTRE SECTION. Size 10 in. high by 18 in.

too easy, they possess that leaven-

ing of wit and humour that. has
brought a world-wide reputation to
the Daily Telegraph Crossword.
2,"6
At all Newsagents -

wide by 14 in. deep, is for the Wireless Set, to take a panel

either 18 in. by 7 in. or 18 in. by 8 in.
THE BOTTOM SECTION. Size 16 in. high by
18 ir- wide by 131 in. deep, gives accommodation for
Loud -speaker and Batteries. With GALLEON,- as
illustrated, or CATHEDRAL " Fret Fronts.

or they can be sent to any address

for 2 so each (post paid), by the

Wooden panels to fit, with oval aperture, 12 in. by
51 in., 21- extra.

Publisher of the

Datig

The whole of the back is enclosed by double doors. so
that all parts are easily accessible. ALL are fitted with
hinged top, heavy platform to take a 12-io. turntable for
the Gramophone, and a substantial baseboard for the

FLEET ST., LONDON, E.C.4

THE MiSCE .LANEOUS TICADING CO., LTD.,

Celevapb

Wireless Set.

Beautifully Finished Jacobean Oak.

13 & 17, New Oxford St., London, W.C.1.
rade Ineirr. ice Invited.
Phone : Holborn 4894.

WIRELESS AS A CAREER

'14',0004NIVOCICSMCWOMCNNICSIC,

Whether you are already engaged in the radio
industry and wish to improve yourself, or if you
wish to obtain employment in this interesting
profession, we cars help you. Write now for

Make

Booklet describing cur Home Study Course,
Sent post free.
NORTHERN COUNTIES WIRELESS SCHOOL,
57, Guildhall Street, Preston.

YOUR Picture Paper

address ;n Great Brit sin.

LOUD SPEAKERS REPAIRED, 4/.
(Blue Spot a Speciality,

5 -)

Transformers 41-, Headphones 4 -, all

The DAILY SKETCH
e

Packed' FREE and rent
Carriage Paid to any

repairs magnetised free.Tested, guaranteed,
and ready for delivery in 24 hours.

Discount for Trade.
i.,

,'AocArIc*cAocig-Acacicicicicv+cicicvocicv.- 47 . .

Clerbentrell 9069

E. MASON, 44, EAST ROAD, N.1.

When replying to Advertisements Please Mention "POPULAR WIRELESS"

0HMIT

RESISTi?,NCES

ctitd USW/

BETTER THAN WIRE WOUND
Built for accurate and dependable
service. Made in all values from
300 ohms to 5 megohms. Send for
_ complete Component catalogue to

GRAHAM FARISH LTD.,

_____....________.

Bromley, Kent.

_
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND. ANSWERS

tuning adjusted as quickly as possible to the correct
wavelength. Then leav,e it. alone and juggle sith the
otcherrtwe until the required degree of selectivity
and strength is obtained.

Remember, too,, that when the selectivity con

(Continued from page 74.)

denser is at maximum the strength is also at. a maximum, but the selectivity and sharpness of timing is
at a miiihnum while if you decrease the capacity
of the aelectiyi& condenser you will sharpen up the
tuning to a great degree, and it will be ratite difficutt
to pick up a foreign station so sharp is their tuning
under these conditions.

Particular note should be made of the fact that it is
only on the second dial-that is to say, on the righthand, dial-that the readings will' remain constant.
The reason for this is that the left-hand timing.,41ial
works in 'conjunction with' he Seleetivity'etindeliser

Keeping "In Step."

THE CIRCUIT

Once :you have got the hang of the thing you will
soon be able to tell without thinking about it when.
all the tunings are " in step " with one another ;
and thus when the set is in its most sensitive condition. It might, be a good plan for you to practise
when no local station is on until you get the hang of
the tuning dials in this way.
What you do is to start with the second timing
dial set almost at its maximiun reading, with reaction
brought up so that the set is getting near the oscillation point, but not actually oscillating. Then listen
carefully to the loudspeaker, not, so, much to hear any
programmes that may be coming in from abroad, as to

note the sort of hissing background that the loud-

speaker gives when the set comes exactly into tune.
If you are careful you will recognise distinctly the
little hissing, breathing, sound that denotes that all
the circuits arc in tune. In this condition the set is
amplifying the external noises to its maximum.
This " breathing " or hiss will only occur at the
definite dial settings when the circuits are properly
" in tune," so you can soon pick up foreigners by
working down 'the dial from the top to the bottom
with the second dial, -keeping the other dial in this
maximum sensitivity condition (*hat we call " in
step " with it).

The Reaction Control:
Once you have mastered this trick you have completely solved the problem of tuning: in foreigners,
for you will find that they fairly:tumble in, especially
if the reaction is handled judiciously. Too much
reaction means whistles and poor reception ; too
little means that' you are 'hot getting all the sensitivity you might. To get correct reaction, turn the
reaction dial slowly until the set begins to breathe
rather more loudly than when it is in the "fn tune condition. But do not give it so much reaction as to
Make a little " plop " and soft rushing noise, which
indicates that the receiver is actually oscillating.
And, finally, remember that' he dial readings on the
second dial are reliable, and can be logged for future
use. .Those on the first dial, are dependent on the
selectivity adjustment, so they vary a little according
to the adjustment of the selectivity condenser.
If you use the second dial as the main timing dial,
moving it half a degree at a time, and .keeping the
other iur step with it, you will find that dozens of
(Continued on, neat page.)

Here you see the theoretical conception of the
`Single -Dial Sum". oscillator Unit. Full con-

,,,,,,zwu.kmkaw, kr

structional details are given in the other diagram on
this page.
.

k'\\q.:

\,\\

'`

in the aerial, and to get varying degrees of selectivity

11,\s.

you necessarily upset the reading alreadf obtained
on the
in question.'

-

'

'

-

'On the right-hand timing dial the aerial selectivity
condenser makes no difference, and therefore you
should always use this right-hand dial for- " logging "
your Stations, first setting` it' correctly and then
bringing the other in time with it. When slightly
out of tune the station disappears.' -

How to Search.
The best general recommendation is to search for -,
foreigners with the seleCtivity condenser almost at

MAKING THE OSCILLATOR UNIT
X913

Du. Ar 607.T. OF.Y1.07_

at the. same ,time tuning

the left-hand dial readings
a little way each side of its
'

5-= START

-4

right-hand dial very slowly,
felloW.

F. PhOsti

2, EPAgo...

maximum. Then move the

Lowe -

MPS

-

Thus, the right -hand -dial

4

might be set at 94 and be
tuned slowly down to 90.
while the left - hand dial

AvaoE
G.Wo

should be swung slowly
round between about 85
and 100 to see if anything
.can be picked up. When
you hear a weak programme
set your rigid - hand dial
right first, then bring up' -

3/41

()o

Riziesea WEE

P/N ON BASE

kiEV/i/kf

OTHER LEAD PROM

WAVE

Abram

If two -stations tend -to
overlap you will have to
turn this latter condenser
out a little, to increase

^P/N ON BASE

e0.1

selectivity, and immediately

/*

you do so you must. com-

r

ISMO

I'

t

To ME0.11/AVE

ROTOR

IA

To4

increased in capacity, the
first tuning condenser has
to be slightly decreaSed to

OS CIL L ATOP

COIL War.

compensate ; and vice versa,
-when you decrease the selec-

tivity,eondenser the reading
on the first tuning dial must
be increased.
In both. eases the second
tuning dial;` (right - hand)
remains unaffected. Thus
the idea is to get the second

Roma Tes Aps
NEXT icLAr'E 76

76 3

pensate for that- by readjusting the left-hand dial.
You will notice that when
the selectivity condenser -is

'

Mows arras,

OTHER LEAD FROM
ROMe9 7b 1.Cia ON
NEXT BUT ONE

7b ":2*

the left-hand dial until
the programme gets -suddenly strong; and finally, if
necessary, give a final touch
to the selectivity condenser
in thd'nerial 'circuit: -

Issued by The Imperial Tobacco Coelany
(of Great Britain and Ireland); Ltd,
367'

lb. o,

ALL 40/VD/NGS WANE

PEEcTiotil :..frourrsvisi

Air 77:9A
,

ROTORS

I.se

This comprehensive diagram- gives full details for constructing the "Single.
Dial Super " Oscillator Unit. It should be studied in conjunetion with the
article which appears elsewhere in this issue.

,.
.

:
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NO MORE GUESSING!

(Con!inued front previous page.)
programmes which formerly eluded you can easily
be tuned in.

ABOUT VARIABLE CONDENSERS.
" EXPERIMENTER " (Ipswich).-" I like to
You

variable condensers.

often

the

see

maximum stated as .0005 mfd., but what is
the minimum ?

" I have never seen this and I am anxious
to know because of a little problem I am up

against with regard to tuning. Perhaps,
while you are about it, you can help me With
that also.
" The problem is, what is the easiest way

error.
/BELLING -LEE Terminals are specified

TYPE" B "(Patent.) Non -rotating name.

Extra large clamping area. Cross -hole
for solid tags or wire. Slot and nut to
eliminate soldering. 2 B, A. stem. Price

.7.1.111111111111011111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111L1

TECHNICAL

6d. each.

TYPE "R" (Patent.) Rotating name.
4 B.A. stem. Price 3d. each.

TWISTERS

BELLING -LEE TERMINAL MOUNT
(Patent.) Takes two terminals and

106.-OSCILLATION.

mounts them anywhere, vertically or
Particularly suitable for

horizontally.

CAN YOU FILL IN THE MISSING
LETTERS?
To make a valve oscillate its

the "P.W." Single -Dial Super.

in

of using a coil which will tune down low on
the medium waves (to stations below RadioNormandie and Cork), and also at the same

No.

guessing" with

There's no

Belling -Lee Terminals-no risk
of costly mistakes. The heads
are bake I i te- insulated and
clearly engraved in 37 indelible
letterings. Non -removable, too,
preventing all possibility of

try out different circuits, home-made coils,
etc., and at the moment I am puzzled about

use with Belling -Lee Terminal

Type "B."

. . . .

Price 8d.

circuit must be coupled back to its
.

. . .

circuit.

BELLING -LEE

*

*

This coupling must be both sufficient

in degree and correct in
maintain oscillations.
*

*

. .

. .

to

FOR EVERY RADIO 'CONNECTION

*

Advt. of Belling & Lee, Ltd., Queens -way, Ponders End, .31d.A.

After the oscillations have built upwhich is

a momentary process-the

ENGINEERS I Here is a straightforward proposition.

output of an oscillating valve remains

Will you give us the chance to prove that you can
earn £300, £400, £500 per year and more ? It will
cost you nothing to investigate, and you are bound
to benefit. A postcard will bring our 200 -page

Last week's missing words (in order)
were :
Half a
Amperes, Volts.
Watt.
Watt. Half a Watt. One Thousand.

=
E'

i11111111I11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111W

time cover stations above Budapest, right
at the top of the scale over 500 metres ?

If

you can give me some information about
this I should be very pleased."

Condensers of the variable type differ a good deal
In different makes, but as a general rule the minimum

Hand -Book, " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES,"
which outlines many unusual chances of well -paid,
Permanent, and pensionable employment. Among
other things, the book also contains details of
A,M.I.Mech.E., I.E.E., B.Sc., Matrix. G.P.O., etc.

Exams, and outlines Home -Study Courses In all
branches of Elec., Mech., Motor, Aero, Radio and
Talkie Engineering, Building, etc. You owe it to
yourself to read our enlightening hand-book-Free
of obligation. Send for it to -day, stating branch of
most interest.
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY,

401, Shakespeare House, 29/31, Oxford Street London.

capacity is about one -tenth of the maximum and,
therefore, in most makes it is somewhere about

It pays you to ask your Retailer tor

Probably the best way to cover the extended wave-

WAVEMASTER
Variable Condensers and Extensers

-00005 mfd.

band you are contemplating would-be to wire up a
little .0001 fixed condenser in the tuned circuit, and
bring this into action when you wish to cover the
stations above 500 metres. It should be wired in
parallel with the present tuning condenser, with an
on -off switch in one lead.

When you switch the extra condenser "off " you
tune in from low -wave stations like Cork right up
to, say, Budapest, or as far as you can go. Suppose
It is Budapest and the reading for this is 96.
Switch in your extra condenser and re -tune for
Budapest, which will now be 20° or so lower on the
dial. Then you can use the higher readings to find
other wavelengths above Budapest.

"P.W." "MISSING LINKS."
restrictions the

usual
"Missing Links" diagram- is unavoidably
held over this week.
Owing to space

genuine guaranteed

for all the latest circuits

14" x

r xr deep}
yr
x 10'' ,

16'x8"
18" x

xr

8/6

116

9/6

2/.

Satisfaction or cashreturned. Real photographs with
sizes and prices of our latest models, also Booklet of
Ready to Assemble Cabinets will be sent on receipt .pf
2d. postage in stamps. Handicrafts Stockist:4".

REDRUP & SON,

RADIO- CABINET SPECIALISTS,

178, ALBERT RD., SOUTHSEA.

Cabinets made to order.

Baffle and Baseboards

8d per sq. toot

Solve all H.T. Troubles.

SELF-CHARCINC,

SILENT,

ECONOMICAL

JARS (waned). 21" X it sq. 113 doz.
SINUS, new typel0d. doz. Sacs 1;2 doz.
Sample dos, (18 volts), complete with
bands and electrolyte, 411. post ad.
Sample unit, 66. Illus, booklet free.

Bargain list free.

Pick-ups,

AMPLIFIERS, 301.. 3 -valve set, .E5.

P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,

THE REGENT FITTINGS CO.

aFOORWELL,

(P.W.). 120. Old St.. London, E.C.1.

7714L GRAHAM- FARISH

TT

GRAHAM FARISH LIMITER, Bromley, Kent

AND GET THE HIGHEST SATISFACTION.
Solid Oak throughout.
Hinged Lid, with or
Polished Medium Colour.
without
in. opening at back.
Carr. extra
Price
Panel Size Baseboard

Table Model No. A3.

WET H.T. BATTERIES -et

Loud Speakers, Radio Kits, complete
Receiving Sets, Gramophones, Radiograms. Established 1903.

Send for FREE Descriptive Leaflet to :

DIRECT FROM OUR WORKS

Postage extra.

MARE A RADH ONIOGRAE M OR
GR AMOP
kits or
at quarter price. Order loose
sets and assemble them at home,
making your own cabinets or box.
Get for 3d. our new 64-p. catalogue.
No. 222/1932, with scale drawings
and instructions how to make them.
We sell motors from 716: Tonearms,
Horns,

AMAZ I N

BUY -YOUR-

WIRELESS CABINET

AT THE LOWEST COST PRICE

r thick cut to any size.

CONDENSER CO., LTD.,
WEBB
42 Hatton Garden, London. E.C.I.

soundboxes, 116:

HEADPHONES. Sullivan's Double. 2 receivers with
metal headbands, 120 ohms. 3/-; ditto -8,000 ohms, 4l pair; field service 'phones, leather headbands,British. 2/6 pr., in makers' cartons; single earpieces,
L.R.. 1/6; all as new, guaranteed 2 yrs.; microphone
insets. 2/-. 9lb. Parcel useful oddments, 6/-. post free.
Electradix Radios, 218, Upper Thames St., E.0.4.

LONDON

38,6
COMPLETE'
KIT OF PARTS
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THE LISTENER'S NOTEBOOK
-

HEAYSER111

0.150

AZ MAINS 200-250v5Or

att

(Continued from page 48.)

per cent of listeners is certain, and after
the way the paper was read one regretted
that the idea of setting it to music had not
entered. the heads of the programme

directors
Ashley Sterne, on the occasion of his first

effort as vaudeville critic, was seemingly
more intent on being ..humorous - than

HNICAL
' NOTES
Some diverse and informative jot- ;
tings about interesting aspects of
radio reception.
-

By. Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F. Inst.P.

criticising the alleged humaur of the artistes.

Later, he admitted he was a poor judge,

Expressly Recommended
for the
"'.1).W.' Single Dial Super"

ilEAYBERD 0.150 -MAINE UNIT. Outputs :-120 or 150 volts at 25 ma. Alter `native output panel switch. Tappings :
60/80v. Var. E.G., 120v. and 150v. fixed.
Westinghouse metal Rectification. Neat
mottled black steel case with bakelite
panel. Complete and ready to
plug-in
.
86/ .
.
Send this ad. with 3d. stamps for specice
lists, with diagrams, of Heayberd Mains
products.

so perhaps not much heed was taken of his
attempt to find fault with some.of the turns.
In .his criticism he hinted that crooning
was not one of his favourite turns ; but I
agree with him that, if we are to be asked to
put up with_such, Eddie Collis is the best
exponent of this expression of melancholy
that could be selected. But please let us
have some new songs.
Naturally enough, artistes jumped at the
opportunity to poke fun at the new critic,
and one must say that it was poor stuff.
However, compensation came in the shape
of a few topical -puns, and even Claude
Hulbert weighed in with. two about riding
in Rotten Row without a hat, and the selling
of his stud for old gold.,

The new method of introducing the

10, FINSBURY ST., LONDON, E.0.2.
(One minute from Afooteate Und. Stn.)

vaudeville turns was, after all,not by any
means novel, and Leonard Henry iii Silas
P. Yapp produced little humour that one
had not come across before ; in fact, after
a time the twang became not only monotonous but irritating. One of the earliest
turns happened to be Eric Ross and Ida
Williams, _cross talkers,, who did their best
to outdo the-arinouncer's alleged wit: Then

SENSATIONAL OFFER

a- little later came Johnson Clark, the

W. S. WILKIN'S

I fancy we Shall hear More of

from

Cabinet Works,

Oak Finished

CABINET
Of Sound Conduit:lien.

Suitable forTELSEN 3,

TRIPLE 3, LOTUS 3,
or any set with 14 x 7
panel.

Price Carr. Paid 1916
From

W. S. WILKIN,
12 Nelson Mews, Southend

-EASY PAYMENTS -

" There's, no place like HOLMES."

The first firm to supply wireless parts on easy
payments; Seven years advertiser in .,Popular
Wireless.

Thousands tat satisfied customers.

EXIDE H.T. Accum. 120s.

BLUE SPOT 66R &
CHASSIS

BLUE SPOT 100U

-

AMPLION M.C.fi -

CELESTION M.C.

EKCO Eliminator A.G. 18

Nancy Lovat was content with some old

songs that I have certainly. heard better
sung.

If Nosmo King and his partner are to
hold on to their rather high reputations
they must avoid repeating their patter.

The partner recites with marked effect, and
he might with advantage play a- more

prominent part in the turn.
Jack's Get -Away.

Did you notice how smartly Jack Payne
get away on the occasion of his good-bye
performance ?

It looked as though -he was
not anxious to give the announcer a chance
of being sentimental. He appeared to be
as short of breath as usual, but his " boys "
played with -all their old fire and dash. They
should take America. by. storm.

19/6 11 of 19/8
6/10 11 of 6/10

vaudeville turn, .but it was evident that the
fine baritone v oice of Ashmoor Burch
made as big an impression in the studio as

5/5
7 of 5/5
10/- 11 of 1218

£3

6/.

9 of 6/8

5/6

9 of 4/5
7 of 5/4
9 of 7/5
9 of 5/3

67/.

He was well worth his

As a rule there is a stereotyped sound
about the hand -clapping that follows

£2/2/6
39/6
67/6
47!6

selection.
him.

Deposit Payments

Monthly

TELSEN VICTOR 3 KIT 39/6
COSSOR. KIT .
£6/15
OSRAM KIT .
110/15
METEOR 3 KIT - - £3/15

ventriloquist.

5/8
7/5
5/3
7/5

9 of 74

New Goods Obtained for Every Order.

Send us a list of the parts you require and the pee
meats that will suit your convenience, and we will
send you a definite quotation. Anything Wireless.

H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,
Great Portland Street,, London. W.I.
'Phone: Museum 1414.

PLEASE he sure to mention "Popular Wireless"
when communicating with Advertisers. Thanks!

it .did among

fireside

I SAID something.about band-pass tuning
in these NoteS a little time back, and as a

riiimber. ofreaders have asked me various

points about this, I think perhaps it i'sught
be useful to refer to it more fully. "Some
of these questions relate particularly. te the
actual method of arranging the coupling
for the, band-pass tinning.

As you know, the object of band-pass

tuning is to gain selectivity without losing
quality, and also, as far as possible, without -losing volume. In highly selective

arrangements, as a rule, there is A great

tendency to introduce _distortion, owing to
the cutting -off of the higher frequencies.
Two Separate Circuits.

Some Outstanding Turns.

MONARCH OF THE MAINS.

Band-pass . Tuning.

groups.

Mamie

Soutter, with her partner, Blake Adams,
also hit the popular taste with their patter :

but singing is not one of their strong points.
If. Sir William Beveridge is keen on
increasing the interest in his J)et scheme. re

Family Life and Marriage in particular.

he will have to give us brighter discussions
than the one he had with Professor Ginsberg.

Perhaps the latter's voice handicapped the
turn_somewhat,. but in addition Sir William

should beCome a little less touchy' about
the way his idea was criticised.

It has been known for a very long time
that selectivity can be increased by the use
of two or more tuned circuits,. and a well-

known method. is to use as -tuned aerial
circuit follOWed Van H.F. amplifying valve.

this in turn followed by another tuned
circuit.

This arrangement has merits, but
owing to the presence of the amplifying

valve following the first' tuned circuit, any
imperfections in the selectivity provided by
the first circuit are emphasised by the valve.
In the arrangement just mentioned, if the
two
-are -made -sufficiently selective.
So as to get fine tuning, it will generally be

found that a " peak " will be produced in
the resonance curve, so that there will be a

great likelihood Of distortkin being Set up.
Preceding- the Valve.

Now, band -pass -tuning is really a pair of
lOosely-Coupled timed circuits, but instead
of these having a valve amplifier interposed
between them, the two circuits are
put together and precede_ the valve. Instead, therefore, of having tunina, circuit,

valve and tuning circuit, .we have. the

.arrangement first, tuning circuit, second
tuning circuit, arid third the valve, the valve'

being taken away from the intermediate
position, and put- after the second tuning

circuit. This apparently simple re -arrangement has important effects; however.

The baSis of band-pass tuning is to. pick
out the desired signal from the_ unwanted
ones before valve amplification. When we

have the ordinary arrangement. oL two
tuning- circuits; with valve- amplifier in
hetween, we get, as I.say, a peaked resonance curve.

When, however, we have the band-pass
arrangement and the two. loosely -Coupled

tuned circuits followed by the' high -fre-

quency amplifier, we get a resonance curve
'which, although only covering. perhaps, the
same amount. -of dial sp0e, has tub 'peaks
side by 'side and , close together; these two.
peaks corresponding to the separate reson
ance-points of the two tuned circuits. Por
practical purposes the two peaks, .nay be

regarded as. ierging or ebaleseingiWone

"

(Continued on sort page.)-
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"MORCO"
CABINET FOR THE
SINGLE DIAL
SUPER

THE CABINET SPECIFIED BY

THE "P.W." TECHNICAL
EXPERTS

THE " MODERNIST "
CABINET No. 78.
In medium colour Fumed
Oak finish with well -designed feet.

(Continued from previous page.)

which, although it has a slight dimple in the

top, is virtually what is called a " flattopped" curve.
Flat-topped Resonance Curve.

You will see at once the great advantage
of this new resonance curve which, as- I say,
although being roughly of the same dimen-

sions at the base, is much broader at the
top. The effect of this -broader -topped
resonance curve is that the band-pass
arrangement covers more of the high
frequencies, as it responds more on each

side of the fundamental frequency.
The band-pass arrangement, therefore,
" The Ideal Cabinet for whilst giving you the necessary selectivity,
the Modern Home."
at the same time retains, owing to the broadPRICE :
ness of the top of its resonance curve, those
sidebands which are essential for the avoidWITH BASEBOARD
ance of distortion.
(As Specified on Page.60:61.)
As regards the actual arrangement of the
_ two loose -coupled tuned circuits for the
CASH OR C.O.D. ORDER FORM.
band-pass arrangement, one of the simplest
methods is to connect the two coils together,

SINGLE DIAL SUPER
As described in this week's issue.

lLor

C.O.D..

18'6

To : R. MORTON & CO. LTD.
MAPPIN BUILDINGS, NORFOLK ST.,

SHEFFIELD.
Please despatch to me Cabinet No
for

1°7 which fl Tieff;ay on delivery}

8

NAME

denser for the coupling coil.
Mixed Coupling.

ADDRESS

These two methods, however' although
useful to us in studying the .simplest ar-

-

" PM." 2613132-

EzmarrnAr X
BUY BRITISH GOVERNMENT BARGAINS.
ALL FIRST-CLASS GOODS.

AMMETERS. 21in. moving coil, 1st grade, 0-1i amps.,

25/-; 0-5 amps., 25/. 0-10 amps., 25/-. Central
zero ditto, 20-0-20 or 30-0-5G amps. Turner with

shunt, 25/.. Eliminator or Anode Meters, 0-20 inta, 7/6,
Meters for Switchboard, 3in. to 8in. all ranges in stock
quick delivery Please state for ;A.C. or D.C.
PORTABLE METERS. G.P.O. volt-milliarnps. 45/-.
Elliott multi E.108, 4 ranges, 35/-. M.C. inated

Portable, 0-3, 0-30, 0-300 volts, 25/. ditto, 0-12
amps.. 25 volts and 250 volts, 26/-. Pocket 7 -range set,
type " 13, 50/..Ten range sub -standards by Nalder,

,Crompton and E.E., all ranges in volts and amps. to

600, a £25 Set for £8. Portable Mov. Coil Movements,
in wood case, for home-made Tester, 12/-. Silvertown
pocket Galvos for circuits, 7/..

MEGGERS. 100 volts, 200 volts, 500 volts and 1,000
volts, from £8 10s.

LABORATORY METERS. Nalder sub -standard mirror scale moving coil, 6in. x 7 in., 20 m.v. per div., as
new, 65/.. Unipivot, Cambridge and Paul round type
A," def. 3 microamps. per div., £5 and £7. Paul -

80-800 periods, £5 10s.
Panel frequency meters, 50 cycles, 50/- ; 500 cycles,
55/0. Megger Faradmeter, £15 ; Megger Voltmeters,
30/-. Capacity Bridges to 10 mfd., £10. Wattmeters,
35/. to £10. Magnetometer for Gauss Law, 12/6.
GALVOS. Best bargain to-day,Silvertown Astatic,
Frequency meter, scaled

brass case, Horiz., 20 ohms, 7/6, useful for all testing
and bridge. Type G bridge -salvo, suspen. needle,
20/-. Paul Pivot, 17/6. Unipivots, £5. Tinsley
suspen. Mirror, £3. Gambrel', ditto, vert., brass case,
£4.

each, of course, having its own variable
condenser, and to connect a coupling coil
between the common point of the two
tuning coils and the common point- of the
two tuning condensers. A variation of this
method is to substitute a coupling con:

Sullivan Reflecting, fine' 110.

BRIDGES, etc., Slider type, 3716 ; self-contained C. &
A., with salvo, £610s. Plug types, portable, G.P.O.,
£7 10s. Silvertown, £8. Paul type 4 -dial, £10. Sullivan
Lab. type, £11. New Griffin, £20. Universal Shunts,
15/, Reversing Keys, etc., cheap. Milgate Speaker
Unit with Truvo 10 bakelized cone, 5/6.
FULTOGRAPHS. Another parcel of these famouRecorders available Kits 30/-. Complete sets with
Amplifier 45!..

New Sale List just printed. It is impossible to
repeat these goods.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,

218, Upper Thames St.. London. E.C.4
Telephone: CITY 0191.

rangement of the band-pass tuning scheme,
-are not in practice all that might be desired,
and they haye now giVen place to another

arrangement, which I will describe in a

moment. One of the principal drawbacks of
the simple coupling coil or simple coupling
condenser for the two tuned circuits is that
at different parts of the wave -length range
the degree of selectivity will vary.
The band-pass arrangement which is now

most popular utilises a mixture -of both

coupling coil and coupling condenser. We
have the two tuned circuits, the two tuning
coils, and the two tuning condensers being
all in series and the common point of the
two coils being connected by- means of a
coupling condenser to the common point
of the two tuning condensers.
Variation With Frequdney.

So far, this arrangement is identical with
the simple coupling condenser mentioned

The difference, however, is that
whereas there was no definite coupling
above.

between the two coils in the former case, in

the " mixed coupler " the two coils are

arranged so that there is a variable coupling
between them.
This arrangement has the advantage that
the degree of Selectivity, or if you like, the

band width of the resonance curve, does

not vary very much at different wave -length

frequencies over the ordinary - scale, and
furthermore the selectivity which is obtained does not involve any serious loss of
signal strength.

" POPULAR WIRELESS

has the largest sale of any

WEEKLY WIRELESS JOURNAL.
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KIT -BITS We pay post chargesd

-Utility Triple Gang Condenser with
minimum trimmers and split -end
vanes
.
Utility Drum Drive
Varley Square Peak Coil (Ex tenser Type)
Goltone Oscillator Coupler

3 Leweos 126 Ke. Intermediate Fre
quency Band Filters
-

-

-

s.

C
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7

6

10

6

10 0
15 0

1 11 6

i-

Specified Valves -

-

3 12 0

Full detailed Price List Post Free on Application.

SETS

COSMI
COSMIC III

KIT
"A"
Author's Kit less

valves and cabinet.

COSMIC III STAR

KIT "A"

Author's Kit, less
valves and cabinet.
CASH

CASH
or

Or

C.O.D.

C.O.D.

EASYWAY :
12 monthly payments of 815
Valves as specified,
£1 : 6 : 0
Cabinet 17/6.
KIT " B "

EASYWAY:
12 monthly payments of 81 -

Valves

as

specified,

£1 :6 :0

Cabinet 17'6.
KIT B "
Author's Kit, with

Author's Kit, with
valves but less cabinet

valves but less cabinet CASH or C.O.D.

CASH or C.O.D.

£5 : 13 6
EASYWAY:
12 monthly payments of 1015

£4 : 16 : 0

EASYWAY:
12 monthly payments of 8110
KIT " C "
Author's Kit complete with valves and
cabinet.
CASH or C.O.D.

KIT " C "
Author's Kit complete with valves and
cabinet.

EASYWAY :
12 monthly payments of 1015

EASYWAY :
12 monthly payments of 121-

CASH or C.O.D.

£5 : 13 : 6

£6 : 11 :_0

EASIWAY ITEM
IULTRA IMP PERMANENT
MACNET MOVINC- Send
Complete with input nj.
COIL SPEAKER,

transformer.

(Cash price £2 15s. Od.)

Balance: 11 monthly payments of 5/-.

1.11/

Only

PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD.
LONDON : 77 City Road, E.C.1.
'Phone: Clerkenwell 9406-7-3
'Phone : Chancery 8266

62 HIGH KOLBONN, W.C.1.

which I enclose £

(Continued oil iw.vt page.)

1

Selected fii?.,,D.sbiln'naens

I

circuit, one of these belonging to- each of
desired, these condensers may be operated
separately; the actual operation of the

ems

Or 12 monthly payments of 16/2.
Specified Valves ,R3 :12 :O. ,

PLEASE SEND ME

the two tuned circuits, and although, if

REmEmBrD
RAM

E8 1 6

You will see, of course, that two tuning

condensers. are necessary in the aerial

A u thoara'sdKciatbliensestvalves

KIT"A"

_

CASH/C.O.D./LP. for
s
d

NAME
ADDRESS.

P.W. 26/3/32
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COMPONENTS THAT SYNCHRONIZE
WITH LATEST DEVELOPMENTS in CIRCUIT
DESIGNS of TO -DAY and the FUTURE
Efficiency at lowest cost is the dominating influence in
circuit design to -day, hence, one finds, in all principal
circuits for 1932 the specification of R.I. productions,
because they are designed and built first and foremost
for absolute efficiency and reliability irrespective of
price, yet they cost no more than ordinary components.
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The` PARAF

The" PARAFEED " Transformer is used by practically all designers of'
modern high efficiency circuits, notably the Wireless Construct& "
SiT. 300 and the " Wireless Woricl " Autotone," the Receive!' of
the future, the designer of which erriploys two " PA.RAFEEDS in
the two ordinary, but highly important zmplification stages of this set.

'30
:20

For parallel -feed amplification "PARAFEED" possesses advantages not equalled by any similar transformer. The amazing
N.P.L. curves published are proof positive before you buy, that
PARAFEED " will give the bcst results obtainable in the circuits
in which it is used.
Get a copy of the " PARAFEED " book-it is an education
in amplification-ark your radio dealer or us for a copy.
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Amazing N.P.L. Curves 25 to 8000 cycles.
Primary Inductance 80 to 100 henries.

Primary Inductance 80-100 henries.

Primer.), D.C. Resistance

1,100 ohms.
Secondary D.C. Resistance 2,800 ohms.
Turns
Ratio I 3 (or I : 6 for the S.T. 300). Ratio of I : 4 obtainable
by
auto -connection...

8

6

An Outstanding Radio Development for 1932
A SUPER -CHOKE that deals with H.F.

as well as L.F.

WHAT AUDIRAD, IS. The Dux Audirad is a new form of choke dealing with low
frequencies and high frequencies by
means of a unique stopping device, which bars H.F.
currents that would normally be passed by the self-capacity of an ordinaly L.F. Choke,
and
cause hum or other H.F. interference.

It is, recommended by Mr. Scott -Taggart in the S. T, 300 as an output choke,

ether notable designers of high efficiency sets are using it because

and -

it is so
absolutely consistent with modern circuit design.
FOR MAINS UNITS AND SETS, it is super -efficient for smoothing
or output filterin
in A.C. or D.C.
FOR BATTERY SETS it gives amazing output filter service, and ensures freedom from
unwanted current fluctuations. Ask for the "Dux Audirad leaflet, which gives
full
technical information and diagrams.

r

LE, inductance 21i henries. H.F. Inductance of H.F. Stopper
10,000 micro -henries
illax'imuin D.C. Current, 50 ni.n."
'
Overall dimensions': 2 ins.
2,1 ins.
Weight : 15 ozs.
List No. D. Y. 31.

YOUR. COPY OF THE LATEST R.I. CATALOGUE AWAITS
YOU-ASK YOUR. RADIO DEALER OR US FOR A COPY,
The Advertisement of R.I..Ltd., Croydon,

Surrey.
'Phone : Thornton Heath 3211.
and published every Thursday by the Proprietors, The Amalgamated Press,
(utiees. : Mes$TS. John 11, Tale, Ltd Ludgate Circus,
Ltd.,
The
Flcetway House, Farringdon Street, London, IF.C.4.
Advertisenwill
;=ubseiiption Rates : Inland anti Canada, 17/4 per London, E.C.4. (Telephone:: city 7261.) Registered as a newspaper for transmission
by Caumlian Napalm.
n -t.
and Nen' 'Zealand : Messrs. Cordon & Catch, Ltd. ; annum ; S/8 for six mentlis. Abroad (except Canada), 19/6
per
annum
;
0/9
for
six
and tor South Africa : -Central News Agency, Ltd.
months. Sole _1gents for Austr,
Saturday, March 26th, 1932.

